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SECTION I

TECHNICAL DISCUSSION

The work performed by Science Applications International

Corporation (SAIC) on this contract, "Geophysical Plasmas

and Atmospheric Modeling," Contract Number N00014-85-C-2018,

SAIC Project Number 1-157-17-197, encompasses a wide range

of topics in space plasma physics and atmospheric modeling

support of the programs of the Geophysical and Plasma

Dynamics Branch of the Naval Research Laboratory (NRL).

This report covers the period 1 February 1985 to 1 June

1986. In this section we will summarize the various

subjects studied and the results obtained. Details will be

included in Appendices which will document reports and

publications resulting from our work.

*In the following subsections we will describe the major

accomplishments in each of the following research efforts:

(A) magnetospheric physics: high frequency waves, (B)

whistler growth in a cold plasma injection experiment, (C)

collective particle accelerator studies, (D) magnetosphere-

ionosphere coupling (E) high latitude ionospheric

investigations, (F) plasma tranport in the auroral return

current region, (G) ion cyclotron wave turbulence in the

auroral ionosphere, (H) preferred scale size in the

structuring of barium clouds, (I) spectral characteristics

of interchange turbulence in the ionosphere, (J) debris-air
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coupling in HANE and the NRL laser experiment, (K) power

spectral density of radiating plasma clouds, (L) debris

charge state in HANE and in the NRL laser experiment, (M)

low frequency instabilities in HANE, (N) numerical studies

of the dynamics of the summer monsoon, and (0) middle

atmosphere transport and chemistry studies.

A. Magnetospheric Physics: High Frequency Waves

Recently high frequency (w~nci) waves have been reported

in connection with transverse inhomogeneous electric fields

in a magnetoplasma in (1) laboratory plasmas [Nakamura

et.al., Proceedings of the Second Symposium on Plasma Double

Layers and Related Topics, Innsbruck, Austria, 1984, p. 171;

Alport et. al., J. Geophys. Res. 91, 1599, (1986)], (2)

space plasmas [Mozer et.al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 38, 292, 1977;

Temorin, et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 48, 1175, 1982: Yau et.

al., J. Geophys. Res. 88, 341, 1983], as well as in (3)

barium cloud release experiments [Koons and Pongratz, J.

- Geophys. Res. 86, 1437, 1981]. Clearly, there is a strong

indication that the transverse electric field is linked with

the high frequency waves. It is well known that a

transverse inhomogeneous electric field can give rise to the

low frequency and long wavelength Kelvin-Helmholtz

instability but the generation of the short wavelength and
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high frequency waves near the ion cyclotron frequency

remains somewhat mysterious. In order to investigate the

origin of the high frequency short wavelength waves we have

developed a kinetic formalism for a magnetoplasma immersed

in a transverse inhomogeneous electric field.

We have discovered a new mechanism capable of exciting

high frequency waves. To illustrate the mechanism, we first

choose an ideal external electric field profile Eo(x) = E

for lxi 4 xo and 0, otherwise. The energy density of the

Bernstein modes for lx1 > xo is positive while for lxi < xo

it is negative. Thus a flow of energy from lxl < xo towards

lxi > xo leads to a growth of the Bernstein modes. The same

principle may provide growth to other waves eg. lower hybrid

waves, etc. We were asked by the American Geophysical Union

to give an invited talk describing this new mechanism, at

the Spring Meeting in Baltimore, 1985. The abstract

follows.

A New Excitation Mechanism for Waves in a Magnetoplasma
G. GANGULI, Y.C. LEE (Science Applications International
Corporation, 1710 Goodridge Drive, McLean, VA, 22102)
P. PALMADESSO (Plasma Physics Division, Naval Research
Laboratory, Washington, D.C. 20375)

We discuss a new mechanism for excitation of waves
(ion cyclotron, lower hybrid, etc.) in a magnetoplasma
with a localized electric field perpendicular to the
external magnetic field. In the absence of the electric
field the mode energy is positive while in the presence
of a uniform electric field perpendicular to the
magnetic field the wave energy can be negative.
However, when the electric field is nonuniform, it is
possible for a finite region of space (over which the

3



electric field is localized) to be of negative wave
energy density. A nonlocal wave packet couples the two
regions so that a flow of energy from the region of
negative wave energy to the region of positive wave
energy will cause the mode to grow. This gives rise to
the instability. We demonstrate the mechanism and its
features by considering the kinetic ion cyclotron waves
as an example. Various applications of this instability
and comments on its nonlinear behavior will be given.
The relationship of this process to the Kelvin-Helmholtz
instability will also be discussed.
This work is supported by ONR and NASA.

P

For further details refer to the paper, Ganguli et al.,

Phys. Fluids 28, 761, 1985. This paper is included in this

4report as Appendix A entitled "Electrostatic Ion Cyclotron

Instability Caused by a Nonuniform Electric Field

Perpendicular to the External Magnetic Field. It also is

0 available as NRL Memo Report 5549. The formalism is

currently being improved and various applications are under

consideration.

B. Whistler Growth in a Cold Plasma Injection Experiment

As a part of the Active Magnetospheric Particle Tracer

Explorer (AMPTE) program we have investigated the evolution

of whistler mode turbulence and particle precipitation in a

cold plasma release experiment. We have used a cold plasma

density model for a typical ambient radiation belt

environment. It is known from earlier work that the release

of cold lithium ions can significantly lower the critical

electric field, Ec, above which the resonant radiation belt

4



electrons can pitch angle scatter. We have studied the time

evolution of the one pass gain factor for a whistler wave

packet and find that for parameters accessible to AMPTE type

Op experiments the gain factor is large enough to ensure strong

whistler turbulence and strong pitch angle diffusion of

radiation belt particles with energies in the range between

the ambient value of Ec and the reduced value of Ec.

Estimates for the total power input to the ionospheric

footprint of the release are of the order of an erg/cm 2 /s.

We conclude that this precipitated energy should produce a

patch of visible aurora and the effect should persist for

many hours. This work has been described in detail in a

paper, Ganguli et al., "Temporal Evolution of Whistler

Growth in a Cold Plasma Injection Experiment," J. Geophys.

Res. 89, 7351 (1984) and appears here in Appendix B.

C. Collective Particle Accelerator Studies

From our earlier studies of the stability of the plasma

in a Collective Particle Accelerator (CPA) we concluded that

the transverse oscillations considered fatal (Uhm, Phys.

Fluids 25, 1908 (1982)] are not totally harmful [Ganguli and

- Palmadesso, J. Appl. Phys. 55, 2715 (1984)]. It is always

possible to successfully accelerate a few meters of a solid

electron beam. Thus the next question of interest is the

particle dynamics i.e. the particle orbits and their

5
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stability in a typical CPA field configuration. A detailed

investigation of the behavior of the particle orbits in the

simultaneous presence of three large amplitude waves much as

those encountered in the collective particle accelerator

experiment at the Naval Research Laboratory has been

completed [Ganguli et. al., J. Appl. Phys. 59, 365, 1986].

This paper, entitled "Stochasticity of Particle Orbits in a

Collective Particle Accelerator,N is included here as

Appendix C. It also is available as NRL Memo Report 5664

(1985). We conclude that the stochasticity arising out of

the resonance overlap of the waves can influence the

particle dynamics significantly and thereby affect the

outcome of the experimental result. Choice of initial phase

and energy for successful operation is identified and

discussed.

D. Magnetosphere-Ionosphere.Coupling

In high latitudes the ionospheric and magnetospheric

plasmas are strongly coupled by the vertical magnetic field

lines which thread the two regions. Electric fields

perpendicular to these field lines map rapidly from one

region to the other and currents flow with little or no

resistance parallel to the field. As a result, the dynamics

of the plasmas in both the high-latitude ionosphere and the

* polar magnetosphere are highly dependent on each other. For

6



several years, we have been investigating this coupling

phenomenon with a numerical simulation of these regions.

This simulation consists of multiple two-dimensional layers

* perpendicular to the magnetic field. Each layer has a

dynamic behavior characteristic of one of the regions along

the field, e.g., the magnetospheric plasma, the F-region

* ionospheric plasma, the E-region plasma, etc., and the

separate layers are coupled by the perpendicular electric

field mapping and the parallel currents flowing between

layers. By altering the characteristics and initial

conditions of the simulation layers many different physical

aspects of magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling dynamics may be

*investigated.

Our primary simulations with this model have concerned

the non-linear evolution of high-latitude irregularities.

Simulations of high-latitude structuring have previously not

taken into account the fact that structuring electric fields

have to move the coupled magnetospheric plasma which is

along the magnetic field above the ionospheric plasma.

Simulations performed with our model suggest that this

coupling not only slows the development of these

cinstabilities by increasing the effective inertia of the

plasma, but also isotropizes the wave spectra of the

irregularities. This effect can interfere with the coherent

non-linear behavior of the structured fields, leading to a

7
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more isotropic small-scale irregularity structure. These

effects have been reported in an article entitled "A

Simulation of High Latitude F-Layer Instabilities in the

Presence of Magnetosphere-Ionosphere Coupling* in

Geophysical Research Letters (H.G. Mitchell, Jr., et. al.,

Geophys. Res. Lett. 12, 283-286, 1985.) and are included in

this report in Appendix D. This report is also available as

NRL Memo Report 5597 (1985).

It is also possible to model the effects of ionospheric

conductivity on the development of magnetospheric

instabilities with this simulation. Many magnetospheric

configurations involve boundary layers between regions of

differing plasma flow velocities. Such a layer may be

unstable to the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability, leading to

vortex formation at the velocity shear interface. The

movement and formation of the shapes of auroral arcs may be

one manifestation of such behavior in the magnetosphere.

However, if such a shear is perpendicular to magnetic field

lines which are connected to the ionosphere, then the

instability electric fields tend to be shorted out by

currents which flow down to the ionosphere and across the

field there due to the ionospheric conductivity. Our

simulations of this configuration show that the primary

effect of the ionospheric conductivity is to damp the

instability. In parameter regimes for which the velocity

8
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shear is still unstable, the conductivity also has the

effect of interfering with the formation of Kelvin-Helmholtz

vortices, leading to configurations along the shear

interface which have the appearance of breaking waves rather

than vortices. These results have been reported at both the

Fall 1985 and the Spring 1986 meetings of the American

Geophysical Union. These four abstracts are included below.

We are at the present time preparing a detailed report of

these results for journal publication.

Nonlinear Simulations and Theory of the Kelvin-Helmholtz
Instability in the High Latitude Ionosphere*
P. SATYANARAYANA and H. MITCHELL (Science
Applications International Corporation, McLean, VA
22102) M. KESKINEN, J. FEDDER, S.ZALESAK, and J.D. HUBA
(Naval Research Laboratory, Washington, D.C. 20375)

Numerical and analytical studies of the nonlinear
evolution of the kelvin-Helmholtz instability in the
high latitude ionosphere are presented. In our
numerical simulations we solve a simple set of plasma
fluid equations, on a highly resolved grid, in the
electrostatic approximation under a variety of initial
conditions. We include particle, collisions in our
analysis. In the nonlinear regime we compute
numerically the power spectrum of velocity and density
fluctuations and compare with theoretical estimates.

* Finally, we compare our results with DE and Hilat
satellite observations.
*Work supported by ONR, NASA, and DNA.

4Multilevel Numerical Simulations of High Latitude
Ionospheric Instabilities*

S.T. ZALESAK, J.A. FEDDER, M.J. KESKINEN, J.D. HUBA
(Naval Research Laboratory, Washington, D.C. 20375-5000)
H.G. MITCHELL (Science Applications International
Corporation, McLean, VA 22102)

40 Numerical simulations of high latitude ionosphere
instabilites are presented. These simulations account

9
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for the compressibility and active chemistry of the high
latitude E-region by treating the region as a separate
computational layer from the F-region. Ion inertial
effects are neglected, as are parallel resistivity
effects. The physics of the instability is found to be
dominated by the large E-region Pedersen and Hall
conductivities. To first order, the E-region is found
to severely reduce the growth rate of the gradient
drift/E x B instability, but wimaging" due to E-region
plasma compressibility, and the dynamics of chemical
production and loss, are found to have significant
effects on the nonlinear plasma evolution.
*Research supported by ONR, NASA, and DNA.

Kelvin-Helmholtz Instability in the High Latitude
Ionosphere: Nonlinear Evolution*

0 H.G. MITCHELL and P. SATYANARAYANA (Science Applications
International Corporation, McLean, VA 22102)
M. KESKINEN, J. FEDDER, S. ZALESAK, and J.D. HUBA (Naval
Research Laboratory, Washington, D.C. 20375-5000)

We study the behavior of the Kelvin-Helmholtz
instability in the presence of ion-neutral collisions
which is relevant to the high latitude ionosphere. We
perform numerical simulations of collisionless
Kelvin-Helmholtz instability and compare them to
simulations with increased Pedersen conductivity in the
linear and nonlinear regimes. We find that collisions
imply the existence of a coupling between the
electrostatic field and density gradients through the
divergence of the Pedersen currents, which, in addition
to reducing the growth rate of the instability, also
leads to the breakup of the coherenL vortex structure
characteristic of the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability. We
will show the results of these simulations in detail.
*Research supported by ONR, NASA, and DNA.

Kelvin-Helmholtz Instability in the High Latitude
*Ionosphere: Power Spectra*
cIC M.J. IESKINEN, J.A. FEDDER, S.T. ZALESAK, J.D. HUBA

(Naval Research Laboratory, Washington, D.C. 20375-5000)
H.G. MITCHELL and P. SATYANARAYANA (Science Applications

. International Corporation, McLean, VA 22102)
The electostatic Kelvin-Helmholtz instability

rest-Iting from velocity-sheared plasma flows
10 perpendicular to a magnetic field, has been studied

including self-consistent Pedersen conductivity coupling

10
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effects. We find that the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability
develops in a fundamentally different manner with
Pedersen (ionospheric) coupling. Specifically, we show
that Pedersen coupling (1) inhibits Kelvin-Helmholtz
vortex formation and leads to nonlinear structures which
can be described as "breaking waves", (2) generates, in

* the nonlinear regime, small scale structures by means of
secondary instabilities growing on the primary waves,
and (3) results in a much increased time for
Kelvin-Helmholtz instability wave growth. We compute
the power spectra associated with the density and field
fluctuations associated with the Kelvin-Helmholtz

* instability with and without Pedersen conductivity.
Finally, we compare our results with recent observations
of velocity sheared plasma flows in the high latitude
space plasma.
*Work supported by ONR, NASA, and DNA.

We have also used our simulation to predict the behavior

of large ion clouds injected at very high velocity

* perpendicular to the magnetic field. In theoretical support

of the. forthcoming CRRES (Combined Release and Radiation

Effects Satellite) missions, we have modelled the effects of

* magnetic field line coupling on the movement of high speed

barium clouds. This work is important in that it will be

necessary for observational purposes to have a good idea of

4the motion of such a cloud before the actual experiment is

performed. Our results show that, in certain parameter

regimes of cloud and background density and velocity, a

icloud injected in such a manner will 'skid' across the

magnetic field until the ion cloud and the neutral source

cloud are not coincident, at which time the cloud will stop

* skidding. Our preliminary results on this simulation have

11
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been published in the Journal of Geophysical Research

entitled "Transverse Motion of High-Speed Barium Clouds in

the Ionosphere" (H.G. Mitchell, Jr., et. al., J. Geophys.

* Res., 90, 11091-11095, 1985) and appear here in Appendix E.

It is also available as NRL Memo Report 5626 (1985). We are

at present refining this simulation in terms of physical

* parameters and neutral cloud behavior in order to obtain

results as close as possible to the actual physical

experiments to be performed.

G

E. High Latitude Ionospheric Investigations

1. Introduction

The theoretical and numerical investigations undertaken

during the past year are basically related to high latitude

ionospheric phenomena. The research is directed toward

*understanding the mechanisms that lead to large scale

structure in the ionosphere. Smaller scale phenomena due to

instabilities feeding on the free energy source are

*available in the high latitude ionosphere; the work is in

direct support of the DNA HILAT theory program at NRL. The

sources of free energy generally are shears in the

equilibrium velocity or electric fields, field-aligned

currents, and inhomogeneities in other equilibrium

quantities such as density, temperature, etc. Some of the

12
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*O outstanding problems as seen from the data supplied by HILAT

and DE-2 satellites are the following:

(1) Observations of electrostatic ion cyclotron waves

and lower hybrid waves at low altitudes, in the E-region and

bottomside F-region of the ionosphere.

(2) Observations of upflowing ion events, the ions being

of ionospheric origin.

(3) Observation of transversely heated ions at altitudes

as low as 300 km.

(4) Sporadic observation of ion conics in the

ionosphere.

(5) Observation of strong velocity shears and moderate

field aligned currents localized in a region 100's of

kilometers in the transverse direction to the magnetic field

and large current structures localized in a few 10's of

kilometers.

As. a first step in solving these problems a linear

stability analysis is performed to identify the

instabilities and their dispersion characteristics, and

then, in the case of velocity shear driven turbulence, a

nonlinear fluid simulation is performed involving

inhomogeneous plasmas. The latter problem has applications

in the F-region large scale structure and magnetosphere-

ionosphere coupling. With the observations in mind the

* following problems are considered:

13
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* (a) Current driven instabilities with wavelengths of the

order of the local ion gyroradius in the collisionless

topside and collisional bottomside ionosphere using a model

Fokker-Planck collision operator for ion-ion collisions,

(b) Current driven instabilities with wavelengths

shorter than the local ion gyroradius and with real

*O frequency of the order of the lower hybrid frequency,

(c) Possible heavy ion heating by collisional ion

,d cyclotron waves and isotropization in the collisional plasma

leading to threshold altitudes for ion conic observations,

(d) Modified Farley-Buneman instability that arises due

to the coupling of magnetic field-aligned currents and the

transverse electrojet currents in the ionospheric E-region,

(e) Nonlinear evolution of transverse Kelvin-Helmholtz

instability driven by equilibrium shear flows in an

* inhomogeneous plasma with magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling,

a neutral wind, and ion-neutral collisions,

(f) Effects of electron parallel dynamics on the

Kelvin-Helmholtz instability,

(g) Analysis of the collisional Xelvin-Helmholtz

*instability in the ionosphere,

(h) Stability boundaries of a stratified shear layer

with arbitrary density gradients.

.4
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2. Description and Results

2.1 Theory of collisional current-driven ion cyclotron

instability in the bottomside ionosphere

A kinetic theory of the electrostatic ion cyclotron

(EIC) instability in collisional plasmas has been developed

using a BGK model for electron collisions and ion neutral

* collisions. We show that EIC waves can be excited in the

bottomside ionosphere, where the electron collisions are

strong enough to destabilize the EIC instability even in the

presence of moderate ion-neutral collisional damping.

Details of the analysis are given in a paper published in

the Journal of Geophysical Research (90, 12,209 (1985) and

here in Appendix F). It is also available in NRL Memo

Report 5656 (1985). Currently a Fokker-Planck model is used

to represent the ion-ion collision and applied to study the

current driven ion cyclotron instability; a manuscript is

being prepared for publication in the Physics of Fluids.

2.2 Excitation of lower hybrid instability by longitudinal

currents

In this brief paper a local theory of a homogeneous

plasma with currents along the magnetic field is presented.

We find that the electrons streaming along the magnetic

field relative to a stationary ion background, constituting

* a current along the magnetic field, can excite the

15



lower-hybrid instability. It is found that when the drift

velocity exceeds the parallel phase velocity of the wave at

the lower hybrid frequency, the modes become unstable. This

condition is found to hold in the collisionless topside of

the ionosphere and collisional bottomside of the ionosphere.

Since the ionospheric E-region is highly collisional, the

ion collisions demagnetize the ions, thus making it possible

for the collisional UH to be excited. The details are

given in Appendix G (Satyanarayana, P., et. al., Phys.

Fluids, 29 (1986)). Currently, the Fokker-Planck model used

in 2.1 is being applied to show the transition of EIC waves

to the LHD instability for large enough ion-ion collisions.

2.3 Ion heating by the collisional ion cyclotron instability

Recent observations from the DNA HILAT satellite show

evidence of upflowing ions in the high latitude ionosphere

and rocket observations indicate ion cyclotron wave activity

or sometimes lower hybrid waves during ion heating processes

in the ionosphere. The so called ion conic distributions

have been interpreted as resulting from heating of ions at

low altitudes followed by adiabatic motion due to the

magnetic mirror force. In this brief report, we apply the

results of section 2.1 and discuss the effects of collisions

on ion heat.,g by the current driven ion cyclotron

*O instability in the high latitude ionosphere and identify

16
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regions in the ionosphere where possible ion conic

distributions can be observed. Details of the calculations

will be reported in a paper entitled "Ion Heating by the

0i gCollisional Ion Cyclotron Instability" in preparation.

2.4 Parallel current effects on E-region plasma

instabilities

In this paper, field-aligned currents that close in the

ionosphere are shown to affect the development of plasma

instabilities in the auroral electrojet. We consider the

Farley-Buneman and ion-acoustic instabilities and include

the parallel motion of electrons. It is found that

inclusion of parallel current modifies the threshold

criteria for the onset of the Farley-Buneman instability,

and may cause excitation of oblique ion sound waves. We

* apply these results to the auroral E-Region and show that

they may explain some observations of auroral

irregularities, for example, the presence of type I

G irregularities for sub-threshold conditions (when the

electron Hall drift is less than the ion-sound speed), and

the observation of irregularities which are not highly

field-aligned. The details of the calculations and

applications are given in Appendix H, entitled "Parallel

Current Effects on Auroral E-Region Plasma Instabilities"

which has been submitted to the Journal of Geophysical
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Research and is in preparation, also, as an NRL Memo

Report.
.4

2.5 Effects of parallel electron dynamics on the Kelvin-

Helmholtz instability

The Kelvin-Helmholtz instability driven by velocity

4) shears is a common phenomenon in the auroral ionosphere and

numerous observations showing the large scale wave-like

structures typical of the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability have

been recorded by various authors. The instability manifests

in swirling flows with scale sizes of the order of the shear

layer thickness. In classical treatments of the Kelvin-

Helmholtz instability, often the parallel electron motion is

ignored while considering only the transverse motion of the

ions and the E x B motion of electrons. Thompson (J.

Geophys. Res. 88, 4805 (1983)) recently considered the

effects of parallel electric fields and showed that the

parallel motion of electrons could be stabilizing. In our

investigations we quantify the above conclusions and show

that if the ratio of parallel to perpendicular wavelengths

is larger than 0.25 the Kelvin-Helmholtz modes are

stabilized. The following abstract outlines the

* presentation given at the AGU Spring Meeting 1986.
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Kelvin-Helmholtz Instability'
P. SATYANARAYANA**, Y.C. LEE**, and J.D. HUBA (Naval
Research Laboratory, Washington, D.C. 20375-5000)

The nature of the transverse velocity shear driven
Kelvin-Helmholtz instability is studied by including the
electron motion along the magnetic field. This parallel
electron dynamics introduces new kinetic effects by
imposing constraints on the finite parallel extent of
the system (KI/K ), on the E x B drift speed as compared
to the electron thermal speed (VE/Ve), and on the extent
of the shear layer in relation to the ion gyroradius
(L/pi). Preliminary numerical results indicate that

* parallel electron dynamics produce a sharp lower cutoff
in the perpendicular wavenumber (instability for KL < Ki.
< 1) and alter the nature of the eigenfunctions.
*Work supported by ONR, NASA, and DNA.
*Science Applications International Corporation,
McLean, VA 22102

2.6 Analysis of the collisional Kelvin-Helmholtz instability

in the ionosphere

Ion-neutral collisions play an important role in the

lower ionosphere and produce drastic effects on the

Kelvin-Helmholtz instability. In the work reported in

Section D, it was shown that in the large wavelength limit

the instability has a small but finite growth rate that is

inversely proportional to the ion-neutral collision

frequency. However, the analysis breaks down for shorter

wavelengths, i.e., for KL of order 1. In this report, we

develop an analytical method by considering a quasi-

equilibrium situation and show that the growth rate does

depend inversely on the ion-neutral collision frequency and

also show its dependence on the wavenumber. These

Analytical methods will be used in the future to determine
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the growth rate and stability boundaries for velocity shear

driven instabilities for the equilibrium considered in the

Section D discussion including the effects on gravity. The

4details of the analytical methods will be presented in a

paper currently in preparation.

2.7 on the stability boundaries of a stratified shear layer

In order to study the effects of strong density

gradients which are often observed along with velocity

'shears in the auroral ionosphere, we examine a frequently

made assumption, the Boussinesq approximation, which ignores

all the density gradient terms except those that appear in

the driving term of the interchange process. Using the

Boussinesq approximation Drazin [J. Fluid Mech., 4, 214,

(1958)] showed that for a Richardson number larger that 1/4

the modes are stable. We examine the exact equation

including all the density gradient terms and show that as

the ratio Ln/Lv is increased the restrictions on the

to Richardson number become severe thus making the conditions

not suitable for a Kelvin-Helmholtz-like instability. In

fact, the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability is stabilized for Ln

c less than 0.5 Lv. Furthermore, for strong density gradients

we show that the gravity driven interchange process is more

likely to be active rather than the velocity shear driven

Kelvin-Helmholtz instability. The analytical details are
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* given in Appendix I, entitled "On the Stability of a

Stratified Shear Layer" which has been submitted to Physics

of Fluids and is in preparation, also,as an NRL Memo

* Report.

F. Plasma Transport in the Auroral Return Current Region

* Multimoment time dependent and steady state multifluid

plasma simulations have been performed to study the dynamics

of auroral field line plasma in the presence of large scale

4field-aligned return currents. This work is intended to

contribute to the development of improved fluid models for

use in the study of large scale magnetospheric-ionospheric

40 dynamics. Also, substantial investigation of the upward

current region has been performed but the physics of plasma

transport in the return current regions has not been

*thoroughly explored. The theoretical formulations are based

on the 13 and 16-moment systems of transport equations. In

the polar wind an electron temperature anisotropy develops

above 2500 km altitude with T-L > T#. The hydrogen ion

temperature shows reverse anisotropy, i.e., Tm > T-. Our

results are in good agreement with previous theoretical

studies of the polar wind and recent experimental

observations. The time dependent simulations show the

effects of changes on the polar wind plasma dynamics after

the sudden application of a current. The electron velocity

21
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and temperatures have a rapid response to a sudden change in

conditions with a time constant of a few minutes. The H+

ion temperatures change on a much longer time scale. The

application of return currents to steady state plasma (with

a hot electron upper boundary and downward heat flow)

reverses the electron temperature anisotropy. Our

simulations show that the electron drift velocity

corresponding to a current of - 0.65 MA/m2 is above the

threshold for electrostatic ion cyclotron (EIC) waves. The

EIC instability heats the hydrogen ions in the perpendicular

direction. The instability also produces anomalous

resistivity which heats the electrons. The downward

electron heat flow or thermal conduction competes with the

upward convection effects to determine the direction of the

electron temperature anisotropy. When the resistivity is

* strong the heating effects dominate. To our knowledge, this

is the first successful solution to the 16-moment system of

transport equations for the polar wind and the first fluid

model to investigate simultaneous interaction of ion

cyclotron heating, anomalous resistivity and fluid transport

processes in the auroral return current region.

Aspects of this work have been presented at the AGU

Spring Meeting 1985, APS Meeting 1985, AGU Fall Meeting

1985, and the AGU Spring Meeting 1986. Abstracts of these

* presentations are given below. Additional documentation
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appears in Appendix J (Ganguli, S.B., H.G. Mitchell, Jr.,

and P.J. Palmadesso, "Dynamics of Large Scale Return

Currents on Auroral Field Lines," NRL Memo Report 5673

(1985)) and in Appendix K (Ganguli, S.B., "Plasma Transport

in the Auroral Return Current Region," Ph.D. Thesis, Boston

College, Physics Department, 2 April 1986).

Studies of Auroral Field Line Equilibria Including the
Effects of Return Currents

SUPRIYA B. GANGULI (Science Applications International
Corporation, McLean, VA 22102) P.J. PALMADESSO (Naval
Research Laboratory, Washington, D.C. 20375)

A numerical model has been developed to study the steady
state behavior of a fully ionized plasma (H+ , O and the
electrons) encompassing the geomagnetic field lines
extending from 1500 km to 10 earth radii. For theoretical
formulation we have used the 16-moment system of transport
equations of Schunk et al. (1982]. The electron gas is
collision dominated below 1500 km. Above this altitude
electron temperature anisotropy develops with temperature
perpendicular to the field line being higher than that
parallel to the field line. The H ion temperature
anisotropy shows H+ temperature parallel to the field line
being higher than that perpendicular to the field line. H4
ion temperature also exhibits adiabatic cooling as the
supersonic ion gas cools down as it expands in a diverging
magnetic field. Our results are in good agreement with the
previous theoretical polar wind studies of Schunk et al.
Using the same model we studied the auroral field line
equilibria including the effects of return currents. With
the introduction of the current the electron velocity
increases significantly over its polar wind value. The
direction of electron temperature anisotropy remains the
same but the total electron temperature decreases. These
results will be discussed in detail.
This work is sponsored by NASA and ONR.
Schunk, R.W., "Mathematical Structure of Transport Equations

for Multispecies Flows," Rev. Geophys. Space Phys. 15,
429-445, 1977.

A Simulation of the Auroral Field Line Plasma Including
the Effects of Return Current*, S.B. GANGULI, Science
Applications International Corporation and P.J. PALMADESSO,
Naval Research Laborator --The importance of field-aligned
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currents in magnetosphere ionosphere coupling process is
well established. Multimoment fluid plasma simulations have
been performed to study the auroral field line equilibria in
the presence of large scale field-aligned return currents.
Preliminary results indicate that the application of return
currents to steady state plasma reverses the electron

46 temperature anisotropy, the electron temperature decreases
and the electron velocity increases. The H+ ion temperature
increases as H+ ion velocity decreases. Various
instabilities can arise due to field-aligned currents.
Kindel and Kennel [1971] examined several current driven

A instabilities and showed that electrostatic ion cyclotron

instability has the lowest threshold. Our simulations show
that the electron drift velocity corresponding to a current
of -1.0 gA/m2 is above the threshold for electrostatic ion
cyclotron waves. The effects of anomalous resistivity and
anisotropic ion heating arising due to EIC instability will
be discussed.
*Work supported by NASA and ONR.

Anisotropic Ion Heating in Auroral Return Current
Region*
SUPRIYA B. GANGULI (Science Applications International
Corporation, McLean, VA 22102)
P.J. PALMADESSO (Naval Research Laboratory, Washington, DC
20375-5000)

The importance of field-aligned currents in
magnetosphere ionosphere coupling process is well

". established. Multimoment fluid plasma simulations have been
performed to study the auroral field line equilibria in the
presence of large scale field-aligned return currents.

Various instabilities can arise due to field-aligned
currents. Kindel and Kennel (1971] examined several current
driven instabilities and showed that electrostatic ion
cyclotron instability has the lowest threshold. Our
simulations show that the electron drift velocity
corresponding to a current of -1.0 MA/m2 is above the
threshold for electrostatic ion cyclotron waves. The
effects of anomalous resistivity and anisotropic ion heating
arising due to EIC instability excited by return currentswill be discussed.

*Work supported by NASA and ONR.

Dynamics of Return Currents on Auroral Field Lines*
H.G. MITCHELL and SUPRIYA B. GANGULI (Science Applications
International Corporation, McLean, VA 22102)
P.J. PALMADESSO (Naval Research Laboratory, Washington, DC
20375-5000)

Multimoment fluid plasma simulations have been
performed to investigate the plasma dynamics in the presence
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of large scale field aligned return currents. The flux tube
plasma has a rapid initial response to the onset of the
current. The electron velocity and temperature have rapid
response to sudden change in conditions with a time constant
of about a few minutes. Also, the behavior of the energy
transport in the collisionless region determines the time
scales on which the flux tube plasma reaches equilibrium.
The results from two sets of studies will be discussed: (1)
cold electrons of ionospheric origin (13-moment system of
transport equations used) and (2) hot magnetospheric
electrons at the upper boundary (16-moment system used).
*Work supported by NASA and ONR.

Anomalous Resistivity in the Auroral Return Current Region*'
SUPRIYA B. GANGULI (Science Applications International
Corporation, McLean, VA 22102>
P.J. PALMADESSO (Naval Research Laboratory, Washington, D.C.
20375-5000)

Multimoment fluid plasma simulations have been
performed to study the effects of EIC instability and
anomalous resistivity in the auroral return current region.
The hydrogen ions are heated transversely due to EIC waves
and the anomalous resistivity heats the electrons. The
electron heating reverses the electron temperature

4anisotropy of the return currents. A simple model for the
transverse distribution of return currents is discussed.
Shapes of the return current profiles can be correlated with
the field-aligned transport parameters. Model results are
compared with experimental observations of the return
currents.
*Work supported by NASA and ONR.

G. Ion Cyclotron Wave Turbulence in the Auroral Ionosphere

We have performed a study on the effects of ion

cyclotron wave turbulence on the acceleration and heating of

auroral electrons. We showed that large amplitude ion

cyclotron waves cause the formation of very localized,

spikey parallel d.c. electric fields when a potential drop

is applied to a plasma. These structures are in good

agreement with the parallel fields observed in the aurora.
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A report detailing this work is given in Appendix L entitled

OICW Turbulence and Auroral E Fields". One of the major

limitations of this work is that we have to use a fixed

model for the ion cyclotron waves. This is due to the large

difference between the electron and ion time scales. To

remedy this and to provide a tool to study other low

* frequency phenomena we are exploring with Dr. J. Lyon (NRL)

the feasibility of developing other simulation models such

as multiple time scale or hybrid codes.

H. Preferred Scale Size in the Structuring of Barium Clouds

The development of mathematical models to describe the

* structuring of barium clouds has been an important topic of

record for many years. In the past most of this work has

been based on two-dimensional models in which the dynamics

of the cloud along the ambient magnetic field B (third

dimension) is unimportant. In the limit in which the

parallel conductivity of the plasma is infinite this 2-D

model is reasonable. The magnetic field lines in this case

are equipotential surfaces so that all the plasma on a given

magnetic field moves as a whole. In this 2D model the

6 fundamental equations describing the nonlinear cloud

dynamics can be cast in dimensionless form in which no

preferred scale size exists. The phenomenon of freezing, in

which the continued bifurcation of the cloud ceases once a
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critical minimum scale size is reached, therefore, can not

be explained within this model.

On the other hand, the parallel conductivity of any real

plasma is finite and the potentials which develop within the

cloud do not map perfectly along the magnetic field. In the

real 3D situation the nonlinear equations describing the

cloud dynamics can again be casL in dimensionless form by

isotropizing the conductivity tensor. A single new

dimensionless parameter

:'." cT1
eB rcVn

'

now enters the equations, where T is the temperature, B is

the magnetic field strength, Vn is the neutral wind velocity

and rc is the scale size of the cloud perpendicular to B.

Thus, in 3-D the preferred scale size is given by

r cT 1
c ' -BV-n

which is consistent with observed scale lengths of "frozen"

barium clouds.

The details of how the parameter g modifies the cloud

dynamics are currently being pursued. In calculations
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reported earlier [J.F. Drake, J.D. Huba and S.T. Zalesak,

'Finite Temperature Stabilization of the Gradient Drift

Instability in Barium Clouds," J. Geophys. Res. 90, 5227

(1985) and NRL Memo Report 5566 (1985)] of a slab plasma

cloud with finite extent along B, the gradient drift mode

4 propagates at the diamagnetic frequency, wk, when g 0 0.

For g > 1 the propagation frequency exceeds the local growth

rate of the instability. However, ;tabilization occurs only

at rather short wavelengths and is not consistent with

freezing scale sizes.

Stability calculations of the gradient drift instability

have now been extended to more realistic geometries. A set

of exact equations have been derived which govern the

stability of a cylindrical waterbag of infinite extent along

B. When the parallel wave vector, kz, is nonzero,

diamagnetic propagation again becomes important for g > 1.

In this case the role of the finite diamagnetic propagation

is much more important than in the slab geometry. When the

diamagnetic velocity exceeds the fluid flow velocity past

the cloud (g > 1), the perturbations convect from the

unstable "backsidew of the cloud to the stable "frontside"

so that there is no instability. Continued bifurcation of

the cloud occurs only for g ( I or rc > cT/eBVn. This

explains the phenomenon of "freezing" and represents a

fundamental breakthrough in our understanding of this
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important long standing problem. Published work .to..date

appears in the manuscript "Convective Stabilization of

Ionospheric Plasma Clouds" which will appear shortly in the

Journal of Geophysical Research (see Appendix M). It is also

available as NRL Memo Report 5722 (1986).

I. Spectral Characteristics of Interchange Turbulence in

the Ionosphere

Given the generally accepted notion that ionospheric

40 irregularities, particularly Equatorial Spread F, result

from gravitational or wind-driven interchange instabilities,

it is important to appreciate a basic difference in

interchange physics above and below the altitude of 500 km:

below 500 km, ion-neutral collisions, vin, are so strong

.4 that the interchanging flute-like flows are heavily damped

40 by the friction and so are always at "terminal velocity".

In contrast, above 500 km the friction is weak-the flows can

now accelerate or decelerate, create swirls and rix

disparate wavelengths.

This simple fact, i.e., the size of the ratio of Vg, the

classical interchange growth rate, to vin has fundamental

consequences for the electric field spectra of interchange

turbulence. Below 500 km the friction inhibits inertial

overshoots and results in the instability being finger-like

in the direction of (see Fig. 7a of Appendix N); in
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contrast, above 500 km the swirls mix the flows and create

isotropic turbulent fields (Fig. 7b, Appendix N).

Consequently, the collisional spectrum is anisotropic (Fig.

5a, Appendix N) while the inertial spectrum is isotropic

(Fig. 5b, Appendix N). As a matter of fact, more can be

said about the inertial spectrum, namely that it is

Kolmogorov-like (Vk2 - k-8/3 as theoretically predicted).

Our numerical simulation, relying on pseudo spectral

methods for a model problem, has produced these time

results. We believe these results are of a general nature:

for example, they are borne out by the 2-D simulation of
Mitchell et al (1985, see Appendix D). Thus, an assessment

of the nature of ionospheric irregularities must draw a

distinction between low and high altitudes and expect

fingerlike irregularities below but Kolmogorov turbulence

above 500 km.

This work is described in detail in Appendix N,

entitled "Spectral Characteristics of Interchange

Turbulence" by A.B. Hassam, W. Hall, J.D. Huba, and M.J.

Keskinen. It has appeared as NRL Memorandum Report 5793

(1986) and has been submitted for publication in the Journal

C for Geophysical Research.
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J. Debris-Air Coupling in HANE and in the NRL Laser

Experiment

We have investigated debris-air coupling processes
9.

relevant to HANE's (High Altitude Nuclear Explosions) and to

the NRL laser experiment. The coupling occurs in three

stages, loosely labeled as, magnetic field compression,

* piston formation, and shock formation. During the initial

phase the magnetic flux piles up in front of the debris ions

impinging on the ambient air plasma with no significant

debris-air momentum coupling. The coupling is accomplished

in the next stage, the piston formation stage. Finally, a

shock is generated by the piston that propagates into the

ambient plasma. To determine the dominant physical

processes at each stage, we performed numerical simulations

using a one dimensional hybrid code. The code includes a

self-consistent kinetic treatment for the ions but treats

the electrons as a massless fluid and is particularly

appropriate to the study of the ion processes involved in

the piston and shock formation stages. We focused our work

on these later stages of the interaction, while the field

compression stage was investigated within the limits of the

hybrid numeric scheme. In addition, our understanding of

the microphysics involved in the coupling was benchmarked

against in situ measurements during the AMPTE releases in

*1* the magnetosphere.

9. 31.
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1. Piston Formation

We performed several simulations to clarify the physics

of the piston formation stage, i.e., for times less than an

ion gyrotime. These simulations were initialized with

various plausible models for the field compression; the

results were relatively insensitive to the specific model.

We find that several mechanisms can be effective at

different times of the debris expansion: specifically

turbulent coupling, laminar pickup, and Larmor coupling. A

strong electric field is set up in the region of field

compression and electron heating occurs near the leading

edge of the debris, which is convected into the ambient

plasma. The bulk of the ambient plasma is accelerated to

approximately the debris speed by this electric field while

a small fraction of the ions are reflected and flow upstream

with about 3 times the original debris velocity, Vd. Due to

the debris thermal spread, a fraction of the debris

overtakes the electric field and is accelerated also to

about Vd. The flow of the accelerated debris and ambient

ions through the upstream ambient plasma is unstable;

electric turbulence is produced that results in significant

heating of the ambient plasma upstream.

Within the magnetic field compression, there is

turbulent coupling between the debris and ambient plasmas.

While significant heating occurs here, the coupling is
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incomplete and at later times Larmor coupling becomes

important. The latter two results, however, depend on the

initialization model; specifically on the assumptions

concerning the width of the field compression and the amount

of ambient plasma penetration into the debris. Our results

are described in more detail in Goodrich et al. (1985)

entitled "Early Time Coupling Studies Using a iD Hybrid

Code," NRL Memo Report 5553 (1985) which appears here as

Appendix 0.

We investigated further aspects of the piston formation

problem. Due to the importance of the laminar electric

field pushed ahead of the debris, and its dependence on

electron heating, we examined the effects of several

electron heating models on our results including: ohmic

heating due to anomalous resistivity, adiabatic heating

only, constant electron temperature, and zero temperature.

We find that the amount of both debris and ambient ions

accelerated decreases as the amount of electron heating

allowed decreases, i.e. for the electron models in the order

listed above. This result has important implications to the

simulations that Berkeley Research, MIRC, and we have

performed for DNA since the electron models vary widely in

the codes used. We have also performed simulations in which

the debris was composed of several different charge states.

We find, as expected, qualitatively similar results in
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which, however, the ions with the highest charge per mass

receive the greatest acceleration.

2. Shock Formation

We have performed a small number of very large hybrid

simulations of the full coupling process with the specific

goals of: documenting the existence of the compression,

piston formation, and shock formation stages, studying the

transitions among them, and investigating the conditions and

time required for a shock to form. Only a small number of

runs could be made, due to the cost in computation and

memory resources required to run the simulations for the

several ion gyrotimes needed to probe shock formation with

sufficient spatial resolution to reasonably treat the

compression stage. These runs were initialized by impinging

a debris- beam onto uniformly magnetized ambient plasma; no

initial field compression was assumed. We find that

interaction of the debris and ambient plasmas does indeed

separate into the above three distinct stages described

below, with wci = ion gyrofrequency.

2.1 Magnetic compression (t(l/wci):

Initially the magnetic field is compressed just ahead of

the debris with little effect on diffusion of the field

compression into the debris beam. Later some debris ions

are accelerated by the laminar electric field due to the

compression, reaching approximately twice their initial
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velocities. After the magnetic compression becomes large

enough it stops any debris ions from entering it (via

thermal motion) and being accelerated.

2.2 Piston formation (t>l/wci):

Coupling occurs between the debris and ambient plasmas.

The ambient plasma is compressed and accelerated (to about

80% of the initial debris speed) by the fields at the

leading edge of the debris beam. A fraction of the ambient

ions are reflected by these fields and flow upstream with

velocities of about 2Vd. The bulk of the debris is

compressed (to twice the original density) and decelerated

to 0.8Vd at the "piston", the debris-ambient plasma

interface, while a few of the debris ions are reflected.

2.3 Shock formation (t>6 /Wci):

After about t = I/Wci, a region of heated ambient plasma

extends increasingly far ahead of the piston. Roughly 5/Wci

later, the reflected ambient ions are returned, due to

Larmor coupling, to this heated region. The reflection and

return of these ions is characteristic of supercritical

perpendicular shock waves (Leroy et al., Geophys. Res. Lett.

8, 1269, 1981). However, the gyroradii of these ions are

large enough to penetrate through the piston and are lost to

the heated ambient plasma region. Thus a shock does not yet

fully form and cannot until the leading edge of the heated

region extends more than a gyroradius (of the reflected
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ions) beyond the piston. More details describing this work

appear in a classified report: K. Papadopoulos, C. Goodrich,

H. G. Mitchell, and J. D. Huba *Time Scale for Shock

Formation Following a HANE(U)", NRL Memo Report 5712, July

1985 (SECRET). The unclassified abstract of this paper

follows.

Abstract

We present a simple model to determine the minimum time
to form a high Mach number (MA) shock following the
formation of the piston which drives the shock. We find
that the time scale is controlled primarily by the time
scale for piston formation. For MA>2 the time scale for
shock formation is to - 4-6 MA/ni where n i is the upstream
ion gyrofrequency. We discuss the relevance of this result
to the modeling of debris patches following a HANE.

3. Simulations of the NRL Laser Experiment

We performed a series of simulations to study the

i. expansion of the target debris in the NRL laser experi-

ment.(') While similar to those described in Section 2.2,

these runs involved much lower debris velocities and total

mass. We find that first (t<2 nsec) the debris (AI+ 3 , A1+5 )

forms a leaky piston; coupling via turbulent electric fields

occurs with the ambient (N+ ) plasma that penetrates into the

debris. A shock is launched into the ambient plasma that

*. . propagates away from the piston. We find that the key

observables in the experiment, the peak electron density and

peak magnetic field, are associated with the piston and
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shock respectively; we thus predict that the peak field

should be seen spatially displaced from the peak density.

This result is consistent with the experimental results and

directly contradicts simulation results obtained by MRC

using the MACRO code for the same parameters. At later

times, we find that the debris is stopped in roughly

* 0.6-0.8cm, about an equal mass distance. The shock (and

peak field value) weakens as it propagates through the

ambient plasma.

4. HANE CouplinR Microphysics Revealed by AMPTE

Measurements

i-o The in situ measurements of the plasma parameters from

the AMPTE (Active Magnetospheric Particle Tracer Explorers)

artificial comet releases in the solar wind has provided us

with a unique set of data to test the available theories on

the subject of collisionless coupling of magnetized plasma

streams under high Mach number conditions (Ma >> I).

Understanding of the subject is critical to the debris-air

momentum coupling following HANE's and subsequent

energization of the plasma. We performed a theoretical

analysis which compares the in situ observations of the

plasma parameters and wave signatures against the

A theoretical concepts currently applied to the HANE early

time problem. The analysis demonstrates that the coupling
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occurred in two stages. In front of the interaction and

before the final magnetic field compression the coupling can

be attributed to the magnetized counterstreaming ion

instability between the solar wind and the released ions.

The observations of the slowing down and of the wave

amplitude and spectrum are consistent with the instability

criteria and the nonlinear analysis of the saturated

spectra. During this stage more than 80% of the solar wind

momentum couples to the release. During the second stage,

* the field compression reached a value in excess of ambient,

while its width became comparable to the Ba+ gyroradius. At

this point, Larmor coupling dominated and completed the

coupling process. An interesting effect is the fact that

the Ba+ cloud was observed to skid in a direction transverse

to the magnetic field reminiscent of the Starfish jets. An

analysis of this phenomenon is in progress. This work has

been documented in a report by K. Papadopoulos, J.D. Huba,

and A.T.Y. Lui, "Collisionless Coupling in the AMPTE

Artificial Comet* which has been submitted to the Journal of

Geophysical Research (1986) and appears, also, as NRL Memo

Report 5835 (1986). This report appear here as Appendix P.

K. Power Spectral Density of Radiating Plasma Clouds

We have investigated the spatial spectral properties of

radiating plasma clouds. We first consider the general
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relationship between properties of the cloud and the power

spectral density (PSD) of a scan of its photographic image.

We then model a HANE-like striation, using this theory, and

compare with HANE data. To concentrate on essential

properties, in relating cloud to scan measurements, we focus

on the uncertainties associated with geometrical aspects,

assuming idealized conditions, namely, optically thin

clouds, no parallax effects, and no distortion due to

camera, lenses, and film grain. We consider clouds with

piecewise constant (pc) and power law radiating intensities.

We do not attempt to correlate this radiant intensity with

the ion density.

For pc clouds, where the one-dimensional asymptotic

spectrum of the power is proportional to k- 2 , we show that

the asymptotic spectrum of the scan depends upon the

character of the contour at the point where it is tangent to

the extremal ray. If the contour at (x0 ,y0 ) behaves like

y-yo=y(x-xo)T, then the asymptotic spectral envelope of the

PSD of the scan varies as k-2(T+1). In addition, if the

radiating intensity in a cloud flank varies with a power law

A, then the asymptotic spectral envelope of the scan's PSD

varies as k-2(1+T+u).

We apply these considerations to data from PLACES events

IRIS and GAIL. We show that the good data of highest K are

associated with a transitional region and are not associated
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with the asymptotic spectral index that arises in nonlinear

turbulent or wave-steepening dynamical processes. Details

of this work, entitled "Projections of Plasma Cloud

Structures and Their Spectra," have been published in J.

Geophys. Res. 91, 5851(1986) and appear in this report as

Appendix Q.

As to the HANE striation modeling, there is good reason

to believe that substantial regions of the ionosphere

following HANE events will be characterized by a highly

structured plasma and that the structuring will persist for

hours. Since defense detectors typically operate in the ir

and are sensitive to the nature of the structuring, it is

important to be able to predict the spatial characteristics

of ir emissions. We present a simple analytical model which

embodies current knowledge of late-time high altitude

striations, based on theory and the simulations being

performed at NRL. Those properties still uncertain are

parameterized. Using this model we are able to predict the

PSD characteristics that result from striations as a

function of shape parameters, edge sizes, and the angle of

observation.

These results are preliminary. First, there is still

imperfect knowledge of some aspects of the physics

incorporated in the simulations. Second, simulations to

date have been more appropriate to the barium release
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scenario and need to be repeated for parameters more

relevant to the HANE case. Finally, HANE data in the ir is

essentially non-existent and available visible data

(photographic) has insufficient range to distinguish among

alternative models. This work, by Hyman, et al, entitled "A

Striation Model and Spectral Characteristics of Optical-IR

Emission from HANE," has been published as NRL Memo Report

5568 (1985) and appears here as Appendix R.

L. Debris Charge States in HANE and in the NRL Laser

Experiment

It is reasonably well established that the charge state,

q0 z, of HANE debris drops from very high values to z - 1 on

disassembly time scales. Measurements of debris spectra

from STARFISH(2) detect neutral aluminum, A1+ 1, and AL+2 but

nothing higher. Disassembly calculations also predict this

result. A calculation by Clark and Jacobs at NRL(3)

estimates that the charge state drops to z - 1 by the time

the burst has expanded to - 200 meters radius, at which

point the charge state is frozen in. That is, by this time

the density has dropped to the point that recombination is

too slow to be important. Let us investigate the charge

state of aluminum in the laser experiment.

Code results at NRL predict very high charge states (z -

10) on the front side, persisting for times ; 100 nsec. On
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the back side, because of much lower temperatures, charge

states never get above z - 1. We will first show why the

high charge states on the front side do not recombine in the

laser experiment and then present an argument to explain in

what way the bomb and the laser are different.

At 10 nsec, shortly after the laser pulse shuts off, the

average charge state of the aluminum ions is - 10 and Te t

300 ev, Ni - 1019 cm-3 , Ne - 1020 cM -3 according to code

results. The radiative recombination rate coefficient, aR ,

for 10 times ionized aluminum is

a = -1 -0.8 = 1010(300) -0.8 = 1 x 10 - 2 cm3 /sec.

Under the above conditions 3 body recombination is more than

2 orders of magnitude slower and can be neglected. The

recombination time scale is then, r,

- 1 = 10 -8 sec = 10 nsec*RNe  (10-12)(1020 )

Thus, the recombination e-folding time is 10 nsec.

WHowever, the electron density drops 2 orders of magnitude in

the next 10 nsec because of hydrodynamic expansion. The

aluminum ions, therefore, become frozen at the high charge

states that exist at 10 nsec.
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Why does the charge state in the bomb freeze out with z

I and the laser experiment with z 1 10? It is useful to

consider the dimensionless quantity, 4, defined by

SN aR at

* where at is a time interval of interest. When 4 is much

greater than unity recombination will be important on that

time scale. When 1 4 1, those charge states that exist at

that time will be frozen in. We will calculate I for the

bomb (1B) and for the laser (1). For simplicity we will

approximate the recombination coefficient by a = zl-sao/Te

*which simplifies the analysis and does not materially affect

the conclusion. Then for adiabatic expansion at constant

velocity with 7 = 5/3

n =

T = T [r-j2

R = vt

N = zne

4
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Here, no, ro, To , and v are the density, radius,

temperature, and expansion velocity, respectively, at the

time zero as the expansion begins. 2 is the average charge.

Then,

~q.

15 3 1.5 2z n T z no  rTO a

0 0

0

For the laser we have noL 1023 cm- 3 , i.e., solid density.

* TOL = 103 ev, r0 - 2 x 10- 3 cm, RL = vLtL, where VL is the

expansion velocity in the laser experiment, - 3 x 107

'cm/sec, and tL is the time elapsed. Thus,

Z [ 1 0 2 3 4 1."  [2 x 10 - 3 .1 tL

(3 x 10 t L] 10 ]

where we have taken 8tL = tL.

C For the bomb we have nOB = 1023 cm- 3 , rOB = 102 cm, RB =

vBtB = (I x 10cm/sec)tB, and TOB = 105 ev. Then
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= zi023)1 '5  110+ = Ix0 1 2 eu- 1.5
B..0 11 x 108tB 1  [105 1

* with OtB = tB. For a0 m 10-12, IL + 1, with the charge

state at a high level, whereas JB does not drop to unity

until the charge state - 1. For equal charge states the

*1 ratio 1L/1B - 0.007. That is, the bomb and laser experiment

give rise to values of I which differ by more than 2 orders

of magnitude. The fundamental difference is in the scaling

of the weapon mass and size. Since the masses scale like

ML/MB = 10-12 and the densities are initially the same, r03

- M. Then rOL/rOB = 10 - . Thus, the J's, which scale like

' ro (see (1)), differ inherently by a factor of 10-4 . A

second subtler difference is the energization time and is

not accounted for in the above discussion.

* It is possible that charge exchange between aluminum

ions and the background nitrogen gas will rapidly reduce the
I,

average aluminum charge and restore a greater similarity

to between the experiment and the bomb. We consider this now.

The charge exchange cross section for aluminum ions of

charge z on neutral nitrogen is given to a good

it approximation by (4)
.4

Q. a = 15x 10-61 + 4z I/12 + 4z cm 2
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About 75% of the reactions result in N + and the rest

produce mostly N++ and some N+++. At z = 10 this gives a

cross section of 8 x I- s cm 2 . The time constant for
-p

-p charge exchange, assuming 2 x 1016 cm-3 neutral N, is T =

1/(av[NI) = [(8 x 10-15)(4 x 107)(2 x 1016)] - l = 2 x 10 - 1 0

• sec. Thus, as long as the A +*10 can mix effectively with

the neutrals it will rapidly charge exchange. The cross

section drops as z drops but it is still quite large (a =

3.8 x 10-1 s cm2 for A1+4 ) for moderately charged aluminum.

However, what happens is the neutral nitrogen gets used up.

Now, we need to rely on the charge exchange reaction between

highly charged aluminum (At+1 , eg.) and singly ionized

nitrogen, and then doubly ionized, etc. These rates are

lower by, perhaps, a couple of orders of magnitude(4) from

the neutral charge exchange. They are not really known well

and we are currently investigating these cross sections.

Code calculations at NRL(s) show that charge exchange

does reduce the aluminum charge state but primarily in the

boundary region. An aluminum cavity with z - 10 still

persists out to times - 100 nsec. In the boundary region as

one moves out of the cavity the charge drops from z - 10

down to z - 3 or 4. It is likely that if some low-lying

excited states of N and N + were incorporated in the model

the charge state of aluminum would drop further. For

example,
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At + N+  At +2 N+ 2

is endothermic by 1. 15 ev. However, N+l has a low lying

excited state at 1.9 ev above the ground state that will be

* highly populated at the existing plasma temperature. This

will significantly increase the A1+ 2 density over current

results. Similarly,

At +2 + N+1 +1 A +1 + N+2

is endothermic by 10.8 ev. But there is an excited state of

N+1 at 11.4 ev, above ground. At temperatures - 5 ev this

state would be significantly populated. Finally,

At +1 + N + At + N+

.

is endothermic by 8.5 ev. But, again, there are levels at

-10 ev above ground that will have substantial population at

temperatures - 5 ev. Thus, it is not out of the question

that states of aluminum down to and including neutral

aluminum could be produced via charge exchange with the

background. It is difficult to estimate number densities at
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this time without looking in more detail at the possible

excited state reactions and their cross sections.

M. Low Frequency Instabilities in HANE

It is well known that HANE's can have deleterious

effects on C31 systems (for example, by disrupting satellite

communications and radar systems) and it is therefore

important to the Defense Nuclear Agency to understand the

atmospheric effects of HANE's. The primary cause of these

40 negative effects is the production of long-lasting,

large-scale, ionization irregularities in the ionosphere.

In order to understand the cause and evolution of these

irregularities, SAIC in collaboration with NRL has developed

and is continuing to develop detailed theoretical and

computational models of HANE's. Of recent interest to the

Defense Nuclear Agency is a thorough re-examination of early

time phenomena (t 4 1 sec) which are primarily associated

. with the deposition of weapon energy in the atmosphere.

Aside from radiation processes, the conversion of the

kinetic energy of the debris into thermal energy of both the

debris and air ions, and its ultimate deposition in the

conjugate patches, is of particular importance. The

important issues involved are debris-air coupling length and

'S time scales, and thermalization processes. Underlying these

issues are a. host of complicated plasma physics processes.
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The ensuing turbulence which results from plasma

instabilities can act as a mechanism to thermalize the

various ion species and to pitch angle scatter ions.

To date, the most intense effort to understand the role

of plasma instabilities in early time HANE evolution has

been directed at debris-air coupling. In this regard, NRL

* performed a series of investigations in the 70's to

determine the anomalous transport properties of

instabilities which could occur at the debris-air

interface(6). The effects of these instabilities on the

evolution of the coupling shell were determined by

incorporating the appropriate anomalous transport

coefficients in a multi-fluid code. Subsequently, further

advances have been made in this area through the use of a

one dimensional hybrid code. This code treats the electrons

* as a fluid but the ions as particles. This permits the

instabilities, and their effects on the plasma, to be

studied self-consistently (see Appendix 0). It has also

been recently suggested that microturbulence could impact

the evolution of structure causing instabilities.(7) Thus,

the point to be made is that plasma turbulence can have a

* significant impact on the early time evolution of a HANE.

The aforementioned studies of plasma instabilities have

dealt with high frequency turbulence, i.e., w >> ni where w

is the wave frequency and ni = eB/mic is the ion cyclotron
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frequency. These instabilities impact very early time

processes such as debris-air coupling and plasma

thermalization. However, there are many low frequency

instabilities (i.e., w 4 ni) that can be excited which may

be important to early time HANE evolution. We present a

detailed linear analysis of low frequency (w 4 ni)

instabilities driven by an ion temperature anisotropy (T-±i #

Tgi). In particular we investigate the electromagnetic ion

cyclotron instability, the mirror instability, and the

firehose instability. These instabilities require a high 2

plasma (i.e., 8 > 1) which is typical of an early time HANE

plasma. The electromagnetic ion cyclotron and mirror

instabilities also require T±i > T*i, while the firehose

instability requires Tli > T-i. In general, we expect the

early time coupling shell to have T-.i > Tli so that the

firehose instability is not obviously relevant to HANE

situations but is included for the sake of completeness. We

have also included an analysis of the influence of an

electron temperature anisotropy on the MD instbility. This

is an extension and correction of the work of Basu and

Coppi(8). We discuss the application of this research to

HANE phenomena.

This work is described in more detail in a report by

Y.C. Lee and J.D. Huba entitled "Low Frequency Instabilities

"5
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Driven by an Ion Temperature Anisotropy,w NRL Memo Report

5552 (1985) and appears here as Appendix S.

-* N. Numerical Studies of the Dynamics of the Summer Monsoon

The summer monsoon circulation is dominated at low

levels by the East African Jet (EAJ), which is a cross

* equatorial jet running along the East African topography and

across the Arabian Sea to India. Models of the jet have not

satisfactorily explained the source of mass for the jet, the

iwind maximum off the Somali coast or the curvature of the

flow in the region.

The linear model study of Sashegyi and Geisler, included

here as Appendix T, examined the linear response of a

stratified atmosphere to diabatic heating associated with

the large scale summer monsoon convection. The study showed

that the summer monsoon heat source forces a cross-

equatorial meridional circulation which is about half as

strong as the dominant zonal circulation to the west of the

heat source. The imposition of a meridional wall

concentrates the cross-equatorial flow in the meridional

cell into a western boundary jet. For representative summer

monsoon heating the northward mass transport in this linear

jet is comparable to what is observed. The cross-equatorial

flow pattern forced by low-level diabatic heating along the

African coast consists of a western boundary jet near the
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equator that turns into a geostrophically balanced sea

breeze in low latitudes away from the equator. Thex.
northward mass flux in this locally forced jet is about an

order of magnitude smaller than that which is forced by the

summer monsoon heat source. This locally forced jet is of

very small vertical scale with a maximum wind speed

comparable to that in the monsoon-heating jet. This

suggests that the flow in the lowest few hundred meters of

the EAJ can be strongly influenced by a flow driven by

& low-level differential heating. For further details, refer

to the paper in Appendix T entitled *A Linear Model Study of

Cross-Equatorial Flow Forced by Sumer Monsoon Heat Sources'

which has been provisionally accepted (June 1986) f

publication in The Journal of the Atmospheric Sciences.

In a study motivated by the linear model results, we

have adapted NRL's Regional Numerical Weather Prediction

model to study the various influences of realistic

topography, convective heating and sensible heating on the

structure of the EAJ. The model is a three dimensional,

hydrostatic primitive equations model which incorporates

topography and physical parameterizations of the planetary

C boundary layer, horizontal mixing and precipitation

processes. In this study, the regional mciel is integrated

for six days from an initial zonally averaged wind field.

Cases have been run with and without prescribed convective
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heating, surface sensible heating and topography for average

July conditions. The details are described in a report by

Sashegyi and Chang (in preparation).

In the study of Sashegyi and Chang, the strength of the

East African Jet (EAJ) and the structure of the monsoon

circulation are found to be very sensitive to the terrain,

the convective heating and the strength of the zonal flow.

They are less sensitive to the sensible heating and the

effects of nonlinear advection. With topographic forcing

only, the response is largely confined to the lower

troposphere. The South-East trades are deflected across the

equator by the East African topography, as a shallow low

level jet, lying below 850 mb. The jet doesn't penetrate

farther north than 80N, curving southward on its eastward

path over the Arabian Sea and crossing the extreme southern

tip of India. A wind maximum of 7 m/s is found over the

northern tip of Madagascar and a further maximum of 5 m/s is

found at 4"N. The trades are not maintained during the

Sintegration, weakening to some 5 m/s. Some 9 x 1012 g/s (or

78%) of the flow incident on the topographic barrier is

deflected across the equator in the low level jet. The

C. horizontal structure of the jet is strongly inertially

controlled as in the barotropic model of Hart.(9) Above 850

mb, the response is weak and flows mostly over the

*O topographic barrier.
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4.

With forcing by the monsoon cumulus heat source

included, the low level cross equatorial flow is much

stronger and the low level jet penetrates farther north to

160N in a broad stream of southwesterly flow across the

Arabian Sea. The cross equatorial mass flux is increased to

some 34.0 x 1012 g/s, most of which (some 27.6 x 1012 g/s)

* occurs in the model low level "East African" Jet (EAJ). A
wind maximum of 8.7 m/s is produced over the central Arabian

Sea, in a region of confluence of strong Arabian north-

westerlies with the cross-equatorial flow as in

Bannon's(1O)barotropic model. However, as he stated, the

position of this maximum is too far to the east compared to

'p. the observations. This wind maximum is only weakly

influenced by nonlinear advection. The trade winds in the

Southern Hemisphere are stronger, reaching 8 m/s. In the

*6 upper troposphere, a high is centered over NW India and the

Tibetan Plateau, with a strong easterly jet on its
4..

equatorward side. A strong southward flow emanates from the

easterly jet to cross the equator and subside in the region

east of southern Africa, providing a feedback to the low

level trade winds. Without the presence of topography, the

response to monsoon cumulus heating shows a southwesterly

jet, weaker cross equatorial flow and no East African jet.

In a final set of experiments, the effects of surface

sensible heating were included with the use of prescribed
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surface air temperatures. In the first case the surface air

temperature is given by the initial zonal temperature field

and in the second case, observed average surface air

temperatures for July are used. With topography, monsoon

convective heating and surface sensible heating due to the

initial surface air temperatures, the trade winds in the

Southern Hemisphere are maintained through the integration

period to a maximum of 11.4 m/s. The wind maximum in the

low level EAJ is stronger and its position shifted somewhat

westward. Stronger Arabian northerlies (reaching 10.8 m/s)

are also found. However, only a small 2.5% increase in the

cross-equatorial mass flux is found in the EAJ. Little

change is observed in the upper tropospheric response.

Using observed July surface air temperatures, the low level

Z EAJ is stronger with a maximum of 14 m/s over the Arabian

Sea, oriented along the coastline of Somalia and

Saudi-Arabia at the confluence line of the Arabian

northerlies and the cross-equatorial flow, in agreement with

the observations. Non-linear advection of momentum does not

play an important role in this jet maximum. The cross

equatorial mass flux in the EAJ is only increased by some

4.4 x 1012 g/s to 32.7 to 1012 g/s. The Arabian northerlies

have weakened to 7.2 m/s and upslope winds are found on the

slopes of the Tibetan Plateau in response to the surface

heating.
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The study demonstrates that the summer monsoon

circulation is primarily driven by the large scale

convective heating contrast in the presence of topography.

4In the Northern Hemisphere the geometry of the lower

tropospheric monsoon flow forced by the convective heating

is controlled by the topography in this region. The

0 cross-equatorial flow forced by the monsoon convective

heating is concentrated to form the EAJ by the East African

topographic barrier. The deflection of the trade winds by

4the barrier appears to be a smaller contribution than that

due to the monsoon convective heating. The low level wind

maximum off the coast of Somalia is dynamically related to

4the confluence of the Arabian northerlies with the

cross-equatorial flow. Its position and intensity are

controlled iointly by monsoon convective heating in the

4F presence of topography, the north-south temperature gradient

and the sensible heating contrast across the coastline.

w

V 0. Middle Atmosphere Transport and Chemistry Studies

*On the basis of our model calculations in support of the

NRL Middle Atmosphere Program we conclude that mesospheric

Q 'water vapor measurements provide the most definitive clue to

vertical mixing in the mesosphere. The low H20 mixing ratio

and resultant odd hydrogen densities indicated in Bevilacqua

et al.(11,12) lead to substantial reductions in the loss of
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t , odd oxygen and CO at the mesopause. The calculated 0, 03,

• and CO concentrations are in reasonable agreement with

)imesopause data. Below the mesopause the 0 and 03 density

V• profiles are insensitive to vertical mixing and the

., inference of Xzz from their profiles is poorly constrained.

.,.{ Although chemical acceleration of vertical transport is

k substantial for 0 and 03 below 80 km, it is not sufficient

to overcome the chemical control of their density structure.

The importance or significance of chemical acceleration is

subtle, because one must distinguish which species have

".. accelerated transport and which are most sensitive and

diagnostic of vertical transport. Chemical acceleration

~produces large increases in Kzz but only modest, at most

factor of 2, effects on the concentrations of 0 and 03. Our

I%.-

A"calculations show conclusively with our present
ddnunderstanding of a, 0 ,  H20, and CO that only the H 0

profile reveals the correct magnitude of background vertical

mixing (DH) in the mesosphere, which for early summer in the

SNorthern Hemisphere at mid-latitudes is -(1-2)x105 cm 2 S- 1.*From Strobel et al.(13) the associated cooling due to

breaking gravity waves is 0.75-1.5 Kd-1o Thus, to lowest

order the mesosphere is in radiative equilibrium. Although

it can not be proved from this research, it appears that the

.-

consensus is the momentum diffusion coefficient, DM s 10

cmc s-elrte vsp7) and hence the eddy Prandtl number must

.5
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be greater than 1. Fritts and Dunkerton(16) have

analytically demonstrated why in the wave breaking process

Pr > 1.
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Electrostatic ion-cyclotron instability caused by a nonuniform electric field
perpendicular to the external magnetic field

G. Ganguli and Y. C. Lee*
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Plasma Physics Division. Naval Research Laboratory, Washington. D.CA 203,75

(Received 6 November 1984, accepted 6 January 1985)

* A new mechanism that can destabilize kinetic ion-cyclotron waves in the presence of a
* qnonuniform electric field perpendicular to the uniform ambient magnetic field is given. In the

absence of the electric field, the mode energy is positive, while in the presence of a uniform electric
field the mode energy could be negative. However, when the electric field is nonuniform, it is
possible for a finite region to be of negative wave energy surrounded by regions of positive wave
energy. A nonlocal wave packet couples the two regions so that a flow of energy from the region of
negative wave energy to the region of positive wave energy will cause the mode to grow. This gives

40 rise to the instability.

The ion-cyclotron instabilty has been of importance to = 2 r.
% both space and laboratory plasmas. In most previous studies, Dc(w,k) - 1 + 2 - o - 2 0. (3)

field-aligned currents or ion beams have been cited as the >0 -' driingmecanim. Recently some laboratory ex .i For the time being we neglect all the natural damping. In
driving mechanism. expert- the local approximation the energy density of the electrostat-
ments2 have reported ion-cyclotron instability in circum.
stances in which neither of the above mechanisms provides a wavesisproportionalto oD)/&w= aD/&i.Thusthe

-. satisfactory free energy source, and the existence of a two- energy density U of both the BM and IC waves is given by

dimensional electric field is conjectured to play a role. Ucw( 7D =w(7 4r. 2 ') o>0.
"4'?'" Further, unstable ion-cyclotron waves have been reported in o W

2  2)2/

connection with double layers3 and electrostatic shocks,4 In (4)
all these cases, a localized electric field perpendicular to the Clearly U is positive definite and thus the waves are positive

. external magnetic field is an intrinsic feature of the equilibri- energy waves.
um. The pupose of this letter is to report a new kinetic ion- We now introduce a uniform electric field Eo in the x

* cyclotron instability driven by a nonuniform electric field direction. This initiates a drift of magnitude V, = cE/B in
perpendicular ,j the external magnetic field, which could be the y direction. Thus, other than a Doppler shift (i.e.,

* of importance to the situations referred to above.2-  
&-P-,I = W - k, Vi), there is no change in the dispersion

Using physical arguments we first establish that an relations given in (2) and (3). The energy density of the
equilibrium characterized by an external uniform magnetic Doppler shifted waves U', is given by
field Bo (in thez direction) perpendicular to an external non- U'= 1oxa 1 ). (5)
uniform electric field E(x) (in the x direction) is unstable to
the electrostatic ion-cyclotron waves. The local dispersion While U is positive definite, U' can be negative provided

40 relation of the electrostatic ion-cyclotron waves is given by 0 < < k, V, thereby giving the waves a negative energy
density.

D(w,k) = 1 + r + r/(b,) W Nz( -nfl,) Clearly, a uniform electric field perpendicular to the
".' k,, IIvi Ik, Iv, external magnetic field can convert the positive energy

I \ -' waves into negative energy waves. However, as long as the
+ " Z =0, (1) electric field is uniform, a transformation to another frame

(1kniv., IkIv. moving with a velocity V5 will enable the waves to get back
ASIC where (kAJ)' 1 is assumed. Also r = TIT,, v,, are the ion the positive energy character. This is no longer possible once

and electron thermal velocities, D2, = eBdm, c is the ion gy- the electric field is nonuniform. For example consider a spe-
roradius, k, and k, are the parallel and perpendicular com- cific model for the external electric field,
ponents of the wave vector (with respect to Bo), E0, - L 12<x<L /2,
f.(b,) = .(b) exp( - b1), b, = k Ip /2,p, = v,/1, and . E0 x)= o, otherwise.
are the modified Bessel functions. Setting k,, -- 0, one obtains 0 otheise.
the dispersion relation for the Bernstein modes (BM), As the main objective of this letter is to demonstrate and

discu&, tOe new instability, we have chosen a somewhat ide-
Dom (w,k) -- I - r. - -

2 
22 2 r. = 0, (2) alized eiz-tric field profile for relative ease in computation

." o _and transparency of the physics involved. Since E is local-
and if (wlv,)k 11 c( - nl2,)/v,, then one gets the corre- ized in x over a distance L (L > p,), one finds that a negative
sponding expression for the ion-cyclotron modes (IC), wave energy region I is surrounded by positive wave energy
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ltaro Fi. 2.

lo. i. Aketc oih-,e -.i fiel model where 4- nzp,, f .. Q,/A,, and

repion s(see Fi& 1J. A non wave packet can couple Q :I+ r+ r(-ayluJI--+o
thuse regions and a flo ofeaery from region I to region II "k 1  )z( ' 1ca na.,temoetogo. Thsves ris to the+ inbi,. +?( -9-)Z.4+,(8
ity. This is esentilly a nonlocal instability with no locad Iklue, 50 l.1

limit. The negative energy wave framework has been pre- I -, Iv, ., l ' (9)
viouly used' to explain other plasma instabilities at a local ()
leve Ours is a nonlocal instability sirilar in concept with 2 k' kk
Lau "eL,' who apply this concept to an asMphysical prob. r,, o . b m--.
1n. .3b 2

Since the x directio is nonuniform we use nonlocal
dihmtial equations' in region I ad II to aalyze t Here x, is identical to x if.,, is replaced by w,. The solution
Disipadm poes such as Landau damping are owin. in region I is
cluded. 0,() -.001 cosk(, 49 (10)

Regr. I- while in region II it is
-"~~~~~O 0"0HT u( - o exp~wn.f +/ (!1where -'".GE,0, and(8 ae constants. Demanding that the

Rdso L. logarithmic derivative of the solutions be continuous at
g - L /2p,, we obtain the nonlocal dispersion relation.

1 +XUof,5Vi0. (7) - ', tan~xl /2*e)- 1r,, (12)
where u -p,/L. Given the parameters, we use a numerical
root finder to solve (12) for the complex frequency w,. As a

117 boundary condition we demand that the solution vanish at
-.,* . .,i.e., Im(mn ) > 0. It should be remarked that since the elec.

tric field has a shap prodle our treatment at the second-
order differential equation level can be improved by employ.
ing an integral equation formulation. However, such a

'-" "'' formulation is mathematcally cumbersome and doe not
'-ig /.provide a simple and clear interpretation of the physics in-

FIG volved. Thus, for the time being, we stress simplicity and
0_. ,a clarity over ter accuracy which will be provided in the

future.
%. , Figure 2 is a plot of the real and imaginary parts of the

1,0 frequency, w,/12 and y/1, againstb for r -0, Vs = 2.9u,.
0.10 .60 0.11 0. 0. e-0.3. u -k,/k, -0.001, and -rnm,/n = 1837. The

M0. . A pin aft ,n ml in*wy pan ofte wv frequency .,/a, instability exists only for a very narrow band of k,, thereby
Wil Y/', , b k,/2). He r .t - ' ,/L). 0.3, making it very coherent The read pan of the frequency is

- 137, a(mk,/tkI - 10". ad (aV,/wj -2.9. large (o)- 1.60,) compared to the first harmonic. Also, the
r, - .r/5. tdri , y--c , ,. t..m teMr , ocity. instability peaks for kp, -0(1) and u =0. These features are

7U "Vn fti, va. 2, Nso. 3. Mad r M Le" 762
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Temporal Evolution of Whistler Growth in a Cold Plasma Injection Experiment

G. GANGULI

Science Applications, Inc, McLean, Virginia

P. PALMADESSO AND J. FEDDER

Geophysical and Plaim Dynamics Branch, Plasna Physics Division
Naval Research Laboratory, Washington, D. C.

Using a simple time dependent cold plasma density model and assuming a typical ambient radiation
belt environment, we study the evolution of the whistler mode turbulence and,rtide precipitation in a
cold plasma release expeiment similar to one that may be conducted as part of the Active Mag-

*' netospheric Particle Tracer Explorers (AMPTE) program. It is known from earlier work that the release
of cold lithium ions can significantly lower the critical energy E, above which the resonant radiation belt
electrons can pitch angle scatter. We study the time evolution of the one pass gain factor for a whistler

. wave packet and find that for parameters accessible to AMPTE type experiments the pin factor is large
* enough to ensure strong whistler turbulence and strong pitch angle diffusion of radiation belt panicles

with energies in the range between the ambient value of E, and the reduced value of E,. Estimates for the
total power input to the ionospheric footprint of the release are of the order of an erg/cm/s. This
precipitated energy should produce a patch of visible aurora. This effect should also persist for many
hours.

INTRODUCTION electron precipitation by barium injection was studied by Li-

Energetic electron precipitation has been of considerable enowh [1974].
interest for over two decades. Bursts of precipitation were Under certain conditions the injection can introduce a new
observed by balloon X ray bremsstrahlung measurements as limit to the number of stably trapped particles [Kennel and
early as 1963 (Winckler et al., )62; Anderson and Milton, Petschelk, 1966]. Electrons with energies below a certain
1964] and in situ measurements of greater than 40-keV elec- threshold energy E, will continue to be trapped and those
tron fluxes were made by Injun 3 (O'Brien, 1964]. The impor- with energies higher than E, may be precipitated provided
tance of loss cone electromagnetic cyclotron (EMC) instabil- conditions regarding their degree of anisotropy and relative

Sties in the magnetosphere and the relevance of such instabil- abundance are satisfied. For ambient cold plasma densities the

ities to particle precipitation processes was first pointed out by threshold energy E,1 is greater than the thermal energy of the
Cornwall [1965] and, independently, by Obayashi [1965]. An hot particles, and the energetic electron density can increase to
attempt to formulate a theory of particle trapping and precipi- a large value. With the injection of additional cold plasma, the
tation under the influence of EMC instabilities was made by threshold energy is reduced from E,1 and Ea and electrons
Kennel and Petschek (1966]. Kennel and Petschek studied the with energies between E, and E2 create growing waves, are
wave growth and loss rates of whistler, ion cyclotron and pitch angle scattered, and precipitate into the atmosphere.
magnetosonic waves in a finite plasma (i.e., magnetosphere) This precipitation may produce an artificial aurora that is
and derived a limit on the stably trapped particle fluxes in the observable from the ground.
radiation belts. Subsequently, more rigorous and self- Cuperman and Landau (1974] have studied the theory of the
consistent studies of these processes have bee conducted, electromagnetic electron cyclotron (whistler) instability pro-
with the result that some of the conclusions of Kennel and duced by addition of cold plasma to an infinite uniform aniso-
Petschek must be modified [Etcheto et al., 1973]. Cocke and tropic plasma. Their formalism disregards the finite size of the

* Cornwall [1967] suggested that cold plasma played an impor- region of cold plasma enhancement in the magnetosphere and
tant role in controlling the wave particle interactions in the used a stationary model for the cold plasma density. We
radiation belts within the plasmasphere. Later Brice (1970] extend the Cuperman and Landau model to study a time
pointed out that cold plasma injected from the ionosphere varying cold plasma density injection n,(t) and take into ac-
into the magnetosphere could produce enhanced whistler count the finite size of the flux tube by studying the wave gain
mode turbulence and associated precipitation of energetic as a function of both the spatial and the temporal growth
electrons, while Cornwall et al. (1970] recognized a parallel rates of the waves.
process for the ion cyclotron waves and ion precipitation. The purpose of this brief report is to make semiquantitative

Brice (1970] and Brice and Lucas (1971] have suggested estimates of the magnitude and the duration of the enhance-
that a substantial increase in the energetic electron precipi- ment of VLF EMC noise and electron precipitation effects
tation could be achieved by injection of very modest amounts that might be produced by a cold lithium release experiment
of cold plasma into the radiation belts. A hypothetical experti- in the parameter range accessible to AMPTE.
ment in which ULF EMC noise and proton precipitation MODEL
could be enhanced by lithium injection was analyzed by Corn-
wall (1974]. Similarly, enhancement of VLF EMC noise and We assume a point injection of neutral lithium gas. The

neutral lithium has a Maxwellian distribution and is allowed
Copyright 1984 by the American Geophysical Union. to expand radially into the vacuum. Solar radiation ionizes

Paper number 4A0691. the expanding lithium gas with a time scale of 3000 s. After
014-O227/94/004A-069505.00 ionization the cold plasma is frozen to the geomagnetic field
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and its volume increases in time as a geomagnetic field aligned
cylinder (see Figure 1). The cylinder has a radius Ro and its
length is a function of time L(t, so that its volume is nRo2Lt).

To estimate the number of cold lithium ions in this field
aligned cylinder, we also modeled the evolution of the neutral
lithium injection cloud. We assume a release of 100 kg of
neutral lithium and a yield of 6% so that the total number of
vaporized lithium atoms is - 1.2 x 1026. The initial distri.
bution of neutral atoms injected at a point R, is

o(v, R, 0) 6(R - R1) exp (-v/Vo2 ) (I)fo~v R, ) -(no) 3 ,2

with thermal velocity vo - 4.5 km/s. Integrating over the ini-
tial distribution, with R replaced by R - vt, gives the neutral
lithium density as a function of radius from the release point
and time

Fig. I. A schematic representation of the cylindrical cold plasma
n(R.t ) e-' f f o(v. , Od'v, (2) volume.

where ri is the ionization time for neutral lithium atoms. Ini-
tially we are interested only in the total number of ions in the well known that wave particle interaction can occur when the
flux tube and not their position in the tube, so we neglect resonance energy Ea is greater than or equal to the threshold
transport of ionized lithium. The rate at which lithium ions energy E,. E was defined by Kennel and Perschek [1966] as

are created is given by E, - mVt2  (6)

d l(R, t) n04R, t) where V = w - flk, is the resonance velocity. Taking into
dI account the dispersion relation for the wave, Cornwall [1972]

Assuming a finite extent of the whistler wave packet across the calculated a minimum energy condition for resonance given

magnetic field of Ro - O( J ('- 50 kin) we integrate (3) from 0 by

to Ro and in time from 0 toooto estimate the total number of B
lithium ions deposited within a sphere of radius Ro (N, - 5 E E, T- A,- '(1 + A,)-

2  (7)

x 1023 cm- 3) that becomes a field-aligned flux tube since the

ions are trapped by the magnetic field. The actual rate of where A, = (afl/o - 1)-'. Using the dispersion relation as
appearance of the lithium ions in the flux tube is N,(r - e-"). given in the work of Cuperman and Landau ["1974) we can
Additional ions are created outside the flux tube that have write
much lower density and are not accounted for in this estimate. a2
Estimating the effects of ion transport we find that the cylin- A, = - (8)

drical length L(t) incteases linearly in time at a velocity vo in (8)

both directions along the flux tube. Thus the time dependent where a - kp, p = v,,/0,, a = I + n,(t)/n., n, is the energetic
model for the cold ion density is given by electron density, and P - n.KT/(8 1 8ir), where K is the Boltz-

n" N, man constant. Thus we can rewrite (7) as~~nt(t) = (otno)(1 - - t)

(2V0:XxnR 0 2) E,1 94~ t)/ A(1 + A4)2  (9)

- 12.8 x 10(OL - m_3  (5) Eh xt#~ )

where E, is the thermal energy of the energetic electrons.

where Lo - 2V0 , and T - t/i,. Figure 2 shows the decay of
the cold lithium density as a function of the normalized time
T. However, the ionized lithium also is magnetically trapped
along the field lines by the mirror force. The condition for the 2.37

low-energy lithium ions to be mirrored above the ionosphere
after being released at the equator in the altitude range of 5-8 1.89
R, is I mv. 0

2 ;10.02 eV (see appendix). Since the thermal
energy is much greater than 0.02 eV the majority of the lith- 11.42

e..'ium ions will remain trapped at high altitudes in the mag- ndcT

netosphere and will be unable to leak into the ionosphere. oss
This will ensure a saturation of the cold lithium ions for large
T at a value larger than the lowest value shown in Figure 2. 0.47

On the basis of the presence of magnetic trapping, we expect
the cold density will saturate around T - 2 at a value of o.0ar un,10,mP,' 2.0 4.0 T_ 6 0 9.0 10.0.. around 1.0 cmn

We now discuss the critical resonance energy criterion in
the presence of a time dependent cold plasma density. It is Fig. 2. A plot of n, T) against T.

40-e
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30.0

n -0.0. 0 0.07, A - 0.5

25.0

* 20.0-

A - 0.5

15.0-

EC
10.0 A 0.75

5.0

2.0 4.0 6.0 801.

Fig. 3. A plot of the ratio of the critical energy to the background warm electron energy. Ec. against T. The top line
* corresponds to n, = 0. # = 0.07 and A = 0.5. The lower curves are for A = 0.5 and 0.75, with P = 0.07 and n,(T).

In the absence of cold plasma 2 = I and E, is a constant. instability, V = eo,/ek, is the group velocity of the whistler
This is indicated in Figure 3. top line. Here we took the den- mode and RE is one earth radius. Since the whistler mode is
sity of the ambient electrons to be 0.5 per cubic centimeter, excited primarily in the equatorial region where the magnetic
their thermal energy E,, - 2.0 keV, a magnetic field of 10-' field is nearly uniform and straight, we have limited the length
G. the degree of anisotropy A - 0.50 and P - 0.07. With the L(t) in (11) to 4 RE.
addition of cold plasma. E, is sharply reduced, especially at In order to evaluate y(o, k) and V(w, k) for the resonant
early times, thereby enabling a very large population of ener- energy we solve the expression (32) of Cuperman and Landau
getic electrons to interact with the waves, enhancing the whis- [1974]
tier mode turbulence, and thus as a consequence of pitch angle a2
scattering precipitating electrons into the atmosphere. Al- -= ( = ai/l, (12)
though E, does increase somewhat at later times it is still 2P - C(2

* much lower than in the absence of the injected cold plasma. and the resonance condition
Further, as described earlier, magnetic trapping of the cold
lithium ions will not allow the cold plasma density to fall as I + - V(
rapidly as indicated in Figure 2. thereby ensuring a low E, for + a vt (13)V)th
a considerable length of time. simultaneously. Eliminating o6 from (12) and (13) we obtain a

* RESULTS cubic equation for a given by
In the previous section we saw that the introduction of the a3 + 2a + -f( 0 {14)

cold plasma considerably lowers the threshold energy and V1

thus enhances the growth of whistler noise turbulence. Since
the flux tube where the cold plasma is enhancing wave particle We solve (14) using a numerical root finder for a. The a is used

interaction has a finite length, the temporal growth rate alone to evaluate the group velocity V from (12) and the temporal

cannot determine the extent of the wave growth because the growth rate "iil, from the expression (33) of Cuperman and

waves propagate away from the region of rapid growth. Landau 11974]. With these quantities g is evaluated for the

Therefore, we consider the spatial growth rates and finally resonant waves.

calculate the net gain G, of the wave during a single pas The observed differential flux for radiation belt electrons is

through the flux tube. The condition for a large effect is not a Maxwellian for energies higher than 30 keV. which is a

GR > I where R is the reflection coefficient for the wave at the typical value of E, with ambient cold plasma distributions

ionosphere, The waves with In G >> I, a more severe condition, between 5 and 8 RE. The observed flux is given by a power

will experience a significant gain in the wave amplitude inde- law of the form

pendent of R. leading to strong whistler turbulence and con- j = C,,E - ° electrons/cm 2 sr s key (15)
siderable pitch angle scattering of the electrons interacting
with the waves. The gain G of the wave is defined as which corresponds to the energy distribution function given

by
G=e (10) f(E) = C 2. E -11 (16)

(-, k LLtt) L) < 4RE We have considered two distributions of the following form

k) (11) for the energetic electrons corresponding to quiet and dis-

turbed magnetospheric conditions, respectively:
g = 4 V RE L(t)>4RE

f.=n. x ( -E Ebh) + C2..E 1 17)where yw , k is the temporal growth rate of the whistler mode (= -E h

B-S
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E 20 keV 0 -0.13

-0.11• 7-

- 0.09

!.,o -25 keV 3
10/

-30 keV
/* 40 MeV 38 keV"

0 2 4 86 8 0
T-e T--_

Fig. 4. A plot of yiT) against T for a - 3/2 for typical particle Fig. 6. A plot similar to Figure 4. Here the resonant particl
energy varying from 20 to 40 keV. Here A = 0.75. 0 = 0.07, n, = energy is 30 keV. We vary the value of P from 0.05 to 0.13 to demon
0.5, cml and E,.for the electrons is 2 keV. strate the sensitivity of g(T) on P. Other parameters are identical tc

Figure 4.

where a is either 3/2 or 3 and C2.3,2 = 4.72 x 10", C2 .3 = 6.7
x 1054 (D. Williams, private communication, 1983). We note Figure 5 is a plot similar to Figure 4 except here a = 3. Th

that the power law applies only for particle energies in excess overall behavior of both Figures 4 and 5 are similar.
of 30 keV. Above E, the stable flux is limited as shown by Figure 6 is a plot of g against time for a typical energetil
Kennel and Petschek [1966] and others. Below E, the ambient particle energy of 30 keV for various values of fl. It shows tha

= flux is not limited by the wave processes and can therefore be the wave gain is quite sensitive to the value of f. For higher
larger. For ease of calculation we make a conservative esti- the gain increases. Therefore if magnetic fluctuations are take
mate of the flux in this energy range by extending the power into account P will fluctuate and with it the wave gain.
law to lower energies. Overall, we find a significant wave gain for a single pa&

. Figure 4 is a plot of g(T), %Vhich is In G(T), as a function of through the flux tube especially for lower energy particles
T for a = 3/2 for characteristic particle energies spanning Nevertheless, at 25 keV the gain factor is already large enoug!
from 20 to 40 keV in steps of 5 keV. We chose plasma param- to ensur- strong turbulence and strong pitch angle diffusio
eters such that A =- 0.75, ft = 0.07, Ek = 2 keV and the density For lower energies the gain factor becomes too large for th
of energetic electrons n, = 0.5/cm'. The gain curves rapidly linear theory to be meaningful. this indicates that nonline

increase until the injected electrons fill a flux tube of length 4 processes (i.e., strong pitch angle scattering) are important a

R, and thereafter show a very mild decrease owing to the these energies. Figure 7 shows a gain versus time plot fo
decrease in the temporal growth rate. The group velocity lower energies (4-12 keV). The gain g(T) increases to a ver,
shows very little variation with time. large number as the energy decreases until the particle enerr

30

.p% 24

"0 120
'211 8Ske .0 ke Y

21050 keY

24- 10, k.

4 / dkeV 3 keV

-26 8 10

SFig. S. A plot similar to Figure 4 but with a = 3. Fig. 7 A plot or qt TI against T for lower energies.12-6
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IV
is around 8 to 10 keV, while for still lower energies the gain is Taking 6 eV for the net gravitational energy, 0.5 eV for the
reduced. This decrease occurs for particle energy near E. parallel thermal energy in the magnetosphere, and I - B,/

Bm - 287, we find,
CONCLUSION

Using a simple time dependent cold plasma density model m V 0.02 eV
*we have shown that a cold lithium injection in the AMPTE 2

parameter range can give rise to whistler mode turbulence for trapping to occur.
with significant gain to the wave amplitude in a single pass
through the flux tube. Whistler mode growth gives rise to Acknowledgments. The authors would like to acknowledge impor-
pitch angle diffusion of the energetic electrons, which then tant discussions with D. Williams and S. M. Knmigis. This work was
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A detailed investigation of the behavior of particle orbits in the simultaneous presence of three
large amplitude waves such as those encountered in the collective particle accelerator experiment
at the Naval Research Laboratory is undertaken. Stochasticity arising out of the resonance
overlap of the waves can influence the particle dynamics significantly and thereby affect the

* outcome of the experimental results. Choice of initial phase and energy for successful operation is
identified and discussed.

I. INTRODUCTION though a magnetic field disturbance attributed to the solid
High-energy and high-density beams have been of con- beam was detected close to the solid beam emitter. Note that

siderable interest in recent years. A novel method to achieve without bunches and ripples no acceleration can take place,
such a high-density, high-energy particle beam was pro- in which case the solid beam cannot overcome the potential
posed by Friedman' in 1978 in a device called the collective hill near the annular beam cathode, so in the full experiment
particle accelerator (CPA). Briefly, the device is a traveling one does not expect the solid beam to hit the opposite end
wave accelerator with a novel feaure: the traveling wave even if it propagated. A number of variations of these experi-

0 (TW) which does the accelerating is generated on the axis of a ments were attempted in 1979; e.g., the solid beam was car-
cylindrical drift tube as a consequence of the interaction ried to a point well inside the drift tube via a smaller radius
between (1) a periodically bunched annular electron beam drift tube projecting inside the annular beam, but still the
injected near the drift tube wall, and (2) a periodically rippled solid beam was not observed to propagate the remaining dis-
axial magnetic field. The advantage of this as compared to tance. Again we emphasize that observation of the weak sol-
conventional traveling wave devices, in which the TW is a id beam through the strong annular beam is difficult, and the

40 cavity mode, arises from the fact that the phase velocity in negative result in the unmodulated case cannot be regarded
the CPA may be chosen to be as slow or fast as desired, as definitive.
within limits to be discussed below, and may be easily varied Various theoretical analyses for the stability properties
as a function of distance along the drift tube by varying the of the dual beam system were undertaken in order to under-
wavelength of the magnetic ripple. Thus ions may, in princi- stand the experimental results. Chen and Palmadesso2 stud-
pie, be accelerated along the axis either coparallel or antipar- ied the diocotron instability in the CPA in an attempt to

40 allel to the motion of the annular beam, or electrons may be understand the sensitivity to small misalignments of the an-
accelerated in the antiparallel direction. An important side nular beam encountered in the first experiment. The I = I
effect of this method of generating the TW is the fact that diocotron mode can be excited by a shift of the annular beam
three large amplitude waves are simultaneously generated in axis off the drift tube axis, and was shown to have a growth
the device: a forward (i.e., co-parallel with the annular beam length comparable to the device length for the parameters
velocity) TW; a backward TW; and a stationary-wave pat- used. The growth of the instability is not significant if the
tern. beam is very accurately centered initally, but is enough to

The first experiments in support of the CPA concept cause the beam to hit the wall if the initial displacement is
were conducted around 1976. A relativistic annular electron within an e fold or two of the distance between the beam and
beam was propagated a distance of 7 m, without bunching the wall.
and with straight magnetic field lines. In the next phase the Uhm showed that the transverse oscillation instability
beam was bunched and again 7-m propagation was achieved, has a growth time - 1/5 of the beam transit time for the
Addition of the magnetic field ripple in the third stage of the CPA parameters used. However, Ganguli and Palmadesso'
effort was similarly successful. Next, a solid beam with cur- used the wave kinetic equations in a finite length device to
rent - 10% of the annular beam current was successfully show that the transverse oscillation instability behaves like a
propagated along the axis in the absence of the annular backward convective instability in the rest frame of the solid
beam. The full experiment, solid beam plus bunched annular beam, i.e., in this frame the growth is spatial rather than
beam with rippled B field was then tried. The solid beam did temporal and vanishes at the beam head. The implication is

* not come out at the end opposite to which it was injected, that the front part of the beam (about 5 m worth in this case)
and diagnosis of this beam through the annular beam was would make it across the device even though the tail end of
difficult, so a simpler experiment was tried. A solid beam the beam was being torn up as the head completed its transit.
was injected into an annular beam without bunched or B Thus the theoretical models analyzed so far do not ac-
field ripples, but was not detected near the other end, al- count for the failure of the solid beam to emerge from the end
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of device, in the case where an accelerating TW is present. Aw 1 (eE, k '  - ,(4

These theoretical models did not investigate the role of the k yin- ) ] (rmo) , (4)
important second and third large amplitude waves generated where A is the resonance width in the frequency space, k is
and the influence of these waves on the particle dynamics. the wave number, and y = (I V2/c2) "'. For the typical
The purpose of this paper is to study the role of these waves CPA parameters, (eE, k/no) "/k - 0(c); for low y this im-
in determining the particle dynamics of the CPA and hence plies an overlap of resonance leading to stochastic motion.
influencing the experimental outcome. In Sec. II we describe As a consequence of the stochasticity in the orbits, the parti-
our theoretical model, provide the equation of motion gov- cles (electrons in our case) spend a longer time inside the
erning the CPA system, and describe the method of solution. device thereby increasing the space charge and decreasing
In Sec. III we give the results of the calculations and discuss the value of the critical current. However, Eq. (4) also implies

"-" the ramifications of these, and, finally, in Sec. IV we providec u ra ma s that for a sufficiently large injection energy (initial value of y)
concluding remarks. the resonance widths will be small enough so that stochastic

motions will not occur. In view of the results of the CPA
•O experiments we must investigate the role of stochasticity and

estimate injection energy thresholds.
As discussed earlier an important side effect of the way The equation of motion for the electrons in the CPA is

* that the traveling waves are generated in the CPA is the given by
simultaneous presence of tmree large amplitude waves in the dp
device. It is well known that if a particle is under the influ- - eE,(z, t), (5)
ence of two or more waves with resonance widths broad

enough to bridge (or nearly bridge) the gap between the wave dz = =I p (6)
phase velocities, then the multiple resonance can make the dt M0  ;I + ,P/M c
particle orbits stochastic.' With the onset of stochasticity the where p is the momentum in the z direction, e is the magni-
predictability of the particle motion is lost. This is a possible tude of electronic charge, and E, given by Eq. (1) can be
scenario taking place inside the CPA. The expression for the expressed as

*. axial electric fields generated by the bunched beam and [ip-
pled B field is (see Appendix) E. = - 4Eo sin(21raC (7)

4 Here, ; = zIA, a = A IL, and T =ft + 1/4. The equations of

E.(z, t) E, cos[2n=(- - 21ftl motion can be rewritten in dimensionless form as

Cos ( L + +2 dr

7J and

2 sin- - , 1) a= 4eE o sin(21raC)cos2[n(; - r) '  (9)"L dr \ Af~mo

where L is the wavelength of the rippled magnetic fieldf and where a = c/%, 5 = p/frmo, and m o is the rest mass of the

A are the frequency and the wavelength of the modulation. electrons.

E (Q /4e 0 )(r,/rOL ), where ro, r, are the equilibrium radi- We shall first study an infinitely long system by means

us of the annular electron beam (AEB) and the amplitude of of surface-of-section plots. After injecting a single particle at

the oscillations of the AEB due to the ripples of the magnetic 0 we shall let the system represented by Eqs. (8) and (9)

field, and Q is charge/length. Equation (1) represents the run in time, and plot and C for r = 1, 2, 3 ... etc., given the

superposition of a forward wave with a phase velocity given initial momentum Po and position Co. We take E,, = 15
by MV/m, a = 2, f= 0.995 x I Hz, and A = 0.3 m. These

parameters are typical of the experiment.' Note that the sys-
V': = v (L/(L + A)I, (2) tem is periodic in C and hence we shall plot C modulo I. The

where v =JA, a backward wave with a phase velocity of results will be discussed in the following section.

". -(L /(A - L 1 After examining the infinite device to gain general in-
sights we will study a finite device of 7 m. Accumulation of

- and a stationary wave pattern, electrons in the device is detrimental to its operation and
Both traveling waves can accelerate ions but only the may be caused by delays in time of flight. This enhances the

backward wave can accelerate the electrons since it can have electron density inside the device and decreases the critical
a phase velocity approaching c (the velocity of light) which current. In order to estimate the lag time of electrons we plot

happens to be approximately the velocity of the electrons

parallel to the magnetic field. S = (r,/r.,) - 1 (10)

A particle subjected to the field given in Eq. (I) exper- as a function of injection phase. Here r, is the transit time of
," iences the potential of both the forward and the backward the electrons through the device and *m,n 7/c is the mini-
. waves along with the standing wave simultaneously. These mum time that the electron needs to travel the device of 7 m

are large amplitude waves whose resonance widths in veloc- when the electron velocity remains close to the speed of light
ity space scale as c. Thus orbits with small S do not contribute to charge accu-
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FIG. I. Surface of section plot. Here E, = 15 MVrm, a = 2., = 0.3. The FIG. 2. An enlarged version of the low-energy part of the stochasticity re-

magnitude of the normalized momentum P is approximately equal to gion of Fig. .

l mulation in the device while the higher values of S indicate mod 1 = 0 withp < - 10 (i.e., r Z 10) also represent distinct
highly disturbed electron orbits which contribute to an en- integrable orbits. No calculations were made in the blank
hancement of the space-charge cloud and a decrease in the regions at higher values of r, but it is believed that all orbits
limiting current. in this region are integrable. At high energies the resonance

Also, experimentally it is not possible to launch all the widths of the three waves are small, the resonances are well
particles at the same phase initially. We shall study S as a separated, and solid beam electrons (v - - c) interact
function of o = - 2no + % - 1/4), the value at injec- strongly only with the backward wave. The electron velocity
tion of the backward (accelerating) wave phase, for various exceeds the backward wave phase speed when y > 10, so that
injection energies 7o. The results are discussed in the follow- an accelerated electron cannot maintain a constant phase
ing section. relationship with the wave. Electrons gain energy, slip

smoothly out of the phase interval in which the force due to
the electric field is coparallel with the velocity, then deceler-

* III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION ate while continuing to advance in phase. As the particle

We find two kinds of orbits exhibited on the surface of loses energy the resonances broaden. If the electron in this
section plot. "Integrable" orbits are indicative of the exis- idealized infinite system has sufficient energy, it will slide
tence of a well-behaved constant of the motion which con- forward in phase to the next accelerating region before its
fines the motion of the particle through phase space to a speed decreases to the point where it matches the phase
subspace of reduced dimension. The intersection of an inte- speed of the backward TW, and before resonance overlap
grable orbit with a two-dimensional surface of section such occurs. The lowest energy integrable orbit of this group of
as that in Fig. I takes the form of a sequence of points orbits slows down until its speed is infinitestimally greater

; (,r.)] for r =0, 1,2 ... which lie on a simple one- than the backward wave phase velocity at the point it reaches
dimensional curve or, in special cases, on a single "fixed" the unstable (hyperbolic) force null of the backward TW at
point. In general, the obvious global constants of the motion 2M" + -r) = 0 (; mod I = 0 on the surface of section plots);
are exploited to reduce the dimension of the system of mo- thus y never falls below 10 on this orbit. There is also a set of

L, tion equations before one constructs a surface of section plot, integrable orbits representing high energy particles with
so that the additional constants associated with integrable positive velocities which are outside the resonaces of all three
orbits exist only in local regions of phase space, and it is waves. These orbits are not physically meaningful for the
rarely possible to express them analytically. Each of the nest- CPA and will not be discussed further here.
ed closed curves near mod I -0.5, y < 40 in Figs. l and 2 "Stochastic" orbits occupy regions in which no such lo-
represents an integrable orbit corresponding to a different cal well behaved constants of the motion exist, and these
initial condition. At the center of this group of nested orbits orbits meander through the entire phase space allowed by
is a fixed point, which corresponds to periodic motion pass- the global constants of the motion, with the restriction that
ing through the stable force null of the backward wave at they may not cross the "KAM" surfaces' (roughly speaking,
integer values of r, i.e., the electron returns to the point these are surfaces in phase space traced out by integrable
s= 0.5 mod I at r = 1, 2, 3, etc. orbits). In the 2D surface of section plots, a single stochastic

The four or five outermost curves which pass through orbit accounts for all the points between the integrable re-
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gions discussed above. This orbit behaves in a chaotic man- quently a decrease in the limiting current. The value of the
ner at low energies (y less than about 10), but catches the injection energy in the experiment for the solid beam was on

.r. accelerating phase of the backward wave at random inter- the order of Yo = 5, and hence it is not surprising to find the
vals and then gains energy in an orderly way. Segments of the absence of the accelerated solid beam in the experiment,
stochastic orbit with y above about 10 rise and fall in energy which was conducted with injected current very close to the

i in much the same manner as the high-energy integrable or- critical current as traditionally calculated.
bits, but the electron speed falls below the backward TW Along with the decrease in the mean value of S, we also
phase speed (r - 10) while the particle is still in the decelera- notice a shrinkage of the interval WD, over which S is signifi-
tion phase, so that the particle continues to lose speed and cant as the injection energy yo is increased. If this interval of
energy and slips in phase with respect to the backward TW at injection phases is avoided, then uniform motion could be
an increasing rate. Finally the motion ceases to be dominated achieved even at lower energies. For example, if y0 = 5 and

i by the backward TW and the particle falls back into the (Do = 7r, Fig. 3(a) shows no significant lag time. On the other
chaotic resonance overlap region below y- 10. hand, even for high energy, say yo = 150 [Fig. 3(e)], if the

A rough calculation of the electron orbits for y > 10 may initial phase is around zero we can expect stochastic behav-
be performed by assuming that the particles have a constant ior. As noted earlier we find that the optimum phase for
velocity of - c and are only affected by the backward wave, acceleration is 4)o = ir. Figure 3(a) indicates that particles
in which case the momentum equation takes the form launched with an injection phase -to = 7r can be accelerated

d E even for injection energies lower than the y of the back-
* d- -= Eo ) cos{ - 21r[o + ( - o)(r - 1/4)]), (11) ground wave since the particles cannot shift into the chaotic

.d-r \Af7mo] region before leaving the finite device. When a uniformly

where ;o is the injection value of ;. This equation may be solid beam is injected, particles of all phases will simulta-

solved to give an analytic expression for the energy y of the neously occupy the drift tube. Thus the charge buildup asso-

particle as a function of the phase d> of the particle relative to ciated with the particles with phases in the stochastic range

the backward wave, the injection energy yo, and the injection can be detrimental to successful acceleration of those parti-

phase dPo: cles which have the optimum phase.

r-o eE m, 1 [sin(d))-sin(4))] IV. CONCLUSION
. + mo, 2o" - 1) We have studied the influence of the three large ampli-

--Yo + 280[sin()o) - sin())] , (12) tude waves that arise due to the CPA wave generation
P where the CPA parameters have been used. An electron in- scheme on the particle dynamics in the CPA. For typical

* jected at the anstable force null {00 = ir/2) at the speed of CPA parameters the resonance width of the waves are broad

* the backward wave (yo = !0) achieves its maximum energy enough to overlap for low-energy electrons. This gives rise to

at phase 4) = - 7r/2. This energy is y = 570, which is in stochasticity in the particle orbits if the initial phase is not
good agreement with Fig. I for the threshold energy above properly chosen. The stochasticity enhances the transit time

which all electrons have integrable orbits. In a finite length of the electrons consequently giving rise to an electron cloud

device, the electron stays with the backward wave only for a buildup inside the device. The charge buildup inside the de-

finite time and the phase slippage is limited in size. Thus, not vice decreases the critical current and could prevent the
S. al: particles below the threshold will become stochastic in a propagation of the solid beam. Further, we conclude that in

" finite length device. For a device of length 7 m, a particle the CPA experiment those particles of the solid beam that
traveling at the speed of light will remain in the device for were launched at the optimum phase must not have caused.t3 a 10 e s, which implies that r =23 for this choice of any problems. Since the solid beam was unmodulated, therethe parametersf and A, and that the maximum phase shift was a continuous range of injection phases and the particles
that the particle can undergo is 2 1 - i)Ar - - /4. From in the stochastic range contributed to the charge buildup inEq. (12), this means that if Yo > 0 + 280[sin(i r/ the device, which in turn may have prevented propagation

",. 8) - sin( - ir/8)] - 224, a particle cannot become stochastic and acceleration of the optimum phase locked particles. To
in a 7-m device with these parameters. avoid these effects for a continuous solid beaia an injection

"In Figs. 3(a 3(g) we display plots of the normalized lag r>22 5 is necessary. However, if the solid beam is injected inI Figast the i pas pofs of the backwd small pulses around the optimum phase it should be possiblewave for seven different injection energies from Yo = 5 to to achieve successful acceleration even for low injection en-wav foeeendferngnjcinenriss.my,=5t
y, = 250. These plots are pertinent to a finite device of 7 m. ergies.
We learn two very important features of the CPA operation We have studied the lag time as a function of the phase

from this figure. First and foremost, it is seen that as the of the backward wave. It seems that by properly choosing
injection energy y, increases from yo = 5 to yo = 250 the the injection phases (pulsed solid beam) it is possible to avoid
mean value ofS decreases steadily. Thi:s implies that for high the stochasticity and minimize the transit time.

. enough injection energies there is uniform motion no matter
what the initial phase is. For lower energies the mean value ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
of S increases significantly indicating that the electrons are Discussions with Professor George Schmidt are grate-
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APPENDIX In a case where a modulated IREB is propagating through a

Here we reproduce the derivation as given by Friedman I rippled magnetic field 7 one inserts in Eq. (A4) the following:
. leading to Eq. (1). The axial electric field, on axis, produced Q [sin (_I - 21ft) + I] (A)

by an annular unneutralized magnetically focused intense Q- -A

_ relativistic electron beam (IREB) propagating through a and
drift tube of radius R, is '1 ~ ' ~ " Rrb=ro + r co2Tz/L ); r < ro, (A6)

E -,- -'3) In - wherefand A are the frequency and wavelength of the modu.2i-. . r, 1 rb
a,* lation Af= v, ro is the equilibrium radius of the IREB, r, is

Q I arb the amplitude of the oscillations of the IREB due to the influ-21e, r (A ence of the ripple magnetic field, and L is the wavelength of
where Q is the charge/length. Q I I/v, Iis the beam current, the rippled magnetic field. Here we assume that the parallel

rb is the beam radius, and v is the electron velocity. Equation velocity of the electrons is v = c:

(AI) was obtained from Maxwell equations under the as- E9 - ' 2rin 2rz sin (L"! - 21/i + 1]
sumption that the characteristic length is greater than the 4 ireo To .L 2w s A
radius of the drift tube. By covering the drift tube walls with (A7)
a thin dielectric layer of thickness 6R and permeability L one Rearranging the terms in Eq. (A7) we can obtain Eq. (1).
gets from Eq. (A 1) (after some rearranging)

E.= /A I 71 InR+ A E 6R dI
2mr 2 y2  t rb  21r6' •e-1 R dt

.+ r 1 3 '' (A2)

2n'E0 rb 3z

by choosing
"-.R R 'M. Friedman, NRL Memorandum Report No. 3724 (1978).6R -- In- A 3  Cher and P. Palmadesso, Phys. Fluids4,357 (1981).
R fr 2  

b 3 H. S. Uhm, Phys. Fluids 25,1908 (1982).
gets 'G. Ganguli and P. Palmadesso, . Appl. Phys. 55, 2715 (1984).

one gets 'B. V. Chirikov, Plasma Phys. 1, 253 (1960).

S (4 H. G. Shuster Deterministic Chao. An Introduction (Physik, Weinheim.Et= (A4) 1984).
21re o r, a7 'M. Friedman, Appl. Phys. Lett. 24, 303 (1974).
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A SIMULATION OF HIGH LATITUDE F-LAYER INSTABILITIES
IN THE PRESENCE OF MAGNETOSPHERE-IONOSPHERE COUPLING
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Abstract. A magnetic-field-line-integrated wave frequency. One exception is the recent

model of plasma interchange instabilities is work of Huba et al. (1985) who studied the
developed for the high latitude ionosphere in- nonlinear evolution of Interchange instabil-
cluding magnetospheric coupling effects. We ities in both the inertial and non-inertial
show that the primary magnetosphere-ionosphere regimes. However, their work was limited to

coupling effect is to incorporate the inertia of short wavelength turbulence, i.e., kL >> I where
the magnetospheric plasma in the analysis. As a k is the wavenumber and L is the density
specific example, we present the first simula- gradient scale length, which is not applicable
tion of the E - B instability in the inertial to large scale ionospheric structures.
regime, i.e., vt << w where vis the ion- In this letter, we present the first
neutral collision frequency and w is the wave simulation of inertial high latitude Ionospheric
frequency. We find that the inertial E x B interchange instabilities (e.g., the E B
Instability develops in a fundamentally instability) with inclusion of magnetospheric
different manner than in the collisional coupling effects. The basic conclusions of this
case (vi >> w). Our results show that study are (1) magnetospheric coupling effects

striations produced in the inertial regime are reduce the growth rate of the E B
spread and retarded by Ion inertial effects, and instability, (2) striations produced by the
result In more Isotropic irregularities than inertial E x B instability develop in a
those seen in the collisional case. different manner than in the non-inertial

(v >> w) regime, (3) In configuration space,
Introduction thl striations in the inertial regime are more

isotropic and spread out resulting in
Recent experimental ground-based, rocket, and irregularities oriented perpendicular to those

* satellite (HILAT, DYNAMICS EXPLORER, AUREOL-3) produced in the non-inertial case.
observations in the auroral zone and polar cap
ionosphere have indicated the existence of both Model
large [Weber et al., 1984; Basu et al., 1984;
Bythrow et al., 1984; Cerisier et al., 1984; The physical configuration and assumptions of
Vickrey et al., 1980] and small [Hanuise et al., our model are described as follows. We only
1981; Baker et al., 1983] scale density struc- consider structure in the plane transverse to

1 tures and irregularities. Different mechanisms, the ambient magnetic field, i.e., the xy
have been proposed to account for high latitude plane. The F-layer is initially characterized
Ionospheric irregularities, e.g., particle by a 6 to 1 density enhancement with a Gaussian
precipitation, plasma instabilities, and neutral profile of scale size 12 km in the x-direction
fluid turbulence :Keskinen 4nd Ossakow, 1983]. and uniform In the y-direction, a uniform mag-
Considerable quantitative progress has been made netic field in the z-direction (Bz = 0.5 G), and
in explaining Ionospheric structure using plasma a background electric field in the y-direction
interchange instabilities, e.g., the Rayleigh- (E ' .025 V/m). The entire enhancement E x B
Taylor instability (Balsley et al., 1972; drifts in the x-direction at a velocity vx - 0.5
Ossakow, 1981] in equatorial spread F, and km/sec. A uniform horizontal magnetosphere is
the E - B and current-convective instabilities assumed above the F-layer linked by the vertical
in the high latitude ionosphere [Ossakow and magnetic field lines. The back edge of the F-
Chaturvedi, 1979; Keskinen and Ossakow, 1983]. layer enhancement, relative to the drift, is
Recently, Weber et al. (1984) and Cerisier et unstable to the E x B instability, which drives
al. (1984) have invoked the E x B instability to ion Pedersen currents in the F-layer and ion
explain large scale density fluctuations in the polarization drift currents in the magnetosphere

16 high latitude ionosphere, due to the perpendicular electric field mapping
A shortcoming of most past research on the along the geomagnetic field. These currents

nonlinear theory of the E x B instability as it close along the magnetic field via parallel

applies to ionospheric structure is that it has electron currents. Assuming that all ion drifts
been restricted to the collisional (or non- associated with the perpendicular currents are

inertial) regime, i.e., vI >> w where v is the negligible compared to the E - B drift and
ion-neutral collision frequency and w il the that -= -V9,, the equations describing this

* system are

opyrignt 1985 by American Geophysical Union.
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284 Mitchell et al., High Latitude Instability

v 1 v = - - z (2) the non-inertial (CM - 0) growth rate for a wave
-eL -i. B with wave vector k parallel to y is Y0 " cE/BL

in the regime kL >> 1. For the parame2 ers or our
--nev simulation, the maximu (non-inertial) growth

IF - -- a 714 (3) rate is Yo - 0.05 see . The e-folding distance
i of El oarllel to B for this wave is about A1 -

Oil/O.L/ kL"  [Volk and Haerendel, 1971],
implying that a wave with k1- 1 -1 km has an e-

I M -( [Tt •V l7] V±$ (4) folding distance of 10 km parallel tr the field
.L41, VA and that E maps well up into the magnetosphere

where the e-folding distance is much greater due
to the rap d decrea se in a . The Alfven speed

0 "fdz (VLF.) " fMdZ (v7.IMj (5) is VA _ 10i km/sec so thatPelectric fields of a
wave with a growth time of 20 sec map upwards on
the order of 10 km into the. agnetosphere, and

where n is the ion (and electron) density, CM has a value of roughly 1013 cm (or - 10
I is the perpendicular electron (Ion) farad).

Svelocity, and Jpr are the F-layer Peder- The effect of ion inertia on the E B
sen and the magnetospheric polarization drift instability has previously been studied by

- current densities, respectively, o- ais the F- Ossakow et al. [1978] in the linear regime.

layer Pedergen conductivity, VA- B (wnmi)1/2 Although their results were for Pedersen and
is the Alfven velocity, and vi and Qi are the polarization drifts at the same altitude, the
ion-neutral collision frequency and ion gyrofre- linear growth rates are effectively the same for
quency, respectively. Using (2)-(4) in (5) our model equations. A non-zero inertia implies
yields the potential equation, the existence of an inertial relaxation rate,

i . r_/CM. The growth rate in the presence of
S-V.1 inertig for the short wavelength approximation

0 - v • + C[ - [- x z) • V.L]VL has two regions of interest, the non-inertial
P M at B regime, . (6)

Y - Y for 4Y <<  i (10)
where the field-line integrated F-layer Pedersen 0 0 i

conductivity is and the inertial regime

'p fFdZ Op, (7) Y - ( I  2  for 4Y0 > > Yi" (11)

Assuming a Z for the F-layer of 8 x 1010 cm/sec
and the field-line integrated magnetospheric (- 0.1 mho), a typical value of Yi for the
inertial capacitance is simulation is .008 sec -1 , which is in the

1 2inertial regime and which reduces the growth

CM  L f dz [c2/VA "  (8) rate of the Instability from .05 sec-1 to .02w M A sec 1 . For our simulation, two cases were

run: a non-inertial case for which Yi - 1.00
Since the magnetospheric layer is uniform and sec "

1  and an inertial case for which Yi - 0.01
the ion flow given by (2) is incompressible, the sec
magnetosphere remains uniform and the continuity
equation for this layer may be neglected. The Results
F-layer continuity equation for n may be written

-" as a continuity equation for tp, The results of the two simulations are shown
a • in Figures 1 and 2. The four panels in each
-- - p + V. I (I P pi-L 0. (9) sinulation show approximately equal times

prelative to the linear growth time of the

Therefore, the system is completely described by instability. Figure 1 shows the results for the
(2), (6) and (9) in the variables Ep and 0, with non-inertial g x 5 instability, while Figure 2
CM a constant capacitance describing the shows the results for the inertial case. It is
magnitude of magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling, clear that the results of the two cases are very

The numerical methods used to simulate the different at later times.
model equations are described in Zalesak et al. The behavior of the plasma in Figure 1 is
:1982]. The continuity equation (9) is solved typical of that observed in previous 9 .
numerically using the multidimensional flux- instability simulations [Keskinen and Ossakow,
corrected techniques of Zalesak C1979], while 1982]. In panel 2, at 104 seconds, we see that
the potential equation (6) is solved with the early in the nonlinear stage a set of "fingers"
incomplete Cholesky conjugate gradient algorithm has clearly formed. The high density fingers
of Hain [1980). The simulations are performed grow outward into the low density plasma while
on an 100 x 80 cell grid (x,y) with a cell size the low density fingers penetrate into the high
of 1.0 km x .25 km which is drifting with the density cloud. Subsequent nonlinear evolution
enhancement at the E x B velocity. Periodic involves the continued elongation of these
boundary conditions Kre assumed in the y- fingers with very little apparent change in the
direction, and the grid is initialized with a size of the structures perpendicular to their
random 1% density fluctuation. long dimension as seen in panels 3 and 4. The
If E. has scale length L- (/I/)aEp /ax, original density enhancement has effectively
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0 f longer are there long thin interpenetrating

1.00 se-' fingers, rather they are tat interpenetrating

blobs. Any narrow fingers which begin to form1 quickly go to a mushroom shape and then spread

out. In a number of simulations we have noted a
1 se tendency for the structure in the y direction to

undergo an inverse cascade to the longest mode
which will fit in the system. This feature can
clearly be seen in panel 4. where the structured
state throughout most of the simulation region

I shows two blobs; one of high density, the other
L = of low density.

rThe non-inertial simulation, shown in Figure
1, is characterized by striations with a large
value of k., which grow in the x-direction

without hindrance, completely destroying the
initial orientation of the density enhancement
in the y-direction. The inertial simulation,
shown in Figure 2, is characterized initially by
striations with a large value of ky, which are

Fig. 1. A plot of density for four times for hindered in their growth in the x-girection.
the case of Yi= 1.00 sec (the non-inertial The plasma at the leading edge of the striation
case). The shaded region represents those areas finger is swept to either side and around the
whose density is greater than 2.5 times the striation forming the characteristic mushroom
background density. The simulation grid is shape. Further evolution involves an inverse
periodic in the direction of E and is moving cascade in k to the minimum value allowed on
with the E x B velocity. the numerical grid while simultaneously, the

typical value of kx increases. Consequently,
individual enhancements tend to an orientation

been sliced into a group of sheets parallel to similar to the original x-directed
the initial density gradient, orientation. Furthermore, the individual
The behavior of plasma and structure formation enhancements appear to be stabilized to further

in Figure 2, the inertial case, is very B x a structuring owing to velocity shear along
different. During the time period between panel their apparently unstable faces (Perkins and
1 and panel 2, before 300 seconds, the growth of Doles, 1975; Huba et al., 1983).
the instability closely resembles that in Figure Interestingly, Rino et al. (1979), Livingston
1. There is nonlinear development of long et al. (1982), and Rino and Vickrey (1982) have
narrow high and low density fingers which move reported sheet-like structures in the night side
in opposite directions. However, after 300 auroral region which are aligned perpendicular
seconds, the behavior changes radically. In to the large scale F region ionospheric density
panels 3 and 4, we see that the fingers form gradient. This alignment perpendicular to the
mushroom-like heads and tend to thicken. No density gradient is not easily explained by the

traditional Instability theory. However, the
alignment is similar to the final alignment
observed in the inertial simulations.

0.01 see-' U age Concluding Remarks _

Several conclusions can be drawn from our
rsimulations. First, instability-generated

2 302 electric fields in the high-latitude F-layer may
map well up into the magnetosphere, resulting in

l i|z3 Il -a much reduced linear growth rate due to the
A3 effectively increased ion inertia. Second, the

Inonlinear development of the instability is
0 s fundamentally different in the presence of this

coupling; the striations produced are spread and

I retarded by ion-inertial effects resulting in

f m _ more Isotropic irregularities than in the non-

inertial case. The inertial effects may even
899 sic tend to stabilize the final nonlinear state by

producing a velocity shear across normally
unstable gradients. The simulation results

_ __ !r - demonstrate some interesting features which may
Fig. 2. A plot of density Ifor four times for have been observed in the high latitude

the case of Y " 0.01 sec (the inertial nighttime ionosphere.
case). The shaded region and the simulation

igrid are the same as in Fig. 1. The times shown Acknowledgments. We thank Dr. J.D. Huba for
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Simulation results, based on a field-lir -integrated, two-dimensional, electrostatic model, are presented
for the motion of a barium cloud injected transverse to the geomagnetic field in the ionosphere at high
speeds. It is found that the gross evaluation of injected plasma clouds depends on the initial conditions.
as well as the nature of the background coupling. For a massive (Mo - 10 kg), orbital (Vo - 5 km/s)

A release in the F region (350-450 km we find that plasma clouds can drift tens of kilometers across the
magnetic field in tens of seconds after ionization. This type of release is similar to those which are
planned for the Combined Release and Radiation Effects Satellite (CRRES) mission.

INTRODUCTION predict that the plasma cloud can drift tens of kilometers on a
V The evolution of artificial plasma clouds in the earth's iono- time scale of tens of seconds after ionization.
.1' sphere has been under scientific investigation for more than MODEL AND EQUATIONS

p two decades. A variety of experimental, theoretical, and com- We use a slab geometry such that the ambient geomagnetic
putational research programs have been carried out, and re- field is in the z direction (B = Boe) and a neutral barium
search in this area remains active. One interesting problem cloud is injected transverse to B in the y direction (V. = Voe,).
that requires futher investigation is the dynamics of a hi- The barium subsequently becomes ionized by either photoion-
speed plasma cloud moving transverse to the ambient geo- ization or Alfvin's critical velocity ionization mechanism: we
magnetic field. Experimentally, this phenomenon has been only consider the former in this brief report. We now describe
studied using shaped charge barium releases [Wescott et al the neutral and plasma cloud models in more detail.

*l 1980; Simons et a., 1980; Koons and Pongratz, 1981] and
, rocket barium releases (Mende, 1973; Brence et al., 1973; Neutral Cloud Evolution

Heppner et al., 1981), and it will be a major part of the scien- The model we use to describe the evolution of the neutral
tific studies for the upcoming CRRES mission (Combined Re- cloud transverse to B is relatively simple. The basic processes
lease and Radiation Effects Satellite) sponsored by NASA and we consider are self-diffusion of the neutral barium cloud,
the U.S. Air Force. It should be noted that the high-speed slowing down of the cloud because of collisions with the back-
releases to date have been relatively small (barium vapor les. ground ionospheie, and a riiutial loss due to photoionization.
than 1 kg) in comparison to those planned for the CRRES Assuming that the neutral cloud initially has a Gaussian den-
mission (up to 10 kg of barium vapor). Theoretically, this sity profile, the time evolution of the field-line-integrated den-
problem has been addressed by Scholer [1970] for mag- sity is approximately described by
netospheric releases and by Sperling [1983] for ionospheric
releases using simple, idealized cloud models. However, to our n.(r, t) = mr exp - 2)] (1)

knowledge, no studies or simulations have been performed to rf(t)

study this phenomenon for more realistic two-dimensional where
cloud models.

In this paper we present results of numerical simulations v(t) = V, exp (- v,t) (2)
based on a two-dimensional, electrostatic model which de-
scribe the gross motion of a massive barium release injected
transverse to the geomagnetic field at a high velocity. Since ra(t) = (r0

2 + 4Dt)i 2 (4)
our model is electrostatic, we limit our attention to small Here r x. and v refer only to the perpendicular components.C( kinetic beta clouds, i.e., t 1 << 1 where flt =" n~m1V

2/(B2/gn),
andtnelect an MHouds, erturbaIon gere d byk the I injected the subscript n denotes neutrals. M, is the initial total mass, a,I'%'"and neglect any MHD perturbations generated by the injected .

- " cloud. Our primary interest is to determine whether or not is the ionization loss rate, v, is the collision frequency associ-

injected plasma clouds can "skid" across the magnetic field, ated with the slowing down of the cloud, V = Voe x is the
and if so, what physical processes control this behavior. We injection velocity at = 0. r0 is the cloud radius at t 0. 0  is
find that the gross motion of injected clouds depends on initial the cloud center position at t = 0, and D is the diffusion coef-

.4, conditions, as well as the nature of the background coupling. ficient (D - T/myo, where T is temperature, m is the mass, and

For the case of a massive barium release (M0 - 10 kg) in the v is the collision frequency for diffusion). In deriving (I H4)we have made the assumption that the slowing down process
Fregion (350-450 kin) at orbital velocity (V0  5 km/s), we and the self-diffusion process are independent of each other.

Although this assumption is certainly an oversimplification of
Copyright 1985 by the American Geophysical Union. the neutral dynamics, we have made it because we are pri-

Paper number 5A8729. marily interested in the ion cloud dynamics and it leads to a
0148-0227/85/OOSA-8729S02.00 relatively simple description of the neutral cloud.
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Plasma Cloud Evolution The background layer is assumed incompressible so that its
We assume that the plasma cloud is generated by photoion- continuity equation can be neglected. Thus the system is com-

ization of the neutral cloud. This ionization contributes a pletely described by (1H4), (6), (10). and (It) in the variables
source term of the form a n. to the ion continuity equation Z, and 0. It should be noted that these equations have not
and one of the form ma,n,,v - v,) to the ion momentum equa- been used in large-scale simulation codes to study plasma

tion, where a, is the ionization production rate. Upon ioniza- cloud motion in the ionosphere to date. The new feature in

tion. the ions and electrons have a large initial velocity and these equations is ion inertia. i.e.. the terms that are associated
gyrate about the ambient magnetic field in opposite directions, with (a/8t + v • V) in (10) and which lead to polarization cur-
leading to a source Pedersen current density j, This causes rents. Previous studies neglected these terms to study plasma
excess charge to pile up on the edges of the cloud and pro- cloud evolution because the time scales of interest were such
duces a polarization electric field across the cloud. This field that v,. >> (0/0t + v. V) and inertial effects could be safely ne-
leads to an E x B drift of the plasma cloud in the direction of glected (McDonald et al., 1981; Zalesak et at., 1985]. However,
the neutral cloud motion. this approximation is not valid for the releases of interest (e.g..

In order to describe this behavior quantitatively we use a CRRES releases), and ion inertia must be considered.
field-fine-integrated, two-layer, electrostatic model. We consid-
er a cloud layer and a background ionosphere layer which are SIMULATION RESULTS
coupled by the ambient magnetic field lines, assumed to be
equipotentials. Note that we neglect any MHD perturbations The numerical methods used to simulate the model equa-

that may have been generated by the ion cloud. The equations tions are described by Zalesak et al. [1982) and Mitchell et al.
which describe this model are the following: [1985]. The continuity equation (I1) is solved numerically

using the multidimensional flux-corrected techniques of Zales-
an + V • (nvY) = an. (5) ak [1979], while the potential equation (10) is solved with the

incomplete Cholesky conjugate gradient algorithm of Hain

4 cVO [1980]. The simulations are performed on a 80 x 100 cell grid
x = B (6) (x, y) with a cell size of I km x 1 km.

B We p'esent the results of two simulations. The parameters
B used are the following: B0 = 0.4 G. v, = v, = v,. =o a = 0.04

j= oV +- a v x e. (7) s-, ro-2 kin, T=0.1 eV, M0 = 10 kg, V =5 km/s, andcm, = 137m, (barium). These parameters are appropriate for a
I c2  + 8 .( 350- to 450-km-altitude release at mid-latitudes. The integrat-

PC+ v4 VV (8) ed Pedersen conductivity of the background is taken to be

V4 I C2 , == 1 mho. and two values of the integrated inertial capaci-
=- a,V , " v (9) tance are chosen, C6 = 0 (case 1) and C. = 10 farads (F) (case

4x (2).
where a,) = (ce/B)nv/fl1 ), is the Pedersen conductivity of Figure 1 shows the results for the case where C, = 0. Physi-
the cloud (background), a, = (ce/BXnao4 /f0) is the source cally, this corresponds to source region currents closing via
function for Pedersen conductivity caused by ionization. v., is Pedersen currents. Figure la shows the integrated Pedersen
the ion-neutral collision frequency, V.) = B/(4xnm,)"2 is the conductance and velocity flow field for the ion cloud, and
Alfven velocity in the cloud (background), 4I is the ion cyclo- Figure lb shows the corresponding electrostatic potential at
tron frequency, and V refers to only the perpendicular compo- times t - 1. 9, 19. and 25 s after initialization. We also show
nents. The perpendicular currents in the cloud (k) and back- the location of the neutral vapor by a heavily outlined circle of
ground (j) are assumed to close via parallel electron currents, radius rD. Note that the velocity vectors are normalized to the

Making use of (5H9), we assume that the source Pedersen maximum velocity at each time step, and comparisons in the
currents close by Pedersen and polarization currents in the magnitude of the velocity at different times can only be made
cloud and in the background, and so we integrate V. j = 0 from the potentials. Two features are immediately apparent.
along the field lines to obtain the potential equation First, at early times (t ! 3 s) the plasma and neutral clouds are

- nearly collocated, but the plasma decelerates more quickly
V - .1 + i + v. • V v + ZVo than the neutral vapor. By 25 s the high-density portion of the

L\. plasma cloud has almost stopped drifting after traversing - 38
+ 4 a + V V 0Z B Y x km across the field. Second, the region of strong electric fields

. e remains in the source region, the neutral vapor cloud, and at
+ cjt .vv} - {4V- e)I later times only the low-density leading edge of the plasma

(10) continues to drift rapidly. Moreover, the electric field strength
where Ep, Z., and Z,, are the integrated Pedersen conduc- in the source region monotonically decreases as the plasma
tivities associated with the cloud, source, and background, production weakens and the cloud conductance increases.

respectively, and C, is the integrated inertial capacitance as- Figure 2 shows the results for the case where C, = 10 F.
sociated with the background. i.e., Physically, this case has the source region currents close via

Pedersen currents and polarization currents in the back-
PC, dz (c'/VA"1  ground plasma. Again. the Pedersen conductance and velocity
C i I field of the ion cloud, and the electrostatic potential are shown

We also rewrite (5) as a continuity equation for E : in Figures 2a and 2b, respectively, at the same times as in
Figure I. In comparing Figure 2 to Figure 1, three differences

+Z& + V . (INVI) = vyZ 11) immediately stand out. First, the ion cloud in Figure 2 lags
e t further behind the neutral vapor cloud than in Figure I.

E-4
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altitude neutral atmosphere. For case 2. the inertial terms in a detailed, precise prediction of plasma cloud release behaior

(10) cannot be neglected. The source currents, in addition to for a particular experiment. They do. however, demonstrate
closing via Pedersen conduction current, must now also close processes which are physically important for high-velocity
via polarization currents which set the background plasma plasma cloud releases and must be considered in planning for
into motion along with the ion cloud. The newly produced future experiments such as those planned for the upcoming
ions share their momentum with the background. and there- CRRES mission.
fore the electric field in the source region is less than in case I
(initially E2 0.6E,). Additionally, the background ionization 4cknotwledyments. This research has been sponsored bN NASA
inertia leads to a slower decay of plasma momentum outside The Editor thanks S. H. Brecht for his assistance in evaluating this
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Theory of the Current-Driven Ion Cyclotron Instability
in the Bottomside Ionosphere

P. SATYANARAYANA AND P. K. CHATURVEDI'

Science Applications International Corporation, McLean, Virginia f : A5,

SM.J. KEKcINEN, J. D. HUBA, AND S. L. OSSAKOW

Naval Research Laboratory, Washington, D. C.

, A theory of the current-driven electrostatic ion cyclotron (EIC) instability in the collisional bottomside
ionosphere is presented. It is found that electron collisions are destabilizing and are crucial for the
excitation of the EIC instability in the collisional bottornside ionosphere. Furthermore, the growth rates

*of the ion cyclotron instability in the bottomside ionosphere maximize for k~p, a 1, where 2x/k1 is the
mode scale size perpendicular to the magnetic field and p, the ion gyroradius. Realistic plasma density
and temperature profiles typical of the high-latitude ionosphere are used to compute the altitude depen-
dence of the linear growth rate of the maximally growing modes and critical drift velocity of the EIC

-1', instability. The maximally growing modes correspond to observed tens of meter size irregularities, and
the threshold drift velocity required for the excitation of EIC instability is lower for heavier ions (NO*.
0*) than that for the lighter ions (H*. Dupree's resonance-broadening theory is used to estimate
nonlinear saturated amplitudes for the ion cyclotron instability in the high-latitude ionosphere. Compari-
son with experimental observations is also made. It is conjectured that the EIC instability in the
bottomside ionosphere could be a source of transversely accelerated heavier ions and energetic heavy-ion
conic distributions at higher altitudes.

1. INTRODUCTION near the equatorward edge of the diffuse aurora exceed the
Electrostatic ion cyclotron (EIC) waves are one of the more threshold for the excitation of ion cyclotron waves.

important plasma wave modes in the near-earth space plasma Kindel and Kennel [1971] first discussed the ion cyclotron
environment. Recently, EIC waves have been invoked to ex- instability in a space plasma context by showing that the elec-

plain, among other effects, strong perpendicular ion heating trostatic ion cyclotron instability has the lowest threshold
leading to the formation of ion conics [Okuda and Ashour- among various current-driven instabilities in the high-latitude
Abdalla, 1981]. Ion cyclotron wave phenomena have been oh- auroral space plasma. They only briefly discussed the role of
served both at high (several earth radii) and low (< 1000 km) weak collisional effects on the evolution of the EIC wave in-
altitudes along auroral field lines. Kintner et al. (1978, 1979] stability. They did note, however, in the context of the EIC
have reported H* EIC wave observations using S3-3 satellite instability, that electron collisions were destabilizing and ion

* data at high altitudes in the auroral zone. At low altitudes, O collisions were stabilizing. Physically, the ion cyclotron insta-
EIC waves have been observed [Ogawa et al., 1981] on a bility is due to the dissipative effect on electrons in their paral-
sounding rocket equatorward of a discrete auroral ira. Yau et lel motion which impedes the -instantaneous" redistribution
al. [1983], also using sounding rocket data, have reported of the electron fluid to a Boltzman-like distribution in the
particle and wave observations of low-altitude (400-600 kin) wave potential. In the collisionless limit the dissipation is due
ionospheric ion acceleration events consistent with ion cyclo- to the wave-particle (Landau) resonance, while in the col-
tron wave phenomena. Bering (1984] has given indirect, but lisional case, it is caused by the electron collisions with ions

compelling, evidence of short-wavelength (k~p, t 1, where (or neutrals). The results of Kindel and Kennel [1971] are only
2x/k, is the density fluctuation scale size perpendicular to the applicable to the collisionless and weakly collisional topside
magnetic field and pi is the ion gyroradius) ion cyclotron wave ionosphere [Chaturvedi et al., 1984]. Recently, Ganguli et al.
activity at low altitudes (< 350 km) in the diffuse aurora, using [1985] have proposed a mechanism that depends on the inho-
sounding rocket data. Evidence for short-wavelength (k~p, Z mogeneity of the transverse electric fields to generate ion
I) ion cyclotron wave emissions in the auroral E region has cyclotron waves in a collisionless plasma in the absence of
been presented by Fejer et al. [1984] using backscatter radar field-aligned currents. Thus most of the theoretical work de-
observations. Photometric observations in the bright auroras scribed so far has dealt mainly with the collisionless situation.
at - 130-km altitude by Martelli et al. [1977] indicated exci- However, several of the aforementioned experimental studies
tation of EIC waves at frequencies lying between 25 and have indicated ion cyclotron wave emissions can occur at low
32 Hz, corresponding to gyrofrequencies of NO* and 0 *. altitudes in the collisional bottomside ionosphere. D'Angelo
Bythrow et al. (1984], using Hilat satellite data, have con- [1973], using the work of Varma and Bhadra [1964] and
cluded that the very large earthward directed currents seen Levine and Kuckes [1966], has suggested that the current-

* driven EIC instability might be excited in E region down to
120 km altitudes, where the ion-neutral collision frequency is

'Now at Naval Research Laboratory. Washington. D. C. comparable to the ion cyclotron frequency. This work has
been extended to the collisional auroral F region altitudes by

Copyright 1985 by the American Geophysical Union. Chaturvedi [1976), based on the analyses of Chaturvedi and

Paper number 4A8401. Kaw [1975] and Milic (1972]. However, Chaturvedi [1976]
0148.0227/85/004A-8401505.00 considers collisional effects on the ion cyclotron instability
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using a fluid approximation (kp, < 1). This analysis is not we include collisional effects and use the general dispersion
applicable to the recent experimental observations which indi- relation derived by Clemmow and Dougherty [19691. In order
cate k~pi Z 1. For example. Bering [1984] and Fejer et al. to include collisional effects we use a number-conserving
[1984] have reported observations of tens of meter size irregu- Bhatnagar-Gross-Krook (BGK) collision model. This model
larities corresponding to k~p, r I. Indeed, the transition be- can also be shown to conserve momentum if the electrons are
tween collisionless and collisional excitation of the ion cyclo- assumed to carry the bulk of the current and the ions are
tron instability, the approximate altitude of this transition, considered to be at rest. Under these conditions the BGK
and the dependence of growth rate of the ion cyclotron insta- model reproduces the effects of electron-neutral v, electron-
bility on ambient high-latitude ionospheric plasma parameters ion v, and ion-neutral vi. collisions. However. the BGK
is not well defined. We address these issues in the 130-600 km model does not model well ion-ion v, or electron-electron
region in this paper. collisions and a different collision model, for example. Fokker-

In addition to observations indicating existence of EIC Planck approximation, must be used. Since we will be con-
waves in the bottomside ionosphere the presence of energetic sidering bottomside F region altitudes (: < 600 km), vi, < v. is
heavy ions at 1400-km altitude was first documented by Hoff- satisfied. Electron viscous effects v,, are negligible because the
man et al. [19741. Energy and pitch angle distributions of electron Larmor radius is much smaller than the perpendicu-
various ion species obtained by S3-3 and PROGNOZ 7 satel- lar wavelengths of interest. In section 2.2 we do include a

lite measurements provide evidence for the presence of ener- phenomenological model for v, in our numerical computation
getic heavier-ion species (NO' and O', for example) at alti- of growth rates and marginal stability criteria for the elec-
tudes of a few thousand kilometers or more [Huh qvist, 1983; trostatic ion cyclotron instability.
Yau et al.. 1984]. The pitch angle distributions of ions ranged We utilize the dispersion relation derived by Clemmow and
from being field aligned lion beams) to conical, in which case Dougherty [1969]. We list only the salient features of the deri-
the flux peaks at an angle to the geomagnetic field. The pitch vation here. The equilibrium function is a drifting Maxwellian
angle distributions measured at energies less than 650 eV are
relatively field aligned, while those at I key and above have a eXp [V + (V. _ V') 2], V
conical distribution with no field-aligned component [Klum- f j N 2n ex j

2
, (1)

par er al.. 1984]. Recent data from DE 1 also showed that the
high-altitude polar cap region contains upflowing heavy mo- where Noi, mi, T, V,, and Vi are the density, mass, temper-
lecular ions such as NO*, 02 ', and N 2  [Craven et al., ature, drift, and thermal velocities of the jth species, respec-

--1985]. These data suggest that the source for these energetic tively. The perturbed distribution function (where f, =Joj
heavy ions might be located in the ionosphere [Huh qvist, +ft), using a BGK collision model, is given as,
1983]. On the basis of our linear theoretical analysis we con-
jecture that the current-driven EIC waves at the ion (heavy) 'f 1, + f. ( .

cyclotron frequency could selectively accelerate the heavier at ax mc av
ions, such as NO*, 02 * and 0 ', in the transverse direction. E - (N1Ij1N 0 j)f01) (2)
Thus the bottomside ionosphere can act as a source for the = J

, heavier-ion conics observed at magnetospheric altitudes.
In this paper we study the EIC instability in the bottomside

collisional ionosphere. We find that the growth rates of the
EIC instability in the bottomside ionosphere maximize for
k pi _ 1. In section 2 we present the general dispersion rela- go
tion for EIC waves in a collisional plasma, which we solve
analytically both in the collisionless, weakly coilisional, and ss0

strongly collisional limits. We also solve the full dispersion
relation numerically, using the plasma density and temper-
ature profiles obtained from the Sondrestrom radar [Kelly,
1983]. The dispersion relation is solved for the maximally
growing modes for which k~p, 1.4, corresponding to ob- -

served tens of meter size irregularities. In section 3 we com- E o
pute expected nonlinear saturation amplitudes of the elec- 3s0\

trostatic ion cyclotron instability in a collisional plasma based L
upon Dupree's [1966] resonance-broadening theory and com- K 300

pare with experimental observations. Finally, in section 4 we
summarize and discuss our results. 250 -A C

2. LINEAR THEORY 200

We consider a homogeneous plasma in a uniform magnetic
field along the : direction. 8 = B6. The plasma is collisional.
and the main source of free energy is due to the magnetic- 1o

field-aligned currents. In this paper we ignore inhomogeneous 103 to05o 1oe 107

-..,,effects. for example, density and temperature gradients, and as N(Cm- 
3

a result, use local theory. Furthermore, we assume the scale
height in the high-latitude ionosphere to be much larger than Fig. I. Typical ionospheric electron density profiles valid in the

region 130-600 km, based on Sondrestrom incoherent scatter radar
the parallel wavelengths involved. In our attempt to under- data. Curve A represents a quiet condition. curve B an intermediate
stand ion cyclotron instabilities in the bottomside ionosphere electron density, and curve C a disturbed condition.
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where quency of the jth species with neutrals, and q, is the charge of
the species 1±e). In the case of electrons. Coulomb collisions

N1 - -(e/m)V, |D-Y~ai djV can also be included, and we define v, = v,. + v,
f The effects of collisions are reflected in the shifted frequency

f ] - 
1 h (by ivj) and, more importantly, in the additional term pro-

I - (v/No) D-fo dV 1  portional to v/ki V in the denominator of (3). In fact, this
term gives rise to instability in the collisional domain. This

and local dispersion relation is assumed to describe both the col-
lisional bottomside and collisionless topside ionosphere. We

D = i(co - iv, - k. V) assume quasi-neutrality and solve (3) analytically in the col-

For a low f (8nnkT/B2 << 1) plasma and perturbations of the lisionless, weakly collisional, and strongly collisional Ifluid)

form f, oc exp (:-i(ot - k x)] the dispersion relation is given limits.

as [Kindel and Kennel, 1971] 2.1. Collisionless Domain

-k { ( r-b)][ -. Z,] By setting vj = 0 in (3) we immediately recover the col-
- _ [--L [ 1

. + -L J lisionless dispersion relation [Drummond and Rosenbluth.
j 1962; Kindel and Kennel, 1971]. Furthermore, if we set n = 0

Sii i ]-for electrons and n = I for ions and expand the plasma disper-
[1 + (,(b))Z( )  (3) sion function Z( ) such that the electrons are treated kinet-

. -- 'j ically and the ions are treated in the fluid limit, (., << I and

where >> 1, respectively) we obtain their results:, 3 where

= k 2P 2 /2 ifl I + rr(b,) (4)

A. 
-rps/2)/ 2r2(b) (c, -k Vd

11j = qjB/mjc where r = Td'T/ and V = V, - V,. We note here that as will

A /j = (Tjl4rnjqj) t 1  be shown in section 2.2, the numerical solution of (3) agrees
(/rq) with (4) and (5) if n = I for ions.

Vj2 
= 2T/m

*6 = -- k11 Vj + ivj 2.2. Weakly Collisional Limit
The analysis in this limit was also attempted by Kindel and

5= 6+ nfj Kennel [1971]. We expand the electron Z function in the
kit V small argument limit, , << 1, and retain only n = 0 terms in

r. l,,(b)e- bi the electron part of the dispersion relation. The electron con-
=tribution to (3) is given as

where 14b) is the modified Bessel function of nth order, Z(4) is 1 1 + i(n)tZz

* the plasma dispersion function, Vj = v,. is the collision fre- D, - - .# )TI _ (7r) 1, (V,ik 1 V.g .

I +i(i, ( - kI, V,)
Goo= + 1 k 1V(l - (n)It'Zv,/kV (6)

550 - Here we have assumed b, << 1, which gives ro(b,)-: 1. We
expand the ion Z function in the large argument limit, C >> 1.

500- The ion contribution of (3) is given as

D5 , Di + -vi rb, I - iv r1(b) 1 7)
a5 *t + ni + i, f t + nO +ivJ (7

400 For v,/fli < I the ion contribution becomes

T, T0D = -f.[(w - v, 2f.) + ivjl + wf.)] (8)
C. 350

where
I 300 9

50a 
co + nfl + iv, (9)

For v,'wo < I the dispersion relation then becomes D = D,
, + D, -0 or

Iso 1 + in!" (o - k,, V) = -f + iv + wvf.)

.r L k V(l - rtvf/k, V,)J
0 400 800 1200 1600 2000 2400 (10)

T IM From the real part of(10) we obtain the usual result for n = 1,

Fig. 2. Typical temperature profiles for T, and T, versus altitude
valid in the region 130-600 km. based on Sondrestrom data. w, fl 1[l + rr,(b) ]  (11)

,%F -
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0oo from which the growth rate and real frequency can be written
A as

550

o I + rr,(btXl - rG)-' - Q(fl- k1 V)' 1 (16)
k,,'V.' ro(b,) +d

450o _7 -2r,(bX1 - rG)- I (&o, - k, V,)v. (17)
0) , (ro(bo) + 2) k 2 ,

where 2 = (Y. XkL'/k 11r 2). For b, << and vf1, << 1. (16)
350 and (17) reduce to those obtained by Chaturvedi (1976], who

P- used a fluid analysis. We see from (16) and (17) that the real
300 frequency is not significantly different from the collisionless

A B C result (see equation (4)) and the growth rate is directly pro-

2SO portional to v, and V but has a peak in v, at v, =
SI(k /kjr.)0 o(b.)]". Since v, a T,-12 for Coulomb collisions,

200 we see from (17) that initially the growth rate decreases with
T as T, - 1 2

, and for strong collisions the growth rate in-
ISO creases as T. 2, indicating a minimum as a function of r (for a

fixed 7). This is in sharp contrast to the collisionless case
10 i0' l" 10' 0 o02 where the growth rate increases as a function of T (equation

../a. o(5)).

Fig. 3. Total normalized ion collision frequencies v/fl, where ,= 2.4. Marginal Stability Analysis
vw. + v, as a function of altitude, valid in the region 130-600 kin. In the collisionless domain, several authors have estimated

the drift velocity thresholds for the onset of the ion cyclotron
instability (see, for example, Drummond and Rosenbluth [1962]

and fm e a aand Kindel and Kennel [1971]). Kindel and Kennel [1971]
and from the imaginary part we obtain have examined briefly the effects of ion-neutral collisions and
/ -n b(,- kl V) weak electron-neutral collisions. Their expression for thresh-

7 -2(n)" 2
r(bj) k1l V old drift velocity shows that while the electron-neutral col-

k- lisions could destabilize the EIC instability, the ion-neutral
1 + (X)112 - i I/( 1 + (12) collisions strongly stabilize the EIC instability.

( V, -V I 1 r+ In the weakly collisional limit v/k ,v, << 1 we expand the
electron Z function in the small argument limit. The electron

which leads to the collisiones result of Drummond and Ro- part of the dispersion relation in the above limit together with
senbluth [1962] and Kindel and Kennel [1971] in (5). when the ion part in the large argument limit yield the dispersion

" v, = v, = 0. Equation (12) shows that the electron collisions relation given in (10). The imaginary part of (10) yields, for
have a destabilizing influence, whereas the ion collisions are
stabilizing. In the short-wavelength limit, v./k ,j V. << 1, the ion = 0,
collisions override the destabilizing influence of electron col- -r (k 12 f.v+(l +wf.)
lisions. However, we show in the section 2.3 that the electron . - V - i (kV - (n)v)f) (18)

collisions dominate the ion collisions in the fluid limit,
vk, V. >> 1. where V, is the threshold drift velocity. Considering the reso-

v/k, 1 nance at the first harmonic, we obtain from (18)
2.3. Strongly Collisional Limit V , w,.. rr, LL(,t) 2 / v \/ tF t ,In this limit the electron mean free path A. << A, and thus V . + H V (" j -- I.llY, +t-l

v/k, V >> 1. For vk,l V. >> I we can expand the electron Z
function in the large argument limit while still satisfying V < (19)
V :< V, obtaining which agrees with that of Kindel and Kennel [1971]. Equation

Ir,(b) (19) shows that in a weakly collisional limit the critical drift
I -1 2V 2)ri-A + l1 2o 2b) (13) velocity is reduced by electron collisions and is increased by
2 = -2 (ivk l + o)ion collisions. For a given ion temperature, increasing the

The ion contribution is obtained, as before, by expanding the electron temperature increases the critical drift velocity- how-
Z function in the large argument limit >> I, as ever, electron collisions reduce the influence of ion collisions.

In the strongly collisional limit v/k,, V, >> I and v, t co the
D, = G - r,(b,) ( (14) large argument expansion of the electron and ion Z functions

yield the dispersion relation (equation (15)) from which
where ro(b.) + 2

G= I - r(b,) [r0(b,) + 2] - 2( ,Xto - k11 V)/k 1 V14
I,.~G b d ,- i

+ i+ r - (20)
Now the dispersion relation becomes + - fl, + ") -"i

D - Do + D, L 0 (15) where rt = r,(bXl + rG) and d) = co + iv,.. From the imagi-
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nary part of(20) we obtain for ((a - kl V,)/k,, V << 1, m

V i - r-(-o + d) k 550

V kl V. "1w. - 4)2 + v4 500

+ (, n ) 
1 ' " - l ( 2 1 ) 4 5 O

k111 J _00

where u), is obtained from the real part as 350

to, :: fl,[l + rrf/(l + r)] (22) 3

Equation (21) shows that in the strongly collisional limit the r o
critical drift velocity has a markedly different behaviour than 250

in the weakly collisional or collisionless limit. Even for vY = 0 200

the electron collisions reduce the critical drift velocity, which
is not the case in the weakly collisional limit (equation (19)).
Furthermore, ion collisions affect the collisional result differ- ool3
ently depending on how strong the collision frequency is com- 4 3 1 2

pared to (w, - fl,), as can be seen from the second term on the
right-hand side of equation (21). More importantly, the critical 0 . L.

drift velocity has a different behavior as a function of r, show- -. 03 -. 02 -.01 o .01 02 03 04 .OS 06 07 o .09 10 ,1

ing a minimum in some domains, compared to the col- y/nl

lisionless case, where it was shown to increase linearly with T Fig. 5. Growth rate y/, of electrostatic ion cyclotron instability
(Drummond and Rosenbluth, 1962]. versus altitude for 0* ion plasma using curve B of Figure 1 and

taking r as varying with altitude and v, = y, = 0 (curve I); v, =(:)

2.5. Numerical Results Applied to v, = 0 (curve 2); v, = v(z), v = vAz) (curve 3); and v, = 0. v v,:)

Auroral F Region (curve 4). Here k,,/k = 0.06, k~p, = (2)"-' and V:iV, = 0.3.

The dispersion relation given in (3) describes the obliquely
propagating ion cyclotron instability and the ion acoustic in- Typical bottomside auroral zone ionospheric electron den-
stability as well (k, = 0, r > 1). In this paper we confine our- sity and temperature profiles based on Sondrestrom inco-
selves to the analysis of the ion cyclotron instability. We illus- herent scatter radar data [Kelly, 1983, C. L. Rino, private

1 trate the properties of the EIC instability by solving the dis- communication, 1984) are shown in Figures 1 and 2, respec-
persion relation numerically, using parameters typical of the tively. Curve B is taken from Kelly [1983], the data being
high-latitude ionosphere, and compare the numerical results simply extrapolated to 600 km. The two electron density pro-
with the analytical results in various regimes of collisionality files (A and C) are expected to bracket both quiet and dis-
where possible. We find that the growth rate of the collisional turbed conditions with corresponding F peak densities of

- ion cyclotron instability maxithizes at k~p, _ 1. Furthermore, roughly I0' and 106 cm-', respectively. The electron-neutral
k~p, % I also corresponds to modes with A, t 11 m (p, % 2.56 v, electron ion v,, ion-ion v,, and ion-neutral vi collisions

4? m for 0), which is of the order of typically observed scale based upon the data in Figures 1 and 2 are calculated using
size [Fejer et al., 1984; Bering, 1984]. standard expressions [Spitzer, 1962; Banks and Kockarts,

1973]. Figure 3 gives the total electron collision frequency
ao i  v, - v + v,, while Figure 4 displays the ion collision v, = vi.

+ v,, frequency. These collision frequencies are calculated
550o using the electron density profiles of Figure I [Kelly, 1983].

Neutral particle density profiles are taken from Banks and
500- Kockarts [1973] and fall off exponentially with altitude. We

note that the E region (100-130 kin) is not accurately modeled
450 here. We do not intend to apply our theory to this region

because the ion-neutral collision frequency in the E region
400 -becomes of the order or greater than the ion gyrofrequency,

thus demagnetizing the ions.
3o - In order to illustrate the destabilizing effects of electron-

neutral and electron-ion collisions on the ion cyclotron insta-
bility, we solve the dispersion relation (3) numerically, varying

-A a c v, .+ v,, and keeping other parameters fixed. To illustrate
the effect of collisionality of the plasma, we show in Figure 5

200 the growth rate of the electrostatic ion cyclotron instability
(equation (3)) as a function of altitude for profile B of Figure 1.

15 0- assuming a pure 0' and an e- plasma and taking k,,ik.
0.06, V/V. - 0.3. The growth rate shown is based on b, f

10 k o 1 p 1 /2 - 1, which gives maximum growth. Curve I repre-
o o 2  to' 100 sents the collisionless growth rate v, - 0 - v,. The decrease in
." growth rate is due to the decrease in r as one goes down in

Fig. 4. Total normalized electron collision frequencies vt),, where altitude. Curve 2 (where v, * 0, vi = 0), however, displays the
v, , v- + v,, as a function of altitude, valid in the region 130-600 km. strong destabilization in the 130- to 150-km region and mild

F-7
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GoO growth rate than curve A below 250 km. Although electron
collisions lead to higher growth, the decrease in T has a greater

5s o0+ son effect on the collisional instability than on the collisionless
instability; hence, the decrease in he growth rate above 250

500 -kmn. The increase in the growth rate at lower altitudes is
mainly due to increased electron collisions. Curve C, repre-

450 sentative of a disturbed ionosphere, has peak growth at - 250
km in the F region, the decrease in the growth rate at higher

-oaltitudes being mainly due to increased ion-ion collisional
ddamping. Eventually, the ion damping decreases at higher alti-

350 tudes where the collisionless theory is valid, in which case the
growth rate increases due to increasing r.

A 30 -Figure 7 gives the threshold drift velocities (VIJV 1) for the
EIC instability for the three electron density profiles of Figure

250 - 1, assuming an 0 ion plasma taking k,, /k, = 0.06, and for
maximally growing modes with k~p, = (2)1/2. For profile B the

200o electrostatic ion cyclotron instability could be destabilized in
the bottomside ionosphere (:E 300 kin) for current drift veloci-so ties of the order of a tenth of electron thermal velocities, V <

100 0 0.1 V,. Curves A, B, and C again are obtained using the den-
004852 62 0 060 0064 0068 0.072 0.076 0080 sity profiles given in Figure 1. Comparing Figure I with

/, Figure 6, we see that lower drift velocities are needed at larger
growth rates.

Fig. 6. Growth rate y/0, of electrostatic ion cyclotron instability Figure 8 shows the growth rate of the EIC instability, in-
versus altitude of 0 * ion plasma using curves A-C of Figure 1, withfixed parameters k,1ik1 - 0.06. k~p, - (2)112 and V1/Vo -0.3. cluding both electron and ion collision for the three electron
fixed p e m0(density profiles in Figure 1, assuming an NO' ion plasma.

.. _The growth rates of the EIC instability for an NO+ plasma
destabilization around 300 km. Curve 3 (where v, 0 0, v, % Ok are similar to (though slightly lower than) the growth rate for
on the other hand, shows the stabilizing influence of ion col- the 0 plasma (Figure 6). This is consistent with (5), (12), and
lisions. The damping influence of ion-ion collisions is phenom- (17). which indicate that the y/, is not a strong function of

enologically represented by (v1b1)/(1 + bj, as discussed in the ion mass. Note that the growth rate is normalized to respec-
next paragraph. As a comparison, we show in curve 4 the tive gyrofrequencies in each case.
collisionless growth with only ion damping included (vi 0 0, Figure 9 displays the threshold drift velocities V/V, for the
v -0). Curve 3 represents the growth rate for completely EIC instability, including both electron and ion collisions,
realistic ionospheric conditions for which parameters such as using the density profiles of Figure 1 and assuming NO * ion
plasma density,. electron and ion temperatures, and neutral plasma. Comparing Figure 9 with Figure 7 (0 plasma), one
density vary with altitude. Curves 3 and 4 clearly establish the notes a slight decrease in the threshold drift velocity as one
importance of the electron collisions, which overcome the ion
damping in the region 130 < z < 150 and significantly en-
hance the growth rate in the region 150 < z < 300 km. 00

Figure 6 displays the growth rate of the electrosttic ion
cyclotron instability, including both electron and ion collisions sso

N for the three electron density profiles in Figure 1 and temper-
atures shown in Figure 2, assuming an 0 + ion plasma. Al- 500
though not explicitly calculated in (3), the ion-ion collisional
damping v, is included in the calculation of the growth rates oA c
of Figure 6 by modeling this damping with the expression
-vk 1

2p,/(l .+ k 2p,1
2) (Y. C. Lee, private communication, 40

1984). This expression reduces to the appropriate viscous S
damping in both the magnetized (k~p, < 1) and unmagnetized 350
(kpi >> I) limits. Since we are concerned with bottomside
characteristics of EIC waves (v, < vY. the growth rates will 300o
not be extremely sensitive to v, in any case. The ion-neutral
collisions were treated by BGK model with v,x nT, 2 ,
where no is the neutral density. Finally, for Figure 6 the fol-
lowing parameters, k,,/k, - 0.06, k1p, - (2)1/2. and V/V - 0.3 200

are used. Curves A, B, and C correspond to the profiles given ISO
in Figure 1. It can be seen from curve A that the growth rate
maximizes around 400 km and progressively decreases at 006 0 0 0 0 02-

lower altitudes as a result of increased damping by ion-neutral

and ion-ion collisions and a decrease in the electron temper- vc v,
ature (r decreases with decreasing altitude; see Figure 2). Fig. 7. Critical current drift velocity V,/V for excitation of elec-
Curve B. representing a typical ionosphere, has a smaller trostatic ion cyclotron instability versus altitude for curves A-C of
growth rate than curve A above 250 km and a slightly higher Figure I for 0* ion plasma and k,/k, - 006. kp,2 = 2)1'
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goes from 0' to NO*. This is also consistent with previous so-
studies [Drummond and Rosenbluth, 1962, Kindel and Kennel,
1971) which have shown that increasing the ion mass de- so No on

* creases the threshold current drift velocity at all T,/1T to excite
the EIC instability. We have also calculated the growth rates
and the critical drift velocities for the hydrogen plasma. We ,so
find the growth rates of H ' EIC waves to be smaller and the A B C
critical drift velocities for excitation of H EIC waves to be
much higher: for instance, y V, = 0.4 for H* EIC wave exci- E

tation for the typical parameters used for 0* calculations, as 350
*IP compared to V,/V, = 0.1 for 0' excitation. These critical drift -

velocities correspond to extremely large currents, and thus we 300

can conclude that the H * EIC waves are not likely to be
excited in the bottomside ionosphere. For this reason we do 250

not present the detailed results of H * EIC wave calculations.
To emphasize further the heavy-ion EIC excitation in the F 200-

region, we show the threshold currents in the altitude region
100-600 km. We use the density profile n, from curve A of so

Figure 1, T from Figure 2. and /V, from Figures 7 and 9 to :oo
calculate the threshold current J = neV. Figure 10 shows the 0o2 0.06 010 014 018 022 026

threshold currents required to excite 0* EIC and NO* EIC vc/ve
in O and NO' plasmas, respectively, for k 9p - (2)l~2 and
in = 0.06. It is clear from Figure 10 that NO ETC has Fig. 9. Critical current drift velocity V/V, for excitation of elec-trostatic ion cyclotron instability versus altitude for curves A-C of
lower thresholds than 0* EIC and that the altitude region Figure I for NO* ion plasma and kI/k = 0.06. k p = (2)' 2.

between 150 and 200 km and the region above 400 km have
lower thresholds. The currents shown near 100-130 km may
not be accurate because the theory may not be valid in this destabilization by parallel currents. Thus we conclude that
region as a result of demagnetization of the ions (v,,/fi, - 1). NO* or 02 * EIC instability can be excited more easily in the

.,W The critical currents corresponding to curves B of Figures 1, 7, bottomside F region than the H or O EIC instability. This
and 9 are of the order of 200-1000 p/dm 2 . Thus for typical is consistent with the photometric observations of Martelli et

" ionospheres such as those given by curve B one requires large al. [1977].
currents to support 0 + or NO* EIC. Although our calcula-
tions are applicable to plasma with single ion species, on the NONLINEAR SATURATED AMPLITUDES

basis of the results presented in Figures 7, 9, and 10 we can In the previous section we showed that the collisional elec-
draw qualitative conclusions regarding a multispecies plasma, trostatic ion cyclotron instability could be important in the
namely, that when H *, 0 +, 02 * and NO' species are pres- bottomside high-latitude ionosphere. In this section we discuss
ent, EIC waves of heavier species are more susceptible to a possible nonlinear mechanism that might saturate these

modes. In the literature several nonlinear saturation mecha-
nisms for the electrostatic ion cyclotron instability have been

soc /studied. Davidson [1972] has discussed large-amplitude trap-
ping effects which become important when oj, >> I, where

so- NO* n  w, = k,,(e 0/m,) 1 is the electron-trapping frequency and r, =
k11Av is the wave correlation time, 0 is the wave potential, k is

s00 - the wave vector, and Avp is the spread in wave phase velocities
parallel to the magnetic field. Collisional effects will prevent

0 , A strong electron trapping. Another mechanism is ion resonance
broadening [Dum and Dupree, 1970]. In this work we extend

? 4M Dum and Dupree's theory to the case of the collisional EIC
instability. Physically, the effect of the turbulence generated by

350- the instability may be interpreted as an enhanced ion vis-
30 cosity. In this section we shall present only estimates of the

saturation amplitudes for typical ionospheric parameters and
250 not a comprehensive, full F region study.

The nonlinear dispersion relation for the electrostatic ion-
200- cyclotron modes, including the effects of resonance broaden-
20 ing, may be obtained by substituting (b -a w + iAw' in lieu of

ISO- w in the ion contribution to (3) [Dum and Dupree, 1970]. Here
40J Aw' is the modification introduced by the effect of a spectrum

of finite amplitude modes on the particle orbits (resonance-
05 0 0 0 07 o0oso ooo 0100 broadening effect). Thus

yln, I + EE(k, w) + c,'(k, w + iAwi") = 0 (23)

Fig. 8. Growth rate ,/fl, of electrostatic ion cyclotron instability
versus altitude for NO' ion plasma using curves A-C of Figure I is the nonlinear dispersion relation for the EIC modes, where
with fixed parameters k,,k, = 0.06, k~p, - (2)' , and V4,V, = 0.3. r,' is the linear dielectric constant and E," is the nonlinear
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Too1 exchange energy with the wave via resonance interaction. Sta-
bilization of the mode results when the resonance is broad-

550 ened to an extent such that the bulk of the ion distribution
interacts with the wave and absorbs energy from it. thereby

500 leading to a steady finite amplitude nonlinear state. We now
use (24H25). to compute the nonlinear saturated amplitudes

450 for the collisional ETC modes. From (24) and (25) one has

,, 400 (v - 0,)[(nI,'n1
0 )2  1 2 1 (27)

350 which leads to
0 5 _02 (10,[1+ 8

300 Z)
3oo~ ~ -- I (Vz )j (2

250 or

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 go 90 100 110 2
J - n..vo (pAp/m

2
) (29)

Fig. 10. Threshold currents in A /m2 required to excite 0* and using (17) and including v,, collisions.
NO' EIC waves in 0' and NO' plasmas. respectively. The critical For the case T, = T one has
currents are calculated for J = n, e V using VI/V, from curves A of
Figures 7 and 9, n, from curve A of Figure 1, and T, from Figure 2. (a) - 0j) air,
The parameters used are kp, = (2)"'1 and k.1/k. = 0.06. which leads to

(, 2

dielectric constant. We note that Dum and Dupree [1970] have F,(k~v.1Q/)
shown the effect of resonance broadening is important only V ]1

for ions in the EIC wave case. Hence the contribution coming I + (k V - w) ' (30)
from the resonance-broadening effect on electrons has been I 1 [k 2  Jj
ignored in (23). One may obtain an estimate for the nonlinear
saturated amplitudes of ETC modes from (23) by setting the Expression (30) gives the nonlinear saturated amplitudes of
nonlinear growth rate'/1 density fluctuations associated with the collisional ion-

cyclotron modes due to resonance-broadening effects in the
./ - tAw"' =f 0 (24) presence of both electron v, ion-ion v,,, and ion-neutral v,.

where A' is the linear growth rate of the mode with wave collisions applicable to bottomside ionospheric altitudes. A
number k. For the ETC instability case, Aco' may be approxi- comparison with the collisionless case, discussed by Dum and
mated as [Dum and Dupree, 1970] Dupree [1970]. shows that the saturated amplitudes can be

SF , "higher in the collisional case by an increment of approxi-
Aw" -(wo - e -' I I (25) mately - 1[(Yv)(l/k,.)]'. We note that in the above com-":,LtI n J parison it is implied that 01')- fl,)<< 1, where , is the

collisionless growth rate.
Here n, is the saturated nonlinear amplitude of the wave, and
na0 is the threshold level of the nonlinear amplitude at which 4. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
the resonance-broadening effects assume importance. The ex-
pression for n1 0 is In this study we have presented a comprehensive treatment

0f) of the theory of the electrostatic ion cyclotron instability in
= (... -(2.' (-, the collisional bottomside ionosphere. We have derived the

ZTJ(kkv,/ 0j[Ft(pj)]1 2 linear dispersion relations for the ion cyclotron instability.
~ ) I / - fl\ including both electron and ion collisions, and solved analyti-

" ( (26) cally the dispersion relation in three limits: collisionless,

-,'Iweakly collisional, and collisional. In addition, we have solved
where the linear dispersion relation exactly using numerical methods

F I I (X'4 + I (X 6 using parameters typical of the high-latitude bottomside iono-
F1(x) ",- I - 2 + - + x < 2 sphere. We note that the linear growth rates in the bottomside

4 4 2 9 collisional regime can be of the same order as the correspond-

I.[ I (X)4+ I (V)
6  ing topside collisionless growth rates. We have considered

F,x) =- -- -+ + x 2 3 three cases corresponding to three different ionospheric con-
4ditions. The normal ionosphere is bracketed by two other

It may be noted that the broadening of resonances above ionospheres with minimum density around 10' cm-3 at the
corresponds to an enhancement in the group of ions that can lower end and maximum peak density of 10' cm - at the high

F - 10
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end. The minimum density profile corresponds to a weakly Aamodt, 19701. Recent nonlinear numerical simulations [Prit-
collisional case (v,, Q, < 10-') and this can be considered as chert et al., 1981: Okuda and Ashour-Abdalla, 1981] of the
an extension of the previous collisionless EIC instability collisionless ion cyclotron instability indicate a large-
theories. The maximum density profile corresponds to dis- amplitude coherent wave spectrum in the nonlinear regime.
turbed conditions, yielding high electron collisions and ion However, these simulations also show several modes excited in

.-. collisions. We have also considered pure O and pure NO' the saturation phase of the ion cyclotron instability. To our
plasmas ind solved the dispersion relation for single species in knowledge, there have been no nonlinear simulations of the
both cases. We arrive at the following conclusions based on collisional current-driven ion cyclotron instability. We shall
the linear calculation: now discuss some particular examples of the auroral iono-

1. Given the realistic ionospheric parameters, we find that spheric application of the collisional EIC instability.
the theory of collisionless EIC instability [Kindel and Kennel, In a recent study using sounding rockets, Yau er al. [1983]
1971] cannot be extended to the bottomside F region I: < 400 have recorded 0* waves and strong perpendicular ion accel-
kin). Since the critical drift velocities and growth rates are eration (ion conics) events at low altitudes (400-600 kin in the
sensitive to n, and T, T,. a theory of collisional EIC using high-latitude ionosphere during the expansive phase of an au-
self-consistent collision frequencies and T, T, should be used roral substorm. Large relative density fluctuations (< 10':)
for accurate prediction of EIC excitation. were also recorded near the ion conic acceleration regions.

2. Electron collisions destabilize the EIC wave. which re- One major candidate for conic formation is EIC wave heating
suIts in higher growth rates. However. the ion-ion collisions [Ungstrup et al.. 1979: Okuda and Ashour-Abdalla, 1981].
damp the modes, the damping being equal to v, in the k~p, >> Considering typical high-latitude parameters, i.e., T, =t T --
I limit and v,,k 2p 2 '2 in the k~p << I limit. The EIC i:ista- 0.1 eV, electron density corresponding to curve A of Figure I
bility growth ,ite maximizes for k pi ; 1. (n, - 3 x 10W. v.11,~ - 2 x 10 - 5 v,'fl - 7 x 10 -3), the

3. For realistic profiles of the ionosphere the collisional growth rate of 0* EIC waves, with ;. - 11 m (kp, - 1.4.
EIC wave growth rates are reduced by ion-neutral collisions pi - 2.56 m for 0* ions), and Aq - 200 m. is 0.07 0', or 21 s-'.
in the bottomside F region and by ion-ion collisions above taking fl, for 0* in a 0.5 Gauss magnetic field as 300 Hz
300 km, as expected. (Figure 6, curve A). The corresponding growth rate for NO '

N. 4. For profiles given in Figure 1 the collisionless theory EIC waves (A, - 15 m) is 0.08 (1 or 12 s - , taking 0, to be
(ion collisions dominate electron collisions) prevails for curve 150 Hz. The critical drift velocities can be read off of Figure 7
A and collisional theory (electron collisions are stronger and for O' ions. For the above parameters the critical drift veloci-
dominate ion collisions) prevails for curve C. ty at an altitude of 300 kin, for example, is 0.09 V, (curve A,

5. The growth rate maximizes in the weakly collisional quiet conditions), which corresponds to 53 uA/m 2 for n, - 3
(curve A, Figure 1) regime at an altitude of 400 km and in the x 1010 /m 3. For NO* ions, under the same conditions the
strongly collisional (curve C, Figure 1) regime at an altitude of critical drift velocity is -0.06 V, (Figure 9), which corresponds
250 kin. In the collisional domain (curve C, Figure 6) the to 40pA/m'. For other profiles, (curves B (normal conditions)

.7.' growth rate has a minimum at an altitude of 300 km and and C (disturbed conditions) of Figure 1) critical drift veloci-
" achieves a further lower value at E region altitudes (150 km or ties are higher and require currents > 100 liA/m 2 and - 1000

less). u*A/m 2, respectively. In view of these results we find that the
6. The critical drift velocity required to excite the EIC ionospheric conditions corresponding to curve A of Figure 1

waves depends on the electron densities and thus is quite dif- are most conducive to EIC excitation at NO' and 02 gy-
ferent in the collisionless and collisional domains as shown in rofrequencies. From equation (30) the saturated amplitude for
Figures 7 and 9. typical parameters (i.e., T, -- T "- 0.1 eV, f, =, 3 x 10" s- I.

7. For realistic ionospheric profiles the growth rate is vQ., 10- S- , Vilni = 10-i, ,' fl, - 1(. 2) is found to be
weakly dependent on the mass ratio m,/mi. However, we find approximately n1/no ,t 0.24, according to ion resonance-
that the critical drift velocity is much smaller for EIC waves broadening theory for k~pi = 1.2, k1l/k, = 0.1, and V Z 2
corresponding to gyrofrequencies of heavier ions than the x 106 cm/s. We note that the saturation amplitude n1 no of
critical drift corresponding to lighter-ion (H*) EIC wave exci- EIC waves in the collisionless regime, using (30). is slightly
tation Our single species calculation shows that NO' or 0, smaller (nI/n o = 0.22) than the collisional case.
EIC instability is much easier to excite than O or H' EIC Compelling evidence of the presence of energetic heavy
instability. Thus in a multicomponent plasma, EIC waves at ionospheric ions at high altitudes (> 1000 kin) [Hultqvist.
NO' will be excited first, before, for example, 0' EIC waves, 1983: Klumpar er al., 1984; Yau et al., 1984] leads one to
and in the bottomside ionosphere EIC instability at H gy- suggest that the bottomside ionosphere, which is a source of

t. rofrequency is unlikely to be excited. heavy ions. is indeed acting as an accelerating region for these
8. The theory is applicable above 130 km altitude, since heavy ions [Huh qvist. 1983]. Furthermore, energetic heavy

below 130 km the ions get demagnetized due to strong ion ions, NO' and 0, ', have been observed at outer mag-
neutral collisions. netospheric altitudes on days of high geomagnetic activity

In addition, we have discussed a nonlinear saturation mech- [Klecker et al.. 1985; Craven et al., 1985]. High geomagnetic
anism for the electrostatic ion cyclotron instability in the col- activity at higher altitudes is usually indicative of a disturbed
lisional regime based upon Dupree's [1966] ion resonance- ionosphere, which could sustain large ionospheric currents
broadening theory. Dupree's resonance-broadening theory is that drive collisional ETC waves ir the bottomside ionosphere
valid only for a broad spectrum of waves which are assumed unstable. Thus we conjecture that the ion cyclotron instability
isotropic and incoherent; that is, the wave coherence time at the ion (heavy) cyclotron frequency. driven unstable by
(spectral width) is much shorter than an ion cyclotron period, parallel, field-aligned currents, may selectively accelerate the
For a narrow (coherent) wave spectrum, resonance- NO'. 0, * and 0' ions in the transverse directon at low
broadening theory must be replaced by an analysis which con- altitudes, and these transversely accelerated tons form the
siders exact ion dynamics in a coherent wave [Davidson, 1972; heavy-ion conics at the higher altitudes.
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"" Excitation of lower-hybrid instability by longitudinal currents
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The stability of a homogeneous plasma with currents along the magnetic field is investigated. It is
found that electrons streaming along the magnetic field lines in a neutralizing positive ion
background could excite lower-hybrid instability. The critical drift velocity should exceed the
parallel phase velocity for instability: V, > o,/kj,, where o, is the lower-hybrid frequency

qP fl, fl, . This condition is found to be easily met in the laboratory and space plasmas and is
applicable both in the collisionless and collisional plasmas.

One of the well-known instabilities driven by currents ca = to, + ir is the complex mode frequency and k is the
- flowing along the magnetic field lines is the ion-cyclotron wavenumber. In the following, we show that instability can

* instability, first suggested by Drummond and Rosenbluth.' occur for drift velocity smaller than the electron thermal
This instability has been observed in the laboratory Q ma- velocity in a homogeneous plasma. The lower-hybrid insta-
chines2 and is widely applied to space plasmas to explain the bility is characterized by strongly magnetized electrons and

. small-scale density irregularities in the high-latitude F re- unmagnetized ions:
gion and magnetosphere.' This instability was conjectured la • o, k,<p. 1, (1)
to be responsible for the heating and transverse acceleration
of the ions in the near-earth space plasmas.4 For the ion- > fl , , (2)

* cyclotron instability the drift velocity should exceed the par- wherep, = VJfl, is the Larmor radius, V = (2T /m,) l/is
. allel phase velocity, and at ion-cyclotron frequency this criti- the thermal velocity, fA, = le, B /mlc, e, is the charge, and

cal drift velocity is such that Vd > w,/kil, where t, (ii,, fl, m, is the mass of thefth species. Since for Vd = 0 the plasma
being the ion-cyclotron frequency. In this brief communica- is stable, we would expect instability to occur for
tion we report that the parallel currents can also excite low- kil Vd > wo, =toj = fII, where c, is the real part of the
er-hybrid waves, if Vd > oj,/k,, for o, =tath, where CLIh wave frequency and k1 is the wavenumber parallel to the

= f is the lower-hybrid frequency. We find this con- magnetic field. We use a simple BGK model to represent the
dition to hold good in a collisionless as well as in a collisional electron collisions to investigate the LHI in the collisional
plasma. Lower-hybrid drift instability, driven by a source of domain. The dispersion relation derived by Clemmow and
free energy dependent on the gradients in the equilibrium Dougherty' is used. For a plasma with Maxwellian electrons
quantities such as plasma density, plasma temperature, and drifting through a stationary neutralizing ion background,
the confining magnetic field or cross-field currents or both, the electrostatic dispersion relation is given as'
has been extensively studied in the literature.' Here we show I + , (k, w) + r, (k, w,) = 0, (3)
that the free energy associated with the field-aligned cur-
rents can drive lower-hybrid instability (LHI) in a homo- where

geneous plasma in the absence of any cross-field currents. In (I/k 'A,') x r, (b.) [I + .Z(,) 4
our case Vd < Vo, w,, is like the lower-hybrid frequency, and X,= 1 + i(v,/kl V,) X r, (b,)Z(,) (4)
kl 1k, 4 1 (where k,, is the wavenumber along the field and
k, is the wavenumber along they direction). We show that ( [+,5
the parallel currents can excite LHI both in the collisionlesskA2 , r, (b,) [ l + A ) (5)

and collisional plasma by treating the ions as demagnetized, 6 = ( nl, )/k,1 V, =wk V,, = (wo - k,1 V + iv.),
and by considering the electrons as kinetic in the collision- Z is the plasma dispersion function, r, (bj) I, (b)
less domain and as fluid in the collisional domain. In the X exp( - b ), b = k p2, and A2 ( (T,/4fne). Based
following, we present the linear stability analysis of an infi- on the criteria given in Eqs. (I) and (2), we treat the ions as

U nite homogeneous plasma with currents along the field lines demagnetized and the electrons in the kinetic limit, thus re-
under electrostatic approximation and give a short discus- taining the full Z function for the electrons. The dispersion
sion. relation, in the limit I , I> 1, then becomes

We consider an infinite homogeneous plasma confined 2

by a uniform magnetic field along the z direction (B = B2). 1+tad" 1 ( I + F°(b, )g"Z(4.)

We assume an equilibrium relative drift (Vd) between the f1, kyp X i(v,/k V,)Fo(b,)Z(g,)
electrons and the ions, represented by a drifting Maxwellian W"
electron distribution. In this analysis we restrict ourselves 2 -

to electrostatic perturbations, which is valid for
. m= 8n(To + T,)/B <m,/m,1, where T, and T, are (6)

the electron and ion temperatures, respectively. The pertur- where
bations are of the form exp[i(k r-wct)], where =) rne .
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ColWidonlen domain: v, -0 . Equation (6) can be and
solved numerically for a, but first we expand the electron Z
function in the I'. 14 l limit and show analytically that for (4/\o(b.) ! (o,-kV) ffn (9)
V. g>a./k, the lower-hybrid wave can become unstable. In k -2J b, a2 k V.(
this limit, for v, = 0, Eq. (6) becomes

Io(b,) i,.. (w -kVd) W 2 whichshowsthatthegrowthratey>Ofor Vd > w,/k u and

b. ' (7) 0, = 4W1,' , the lower-hybrid frequency.

where a = l/k2pO + = 1. For y/k1 1V,<I it can Collisional domain: v,/kj V,>I1. In this case the elec-

easily be shown from Eq. (7) that trons can be treated in the fluid limit, allowing us to expand
the electron Z function in the IL, Is >1 limit. In this limit, for

,=j A is 14a (8) vlkl1 V.>l, Eq. (6) becomes

.W - +- o (10)
C, k~p*2([ o(b)+a1 r( b .+aJ _ _

wherea= 2(l - ro)i/k' V.'. In order to demonstrate the results are shown in Fig. 2. We set v. = 0, w,/fl. ' = 20,
destabilization of these modes in the collisional domain we k/k, = 0.1, and Vd/V, = 0.8 and 1.0. The solid lines (no
considerthe limit >a 1/a)2Il. Then, Eq. (10) can be written ion Landau damping, it, I>1) show that the growth rate
as maximizes around bo =0.35. The dotted line (with full ion Z

212w - ) Vd)n(w - for 0 + b function) for V/Vo = 1 shows that ion Landau damping
2( .!a --. Lk k 2V2 1+ significantly damps the mode;, for V/V = 0.8 the mode is

q ko[r(b+a] 01) unstable for 0< b, <0.3 (not shown in the figure). Detailed

parametric studies will be presented in a future paper.
for which It is instructive to compare the growth rate of the cut-

),: = &k"p. rent-driven LHI with that of the beam-driven LHI. For
1/2 - example, for V, > o,/1kl and ki A, = ;m,/m, , the growth

l 2Y. (. k Vd) It d rate in the collisionless domain is given from Eq. (9) asX , k . 2 k',7 2ro! F5 + a ]i] '
k ~V,* k V [rb) +r= 1_(V,/V.)X -. For typical auroral zone param-

(12) eters, Vd/V=.0.7, thus yielding a growth rate of

2b, (w, - k1 Vd) _V. a4h y=0.7 ;ffl.Y for a hydrogen plasma, whereas, for beam-

ob, (+,a -k 1 V. kn V. w (13) driven LHI the growth rate is given as

Equations (12) and (13) describe the lower-hybrid in- y,='r(nb/n)(Vs/V )2 --nj. Here n is the ambient

stability with real frequency on the order of the lower-hybrid density and V, V,,, and n, are the velocity, thermal veloc-
frequency and y>0 for Vd >w,./kl. The LHI driven by
parallel currents (Eqs. (12) and (13)] is quite different .11............................................

from the Buneman type instability or ion-acoustic instability ............
discussed by Liewer and Krall.' For Buneman instability,
Vd > V. and k B -0 for ion-acoustic instability, T, < 7, .0 .

and w, =klc,, although Vd could be less than V,. Here c, .a5

• . T,/m'. The LHI driven by field-aligned currents alone
was considered in the fluid limit by Lee,7 which is valid in the
limit kp, ,c 1. of

We solve Eq. (6) numerically in the collisionless and .06
collisional limit for a hydrogen plasma. Excellent agreement ".
is seen between the numerical and analytical roots. In Fig. 1 .04

we present the growth rate normalized to lower-hybrid fre- .0
quency a a function of collision frequency for b. = 0.01.
The solid (dotted) curve represents a numerical [analytical,
Eq. ( 13)] result. We set w2/l1! =20, k/k, =0.1, and .01

V =/V -0.6. Figure I shows the good agreement between 0 ................... .....
analytical and numerical results and the destabilization by 0 0.5 .10 .15 .20 .a .30 .A .40 .4 .50

the electron disipation. The growth rate seems to maximize ve / Qe

for v./fl* =0.06 in this domain. In addition, we solve Eq. FIG. 1. Growth ts norumliz to, Ai ua Rlmcion of electron Collision
(6), which does not contain ion Landau damping, and con- frequc normalized to ni,. The solid Ines represent numerical (Eq. (6) I

. pare with the solutions of Eq. (5), which contains the full ion and dte dotted lines represent analytical (Eq. (13)1 results, rpecuvely.
%, Z function and thus the ion Landau damping effects. The The parameters are siven in the text.
OP
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.4 .~ ,diven by parallelcurrents and he associated ion heaing
Vd / V 1 1.0 may be observed in a laboratory Q machine. Furthermore,

.5 since kp, -1 for this instability, it can possibly generate
very smal scale density irregularities in the F-region ionos-

.30 Vd Ve 0.8 pheric plasmas. It is also known that magnetic shear can
have a stabilizing influence on the lower-hybrid-type instabi-

2 lities.' As an estimate of the magnetic shear required for the
stabilization of the LHI (which occurs for w, 4k, V ),' oone

.20 finds that p,/L, > ( 1/ko,), where L, is the magnetic shear
length. In the ionospheric situations, the magnetic shear pro-

is duced by field-aligned currents for V/Vo = 0.7 is such that
p,/L, = 10- 4 and thus is somewhat small to have any stabi-

7 lizing influence, although the effects of magnetic shear on
'-"this instability need to be investigated. Detailed analysis in-

.0 ,Vd V, -1.0 cluding the shear effects and geometrical effects resulting
from the finite current channel will be presented in a future

0 .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9 1.0 publication.
It b.
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ABSTRACT

We consider the effect of a field-aligned current on the development of

plasma instabilities in the auroral electrojet. It is found that the

inclusion of the parallel current modifies the threshold criteria for the

onset of the Farley-Buneman instability, and may cause excitation of

oblique ion sound waves. We apply these results to the auroral E-region

and show that they may explain some observations of auroral irregularities,

for example, the presence of type I irregularities for sub-threshold

conditions (when the electron Hall drift is less than the ion-sound speed),

and the observation of irregularities which are not highly field-aligned.
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I. INTRODUCTION

It is generally agreed that the electrojet current in the auroral E-

region is responsible for generation of the plasma density irregularities

which have been detected by several experimental techniques [Fejer and

Kelley, 19801. The coherent radar backscatter returns at 50 Mhz (which are

caused by the presence of 3-meter size irregularities) have yielded a large

amount of data on the features of these irregularities. These

irregularities have been classified into three types based upon the doppler

spectra of the radar returns. The type I irregularities display a narrow

spectral peak around the ion sound velocity and are believed to be caused

by the Farley-Buneman instability; this instability can occur when the

electron Hall drift velocity exceeds the ion-sound velocity (Balsley and

Ecklund, 19721. The type II irregularities are believed to be a result of

a nonlinear cascade by large scalesize irregularities that are generated by

the gradient-drift instability mechanism (the Ball current acting upon a

transverse gradient) and can be excited for electron drift speeds less than

the ion sound velocity. The type II spectra are relatively broad around

* the E x B electron Hall drift velocity [Greenwald, 1974; Greenwald et al.,

19751. Both the type I and II spectra are caused by modes that are excited

in the direction transverse to the ambient magnetic field (as the driving

electric field is also perpendicular to the magnetic field).

However, there are many instances when the irregularity observations

are found to show departures from the above patterns. There have been

observations of type I irregularities at a time when the electron Ball

drift was subcritical, i.e., less than the ion sound speed, Cs [Siren et

al., 1977]. There is now evidence of a new type of irregularity, termed

*type III, which displays even a narrower doppler spectra than the type I,

0
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but peaked around velocities less than the ion sound speed and not as

highly field-aligned as the types I and II, i.e., has a finite structure

along the magnetic field [Haldoupis et al., 1985; Fejer et al., 1984a;

Greenvald et al., 1975]. A field-aligned current-driven electrostatic

ion-cyclotron instability has been invoked to interpret these

irregularities [D'Angelo, 1973; Chaturvedi, 1976; Ogava et al., 1981; Fejer

et al., 1984b; Bering, 1984; Baldoupis et al., 1985; Providakes et al.,

1985; Satyanarayana et al., 1985]. However, the theory for the ion-

cyclotron instability can only be justified in the upper E-region

(altitudes > 130 ki) where ions are magnetized (vin < Qi, where vin is the

ion-neutral collision frequency and 2i is the ion gyrofrequency),

and care must be exercised while using the ion-cyclotron instability

mechanism at lower altitudes where the ions are collisional, i.e., vin > gi

(- 100-120 km altitudes).

In this report, we consider the plasma instability processes occurring

at E-region altitudes, where ions are collisional, and include the effects

of an equilibrium parallel current. We find that the inclusion of a

parallel electron drift makes possible the excitation of the Farley-Buneman

(F-B) instability for electron Hall drifts lower than the ion-sound speed,

and can result in the excitation of obliquely propagating F-B and ion-sound

modes. In this regard, we mention that auroral irregularities have been

observed in the regions of downward Birkeland currents (that are carried by

the thermal electrons) [Tsunoda et al., 1976; McDiarmid and McNamara,

19781. In this work, we have not considered any nonlocal effects for these

modes [Kaw, 1972; Moorcroft, 1984; St.-Maurice, 19851. In the following,

we first present a brief outline of the theoretical approach and then

discuss the results for the auroral E-region situation.
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II. THEORY

A general dispersion relation describing the auroral E-region modes has

been given in many places; we consider the one derived by Fejer et al.

11984b] using the two-fluid equations. The use of fluid equations is valid

for wavelengths greater than the ion-mean-free path (> a meter) (Schmidt

and Gary, 1973]. The coordinate system used here has the z-axis aligned

with the Earth's magnetic field, B z. An equilibrium transverse electric0

field, Eox, results in the electron Hall drift, voy , along the y-axis

(East-West direction). A density gradient exists along the x-axis (north-

south direction) but will be ignored here and an equilibrium parallel

current, Joz, (carried by thermal electrons with a drift velocity, v oz) is

assumed to be present. The ions are assumed collisional (vin > Qi).and the

electrons are magnetized ( << g ), where v and 9C(= e B /mc) are,

respectively, the particle collision frequency with neutrals and the

40 gyrofrequency, and ma is their mass. For obliquely propagating modes

(- exp (ikyy + ikzz - iwt)l, the dispersion relation is

(w - k-v )(v - iW) + €Wj 2 (V. - iW) 2  * ik+ C (vi - iw)) - - 0 (1)
. in s in in

here 'e in (l k ' 2 (Te +Ti) (

Qi . Cs m
e

In the above, recombination damping is neglected (as it is important only

for the long wavelength modes, and, we are interested in the 3 meter

irregularities) and electron inertia is ignored. The symbols used have

their standard meanings: k= kyey + kze z  is the modal vavenumber and w the

H-7



complex frequency, v is the equilibrium electron drift velocity with a

Ball component (voyy) and a parallel component (vozz), and temperature, T ,

is expressed in energy units.

For collisional altitudes (vin > i),we may rewrite eq. (1) as

(w- kev) [ V i - k4w2 ) I- 3

This dispersion relation can be solved to yield the Farley-Buneman

instability and the ion-acoustic instability, respectively, in the

approximations IWI < v. and IWI > V.. We now present the analytical

expressions for the two cases, and, vill present some numerical results

appropriate for the auroral electrojet in the next section.

A. Modified Farley-Buneman Instability

It is straightforward to obtain the usual result of the Farley-Buneman

instability from the above (i.e., kz  a 0). One finds that [Fejer et al.

1984b] the real frequency and the growth rate are given as (w wr + Yt IYI
rr< w d)

%' 1
wr = kyV (4a)

and
,,2 T 2 k2 C2 (4b)

V in( + V) (Or ys)

where T ae vin/e 9 . Instability occurs when voy > (1 + Y)Cs

For k 0 0, ve can write (3) as

2 k 2C 2

o- + (5)
(1 + T) Vin( 1 + 7)

Il-
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vhere T has been defined in (2). From (5), ve can vrite approximate

expressions for real frequency and the grovth rate of the modes as follovs

r r

S( ( kzVoz (6a)

'I' ((02 2 k2 2) (6b)

!11 V~in(1 V

The new instability condition is given by

v kz > (1 Y)C (7)

oy k k oz S

For a parameter domain such that (kz/k)(ge/ve) 1 [and,

(g/ve)lvin /Q )/2 > I], it may be readily verified that the grovth

rate (and the real frequency) in (6) maximize for (kz /k) - 2(v oy/v oz).

Note that this implies that the modes are not too highly field-aligned

(kz/k >> ve/Qe). In the general case, the criteria determining the optimum

grovth rate (and the real frequency) are somevhat complex, and ve have not

attempted to present them here. For kz  a 0, (7) yields the usual

instability criterion (v > (1 + Y)Cs ) of the Farley-Buneman instability.oy

For kz 0 0 and voz - 0, ve recover the result that the inclusion of

parallel vavelengths increases the threshold value of electron drift

required for the excitation (v > (1 + Y)C ) [Ossakov et al., 1975].
a.,oy s
Since, T >> 1 for the parameter domain of our interest, the requirement,

V > Ts , may become prohibitively large in actual situations. Bovever,
oy

it is clear from (7) that for sufficiently large values of voz an
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obliquely propagating mode may still be excited and, further, the

instability criterion may be met for voy < C .

B. Ion-Acoustic Instability

The ion-acoustic wave excitation by the Hall current in auroral

electrojet has been discussed by Kay [19731. Here we include the effects

of a parallel current on this mode. For vin < jwj, we find from (3) that

the dispersion relation for obliquely propagating ion sound waves is

.d(w + iv in)  s - 2 ve(w- k'ko)/ 1 + .2)
z e z

vhere v in " V in + (m/2) 2 ((a4 Ikik 2 v ) exp (-2 /2k2v and ve have

included the ion-Landau damping effects for completeness. We can write the

real frequency and growth rate for these modes from (8) as (( a r + i,

1Yl (omr),

wr = kCs  (9a)

Y 2" -
l~n 1a 2V 1-+ 2 (9b)

Physically, the current-driven ion-acoustic instability is related to the
parallel dissipative motion of electrons. In the absence of equilibrium

currents (v-o - 0), the second term in (9b) represents the damping of the

mode by the collisional parallel electron motion (v e) that inhibits them

from being redistributed in vave potential in Boltzmann-like distribution

[ne - n0 exp (e*/T e), thereby making the density-potential relationship

ii - 10
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complex. In the presence of equilibrium currents (vo), the electrons "see"

the waves at a Doppler-shifted frequency (O - k'vo); for equilibrium drift

velocity larger than the wave phase velocity in the drift direction (W <

k.v), the wave energy in the drift frame becomes negative. Thus, the

dissipation of the negative energy wave leads to a wave growth. The second

term in the denominator in the growth term in (9b) results from the

transverse collisional motion of electrons, and has an effect of reducing

the growth rate. For the case of Hall currents, v = voyey, we recover from

(9b), the instability discussed by Kay [1973). For a parallel current, v-o

= Voz •Z , a collisional ion-acoustic instability is obtained. In general,

the instability criterion may be written down as,

- 2  i 2 k2

k v k~ v0  V. k 2 . V k- > e in z1(1 kX (10)k C s k C S Ve k2me 4

e Z

where as noted before, v. includes the ion-Landau damping effects. In thein

upper auroral E-region where vin is sufficiently small (so that vin < wr -

i kC), we find that a parallel current (in possible conjunction with the

Hall current) may drive an oblique ion-sound mode unstable. This result

may have relevance to the observations of non-field-aligned auroral

irregularities [Saldoupis et al., 1985]. We also mention that, as noted by

Kaw [19731, the time-dependence of the ion sound wave frequency due to the

evolution of electron temperature (Te ) in a collisional medium is not a

problem here. In the partially ionized auroral E-region, Te reaches a
-1

steady state value in an energy relaxation time (m v/ai) after vhich it

stays constant, the neutrals providing the sink of energy. Further, the

experimental observations of enhanced electron temperatures (which make

OH-ii
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Te/T i > 1) [Shlegel and St.-Maurice, 19811 suggest a possible excitation of

ion-sound waves, as the thresholds for excitation at Te/T i > 1 are lover

than the case with T = T. [Kindel and Kennel, 19711.

III. DISCUSSION

In the above, we have included the effects of a parallel equilibrium

current (carried by drifting electrons) on the excitation of the Farley-

Buneman and ion acoustic instabilities in the auroral electrojet. The

presence of a parallel current modifies the dispersion equation for these

modes, and makes possible the excitation of obliquely propagating modified

Farley-Buneman and ion acoustic modes instability for sub-critical levels

of electron Hall drift (voy < Cs). We now present some numerical estimates

for the threshold requirements on the parallel currents for the excitation

of these modes in the auroral E-region.

We numerically solve (3) for parameters appropriate to the auroral

electrojet region. For an altitude of 105 km we consider the following

typical parameters: ve = 4 x 104 sec-  Vin = 2.5 x 103 sec " , 2 e 8.8 X

106 sec-l 9 1.8 x 102 sec - , and Cs  = 350 u/sec. For 3 a wavelength

waves we note that .in /kCs = 3.5. In Fig. 1 we plot the real frequency

wr /kCs vs kz ky (Fig. la) and the growth rate y/kC vs kzky (Fig. 1b) for

Voy/Cs - 1.0 and voz /Cs . 0 (A), 25 (B), 50 (C) and 75 (D). We note the

following. First in the absence of a parallel current (voz -0), the turn-

on criterion for instability is voy > (1 + V)C . Since we have taken

v oy /Cs . 1 ve expect the Farley-Buneman to be stable and this is clearly

evident from curve A in Fig. lb (i.e., y < 0). Second, for finite values

of v and k unstable modes can be excited (e.g., see curves C and D of

Fig. 1b). The band of unstable modes corresponds to modes vith wr > kCs

11-12
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(e.g., see curves C and D of Fig. la). Third, for sufficiently large
values of k k (for our parameters k k > 0.02), the unstable modes

Sz y z y

become damped (i.e., y < 0). This is because wr a (kz /k y) for large

k /k (i.e., k /k > v e/ ); as k /k increases, w decreases andkzky (ie. kly > e e z y r

eventually w < kC5 so that y < 0. And fourth, increasing values of v IC

lead to enhanced growth rates and a broader range of instability in k /k .z y

In Fig. (Ic), we have plotted the critical Hall drift required for the

excitation of the instability in presence of voz and kz. It can be readily

seen that for sufficiently large value of voz, the instability may occur

for Voy/Cs < 1 (for oblique modes).

At somewhat higher altitudes in the E region, the ion-neutral collision

frequency decreases so that vin < Wr" For example at - 115 km we consider

3 -1 2 1the following parameters: ye =4. x 10 sec , vi 3.6 x 10 sec e, 2
= x16 1ec-1 -1

.6.6 x 106 sec, Q 1.8 x 102 sec , and C = 350 m/sec. For 3 m

wavelength modes, we note that vin kCs = 0.25 < 1, and ion acoustic waves

may be excited. In Fig. 2 we plot the real frequency r /kC vs. k /k

(Fig. 2a) and the growth rate y/kC s  vs. k z/ky (Fig. 2b) for the above

* parameters with v oy/C f 1.0 and v /C5  = 0 (A), 25 (B), 50 (C), and 75

(D). The important features are the following. First, as in Fig. 1, for

Voz - 0 there are no unstable modes (curve A of Fig. 2b). As k zky becomes

large we note that Wr - kCs and y - vin /2 in accordance with (9). Second,

for finite values of v and k unstable modes can be excited (as in Fig.

1). In this case we note that the threshold parallel velocity for

instability is lover than in the previous case; for example, for kz/k =

5.0 x 10-3 the threshold velocity is voz = 17 Cs for the parameters used in

Fig. 2 while it is v = 29 C5  for those used in Fig. 1. Third, theoz

unstable waves have maximum growth rates somewhat larger than those shown

H-13
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in Fig. 1, and peak at somewhat lover values of k /k. And fourth, the
z Y

most significant difference between Figs. I and 2 is the asymptotic

behavior of wr and y for large k z/k y. In Fig. 1, both Wr and Y

monotonically decrease for large values of k/ky; however, in Fig. 2 both

Q) r and y asymptote to kyC s and -vin /2 , respectively for large kz/ky. This

difference may have observable consequences with regard to the nonlinear

evolution of these modes. We will discuss this shortly.

We see from the above results that for oblique modes (kz # 0), the

threshold Hall drift for the excitation of the Farley-Buneman instability

i is very high. Thus, for the excitation with v oz and k A the

criterion is voy > - 3.5 km/sec. Such drift velocities vould correspond to

transverse electric fields > 175 mV/m, a value that is much larger than the

4reported (though infrequent) measurements of fields up to 150 mV/m.
However, there are also measurements, at times, of large scale parallel

currents on the order to tens of UA/u2  in the high latitude ionosphere

[e.g., Bythrov et al., 1984]. These currents close in the E-region. Thus,

obliquely propagating modes in the E-region would be affected by plasma

flows both in the transverse as well as in the parallel direction. For a

current J - 94 uA/m 2  [Bythrov et' al, 19841, with no - 104 ca-3 , the

parallel electron drift velocity computed from the expression, Joz "

noevoz, is voz - 60 km/s. One finds from Fig. 1 that, for oblique

propagation in the presence of such a parallel drift velocity, the Farley-

Bunem=an instability may still directly generate 3 meter irregularities for

the sub-critical electrojet velocities, i.e., voy < Cs , or E < 20 mV/m.

The Doppler returns in this case would be peaked around a velocity

different from the electron Ball drift. We note that an excitation for the

sub-threshold conditions of type I irregularities has been reported [Siren
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et al., 1977]. However, we wish to mention here that the large parallel

currents are also accompanied by enhancements in the ambient density.

Thus, the computation of parallel electron drift velocity from the observed

current for the corresponding density (as has been done above), often leads

to values of drift speeds that fail to meet the thresholds required for

excitation. A possibility, that needs to be experimentally checked, is

that these large structured currents cause a structure in the density also,

with the regions of low density experiencing the plasma wave excitation.

We further note here that it has been suggested that the field aligned

current generated ion-sound turbulence may be taken into account by

introducing an effective (anomalous) electron collision frequency (v*), and

this large v* then may be used to explain the excitation of oblique Farley-

Bunemen instability [Volosevich and Liperovskiy, 1975]. However, the

*recent observations of non-field aligned radar echoes apparently can not be

explained by this theo-ry [Haldoupis et al., 1986].

We have noted earlier that the ion-acoustic instability is likely to

occur at upper E-region altitudes, where the ion-neutral collision

frequency is smaller than the wave frequency. The electrojet current (the

electron Hall drift) is maximum at - 105-110 km altitudes, and decreases

upwards. Thus, ion sound wave excitation may be primarily caused by the

field-aligned currents, with possible contributions from the electrojet.

For kz/ky - .01 and Vin/Ve - 10, we find from Fig. 2 that a transverse

field of - 20 mV/m and v - 25 km/sec could result in the wave excitation.

Larger transverse electric fields and/or larger parallel currents can

result into excitation of modes with higher k zkz y

We find from the above estimates that in general the linear excitation

of modes with large k z/k - .2 involves threshold requirements which appear

6 ~11- I5



difficult to satisfy, based upon the observed magnitudes of currents.

Therefore, ve suggest the possibility that the modes that are excited

linearly vith small kz saturate nonlinearly by generating modes vith larger

kz that are frequently observed. A theory suggesting this effect has

recently been proposed [Rosenbluth and Sudan, 19861.

SmaIn conclusion, we have suggested here that the field-aligned currents

may influence the generation of small-scale plasma irregularities in the

auroral electrojet, via the Farley-Buneman and ion-acoustic instabilities.

This effect could explain the generation of irregularities that are non-

field aligned, or, are generated under the subcritical conditions. These

irregularities are detected by the VHF radar, and, usually appear to be

colocated with the electrojets. Ve also note that auroral irregularities

have been detected in the regions of the downward Birkeland currents

[Tsunoda et al., 1976; McDiarmid and McNamara, 1978). Large field-aligned

currents are usually associated with disturbed geomagnetic conditions, and

some of these observations have shown such a correlation. Although, we

have not considered any nonlocal effects, considering the small scalesizes

(X I - 3 meter, hl- 30 - 300 meters) of interest, the basic effect of

parallel currents modifying the threshold criteria of electrojet current-

driven modes should be good to lowest order.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1 Plot of w/kyC s vs k /ky for the parameters v oy/C s  1.0, V n/ky Cs

- 3.5, ve/2 - 4.0 x 10- , Vi/2i = 14.0, and v oz/C 5  0 , 25, 50,

and 75 (denoted by A,B,C, and D, respectively), and the

perpendicular threshold velocity voy/Cs vs. ky /kz  for the same

parameters. (a) The real frequency wr /kyCs vs. kz /k . (b) The

growth rate y/kyCs  vs k z/k y. (c) The perpendicular threshold

0 velocity v oy/C s vs. kz /ky

Fig. 2 Plot of /kyCs vs. kz/ky for the parameters voy/C s - 1.0, yin/ky Cs

e =0.25, ve /e = 6.0 x 10- 4 , V in/i - 2.0, and v ozC = 0, 25, 50,

and 75 (denoted by A,B,C, and D, respectively). (a) The real

frequency wr/kyCs vs. kz /k y. (b) The grovth rate y/kyCs vs. kz/ky.
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ON THE STABILITY OF A STRATIFIED SHEAR LAYER

P. Satyanarayana and Y.C. Lee*
Science Applications international Torporattor.

1710 Goodrich Drive, P.O. Box 1303
McLear., VA 22102

and

J.D. Huta
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Washington, DC 20375-5000

May 1986

ABSTRACT

The stability of a stratified shear layer is investigated using an

exponential density proftie ar a laminar shear owi a co

velo ...y itttion. it is shown that an exact stability bor.dary can be

* obtained for an iihn::genecs inviscii f";4d ir.-4er *:he action of gravity

d4tnoit t--e n.eed t i-r;se t,e Bcussines appr-ximation. -he st=aility

,^ , - " - ^-' e r t c o th
boundary is gven 1:y J 1 , w.ere 3 is the ratio of the

*/eioci'y and de-sF4ty graient szae sizes, j is -r Richardson nuber and

is the perpenJicular wavenur=ber normalized to tne velocity gradient scale

size; this reduces to the stability boincary :erived by Drazin in the

Q) limit 3 - 0. The solution allows for o - 3/2 where c is the normalized

phase velocity.

* Permanent address: Univer-ity of Maryland, College Park, MD 2072
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Kelvin-Helmholtz Instability is a widely studied Instability

driven by velocity shear in neutral fluids as well as in ionized gases1-6

in addition -o various examples in r.eutral fluids, the situation of a shear

'ayer ung'er the action of gravity 4s also encointereJ in space (e.g.,

eruan z-:al sreiad F, -ne p.asmapause) a d oratory ,e.g., laser fusion

eXperi7en-s' pia sma he o na. Re e-: otserva-,ions snow tna ! "ge.

* velocity shears exist at the equatorward edge of the diffuse auroral

boundary 7 .  Furthermore, the plasmapause boundary is conjectured to be

unstable to a balooning type shear flow instability 8 . In the case of the

equatorial ionosphere, the plasma is confined by a uniform magnetic field

and the flow velocity perpendicular to the magretic field is sheared as a

furction of the altitude. Gravity is directed opposite to the density

* gradient so that the system is prone to gravity driven interchange as well

as to the shear driven Kelvir.-Helmholtz instability. Based on this

geomery an phys.s, linear stability analysis -as been performed on a

* collisional plasma in the equatorial F region of the ionosphere, and a

genera' 7cde structure eq;uaticn has been derived? , 5 which reduces -o tne

general Rayleigh equation dealt with in detail by Drazin 2 .

hn -. e ne tra fluid "iterature 'ftr example, Drazin 2 ) and by Vinas

2 and Madden3, the Boussinesq approximation is generally assumed in

performing the analysis of the general Rayleigh equation; this assumption

C amounts to ignoring a!. the density gradient terms except the density

grad l e".h -at contributes to the bouyancy. In this paper, we relax the

Boussinesq approximation and show that the neutral stability boundary

obtained by Draztn 2 is different: the stability boundary is dependent on

the density gradient, leading to more stringent restrictions on the

I-S



Richardson number and the stability boundary is determined for modes with

phase velocity halt that of the peak background flow velocity. The

following analysis is based on a smooth velocity profile and an exponential

4ensity gradient.

::". THEORY

Tne geometry of .he plasma an-  f'.ed crfig.ura - , . u *- -e

analysis is as follows: the magnetic field is uniform and in the z

direction (B - B z), the plasma is irhomogeneous along the x direction, n =
i

n0 (x), gravity is acting along the negative x direction - - g x, and the

flow velocity along the y direction is sheared in the x direction, V =

- V°(x) y.

We consider low frequency fluctuations (w << wce where w is the

electron cyclotron frequency) so that electron inertia is ignored. Two

dimensional perturbat.ions are considered. The perturted . ar.nities vary"

as s,- x) exp - i.k y - wt)L where j = + iY. 7he e,-;a',?n

descrites the perturbed electrostatic potential is given as4

4. + p(X) + q(X) = 0
ax 2 aax

wn Ihere p(X) and q(X) are given by

3inn 0
p(X) ax

1[ aV atn arV ann0q(X) - - k [ a - 0 0 JX2  (3)
a,. ax ax 0 ax

'1.-

. . . - . - o . .. .. . . . . - . . - . . . % % .- . , % - . % . o . . . *



>' ,where V0 = VyU(X), c - /ky, V l a-c- U(x), X =XlLv k = kL , and

J jer (g/Ln)/(V2/L 2  Here L and Lr are the gradient scale lengths of the

l eng . y h f e1 velocity and density, respectively. Eqjatior () is a general eqiatior

that describes Rayletigh-Tylor ari ;(evin-Helmnoltz instabil i tes .or

artitrary 1ers4:v prof: e. - velc.i..e.. . i...s eq.anio. 4I ., identical to tnat obtained for -no .er3streami ng neitral .1i -i in a

{r , g-aiitattona- f'.e, -.

In this paper we consider an exponential profile for the densi-y sich

that r.(x) - no exp (BX) where B - L !L and represent the drift velocity

by a smooth profile U(X) - tanh (X). We let B be arbitrary and thjs

generalize the problem analyzed by Drazin 2 . This is the main objective of

this paper. The coefficients p(X) and q(X) can be rewritten as

71--ep2X x *n 31
- -2seen 2 X ntanX - 3" .

C - 2,

..]. U~sing thne Boas. eM approx ]ation Da::n- sen p I  ina: ignored - n h

secon, term - ..ICn :e3! to tne zon:ion c = We reax tnese

i. n-:ex:e o ing aweiy5.5.

~--' -- ~IX p1X' /2'
::6,"- .5 .g " '3" a o n I ex; .X p,/2 we.J','ite (7 as

,;X

2
+ .I,€ = 0'

:U ; 2ere

1-7
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q.

Equations (4) and (5) together with (6) and (7) yield

2 2
r - S ,sech X (2tanhXB) 2

"ax C - U I -

- Wi-n as -e -.epenen' variacle, '5) can be wr'ten as

2 / 2

U- - 2 U [ c- 0 9)
2(1 - U2) (c - U))2(1 - u2)

Equation (9) is a second order differential equation with four

singular points at U c , c, + 1, and - 1. The new terms in this equation

are - (3/4)/(1 - U2  and (2c - B)/(U - c); the former, obtained by

retaining the first derivative term in (1), introduces a lower cut-off in

the stability boundary, and the latter, obtained by retaining the cross

term 4nvolvi.g the densi-ty i4nncmogeneity and velocity inhomogeneity, allows

for c o .a<e '-e valie i/2.

The soit'ton of (S can be represented by the Reynold's symbol

-p-

/- I1 c 1 U

-2'. 2 1

~where u + and A are the exponents at the singular points U - _± 1 and c,

e.' respect ively.*.
"S

iS.
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We assume a solution of the form

t- (U + I (U - ) (U- C)1 (10)

The exponents u and A can be determined as the coefficients of ' * ,

- , and 1/(U - r), respectively:

* .42." (11)

- [2 - -
2) J - 2) (12)

A, (i - C2)

Note that for c - 0 the exponents (11) and (12) reduce to those given by

Drazin 2 . These exponents have to satisfy the condition

.- °-.

+ + + + 2 . 0

F as --an 'e seen: by matching the coefficients of the constant terms. From

3' _ = or - 2. The latter condition yields a converien-

sol-tiorn with the corstrairt 2c - 8 - 0 or c - 8/2.

Using the Ieftnzitior.s for and A from (11) and (12) ir. the condition

.+ + A=1 (14)

C

we obtain

j- -;2/1l - 2) (15)

1-9



From equatton (15) we see that, for B = 1, the critical Richardson
* , -

number is 9/64, which means that for J > 9/64 the flow is stable; the cut

A off waver.umber is k - 3 /2. These should be compared with that of a

Boussinesq ftiid: critical J is 1/4 and (it off k is !. Finally, the

statility boindary is not neitra. as was the ease 44tn 3 -o.%5ite5:

but the waves have a phase velocity that t9 ha!f tna' of cre zeaK

:ac<groind flow velocity, i.e., c = I /E as op osed t.o c = r f __

Boussiresq fluid. Finally, for a fluid in a gravity free field (J 0) tne

.-...:. Kelvin-Helmholtz unstable domain is given by 0 < k < 1 -82)1/2 These

conclusions can be clearly seen in Fig. 1, where we plot J versus k. The

figure shows the stability boundaries for various values of 8. It is worth

noting that for B > 2, that is if the density gradient scale length .s hal,

or less than the velocity gradient scale length, the Kelvin-HeLmholtz

i-stability is stable and the system is only unstable to tne gravic:. -1-4ven

i.terchange, i.e., only when J < 0.

We ap;'y toe res l u to toe p!as,-.apaus_ c.n:ar" :as: -- ne

observations of velocity shears observed :y Kelley and compare cr -es iis

,--.n those of Vi-as and MaJen. Tne veloc4cy snear Y -

7be 0.17 Hz; when mapped to the plasmapause region n this yields a local

Ricriartson nimber of - 0.18 rRef. 5. Vinas t-e Madden, snow that -

which when substituted into (15) yields toe cri-cal Ri nardson. nz:er J <

0.347 for instability. Thus, our calculations suggest that sicn strong

srears may not drive shear flow instability if steep ens.cV iy radients

exist at the same time.

aI'-10
a'. o, - . ' " W . ', 4 ' - '--, ', # .. ," . " ..- ' ,o ' ' , % ,' ,' , "



III. SUMMARY

In summary, we have shown that the mode equation for a stratified

shear layer under the action of gravity can be solved for stability

bourdary without the neeJ to impose the e approximatio-. For -

-2 2 = I, the cri.ical Richardso nzimber is 9'6 as o-osed to 14 a -hne

unstable wavenumber domain is smaiier wit , a cjt off for J = aK 2

ratner tant < - . "- a:ffion, "- waves do no0 r'.ave a zer. -"as

velocity but a phase velocity that is half the peak backgrourd flow

velocity. These charges are due to the dersity gradient terms that were

ignored in the Boussinesq approximation. In addition, we have shown that

plasmapause boundary may not be unstable to shear flow ballooning

instability if strong density gradients exist in. conjurction with strong

shears at the diffuse auroral boundary at ionospheric heights.
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FIGURE CAPTION

Figure I. The stability boundary J versus k for 8 - 0.0, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5,

..0, a-d 2.5. The plasma ;s jnrttable (stable) i. regions below

'above) each c.jrve. The case = C corespon to th:e

Boastinesq fljid treated by Drazn. Note that for 3 > 2, J < C

,, -eqjirele for istabihity
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"- DYNAMICS OF THE LARGE SCALE RETURN CURRENTS
ON AURORAL FIELD LINES

4V I I. INTRODUCTION

The behavior of plasma on the auroral magnetic field lines has been

the subject of a number of studies in recent years. Theoretical models of

the polar wind (current free cases) have been developed by Banks and Holzer

.1968, 1969], Holzer et al. C1971J, Lemaire and Scherer [1973J, and Schunk

and Watkins [1 981, 1982]. Using the 13-moment system of transport

equations of Shunk [1977], Schunk and Watkins C1981, 1982] have studied the

steady state flow of a fully ionized H+ - 0+  electron plasma along

geomagnetic field lines.

Using the same 13-moment system of equations, Mitchell and Palmadesso

[1983] developed a dynamic numerical model of the plasma along an auroral

field line. The plasma consists of the electrons, hydrogen and oxygen

ions. The electrons and the hydrogen ions are the dynamic species in the

"i model. They have performed simulations for the case of a current-free

polar wind and the case in which an upward field aligned current was

applied along the field line.

p. However, there has been some recent interest concerning the return

currents which motivated us to undertake a numerical study using a computer

simulation to investigate the dynamics of the large scale return currents

on the auroral field lines. The field aligned return currents flow from

the magnetosphere to the ionosphere and are carried by cold electrons of

ionospheric origin. It is now well established that the field aligned

currents play an important role in the magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling

process. In terms of region 1/region 2 large scale field aligned current

systems [lijima and Potemra, 1976] large scale return currents are

Manuscript approved August 12, 1985.
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identified as region 1 at the morning sector and region 2 at the evening

sector. The typical value of this current-system varies usually from

2 2
1.0 pA/m to 2.0 4A/m 2

. Within the region I/region 2 current system,

small-scale distributions of both upward and downward currents are observed

in association with auroral arcs.

We have performed simulations to study the dynamics of the large scale

:J return currents on auroral field lines, using the dynamic numerical model

of Mitchell and Palmadesso [1983]. The model is a multi-moment

approximation of plasma consisting of the electrons, hydrogen ions and

oxygen ions along a segment of geomagnetic field line extending from an

altitude of 800 km to 10 RE. We compared our results to those of Mitchell

and Palmadesso [1983] to study the difference in dynamics of return

currents versus upward currents and the current free polar wind case.

' We are also interested in the dynamics of auroral field lines

including the effects of anomalous transport processes such as anomalous

-.' . resistivity and associated anisotropic heating. The work is in progress

, ~ .5 and will be the subject of a future report.

o I. THE MODEL

The field line model of Mitchell and Palmadesso [1983] was designed to

dynamically simulate the behavior of the plasma in a flux tube encompassing

an auroral field line. The electrons and the hydrogen ions are the dynamic

species in the model. The oxygen ions are a static background population

J-1O
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at a constant temperature. The model uses the 13-moment system of

transport equations of Schunk [1977]. The distribution function is assumed

to be gyrotropic about the field line direction, which reduces the 13-

moment approximation to five moments. The five moments are number density,

- temperatures parallel and perpendicular to the field line, and species

velocity and heat flow along the line. The resulting transport equations

are as follows:

n n av n v Sn

s s s ss aA s- = - v -- n + - 11 )
at s 3r s 3r A 3r 6t

*

av av 3T kT an k(T - T
s s .k s I  s I  s sI sI aA

at s ar m ar m n ar m A 3r

e av
s GM s

+ - E - + - (2)
10 m r2  6St

5

k s sI  s 6 s 2 s s(3)k-- - v k -- 2kT + k--- (-)
at s 3r s I ar 5n 3r 5 n A 3r 6t

s 3

aT 3T aq q 6T

3. 5 iL 2 s 1 3Al S-±
k - . _ v k (- - v kT - + k -- (4)

at s ar 5n ar 5 n s si A ar 6t
5 5

J-ll
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3q q v n k a aT
S S 16 s 11 8 s S I--- v --- q -- (- r +- T )

at s5 r 5 s r 18 sI 9 sj m ar
S

n ka 2 T an
(1T7 8 S SI  4k 2  s

T 8T - - (T- T )2
9 s, 9 sj m ar 9m sI SL 8r

3 3

n kd q
n 1 4 7 1 aA 6qs

+ (T T )(- T - - T 3 - - v q ] - - + - (5)
m sI sj. 3 s 1 3 sj. 5 s s A ar 6t

S

where, n. is the number density of the species s,

,. is the velocity,

T s! is the parallel temperature,

T is the perpendicular temperature,si

qs is the heat flow,

ms is the mass,

es is the charge of species s,

A is the cross-sectional area of the flux tube,

E is the electric field parallel to the field line,

k is Boltzmann's constant,

G is the gravitational constant and

M is the mass of the earth.

The collision terms used in the present simulation are Burgers' [1979]

collision terms for the case of Coulomb collisions with corrections for

J-12



finite species' velocity differences, and are given in Appendix I.

The scale of this model is large compared to the electron Debye

length, so the transport equation (1) for electron number density may be

replaced by an expression for charge neutrality:

n e n + n0  (6)

We have assumed that the total flux tube current I remains constant

I eA(npvp - neve) (7)

which implies,

ve - L (npvp - (8)
e

Using equations (2), (7) and (8) the electric field E parallel to the

field line is calculated.

m 3T T ans a_ k[e I +e e
E - a (n v 2A - n v 2 A) - k , el e

en A ar p p e e e ar n ar
e e

T - T nm GM m 6v n 6v
el el aA o e e Ie p p• L [I] (9)
A ar n er e 6t n 6t

e e
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III. SIMULATIONS AND RESULTS

In order to perform the field aligned current simulation we have to

perform the current free polar wind simulation first to be used as the

initial steady state of the flux tube. This was also done by Mitchell and

• .Palmadesso and will be described briefly here.

i. Polar Wind Simulation (Zero Current)

The polar wind simulation was carried out for a current-free case.

The lower boundary is fixed at 800 km. The simulation was-carried up to an

-V altitude of 10 RE on an unequally spaced grid. The cell size is small at

*' the lower end of the field line in order to study the transport effects in

the presence of the large density gradients due to the small scale height

of oxygen and satisfy stability conditions. The flux tube plasma

- consisting of the hydrogen ions, oxygen ions and the electrons was

initialized at a constant temperature of 20000 K. The initial conditions

used are those of Mitchell and Palmadesso [1983].

In the polar wind, the hydrogen ions are accelerated upwards in the

flux tube to supersonic velocities due to the flux tube divergence and the

small partial pressure of H at the upper end of the field line. In steady

state polar wind models the hydrogen ion velocity can be either subsonic or

:..[ supersonic. To date only the supersonic polar wind has been observed. The

-.P oxygen ions are the dominant species up to an altitude of around 3500 km.

The ambipolar electric field value produces the sharp increase in the

J-14
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hydrogen ion velocity at the lower end of the flux tube. In the steady

state the electrons and the hydrogen ions reach the same maximum velocity,

as it is clear from equation (8). This is shown in figure (Ib). The total:4.,4

flux along the flux tube is conserved, i.e., nVA - constant. Therefore, as

the velocity and the area increase with altitude the density should

.4 decrease. The hydrogen ion density decreases as it flows through the

* diverging flux tube, shown in figure (a). The electron density also

decreases, due to charge neutrality equation (6)

The hydrogen ion temperature (shown in figure Ic) exhibits three
4.

I

interesting characteristics:

'-S (1) The temperature increases at the lower end of the tube.

(2) Adiabatic cooling - supersonic ion gas cools down as it expands

in a diverging magnetic field.

J. 2(3) Temperature anisotropy.

The temperature increase is caused by Joule heating of the hydrogen from

collisions with the oxygen ions. This effect becomes weaker with

increasing altitude due to small scale height of the oxygen. As a result,

the hydrogen ion temperature profiles show an increase in temperature

before it exhibits adiabatic cooling. The temperature anisotropy develops

around 2500 km and is caused by the mirror effect where the perpendicular

. energy is transferred to the parallel energy.

The electron temperature profiles (shown in figure Id) exhibit

(1) Adiabatic cooling,

(2) Temperature anisotropy.

However, the latter effect is more prominent in the hydrogen ion

temperature profiles. The electron thermal velocity is much higher than

, the electron bulk flow velocity, hence thermal conductivity is more
J'p
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effective at reducing flow related temperature anisotropies and gradients

for electrons.

It is also noted that when the drift velocity of the hydrogen ions is

Sequal to that of electrons the hydrogen ions cool much more than the

electrons. The hydrogen ion temperature profiles maintain significant

gradients at high altitudes and exhibit large temperature anisotropies at

the upper end of the flux tube.

Mitchell and Palmadesso [1983] compared the results of their polar

wind simulation with the previous studies of the polar wind by Schunk and

Watkins [1982] and Banks and Holzer [1971] and the results were found to be

," , in good agreement.

ii. Return Current Simulation

In this section we discuss our results of the field aligned return

current simulation and compare those with the polar wind (zero current)

case as described in Section I and with the upward current case studied by

Mitchell and Palmadesso [1983].

Using the polar wind simulation as the initial steady state of the

flux tube, simulations were performed with return currents with a minimum

2 2
value of - 1.0 wA/m and a peak value of - 2.0 uA/m

!2

We will first discuss the case where a current of - 1.0 uA/m 2  was

applied. With the onset of the current the electron velocity increases

with altitude (figure 2). The electron temperature profile still exhibits

adiabatic cooling and temperature anisotropy, but since the electron

velocity is much higher in this case as compared to the polar wind value,- 4.

a.%-

P. IV
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the electrons cool much more rapidly with increasing altitude. The

electron temperature gradient decreases. Notice that here we have onlyIF considered cold electrons of ionospheric origin, like Mitchell and

Palmadesso [1983]. The electron temperature profiles are shown at time

* i.intervals of ten, thirty, fifty and seventy minutes on figures 3(a), 3(b)

3(c) and 3(d), where the response of electron temperature profiles with

time are clearly observed. We compared our results with the upward current

case of Mitchell and Palmadesso [1983] and notice that unlike the effects

of return currents the application of upward current reduces the electron

velocity and increases the total electron temperature. In the latter case

the electrons are heated in the lower end of the flux tube and the

temperature gradient results in a large upward electron heat flow and

electron thermal wave propagating up the field line.

The electric field maintains the same profile as before but decreases

in magnitude from the polar wind value thereby decreasing the hydrogen ion

velocity. This is unlike the upward current case of Mitchell and

Palmadesso [1983], where the ambipolar electric field increases by an order

of magnitude accelerating the hydrogen ions upwards. The decrease in H +

velocity causes a velocity ripple which in turn produces an H + density

depletion and these propagate upwards through the flux tube as the

simulation was carried on at later times. Due to the current conservation

requirement, the electron velocity increases at the density depletion, and

hence the upward propagating velocity ripple is also noticed in the

electrons. This effect is clearly seen for times ten, thirty, fifty and

seventy minutes after the onset of the current as shown in figures 2(a),

2(b), 2(c) and 2(d). After the velocity ripples pass through the flux

tube, the electron velocity settles down at a lower value than before (but

J-17
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much higher than the polar wind value) in order to maintain the current I

' constant. Also, the velocity of the hydrogen ions decreases at the upper

end of the flux tube. As before the anisotropy of cooling is evident in

the hydrogen ions but the hydrogen parallel and perpendicular temperatures

*increase as the H+ ion velocity decreases. The ripple in velocity produces

a ripple in the temperature which, like the velocity ripple, also flows up

the flux tube with time. The hydrogen ion temperature profiles are shown

on figures 4(a), 4(b), 4(c) and 4(d) at ten, thirty, fifty and seventy

minutes after the onset of the current.

Simulations were then performed with higher currents up to a peak

2
current of - 2.0 UA/m 2

. The electron velocity increases with the increase

of current (shown in figure 5a), and the electron temperature still
Sr.-

exhibits adiabatic cooling and temperature anisotropy (figure 5b). The

ambipolar electric field decreases, further decreasing the H+ velocity

(figure 5a). Velocity ripples are observed as before and these propagate

through the flux tube as seen in later runs (that is, ten, thirty, fifty

and seventy minutes after the onset of this current). To conserve the

current flowing in the system, the electron velocity decreases (after the

ripple flows out through the tube) with the decrease in hydrogen ion

velocity. However, compared to the previous case, the electron velocity

still remains at a higher value, while the H+ ion velocity decreases. The

hydrogen ion temperature profile for this current is shown in figure 5(c).

J-18



IV. DISCUSSIONS AND SUMMARY

40

We have used a dynamic numerical model to investigate the plasma

dynamics in the presence of large scale field aligned return currents. We

have also compared our results with those of the current-free polar wind

and upward current simulations.

The flux tube plasma has a rapid initial response to the onset of the

current. The electron velocity and temperature have rapid response to

sudden change in conditions with a time constant of about few minutes.

Also, the behavior of the energy transport in the collisionless region

determines the time scales on which the flux tube plasma reaches

equilibrium.

In this paper we have only considered cold electrons of ionospheric

origin. Similar studies of return currents using hot magnetospheric

electrons at the upper boundary are in progress and will be the subject of

a future report. Kindel and Kennel [1971] examined several current driven

instabilities and showed that electrostatic ion cyclotron instability has

the lowest threshold. Our simulations show that the electron drift

2velocity corresponding to a current of -1 .0 1A/ m is above the threshold

for electrostatic ion cyclotron waves. The effects of anomalous

resistivity and anisotropic ion heating arising due to EIC instability will

be discussed in a future article.
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- Figure 2. (a). Velocities after 10 minutes after the onset of a current

of -1.0 jA/m at 1500 km: e (solid curve), H+ (dashed

S curve).
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Figure 2. (b) Velocites after 30 minutes after the onset of a current
2

of -1.0 pA/m at 1500 km: e- (solid curve), H + (dahsed

curve).
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Figure 2. (c) Velocites after 50 minutes after the onset of a current

of - 1.0 pA/m 2 at 1500 kin: e (solid curve), H (dashed

curve).
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Figure 2. Wd Velocities after 70 minutes after onset of a current

of -1 .0 LIA/m 2 at 150C, kmn: e- (solid curve) , H+ (dahsed

curve) .
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Each sum includes all charged particles species in the simulation. the

velocity - corrected Coulomb collision frequency Vba is given by

'1 2 2 2
n (32w) 2 e e (m * m )lnA exp (-x )

a b a b a ba
v (vi)
ba 2 3

3m m a
b a ba

(in A is the Coulomb logarithm), and

1 2
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b 3 bi 3 bj.
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A

ABSTRACT

Multimoment time dependent and steady state multifluid

plasma simulations have been performed to study the dynamics of

0 the auroral field line plasma in the presence of large scale

field-aligned return currents. This work is intended to

contribute to the development of improved fluid models for use in

the study of large scale magnetospheric-ionospheric dynamics.

Also, a considerable amount of work has been done in the upward

current region but the physics of plasma transport in the return

current regions has not been thoroughly explored. The

theoretical formulations are based on the 13 and 16-moment

systems of transport equations. In the polar wind an electron-

0 temperature anisotropy develops above 2500 km altitude with

T > TII. The hydrogen ion temperature shows reverse anisotropy,

i.e., TI > T. Our results are in good agreement with previous

theoretical studies of the polar wind and recent experimental

observations. The time dependent simulations show the effects of

changes on the polar wind plasma dynamics after the sudden

application of a current. The electron velocity and temperatures

have a rapid response to a sudden change in conditions with a

time constant of about a few minutes. The H+ ion temperatures

change on a much longer time scale. The application of return

currents to steady state plasma (with a hot electron upper

boundary and downward heat flow) reverses the electron

temperature anisotropy. Our simulations show that the electron

K
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drift velocity corresponding to a current of - 0.65 #A/f 2 is

above the threshold for electrostatic ion cyclotron (EIC) waves.

The EIC instability heats the hydrogen ions in the perpendicular

direction. The instability also produces anomalous resistivity

which heats the electrons. The downward electron heat flow or

thermal conduction competes with the upward convection effects to

determine the direction of the electron temperature anisotropy.

When the resistivity is strong the heating effects dominate. To

our knowledge, this is the first successful solution to the

16-moment system of transport equations for the polar wind and

first fluid model to investigate simultaneous interaction of ion

cyclotron heating, anomalous resistivity and fluid transport

processes in the auroral return current region.
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INTRODUCTION

The behavior of plasma on the auroral magnetic field lines

4 has been the subject of a number of studies in recent years. The

existence of ionospheric plasma outflow along open magnetic field

lines was originally suggested by Axford (19681 and Banks and

4Holzer (1968]. Theoretical models of the polar wind including

hydrodynamic, hydromagnetic, kinetic and generalized transport

equation models have been developed by Banks and Holzer (1968,

19691, Holzer et al. (19711, Lemaire and Scherer (19731, Schunk

and Watkins (1981, 19821, Mitchell and Palmadesso (1983] and

Gombosi et al. (19851. As explained by Barakat and Schunk (1982]

the behavior of both near-equilibrium and non-equlibrium flows is

important for understanding of the coupling through mass,

momentum and energy transfer between the different regions within

the solar terrestrial environment.

We have performed multimoment time dependent and steady

state multifluid plasma simulations to study the equilibria and

dynamics of the auroral field line plasma in the presence of

large scale field-aligned return currents. This work is intended

)to contribute to the development of improved fluid models for use

in the study of large scale magnetospheric-ionospheric dynamics.

Also, a considerable amount of work has been done in the upward

current region but the physics of plasma transport in the return

'V K-13



current regions has not been thoroughly explored.

It is generally necessary to use fluid theory to construct

numerical models of large scale phenomena, even when kinetic

effects play an important role in the dynamics. This is due to

the fact that the temporal and spatial scales of kinetic theory

are tied to plasma frequencies, Debye lengths, gyroradii, etc.,

which are orders of magnitude smaller than the characteristic

scale times and sizes associated with the large scale phenomena.

In general, existing computers are not capable of directly

handling this broad range of scale sizes. The present fluid

theories, e.g., the global models, which represent many of the

magnetospheric processes reasonably well, use ideal MHD equations

which assume near-Maxwellian distribution functions and until

.now, do not consider temperature anisotropies and the effects of

heat flows. The magnetosphere is nearly collisionless and hence

more general fluid models that can handle larger deviations from

the Maxwellian are needed. Multimoment models with anomalous

transport coefficients may be suitable for this purpose, but much

additional work is needed to achieve better understanding of the

conceptual issues associated with the physical interpretation of

the higher moments and with closure approximations involving

higher moments. In the absence of collisions the validity of the

approximations cannot be guaranted in advance, but must be

determined by careful study of the problem involved. That is,

the model should be throughly tested against previous works and
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any observations available. Thus, research aimed at the

development and study of advanced fluid models should be focussed

on problem areas which have been reasonably well studied by other

methods and well observed. One such area to consider will be the

plasma flow along the auroral field lines where a considerable

amount of data is available for comparison with the simulations.

*An interest in the dynamics of the large scale field

aligned return currents on auroral field lines provides a second

motivation for this model. Mitchell and Palmadesso (1983] have

4performed simulations in which an upward field aligned current of

magnitude 1.0 A/m2 was applied to the initially steady state

polar wind and the time variations of various moments were

(40 explained. The the physics of plasma transport in the return

current regions has not been thoroughly explored; e.g., the cold

upflowing ionospheric electrons may excite the EIC instability

for very low currents and may thus generate anomalous

resistivity.

In order to validate our model (Ganguli et al. (1985 a])

we have studied the solutions to the bi-Maxwellian-based

16-moment system of transport equations in Chapter I. We have

analyzed the steady state behavior of the plasma encompassing

geomagnetic field lines extending from 1500 km to 10 Re. This,

to our knowledge, is the first successful steady state solution

to the 16-moment system of transport equations for the polar
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wind. Our results have been compared with the previous studies

of polar wind and experimental observations of Nagai et el.

(19841 and are found to be in good agreement.

In Chapter II we have summarized the observations of
field-aligned currents in the earth's magnetosphere. The field

aligned return currents flow from the magnetosphere to the

ionosphere and are carried by cold electrons of ionospheric

origin. It is now well established that the field aligned

currents play an important role in the magnetosphere-ionosphere

coupling process. In terms of region 1/region 2 large scale

field aligned current systems (Iijima and Potemra, 19761 large

scale return currents are identified as region 1 in the morning

sector and region 2 in the evening sector. Within the region

l/region 2 current system, small-scale distributions of both

upward and downward currents are observed in association with

auroral arcs.

In Chapter III, we have used our time-dependent model

based on the 13-moment system of transport equations to study the

dynamics of large scale return currents. However, only cold

electrons of ionospheric origin were used. In chapter IV,

(Ganguli and Palmadesso, 1985 a] hot electrons are assumed at

the upper boundary and the transport equations used are based on

16-moment approximations. The advantage of using the 16-moment
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system of transport equations over the 13-moment is explained in

Chapter I. In Chapter IV, we- have performed two types of

simulations. First, we have used the steady state model to

investigate the effects of return currents on auroral field line
*equlibria. Then we have used the time dependent model to explore

the effects of changes on plasma dynamics after the sudden onset

of a current. The time-dependent model used is explained in

Chapter III and Ganguli et al. [1985 b). For the conditions

existing in the topside ionosphere our simulations show that the

electron drift velocity corresponding to a current of -0.65 pA/m
2

is above the threshold for electrostatic ion cyclotron (EIC)

waves, because the ionospheric plasma is so cold. Much higher

currents are needed to excite instabilities in the case of upward

4, currents. This is an interesting and potentially important

result. This was also pointed out by Burke et al. (19831.

In Chapter V, we have shown that the EIC instability heats

the hydrogen ions in the perpendicular direction [Ganguli and

Palmadesso, 1985c). The EIC instability can transfer electron

momentum to the ions, thereby giving rise to anomalous

resistivity. The electrons are heated due to resistivity. It is

interesting to note that by increasing the electron temperature

the critical velocity for exciting the EIC instability can be

modified and the range of the EIC instability can be extended.

To our knowledge this is the first fluid model to investigate the

id
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effects of both EIC instability and anomalous resistivity in the

auroral return current region (Ganguli and Palmadesso, 1985 b).

The results have been compared with experimental observations.
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CHAPTER I

0

BEHAVIOR OF IONIZED PLASMA IN THE

HIGH LATITUDE TOPSIDE IONOSPHERE :

THE POLAR WIND
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1.1 INTRODUCTION

The behavior of plasma on the auroral magnetic field

lines has been the subject of a number of studies in recent

years. The existence of ionospheric plasma outflow from polar

regions along open magnetic field lines was originally

suggested by Axford (19681 and Banks and Holzer (1968]. The

*term "polar wind" were suggested by Axford (1968] who compared

this flow with the solar wind flow. Theoretical models of the

polar wind including hydrodynamic, hydromagnetic, kinetic and

generalized transport equation models have been developed by

Banks and Holzer (1968, 19691, Holzer et al. (1971], Lemaire

and Scherer (19731 and Schunk and Watkins [1981, 19821.

Effects of hot electron populations on the polar wind was

studied by Lemaire and Scherer (1978, 19831 and Barakat and

Schunk [1984]. Examples of other kinds of plasma flow

conditions interesting in space physics are pointed out by

Demars and Schunk (1979]. The examples are near-equilibrium

flows in co-rotating planetary ionospheres and in the solar

corona, non-equilibrium flows in planetary magnetospheres and

in the terrestrial F-region at high latitudes.

As explained by Barakat and Schunk (1982] the behavior

of both near-equilibrium and non-equlibrium flows is important

for understanding of the coupling through mass, momentum and

energy transfer between the different regions within the solar
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terrestrial environment.

Transport equations for aeronomy and space physics were

derived by Schunk (1974, 19771. By taking moments of

Boltzmann's equation, a general system of transport equations

for a multispecies flow was obtained. The system of equations

contained continuity, momentum, energy, pressure tensor and

heat flow equations for each species. In general, a finite

system of moment equations does not constitute a closed set

since the equation governing the velocity moment of order r

contains the velocity moment of order r+l. It is therefore

necessary to adopt a closure approximation, such as an anlytic

expression for the species velocity distribution function to

close the set of equations. Schunk's system of equations was

closed by using Grad's 13 parameter approximation of the

distribution function to express higher order moments in terms

of lower order moments. In Grad's method the distribution

function is represented as the product of a Maxwellian and a

truncated series of orthogonal polynomials, with a total of 13

(for example) free parameters. The closed system of equations

can be applied to both collision-dominated and collisionless

regions thus providing a smooth transition between the two

regions. In the collision-dominated limit, the pressure tensor

and heat flow equations yield Navier-Stokes expressions for the

stress tensor and the heat flow vector. In the collisionless

limit, the equations can be reduced to the Chew-Goldberger-Low
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equations. The other advantage of using the 13-moment system

of transport equations is that the stress and heat flow moments

are described by transport equations just as density, velocity

and temperature moments.

Transport equations based on a bi-Maxwellian species

distribution function were first derived by Chew et al (1956]

* for a collisionless plasma. The heat flows were neglected in

that study and the transport equations for species temperatures

parallel and perpendicular to the magnetic field were termed

'double-adiabatic' energy equations. This work was extended by

several other authors; e.g., Kennel and Green [1966], MacMahon

[1965], Friedman et al. (1966], Bowers and Haines (1968],

Oraevskii et al. (1968] and Espedal [1969]. Chodura and Pohl

(1971] derived a system of transport equations for an

anisotropic plasma based on a bi-Maxwellian species

distribution and including the transport effects as heat flow

and viscosity. The coulomb collisions between the interacting

species were taken into account also. The method used to

derive this system of equations was an extension of Grad's

method and corresponds to a 16-moment approximation for the

species distribution function. Demars and Schunk [1979]

extended this work by considering anisotropic plasma of

arbitrary degree of ionisation. The collision terms for the

important charge exchange interaction between an ion and its

parent neutral were also calculated. Barakat and Schunk (1982]
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in their review paper presented a unified approach to the study

of transport phenomena in multicomponent anisotropic space

plasmas. A generalized system of equations was presented which

can describe subsonic and supersonic flows, collision-dominated

and collisionless flows, plasma flows in rapidly changing

magnetic field configurations, multicomponent plasma flows with

large temperature differences between the interacting species

and plasma flows that contain anisotropic temperature

distributions.

Comparison studies of transport equations based on

Maxwellian and bi-Maxwellian distributions for anisotropic

plasmas were performed by Barakat and Schunk [1982]. They have

considered the flow of a homogeneous, weakly-ionised plasma

subjected to homogeneous electric and magnetic fields. The

problem has an analytic solution and the velocity distribution

functions obtained from different series expansions were

compared with the exact solution. For the Maxwellian

expansion, Grad's 5- 13- and 20-moment approximations were

considered and for the bi-Maxwellian expansion 6- and 16-moment

approximations were considered. Emphasis was given to

modelling the anisotropic character of the distribution

function. Their results show that the 20-moment Maxwellian

expansion can describe larger non-Maxwellian deviations than

the 5- and 13-moments because of the greater number of terms

retained at that level of approximation. For the bi-Maxwellian
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expansions the 16-moment approximation is better than the 6-

*moment. As expected an expansion based on a bi-Maxwellian

distribution is better suited to describe anisotropic plasmas

than the expansion based on a Maxwellian, even if fewer terms

are retained in the bi-Maxwellian expansion. Barakat and

Schunk (19821 have also performed Monte Carlo simulations of

the above mentioned problem (anisotropic plasmas) and compared

the simulation results with Maxwellian and bi-maxwellian

expansions. The conclusions remain the same as in their

previous study using analytic solutions.

Schunk and Watkins (1981, 19821 have studied the steady

state flow of a fully ionized HR - 0 - electron plasma along

geomagnetic field lines extending from 1500 km to 12000 km.

They have used the 13-moment system of transport equations of

Schunk [19771. The 13-moment system of transport equations is

fairly general and can be used to describe a wide variety of

plasma flows. In their first study of the polar wind (1981]

they used a iD gyrotropic version of the 13-moment equations

for the electron gas and a simplified set of transport

equations for the hydrogen and oxygen ions. Their results show

that electron temperature anisotropy develops at altitudes

above 2500 ki, with T± > TI. Below 2500 km the electron gas is

essentially collision dominated. In their next study of the

*polar wind (19821 they have used the 13-moment system of

equations for the hydrogen ions also. The results show that

}I0 K-25
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for supersonic flow at high altitudes the hydrogen ion

temperature parallel to the field line (Tpil) is greater than

the temperature perpendicular to the field line (TpL). The

reverse is true for subsonic flow. The results of the 13-

moment system of equations were compared to the standard

solutions. The difference is small within the plasmasphere

where the electron density is high but outside the plasmasphere

and in the ionosphere above SAR arcs where the electron density

is lower and substantial electron and proton heat flow occurs,

the difference between the two sets of solutions is

significant.

Mitchell & Palmadesso [19831 used the same 13-moment

system of equations and developed a dynamic numerical model of

the plasma along an auroral field line extending from 800 km to

10 Re. The plasma consists of the electrons, hydrogen and

oxygen ions. The electrons and the hydrogen ions are the

dynamic species in the model. They have performed simulations

for the case of a current-free polar wind and the case in which

an upward field aligned current was applied along the field

line. The results of the polar wind simulations have been

compared to those of Schunk and Watkins [1981, 1982). It is

seen that for low electron temperature and supersonic hydrogen

ion outflow, both exhibit an anisotropic hydrogen ion cooling

and both have a region in which the parallel temperature

increases with altitude before adiabatic cooling dominates.

I.K2
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The electron temperature profiles, however, cannot be directly

compared. The lower boundary of Mitchell and Palmadesso £1983]

was held at a constant temperature and the simulation was run

until a steady-state was achieved. The outflow condition

4treats the upper bondary as an electron heat sink and therefore

the electron temperature decreases with altitude. Schunk and

Watkins (19811 specified the electron temperature and a

* positive electron temperature gradient at the lower end, as the

initial condition to study the electron temperature anisotropy.

The upper boundary need not be specified in this case.

The dynamic models must deal with problems implicit in

the time dependent moment equations. Some of these simulations

have shown instabilities which arise due to the presence of

unphysical waves. These waves exist in the numerical model due

to the physical approximations made in the theoretical
formulation of the problem. Mitchell and Palmadesso (19831

have performed a one-dimensional linear wave, analysis of the

flux tube model equations. They have shown the existence of

two kinds of waves - (i) ion acoustic waves and (ii) thermal

waves. The ion acoustic waves are actual physical waves

present in the model. These waves are Landau damped in the

real system unless the temperature of the electrons is much

greater than the temperature of the ions. But Landau damping

is absent from the moment equations. The thermal waves, on the

other hand, are unphysical. These waves are generated by the
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truncation of the moment sequence. By truncating the moment

sequence, the amount of velocity dispersion is limited. The

waves do not diffuse away in this case, as they would in a real

fluid. There are two types of thermal waves: (a) parallel

thermal waves in the moment pair (TS11  , qsll) and (b)

perpendicular thermal waves in the moment pair (Tsl ,qs1).

4Waves (i) and (ii) can couple and give rise to an unphysical

instability when the heat flow is large. Also these waves can

influence the time scales upon which the flux tube model

dynamically reacts to changes in the field-aligned current.

These problems can be solved by adding a thermal diffusion term

to the time dependent set of equations. Both the steady state

and the time dependent model have limitations and advantages.

If we consider the steady state formulation of the problem we

can avoid the presence of time dependent instabilities that we

have described above. However, the steady state model is more

sensitive to the boundary conditions used and does not show any

effect of time variation.

Effects of hot electron populations on the polar wind

were studied by Lemaire and Scherer (1978, 19831 and Barakat

and Schunk [1984). Barakat and Schunk used a semikinetic model

for this purpose and their results show that for higher hot

electron temperatures and a greater percentage of hot electrons

there is a discontinuity in the kinetic solutions. This

transition was interpreted as the presence of a double-layer
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existing at the contact surface between the hot and cold

electrons.

4.

Gombosi et al. (19851 introduced a hydrodynamic

theoretical time-dependent model of the polar wind from 200 km

to 12000 km. The plasma consists of 0+ , a + and the electrons

similar to the previous studies. Note that the hydrodynamic

* models do not consider heat flows. The time responses of

various ionospheric quantities to sudden changes in conditions

were explored. The cases of sudden changes considered are 1)

refilling ionosphere - where a heat source and the ionization

source were turned on at t-0, and 2) collapsing ionosphere. It

is seen that the electron temperature responds extremely

rapidly with a time constant of few minutes, oxygen ions take

20-30 minutes, and hydrogen ions require several hours to

change significantly. These calculations also demonstrated

that supersonic H+  ion outflow can develop temporarily as

transients, whereas in steady-state models the velocity has to

be either subsonic or supersonic.

Chiu et al. [19811 used an adiabatic approach to model

the structures of auroral electrostatic potentials. The model

was 1-dimensional and steady state. Similar studies, using a4.

2-dimensional model were reported by Newman et al. [19861. They

have developed the kinetic description of particles and fields

above discrete auroral arcs. Details of these works will be
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discussed in chapter III, where we discuss the results of our

field-aligned return current simulations. Here we note that

the adiabatic models are single particle calculations. These

models can calculate particle distribution functions fairly

accurately in quiet conditions. However, in the presence of

collisions or critical currents that excite any instability

these calculations break down.

In the remainder of this chapter we shall present our

solutions to 16-moment system of transport equations based on

the bi-Maxwellian distribution. We have studied the steady

state behavior of the plasma encompassing geomagnetic field

lines extending from 1500 km to 10 Re. This, to our knowledge,

is the first successful steady state solution to the 16-moment

system of transport equations for the polar wind. Our results

have been compared with previous studies of the polar wind and

the experimental observations of Nagai et el. (1984] and are

found to be in good agreement.

1.2 THE MODEL

The model (Ganguli et al., 1985] simulates the steady

state behavior of a fully ionized plasma (H , 0 and the

electrons) along the geomagnetic field lines in the high
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latitude topside ionosphere (extending from 1500 km to 10 Re).

The theoretical formulation is based on the 16-moment system of

transport equations of Barakat and Schunk [1982]. The 13-

moment system of transport equations allow for different

species temperature parallel and perpendicular to the field

line, but allow only a single heat flow per species. The 16-

moment equations allow transverse and parallel thermal energy

to be transported separately, which simulates the behavior of a

.4 large temperature anisotropy for a collisionless plasma better

than the 13-moment equations. This is expected to be an

important advantage in studies of auroral field aligned

transport which include the effects of return currents and

anomalous transport processes, such as anomalous resistivity

and associated anisotropic heating.

The electrons and the hydrogen ions are the dynamic

species in the model and the oxygen ions form a static

background population at a constant temperature. The H and

electron temperature anisotropies and heat flows are not

sensitive to the oxygen temperature and heat flows, as noticed

by Schunk and Watkins [1981, 1982). Thus maintaining the 0*

ions at a constant temperature did not introduce appreciable

errors as far as the H ions and electrons are concerned.

We are interested in the problem of plasma flow along

the geomagnetic field lines, which can be reduced to a one-
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dimensional problem. We do not expect curvature effects to be

important for the relatively cold ionospheric particles. The

distribution function is considered to be gyrotropic about the

field line direction, which reduces the 16-moments to six

moments: number density, velocity of the species parallel to

the geomagnetic field line, temperatures parallel and

perpendicular to the field line and heat flows parallel and

perpendicular along the field line. The resulting transport

equations used for the hydrogen ions and the electrons are

given as follows:

continuity:

an 3nv n
+ In + Av -(1.1)

momentum:

av 3v k GM eE +Ak(T 1 6v7j- + v Iv-.+L + -7--- -m m=.
+ ,, r,,,

(1.2)

parallel energy:

T1  3T11  -2 nh i1  + 6 vT
k -+ kv - + j--+ 2A (hl -h) + 2kTll k L

(1.3)

perpendicular energy:

"T1 3nh1  6T1
k + kv + a + A (2h 1 + kT V) - k

(1.4)
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heat flow equation for parallel energy:

ah h l av 3 k 2 TIl 3TI Sh+3 + I" m ar T
('.5)

heat flow equation for perpendicular energy:

ahl .hv k2 Tll 3Tl-- + v -L + hi - +at ~

W T I T2 V

+ A (vh + T (TI - T)) -

(I.6)

charge neutrality:

ne -np n0

(1.7)

where, n - number density

v - species velocity

A - cross-sectional area of a flux tube (proportional to

1/B)

1 aA 1 as 3
A-- -- - - -

A ar B 3r r

B - magnetic field of the earth

E - Electric field parallel to the field line

G - gravitational constant

M - mass of the earth
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m - mass of the particular species

T,,- temperature of the species parallel to the field line

Tj- temperature of the species perpendicular to the field

line

bIn heat flow parallel to the field line

hI- heat flow perpendicular to the field line

k - Boltzmann constant

e - electrons

p - hydrogen ions

o oxygen ions

For a given moment F of the distribution function, 6F/6t

Vt represents the change in r due to the effects of collisions and

may also include anomalous transport effects associated with

plasma turbulence. The collision terms used in this model are

Burger's [1979] collision terms for the case of Coulomb

collisions with corrections for finite species velocity

differences. The collision terms are given in Appendix A.

Using equations (1.1) and (1.2), the oxygen ion density is

calculated. We have assumed that the total flux tu current I

remains constant along the tube

I - eA (npVp - neV e ) (1.8)
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which implies

-V (n V -L
i e  nle p npp e

(1.9)

In this chapter the current I is assumed to be zero.

Using equations (1.2), (1.7) and (1.8), the electric

field E parallel to the field line is calculated.

E Ls (n v 2 A n v 2 A) k [aTel Tell 3ne

en"A -r pp e- e -n e Dr

(Tel -Te) A 1 mGM m&.,.+ e ll e . 3 Ao e + - -- - n

A arF n eer e E n-F

(i.10)

We will consider the steady state solutions of the

equations (1)-(6). This set of ordinary differential equations

is solved by first algebraically eliminating all derivatives in a

given equation except one and then integrating the resulting

quantities numerically along the field line. The new set of

equations are:
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!n. - !a L n
Sr v Sr r pP

av 1

3 rr kT PiI T olk n
-1 Vp mp apvp(n

0 +np

+3k 3k Tell np k Tpl

X rh.- rm (n +9 W-Pp p 0 mp ar

k T. kTell n0

k iToIIo 3k

- i I - a (n + e, S -- - T. - T.L)
p p p ar PeI

n0 GM GM m. e

m pr 2(n 0 + n) r 7 p

m e n V3k (T PH T .

a (n + nrm

(1.12)
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The following sets of equations apply both to the e- and H+ ions.

iT 11  1 [_ 2 h -h
'a, T

1- -- . , ]n + h, + h , )

ar-kv _ 3k 2 Tii n r r -

-'k 1 ]..v v '

2T+k - !- -v t 1 v _2 '"

(1.13)

3 T1  1 rh 9v h n U hv

3r k - T- n -r r I r

kv - m

3K2T I  6T 1 6h i 1
'"ory (T1 - T ) + k t- - v 6 t

".' (1.14)

3hl 3hil av 3 k2 TII 3TII 1 hil

7v --r v ar v at
-.D 

(1.15)

'>

3h I 'h -v kTit 3T

- T a vm ar

3k 2T

r hi vrm TII v at

a',,
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The simulation is carried out on an unequally spaced

grid with 100 cells, with smaller cell sizes at the lower end

" of the flux tube. This enables us to determine the plasma

dynamics in the presence of large density gradients due to the

*small scale height of oxygen.

The equations we solve here represent a system of stiff

differential equations. A typical solution of a stiff system

has a short initial interval in which it changes rapidly

(called an initial transient) after which it settles down to a

comparatively slowly varying state. Methods of solving stiff

ordinary differential equations have been discussed by Gear et

al. (1979]. We have used the general procedure employed by

Watkins [19811. The direction of integration is very important

for these equations since the stability of the computation

depends on the direction of integration. For example, the

velocity equations can be integrated starting from the lower

boundary but the electron temperature equations are integrated
starting from the upper boundary. First an "initial guess" for

each moment profile was obtained, based on observations. The

equations are then solved iteratively until a new solution that

satisfies all the boundary conditions in steady state is

obtained. Unphysical solutions do not satisfy the boundary

conditions and are rejected.
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1.3 POLAR WIND SIMULATIONS

Schunk and Watkins (1982] have performed 13-moment polar

wind simulations for both supersonic and subsonic hydrogen ion

outflow. Until recently it was not clear if the polar wind is

supersonic or subsonic. Nagai et al. [1984] first reported the

supersonic nature of the polar wind along polar cap field

lines. The data for this study were obtained from the DE 1

satellite. These observations clearly show that the hydrogen

ion outflow in the polar ionosphere is supersonic in nature.

Subsonic polar wind has not yet been observed. The theoretical

study of Raitt et al. (1975, 1977] showed that if the H+ ion

outflow changes from subsonic to supersonic the transition is

always below 1500 km. We therefore use 1500 km as our lower

boundary similar to Schunk and Watkins (1981]. We shall thus

consider hydrogen ion outflow as supersonic.

As noted above, solutions have been obtained for the

current free case. The boundary conditions selected are

similar to those of Schunk and Watkins [1981, 1982]. At the

lower boundary (1500 km) we set the H ion velocity at 16 km/s,

H ion density at 80 cm-3 , and oxygen ion density at 5000 cm 3

The hydrogen ion temperature at the lower boundary is TplI - Tpi

- 35000K while the electron temperature is Tell - Tei - 10000K.

The oxygen ion temperature was kept constant at 12000K along

the entire length of the flux tube. The heat flows are

C
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qeJ M .1396x10-7 erg-cm/sec, q., - .1749xl0- 7 erg-cm/sec,

qP41 - "6487xl0-8 erg-cm/sec and qp - .9794xi0- 7 erg-cm/sec.

The results of this current free polar wind simulation are

shown in figures (I.l.a) - (I.l.g). Figure (I.l.a) shows

oxygen ion density, (I.l.b) shows H+ ion density, (I.l.c) shows

electron density, (I.l.d) shows hydrogen ion velocity. Oxygen

ions are the dominant species only up to an altitude of 3500

km. The heavier ions O+ are bound to earth by gravity while

the ambipolar electric field tries to hold the hydrogen ions

and electrons together, with the result that H ions are

accelerated upwards. Supersonic H ions flow along divergent

magnetic field lines. The hydrogen ion momentum balance

-* equation shows that the ambipolar electric field value produces

the sharp increase in H+ ion velocity at the lower end of the

tube. The electron velocity also increases with altitude as is

evident from equation (1.9) and is shown in Figure (I.l.e).

The H ion and electron velocities for this chapter in figures

(I.1) and (1.2) are plotted on a logarithmic scale to compare

with Schunk and Watkins [19811. For the H+ ions, the total

flux along the flux tube in conserved, i.e., nVA - constant.

Therefore, as the velocity and the area increases the density

should decrease. The hydrogen ion density decreases as it

U flows through the diverging flux tube. The electron density

also decreases, as is evident from the charge neutrality

equation (1.7).
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A study of equation (1.12) reveals that at the upper end

* of the flux tube the velocity variation is driven mainly by the

terms containing the hydrogen ion temperature anisotropy,

electron temperature anisotropy, hydrogen ion temperature and

"* electron temperature parallel to the field line, i.e., mirror

forces and parallel pressure gradients.

* Figure (I.l.f) shows the hydrogen ion temperature

parallel and perpendicular to the geomagnetic field. The

hydrogen ion temperature exhibits two basic characteristics:

(1) Adiabatic cooling - Supersonic ion gas cools down as it

expands in a diverging magnetic field.

(2) Temperature anisotropy.

These effects were also displayed by the previous

studies of the polar wind using the 13 moment system of

equations by Schunk and Watkins [1982J and Mitchell and

Palmadesso (1982]. Like Schunk and Watkins [19821, we obtained

solutions for only positive H+ heat flow at the lower boundary.

This implies that an upward flow of heat from the lower

ionosphere is required for a supersonic hydrogen ion outflow

(Schunk, 1982]. This upward flow of heat is associated with a

negative H+ temperature gradient.

At the lower end of the flux tube, due to rapid

expansion of the supersonic* ion gas, both T1 and Tl decrease
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with altitude. This was also noted by Schunk and Watkins

(1982]. The hydrogen ion temperature perpendicular to the

field line decreases continuously. Appreciable temperature

anisotropy develops around 2500 km. The temperature anisotropy

is more prominent in the H+  ions than in the electrons. This

is because of the fact that the hydrogen ions have supersonic

velocities and in the collisionless region heat transport is

not efficient for H+ ions, compared to that for electrons. As

the particles move up in a decreasing magnetic field, V1

decreases in order to keep the adiabatic invariant # - mv 2/B

constant. As the total energy of the particle is conserved,

the decrease in (i/2)mv1 2 results in an increase of
/2)mv2 That is, perpendicular energy gets converted to

parallel energy. A study of equation (1.13) and (1.14) shows

that the temperature variation is produced mainly as an

interaction between the convection process and the adiabatic

effects. The convective terms are the terms that contain the

convective part of the time derivative (V 3/3r) in the

Boltzmann equation and for most of the interesting cases they

N represent the thermal convection processes. The collisions

play an important role below 2500 km. In equations (1.15) and

(1.16) the temperature gradient terms are very important.

We compared our solution of the equations based on the

16-moment system with that of Schunk and Watkins' [19821

L solution of the 13-moment equations. The general behavior of
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the H ion temperature parallel and perpendicular to the field

line remains the same. H+ ion temperature perpendicular to the

field line decreases continuously with altitude. Parallel

temperature first decreases and then increases and finally

tends to remain constant with altitude. We observe an

anisotropy with T > T,, below 2500 km. Schunk and Watkins

(1982] observed similar anisotropy for the low electron

tempeature case when they lowered the H ion temperature and

heat flow and when the oxygen ion density was increased at the

lower end. They have pointed out that the results are

sensitive to the boundary conditions used, in the sense that

the qualitative picture remains the same but the quantitative

behavior changes.

-* we have also compared our results with those of Mitchell

and Palmadesso [1983] and Holzer et al. [19711. Mitchell and

Palmadesso (1983] started their simulation at 800 km at the

lower boundary. At this level the H+ ion temperature increases
with altitude due to Joule heating caused by Hr ion collisions

with oxygen ions. This effect rapidly decreases with altitude.

The general qualitative picture here is in good agreement with

our results.

Holzer et al. [19711 have compared the solutions of

-~ hydrodynamic and kinetic equations for supersonic polar wind

outflow in a collisionless regime. Both hydrodynamic and
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kinetic solutions show that T decreases continuously. T11 for

both cases decreases rapidly with altitude and then tends to

become constant. For the hydrodynamic case at all altitudes

the hydrogen ion temperature parallel to the field line was

greater than that perpendicular to the field line. The kinetic

solutions showed a region at the lower end where T1 was greater

than TVI. The cross-over region was noticed at the lower end.

In these cases also we notice that our solutions are in good

agreement with Holzer et al. (19711.

Finally, we compared our results with Nagai et al.

[19841. Nagai et al. [1981] have used the data from Dynamics

Explorer (DE) to demonstrate the supersonic nature of the polar

wind. The observations were obtained from 650 to 810 invariant

latitude and altitude near 2Re . The results show that for an

estimated range of spacecraft potential of +3V to +5V, a

temperature range of 0.1 to 0.2 eV was obtained corresponding

to flow velocities of 25 to 16 km/s. Calculated Mach numbers

are 5.1 for a velocity of 25 km/sec, 3.9 for 21 km/sec and 2.6

for 16 km/sec. There are different ways to define the H+ ion

Mach number. Here, the single ion Mach number definition is

used, i.e., M - V / (kT /m 1/) The Mach numbers calculated.9. usd ~. p / kpp) /

from our results corresponding to a flow velocity of 16 km per

second is 2.7 and 4.1 for a velocity of 21 km/sec.

We have varied slightly the H+ ion velocity, density and
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temperature at the lower end to study the sensitivity of the

solutions to these parameters. At the lower end the hydrogen

ion density is increased to 100 cm- 3, velocity is decreased to

10 km/second and the temperature is raised to 38000K. The

results of these changes are presented in figures (I.2.a) -

(I.2.f). The qualitative picture and relative importance of

the contributing terms remain the same as before. The

* quantitative change is obvious as the initial conditions are

changed. The Mach number calculated in this case of flow

velocity of 16 km s- 1 is 2.68. This is in good agreement with

the value 2.6 calculated by Nagai et al. (19841.

Electron temperatures parallel and perpendicular to the

geomagnetic field lines are shown in Figure (I.l.g). The most

important effects exhibited by electron temperature are:

(1) temperature anisotropy

(2) below 2500 km the electron gas is collision dominated, as*
noted by Schunk et al. (1981].

"Collision dominated" implies that the collisional relaxation

rate is greater than the rate associated with the driving term

that produces the anisotropy. Appreciable temperature

anisotropy develops above 2500 km. Both temperature parallel

and perpendicular to the field line increases with altitude.

Heat flow is downward here (that is, heat flows from the

magnetosphere to the ionosphere) as considered by Schunk et al.

(1981] with positive temperature gradients. Also, as noticed
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by Schunk et al. (1981], the electron temperature ratio at the

upper end is T1 /T11 - 2. The contributions from the collision

terms are very important below 2500 km in equations (1.13) and

(1.14). Since the collision terms are important in this

region, the electron temperature anisotropy observed in this

region is very small. The anisotropy increases with altitude.

The electron temperature variation is produced mainly as a

balance between heat flow processes and the mirror force

process. In order to preserve the adiabatic invariant in an

4. increasing magnetic field (downward heat flow), the electron

perpendicular energy increases with the decrease in parallel

energy. The parallel and perpendicular temperature gradients

are positive for this case and these terms are important at all

altitudes in equations (1.15) and (1.16). The electron species

velocity is less than the electron thermal velocity.

Our results here are in good agreement with Schunk and

Watkins (1981] low electron temperature case. Schunk and

,.5 Watkins (19811 varied the boundary electron temperature

*a gradients to see the extent to which their solutions are valid.

Their results show that with the increase in boundary electron

temperature gradient the electron temperature is increased but

the direction of anisotropy remained the same. It is also

clearly explained by Schunk and Watkins (1981] that this

observed anisotropy is opposite to that predicted by the Chew-

Goldgerger-Low (double adiabatic) energy equations. The
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tendency of the adiabatic terms to produce an anisotropy with

4 Tif > T is also present in our equations, but the heat flow

processes dominate over the adiabatic processes and we observe

an anisotropy with T1 > T11. For very strong heat flows the

40 results of the 13-moment and 16-moment systems of equations are

expected to be significantly different.
:5

0 The electron temperature profiles cannot be directly

compared to Mitchell and Palmadesso [1983]. They treated the

upper boundary as an electron heat sink, which decreases the

telectron temperature with altitude.

Now we extend our upper boundary to 10 Re. The electron

temperatures parallel and perpendicular to the magnetic field

lines are set equal to T.I, = Tel - 60000K at this boundary.

The isotropic electron temperature at the magnetosphere helps
U.

us to determine the effects of currents and resistivity onV

electron temperatures in our later studies discussed in

chapters IV and V. Actual measurements of the temperature of

outflowing ionospheric electrons at the upper end of the flux

tube are not available at this time and 6000eK is chosen

arbitrarily to suit other measured quantities used as the

boundary conditions in this steady state model. The results of
tthese simulations are presented in figures (I.3.a) - (I.3.e).

The qualitative picture and the relative importance of the

terms remain the same as before. The change in electron
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v' temperature profile is expected as now the upper end is held at

a fixed temperature. The ratio T1  / T11 can vary depending on

the upper boundary conditions. The Mach numbers calculated

from our results are 4.1, corresponding to a flow velocity of

21 km/sec and 2.7 for a velocity of 16 km/sec.

1.4 DISCUSSIONSV'.

We have studied the steady state behavior of the plasma

encompassing the geomagnetic field lines using equations based

on the 16-moment system of transport equations. This is the

first successful steady state solution to the 16-moment set of

transport equations for the polar wind (Ganguli et al., 1985a].

Previous theoretical works on the polar wind including

hydrodynamic, adiabatic and transport equations have been

discussed and compared for advantages and disadvantages of each

procedure and in order to validate our model. In a generalised

system of transport equations, the advantages of using the

16-moment system with a bi-Maxwellian distribution function, as
Sd

compared with the 13-moment system with a Maxwellian

distribution function have been discussed. The results of this

simulation are compared with the above-mentioned previous

studies of the polar wind and recent experimental results based

on DE-I satellite observations.

K4
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The asymptotic behavior of the solutions of the

transport equations at high altitudes is quite sensitive to the

boundary conditions applied at the lower end of the flux tube.

This, coupled with absence of any standard set of assumptions

for specifying those dynamic variables for which upper boundary

conditions must be supplied, leads to considerable variation of

* the results at high altitudes in the studies referenced above.

Effectively, one finds similar ionospheres and widely different

magnetospheres in this group of calculations (i.e., different

* characteristics for the upflowing plasma component of

ionspheric origin in the magnetosphere). While this makes

quantitative comparison of results somewhat difficult, it is

clear that qualitative agreement among the various calculations

is good. Our results are in good agreement with the

observations of Nagai et el. [1984].

We are interested in investigating the effects of return

currents and anomalous transport processes on auroral field

line equilibria, which we will discuss in the following

chapters.
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CHAPTER II

FIELD-ALIGNED CURRENT SYSTEMS

IN THE EARTH'S IONOSPOERE AND MAGNETOSPOERE

.i

0
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In chapter I we have discussed the behavior of current

free plasma outflow along geomagnetic field lines in the high

latitude topside ionosphere. We are now interested in

investigating the effects of field aligned currents on auroral
-is, field line equilibria. In this chapter we review the previous

works and summarize the observations of field aligned currents in

the earth's magnetosphere. The discussion follows the outline

below.

1 . Definitions

2. Sources of Field-Aligned Currents (FAC)
3. Observations

(a) Early observations of Birkeland currents

(b) Observed densities and their variations with

geomagnetic activity

(c) Seasonal variation of FACs

(d) FAC characteristics during substorms

(e) The relationship between FAC and IMF

(f) Discrete and diffuse Auroras and their relation

to FACs

4. Role of FAC in magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling.
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FIELD-ALIGNED CURRENTS

11.1 DEFINITIONS

The currents that flow along geomagnetic field lines of

earth's magnetosphere are called the Field Aligned Currents (FAC

* or J1l). They were first proposed theoretically by Birkeland in

1908 and hence are also known as Birkeland currents. These

currents flow in to the polar and auroral regions and constitute

the major link between the ionosphere and the magnetosphere.

There are large and small scale FAC's. In both cases, they are

closed through the ionospheric Pedersen currents.

Large scale field-aligned currents are concentrated in two

principal areas which encircle the geomagnetic pole, as does the

so called auroral oval [lijima and Potemra, 1976a]:

(1) region 1, located near the poleward boundary of the

field-aligned current region. The current flows into the

ionosphere at dawn and out of it at dusk (figure II.1).

.'

(2) region 2, located near the equatorward boundary. The

current flows into the ionosphere at dusk and out of it at dawn.

Three other main types of FAC are:
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(3) cusp currents: located poleward of region 1 in the

cusp region and are also of opposed polarities. These currents

generally flow into the ionosphere in the post noon sector and

.- away from the ionosphere in the prenoon sector, depending on the

sign of B (Doyle et al., 1981]. At a given Magnetic Local Time

(MLT) the flow of the cusp region FAC is opposite to that of the

region 1 FAC (Iijima et al., 1978].

*- (4) A three-layer overlap of current sheets apparently

exists in the Harang discontinuity, near midnight. This layer

consists of an upward flowing field-aligned current surrounded to

the north and south by the downward flowing currents [Rostoker,

1974].

(5) An altogether different pattern of currents is

sometimes observed following extended periods of northward

interplanetary Bz , as noted by Burke et al. (1979]. This was

also explained by Iijima et al. [1984].

Within the region 1/region 2 current system, small-scale

distributions of both upward and downward currents are observed

in association with auroral arcs. Such current systems are

associated with local gradients in electric fields and

conductivities but do not change the direction of the region 1 or

region 2 net currents (Anderson and Vondrak, 1975].
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11.2 SOURCES OF FAC

The sources of different types of FAC were proposed by

Stern (1983]. Those are as follows:

(1) Source of region 1 currents : The region 1 current

sheets represent the primary circuit between the solar wind and

the ionosphere. Near noon J is produced by dynamo action of the

solar wind on the earth's magnetosphere. Away from noon the

source is probably the part of the plasma sheet closest to its

outer edge (figure 11.2). Dynamo action is the general name

given to the process by which an emf is developed around a

circuit in a magnetic field, part of which may be in motion

(Stern, 1983]. Dynamo action can take place both in open and

closed magnetospheres. The region 1 currents draw energy from

the solar wind via open field lines. In a closed magnetosphere,

the dynamo action is generated due to sunward plasma convection

from the plasma sheet. The later process is possible but the

energy available from it is very little to contribute as a source

of Birkeland currents.

(2) Source of region 2 currents: As plasma flows

earthward from the tail of the magnetosphere, magnetic drifts

tend to deflect ions toward dusk and electrons toward dawn. This

produces a surplus of ions at dusk and of electrons "it dawn (fig.

11.3). Such a separation was first suggested by Alfven [1939].
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It was pointed out by Schield et al. (19691, Helmer (19631 and

Karlson [1962, 1963] that unhindered sunward drift of particles

of different energy produces different Alfven layers and each of

these layers is accessible only to particles of one sign. This

causes charge imbalance in the plasma. This excess charge should

either be precipitated or neutralized; in either case a current

flows to the ionosphere. These mechanisms are not too rapid and

therefore an appreciable build up of space charge is avoided.

(3) Cusp curents: The boundary layer of earth's

magnetosphere generates FAC by dynamo action (Eastman et al.,

1976; Sonnerup, 1980, Bythrow et al., 1981, Doyle et al. 1981].

These might give rise to cusp currents.

(4) The patterns of polar currents are strongly related to

the polar cap electric fields. When the IMF B is southward, the

electric field is directed from dawn to dusk across the polar

cap. When B has a northward orientation Burke et al. [1979]

have detected dusk to dawn electric fields in the central polar

cap and this electric field pattern is referred to as type N

(figure II.4). The corresponding convection pattern shows

.. sunward convection in the central polar cap and antisunward

convection along flanks of the polar cap.

%

(5) As noted by Stern (1983], the explanation of the

current flow near midnight remains unclear. The middle layer of
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the three-layer overlap could be the "Harang filament", a

continuation of the electric current carried by auroral

electrojets. Such a filament has been proposed by Rostoker

(1974].

We will now confine ourselves mainly to region l/region2

current systems.

11.3 OBSERVATIONS

(a) EARLY OBSERVATIONS OF BIRKELAND CURRENTS

* Particle, magnetic field and electric field experiments

aboard rockets and satellites have confirmed the presence of

Birkeland currents. Reviews of rocket observations of Birkeland

currents were presented by Arnoldy (19741, Anderson and VondrakV

(1975] and Cloutier and Anderson (1975]. They pointed out that

field-aligned currents provide the major link between the

magnetosphere and ionosphere. They also suggested that the
4

association of these currents with auroral features on a very

small scale implies that auroral acceleration may result from the

current flow.

More complete observation of Birkeland currents have come

from Satellite experiments. Simultaneous observation of
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particles, electric and magnetic field made the measurements

complete. Numerous improvements have been made on the

measurement techniques and the major findings from these

experiments will be discussed in the following sections.

(b) OBSERVED CURRENT DENSITIES AND THEIR VARIATIONS WITH

GEOARAGNETIC ACTIVITY

Region 1 currents are the strongest and most stable

Birkeland currents. Here, the largest current densities occur

between 0700 and 0800 MLT, with current flowing into the

ionosphere (with an average value J - 2.0 #A/m2 , for 2- < Kp

< 4. and between 1500 and 1600 MLT, with current flowing away

from the ionosphere (JiI - 1.9 #A/m 2  for the same Kp range)

(Iijima and Potemra, 1976a]. The currents in region 1 are

statistically larger than the currents in region 2 at all local

times except in the pre-midnight to early morning sector. In

region 2 the largest current densities occur during the night

between 2100 and 2300 MLT, with current flowing into the

ionosphere (J1 l - 1.0 pA/m2 for 2- < Kp 4+) and between 0100 and

0300 MLT, with current flowing away from the ionosphere (Jl1 - 1.3

N.:*A/M2). The total field-aligned current in region 1 is

significantly larger than the total field-aligned currents in

region 2 during relatively quiet times while during active

periods, the total current flow in both regions become nearly

equal.
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The field aligned current densities show good correlation

with Kp index. The region 1 currents show greater Kp dependence

than region 2 currents. The region 1 currents appear to persist
during very low geomagnetic activity. Region 2 currents dominate

iK during the local times when auroral electrojets are more active.

Figure (11.5) (Iijima and Potemra, 19781 shows distribution and

flow directions of large-scale Birkeland currents during active

periods.

(C) SEASONAL VARIATIONS OF FACS

*o Smiddy et al. (19801 have observed in the viscinity of the

dawn-dusk meridian that (1) under winter polar cap conditions,

the region 1/region 2 current systems are confined to the auroral

oval. The polar cap conductivity is too low to support

measurable transpolar Pedersen currents. (2) Under summer-like

polar cap conditions, the polar cap conductivity is high enough

to support transpolar Pedersen currents. In these cases the

region 1 currents exceed those of region 2 currents.

In another study by Fujii et al. (1981] it was noted that.
(1) the single- sheet currents are observed more often in summer

than in winter and (2) the intensities of single and double-
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sheet field aligned currents on the dayside are larger during

the summer than in winter.

(d) PAC CHARACTERISTICS DURING SUBSTORNS

Large scale field-aligned current characteristics during

substorm expansion and recovery phases were obseved by lijima

and Potemra [1978] using the Triad satellite. The regionl/

region 2 current system which exists in quiet condition also

persists during active substorm periods (IALI 100y). The

average total current flowing into the ionosphere always equals

the average total current flowing out of the ionosphere for a

wide range of quiet and disturbed conditions. The average total

current during quiet conditions is - 2.7 10 6A and during

disturbed conditions this quantity is roughly doubled, the

latitude widths of region 1 and 2 increase by factors of 1.2-1.3,

and the centers of these regions shift equatorward by 20-30.

During active substorm periods the densities of region 2

Birkeland currents show their largest enhancement in the local

time sector, i.e., the pre-midnight to early morning sector,

where the westward auroral electrojet is most active.

In the Harang discontinuity sector (2000-2400 MLT), when

the westward auroral electrojet has intruded deeply into the
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evening sector, the Triad magnetometer data exhibit complicated

and fine-structured variations. These variations indicate the

. presence of complex field-aligned currents in this sector.
I'-

Figure (11.6) illustrates substorm associated changes

super-imposed upon the basic distributions of Birkeland currents

[ijima and Potemra, 1978]. The alignment of current sheets is

*generally along the boundary of the auroral oval but noticeable

distortions of this alignement occur during the substorm. The

alignment of current sheets in regions 1 and 2 varies throughout

V the course of substorm activity [Potemra, 1979]. During highly

disturbed states of auroral activity, the alignment of current

-' sheets in the evening sector of region I varies the most.

* During the recovery phase, in the morning sector of both region

*1 and 2, the alignment of current sheets varies. The intensity

distribution along either current sheet system may also undergo

J changes.

Shuman et al. [1981] using the data from S3-2 satellite

have made interesting conclusions. The polar orbiting satellite,

S3-2, has provided measurements of the ambient magnetic field,

the electric field and the auroral electron flux during the very

intense substorm period of March 26, 1976. They have calculated

the height-integrated Pedersen conductivity during the active

time which was typically 10-30 9-. The corresponding particle

precipitation on the nightside was the major factor in
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controlling the magnitude of the ionospheric conductivity,

outweighing the influence which sunlight has in quiet times.

High particle fluxes corresponded to the region of upward

currents.

(e) THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN FIELD-ALIGNED CURRENTS AND

INTERPLANETORY MAGNETIC FIELD (IMF)

Since the FAC system plays an important role in the

coupling processes which connect the interplanetary medium and

the auroral ionosphere, the FAC intensities should show a good

correlation with various solar wind and IMF pirameters.

The effect of IMF on Birkeland currents has been studied

by Iijima and Potemra (1982], Iijima et al. (1978], Saflekos and

Potemra [19801, Doyle et al. (1981] and McDiarmid et al. (1977,

1978a, 1978b].

The basic spatial distribution of flow direction patterns

of the region 1 and region 2 currents is not affected by the IMF,

but the current intensity changes. When the interplanetary

magnetic field B is directed toward the sun (By < 0, Bx > 0 , in

solar ;agnetospheric co-ordinates) larger current intensities

occur on the dusk side of the North Pole [McDiarmid et al., 1978]

and on the dawn side of the South Pole [Saflekos and Potemra,
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I.S801. When the IMF is directed away from the sun (By > 0,

0 a x < 0) the above current distributions are reversed.

tijima and Poteara (19821, using the Triad Satellite data,

0 have correlated the densities of region 1 FAC in the morning

sector (0800 to 1300 MLT) during IMF By > 0 and in the afternoon

sector (1100 to 1600 MLT) during IMF B y < 0 with a variety of

40 interplanetary quantities. They have used the least square

* technique to compute the correlation coefficients. Of the

various quantities computed we will consider the following only:

40 IMF 3z, By, Akasofu's c parameter, and (B 2 + By2) sin 2 (e/2)

which closely resembles the Kan and Lee (19791 function

V sin2 (e/2).

Perreault and Akasofu (1978] and Akasofu [1979] found an

interplanetary quantity e(t) which correlates well with magnetic

storms and individual magnetospheric substorms. e(t) is known as

the energy coupling function between the solar wind and the

magnetosphere and is given by

c(t) -VB 2 sin4 (e/2) 102

where V is the solar wind speed, B is the magnitude of the

C interplanetary magnetic field, e is the angle between the z

%" direction of geocentric solar-magnetospheric coordinate and IMF

in Y,Z plane and 10 is a constant length - 7 earth radii.
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Kan and Lee [19791, on the basis of a field line

V reconnection concept, have calculated the power delivered by the

solar wind dynamo to the open magnetosphere as

P- KL2 / R - (V/R) e(t)

where, R is the equivalent resistance connected to the solar

wind-magnetosphere dynamo. *KL is the polar cap potential, given

by

= wB sin 2( e/2)

The Kan and Lee formula is similar to that of Sonnerup's (1974]

calculation of the reconnection electric field, given by

ER - VE sin(e/2)

Figure (11.7) shows region 1 current densities plotted

against negative values of B (southward) and positive values of

Bz (northward). The current densities show good correlations

with southward directed Bz but relatively poor correlation with

northward directed BZ . This supports the interpretation of a

half-wave rectifier response of the magnetosphere in regard to

Birkeland currents and Bz (Iijima and Potemra, 19821. The half-

wave rectifier response of the magnetosphere was first suggested
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by Arnoldy (1977] and shows that the merging occurs only when the

IMF has a southward component (8 > 900) and no merging component

exists when the IMF has a northward direction (8 < 900). A

geometrical explanation of this has been offered by Crooker

* (19801.

As seen in (figure 11.7), current densities of 1 to 2

#A/m2 persists at the origins of the plots indicating that a

northward IMF does not completely "shut off" the system of

Birkeland currents [Iijima and Potemra, 1982]. These currents

may be related to the convective flow (and associated electric

fields) which prevail during periods of northward IMF (Iijima and

Potemra, 19821. The electric field and the corresponding

convection pattern during periods of Northward IMF (Burke et

al., 1979] is discussed in section 2 and is shown in figure

*. (11.4).

The correlation of Birkeland current densities with By

% and (az2 + By2 )1/2 sin2(8/2) is good. The correlation with the

c parameter is fair as only the currents are considered and not

the total power.

It was pointed out by lijima and Potemra (19821 that as

C the various good correlations (noted above) dominantly involve

IMF B and B and their orientation with respect to the
y z

geomagnetic field, magnetic reconnection may play an important
'U
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% role in determining the strength of the region 1 FAC.

Reiff et al. (1981] have. shown that the magnitude of the

cross-polar cap potential drop is dependent on the orientation of

the IMF. When Bz has a southward orientation, the cross polar

cap potential drop ranges from about 50 to 150 kv (as noted from

S3-2 satellite data) and the electric field drives convection in

the anti-sunward direction (dawn to dusk electric field) over the

polar cap. The electric field can be uniformly distributed

across the summer polar cap, but more frequently it is

concentrated along either the dawn or the dusk flank of the cap

(Heppner, 19721. The particular flank along which the convection

concentrates is determined by the sign of the Y component of the

IMF [Friis-Christensen et al., 19721. During these periods the

closed and the open field line portions of the magnetosphere form

a coupled system. Reiff et al. (19811 using AE-C data have

shown that during a period of southward 8z the cross polar cap

potential drop is well correlated with various interplanetary

quantities and with the several formulae derived theoretically on

the basis of magnetic reconnection theory. Such formulae were

given by Hill (1975], Kan and Lee (1979] and many other workers.

The Kan and Lee function and Akasofu's e parameters are seen to

be well correlated with Bz south cases. Similar work has been

done by Doyle and Burke [1982].

During the periods of northward B , the cross polar cap
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potential drop decreases to about 10 kv (as noted from S 3-2

satellite data). The electric field is either very irregular or

is configured to drive antisunward convection along the flanks

of the polar cap and sunward convection in the central polar cap

(Burke et al., 1979] as shown in figure (II.4). During periods

of southward IMF the polar cap potential drop is highly

correlated with the theoretically derived merging rates (Reiff et

* al., 19811. These same theories are unable to explain polar cap

potential #P.C. variations during periods of northward IMF.

Figure (11.8) As a plot of P.C. (as measured by S 3-2).

2 .4Akasofu's c - VB sin (9/2) and the Kan and Lee function

KL - VB sin 2 (9/2) versus universal time. V and B are taken

from King's data Book (1979]. The formulae used to get 0 from c

and *KL function are based on Reiff's (19811 regression analysis

based on the data from AE-C.

- 39 + 0.014 KL

- 30 + 0.0051 e

Figure (11.8) shows that cases with Bz  > 0 is not explained by

existing models. Work needs to be done for the cases of

northward Bz and the periods of magnetic quieting. This was

suggested by Burke (private communication).

Based on ground magnetometer measurements, Maezawa (1976]
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suggested that during periods of northward IMF the open and

closed field line portions of the magnetosphere become

decoupled. Viscous interactions near the Low Latitude Boundary

Layer drive residual magnetospheric convection at these times.

It is interesting to note that the interplanetary

quantities which are well correlated with the region 1 current

system are also well correlated with the polar cap potential

drop derived on the basis of magnetic reconnection theories.

This supports the suggestion made by Iijima and Potemra [1982]

that magnetic reconnection may play an important role in

determining the strength of region 1 Birkeland currents.

(f) DISCRETE AND DIFFUSE AURORAS AND THEIR RELATION TO FACS

At this stage we can roughly classify the aurorae into two

types: discrete and diffuse. This distinction is important as

it is now believed that during an auroral substorm the first

indication is seen as the auroral breakup near an arc located

between the discrete and diffuse auroras in the midnight sector

.Akasofu, 1964]. A discrete aurora appears as a single, bright

strand, well separated from other auroras by a dark luminosity

with a latitudinal width of, at least, several tens of km.

(Kamide, 1981].

Small scale field-aligned current systems are embedded

K7
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within the large-scale current system, as detected by satellites.

Rocket experiments [Anderson and Vondrak, 1975] nave measured

currents into and out of the ionosphere with scale lengths of

- .10-20 km. Currents out of the ionosphere are carried by

energetic electrons precipitating to form discrete arcs. Return

currents are found at the equatorward boundaries of the arc.

Simultaneous measurements by the Triad satellite and by all-sky

cameras indicate that in the evening sector, discrete arcs are

found in region 1 and diffuse aurora in the region 2 current

system [Armstrong et al., 1975; Kamide and Akasofu, 1976].

There are two broad classes of discrete arcs, depending on

the regions of the ionosphere in which they are found : (1)

discrete arcs found in the auroral oval which tend to be aligned

in the magnetic east-west direction. They are produced by the

precipitation of electrons with energies of several key. (2)

Discrete arcs found in the polar cap are usually sun aligned.

They appear most frequently during periods of magnetic quieting

while the IMF has a northward component. The electrons that

produce these arcs typically have average energies of < 1 key.

The plasma sheet is not a source of discrete arcs [Burke et al.,

19811. Discrete arcs appear to be associated with inverted-V

events. Kamide and Akasofu [1976] using simultaneous satellite

and ground-based observations found that in the evening sector,

discrete arcs are confined within the latitudinal region of the

Jupward fidld-aligned current. Evans et al. (1977], Carlson and

Kelley (1977] and Kamide and Rostoker (1977] showed that the

%
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precipitating key electrons constitute the upward field-aligned

current within auroral arcs. Using all-sky camera and triad

satellite data, Armstrong et al. (1975] noted that the poleward

boundary of the discrete arc marks the poleward boundary of the

field aligned current regime.

The diffuse aurorae are characterized by electrons whose

pitch angle distributions are nearly isotropic (Burke et al.,

1980]. These electrons have energy spectra which either decrease

monotonically with increase in energy or have thermal, Maxwellian

shapes. Proton fluxes in this region are significant. Near the

equatorward boundary of this region the energy fluxes of protons

and electrons are of comparable magnitude. Kamide et al. [1979]

have shown that in the evening sector, the downward field-aligned

current was co-located with the diffuse aurora. Kamide and

Akasofu [1975] pointed out that the eastward electrojet is

observed only in the evening diffuse aurora region.

Identification of diffuse aurora in the evening hours is

relatively easy, compared to the morning hours. Using the data

from Chatanika radar, Horwitz et al. (1978] showed that the

electric field in the evening diffuse aurora is directed

generally poleward, whereas it is equatorward in the region of

'p discrete aurora. Lui et al. (1977] have established that the

evening diffuse aurora is due to electron precipitation from the

plasma sheet. Snyder and Akasofu [19741 indicated that the

diffuse aurora can also have considerable structure on small (25

- 50 km) scales especially in the morning sector.

a, .. .- ..0
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11.4 ROLE OF FIELD-ALIGNED CURRENTS IN MAGNETOSPHERE

- IONOSPHERE COUPLING

Field-aligned currents constitute the major link between

the magnetosphere and the ionosphere. The upward field-aligned

currents are carried by electrons which flow down from the

magnetosphere to the ionosphere. The return currents are carried

by cold electrons of ionospheric origin. The finite Pedersen

conductivity of the ionosphere allows the flow of Birkeland

currents which couple the convective flows of plasma in the

ionosphere and the distant magnetosphere. The power generated by

the solar wind magnetosphere dynamo is dissipated partly into the

* ionosphere by Joule heating (E-J)o The electrodynamic

magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling can be described in terms of an
p.,

electrical circuit in which the magnetosphere generally provides

a voltage source (J-E < 0) and the ionosphere represents the

electrical load (J-E > 0). The Hall currents (V i > > S2

< e < ) do not affect the energetics of the circuit.

The presence of potential drops along the field lines make

the coupling imperfect. Under such conditions of imperfect

coupling, Kan and Lee (1980] have shown that the equipotential

contours are distorted into V-shaped structures near the

convection reversal boundary and S-shaped on the equatorward

side.

An early and relatively simple theory of magnetosphere-
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ionosphere coupling was proposed by Vasyliunas (1970) and is

described schematically in the following figure.

Driving Field

or current

S..

Magnetosheric Ionospheric

Electric Field Electric Field

___ Generalized

Ohm's Law

Ionospheric

Ohm's Law

44

Kinetic Field-Aligned

Equations Current

Continuity

of Current

Particle Perpendicular

Pressure Momentum Current

Conservation

Boundary

Source Figure (11.9)
.8
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Figure (11.9) shows the outline of the calculation of

the self consistent magnetospheric convection process. The

principal quantities calculated are kept in boxes, equations or

%e principles which provide the link are shown as a line joining

;6 •the two boxes.

Since this is a closed system one can start from any

point. It is convenient to start from the magnetospheric

electric field for convenience.

Link (1): Calculation of charged particle distributions

in a given configuration of electric and magnetic fields is a

familiar process. When adiabatic processes are considered the

simplest method is to calculate the single particle

.trajectories and apply Liuoville's theorem. For nonadiabatic

processes it is necessary to develop a transport equation by

suitable transformation of the Boltzmann equation. It is also

necessary to specify the particle population at the boundary of

the region under study as a boundary condition, if the

particles can move up to the region. At 10 to 15 Re on the

nightside, the electric field is such that the particles move

from magnetotail towards the earth. Then it is necessary to

specify the particle population at the near earth end of the

magnetotail and the observed plasma sheet population is a

reasonable choice. With a knowledge of magnetospheric electric

field, the motion and distribution of protons and electrons and
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especially the plasma pressure at any point can be calculated.

Link (2): From plasma pressure gradients the electric

current perpendicular to the magnetic field can be calculated.

The momentum conservation equation for the plasma with

the approximation that the flow speed is small compared to the

plasma particle thermal speed (valid throughout the

magnetosphere beyond the plasmapause except possibly at the

neutral sheet) is

V-p - (1/c) J x B

in Gaussian units.

If the pressure is isotropic, we can solve for J and

get

"-S cB x 7V

B

(11.2)

Link (3): The current density given by (i) usually has

non-zero divergence, but the total current density should have a

zero (approximately) divergence even if the convection is highly

nonsteady, as long as quasi-neutrality is maintained. The

divergence of J must be cancelled by divergence of the

magnetic field aligned current density J11 "
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For isotropic pressure,

8 2 (B x VB) Vp
a s 8 B4

- •4(11.3)

As expected from simple pictures of particle drifts, field

aligned currents are present whenever the pressure gradient has

a component along the direction of VB drift. The total current

density flowing in and out of the ionosphere at any point must be

found by integrating the last equation along the field line.

For isotropic pressure it must be constant along the field line.

Integrating equation (11.3) we get
0

BmC Be rdl

S -2e Vp x-)
2 Be Be B

(II.4)

where, Be is the magnetic field at the equator and am is the

mirror field.

Link (4): From the requirement that these field aligned

currents must be closed by perpendicular ohmic currents in the

ionosphere, the configuration of the electric field in the
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ionosphere is obtained.

From continuity of current in the ionosphere

V . I - J sinX

("1.5)

where I is the height integrated horizontal current density, and

X is the inclination of the magnetic field.

If E at the top of the ionosphere has no horizontal

variation except on a sufficiently long scale ( 10 km), then

I- ,. ( E + Vn/c x B)

(11.6)

where E is the height integrated conductivity tensor and Vn the

velocity of neutral gas in the ionosphere. Substituting for I in

the expression for V-1, E is uniquely determined from Jl given Vn

and Z.

Link (5): The ionospheric electric field can be mapped

into the magnetosphere, and the requirement that it agrees with

the magnetospheric electric field assumed at the outset

determines the magnetospheric electric field and thus closes the

"0. system of equations.

The electric field at the top of the ionosphere and within

the magnetosphere are related by generalized ohm's laws and can
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be calculated from one another. For quasi steady convection

where the electric field is derived from a potential it is

required to calculate the potential drop along the field line

from the ionosphere to the equatorial plane. A good first

approximation is that the conductivity along the field lines is

high enough so that potential drop can be neglected and potential

can be mapped out from ionosphere to magnetosphere. Numerical

calculations based on these general concepts of Vasyliunas (1970]

were performed by Harel et al. (19811. Mirror forces, anomalous

resistivity and other effects caused by instabilities may produce

significant potential drops which can be calculated in principle

if J is known.

Apart from global coupling there are medium size coupling

events. As an example of a medium size coupling event the

westward travelling surges can be considered. The associated

* current sheets stretch out to beyond 10000 km altitude and close

through ionospheric currents. The intense field aligned current

associated with the surge itself is carried by field aligned

electron beams which have been electrostatically accelerated at

higher altitudes. The intense current sheet drives the

magnetospheric plasma unstable to the waves that heat the ions.

L- The volume of the magnetosphere affected by a westward travelling

surge is the volume connected to an area of the earth that is 60

J.*. 1in longitude and 50 to 100 in latitude along the auroral oval.

The plasma motion in this large volume give rise to currents in

both the magnetosphere and ionosphere that couple these regions
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together during substorm events.

A relatively good understanding has now emerged for the

global scale modelling of the magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling

problem (based upon such descriptions as by Vasyliunas, described

above and many recent and more detailed studies). However, the

M-I coupling problem for smaller scales involves more complex

plasma effects, like the effects associated with parallel

*potential drops. These effects involve kinetic phenomena such as

upflowing ionospheric ions and complex wave particle

interactions. These phenomena have forced us to abandon the idea

that the topside ionosphere plays a passive role in the MIC

processes. A great deal of work has been done on the

electrostatic ion cyclotron instability in terms of its effect on

particle heating and plasma transport properties. The feedback

effects of wave turbulence generated by the auroral electron beam

upon the distribution of parallel electric field have not been

quantitatively clarified.

The ion conics and ion beams play important roles in the

M-1 coupling processes. Also, anomalous resistivity can lead to

the selective acceleration of one or more ion species in a multi-

ion plasma. It is clear that wave-particle interactions and the

plasma turbulence often associated with them play a critical

role in MIC phenomena over a significant range of scale sizes.
The complex interactions between these processes are still being
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studied but it is clear that a fully satisfactory understanding

of MIC can be achieved only after all the major processes of this

type and the major interactions between microscopic and

macroscopic processes have been identified.
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CHAPTER III

LARGE SCALE RETURN CURRENTS

ON AURORAL FIELD LINES

I. 13 MOMENT CALCULATIONS
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III.1 INTRODUCTION

Previous works on the polar wind have been discussed in

Chapter I and the properties of field-aligned currents have been

reviewed in Chapter II. We are interested in investigating the

dynamics of the large scale field aligned return currents on

auroral field lines. The field aligned return currents flow from

* the magnetosphere to the ionosphere and are carried by cold

electrons of ionospheric origin. It is now well established that

the field aligned currents play an important role in the

magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling process. In terms of the

region 1/region 2 large scale field aligned current systems

[lijima and Poteara, 1976] large scale return currents are

* identified as region 1 in the morning sector and region 2 in the

evening sector. The typical strength of this current-system

2varies usually from 1.0 to 2.0 uA/m . Within the regionl/

40 region 2 current system, small-scale distributions of both upward

and downward currents are observed in association with auroral

arcs.

Mitchell and Palmadesso (1983] have performed time

dependent simulations of upward currents. The model is

1-dimensional and uses 13-moment system of transport equations of

Schunk (1977]. The plasma consists of H+ , 0+ and the electrons

with cold electrons at the upper boundary at 10 Re. The lower

boundary is at 800 km. It is shown that the flux tube plasma
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responds to the current on several time scales. The current

applied was 1 pA/IM2  The electrons are heated initially due to

precipitation in the converging magnetic field. The electric

field coupling of the electrons to the ions causes thermal

oscillations within the flux tube plasma which persist for about

an hour. The electric field and the hydrogen ion temperature

profiles returned to their polar wind values after the ions reach

equilibrium. Higher currents take longer time to reach

equalibrium.

Regions of both upward and downward currents were studied

- by Newman et al. [19861. The model is 2-dimensional and steady

a-r. state and uses adiabatic assumptions of particle motion in the

presence of a broad-scale electrostatic potential structure. The

particle distribution function is bi-Maxwellian. The magnetic

equator, the source region for hot protons and electrons, is
considered as the upper boundary. The lower boundary is located

at 1000 km to avoid particle collisions. Note that the adiabatic

model can not consider collisions. The densities of particles

are obtained by integrating the distribution function over

adiabatically allowed regions of velocity space. Shooting

techniques were then applied to solve for values of the

electrostatic potential which satisfies quasineutrality

conditions of particle densities. The smoothly-varying large-

scale potential structure described by this model is

representative of the net charge separation and Ei associated
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with inverted-V structures, where the actual net charge density

on the auroral field line is very small. Estimates of current

density show that the upward current is carried by hot electrons

of magnetospheric origin and the return current is carried by the

cooler electrons of ionospheric origin, as predicted by theory

and observations. The results indicate that broad potential

structure extending low along the field lines can only describe a

stationary quasineutral solution if the representative

ionospheric electron population is assumed to be suprathermal

(10-100 ev). The signature of a strong electric field seen to

extend down to lower altitudes can be interpreted as a sign that

cool electrons have been non-adiabatically heated. The model-

reproduces some of the general characteristics of the quiet-time

magnetosphere. However, only low current densities can be used

in this model since any instability arising due to field-aligned

currents can not be treated by these adiabatic particle

"• calculations.

as

Various instabilites can arise due to field-aligned

* currents which exceed certain threshold values. Kindel and

Kennel (1971] concluded that for a wide range of electron-to-ion

temperature ratios, the electrostatic ion cyclotron wave is

unstable to smaller currents than the ion acoustic instability. A

detailed discussion on this is given in chapter V. Burke et al.

(19831 pointed out that field-aligned return currents require

cold plasma drifts near the Kindel and Kennel 4 71 1 limit of

4K
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stability.

we have performed simulations to study the dynamics of the

large scale return currents on auroral field lines, using the

dynamic numerical model of Mitchell and Palmadesso (1983]. The

results were documented in Ganguli et al. (1985 b] and are

discussed below. We compared our results to those of Mitchell

and Palmadesso (19831 to study the difference in dynamics of

return currents versus upward currents and the current free polar

wind case.

.. J.

111.2 THE MODEL

The field line model of Mitchell and Palmadesso (1983] was

designed to dynamically simulate the behavior of the plasma in a

flux tube encompassing an auroral field line extending from an

altitude of 800 km to 10 Re. The electrons and the hydrogen ions

are the dynamic species in the model. The oxygen ions form a

static background population at a constant temperature. The

model uses the 13-moment system of transport equations of Schunk

(1977]. The distribution function is assumed to be gyrotropic

about the field line direction, which reduces the 13-moment

approximation to five moments. The five moments are number

densit,, temperatures parallel and perpendicular to the
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geomagnetic field line, and species velocity and heat flow along

~IP the line. The resulting transport equations are as follows:

an n6
at anr Any v

av -- av -k aI 1 k 11 an _A( 11 - I1  e E-GM v
at Va- r T ar mn ar7 m 6tr

(111.2)

k - - - V k El 2kT 1  ~ 6 ah 2 2h. +k II

(111.3)

aT aT1 h 4 h ST.L at V ak r -i- (-. 3 + V kT1 )A + k

(111.4)
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at-r h T + T1 ) m ar

17 8 nk 2 3Tl 4k2  2 an

- Tl - 1 T) m ar +9- (Tl - T1 ) W"E

d

'N

nk2 (T,, - T,) ( TT ) - V+ ih
m~ 3 1  's TT6

~(III.5)

where, h is the total heat flow. Other symbols are same as in

chapter I.

The collision terms used in the present simulation are

Burgers' (1979] collision terms for the case of Coulomb

collisions with corrections for finite species' velocity

differences, and are given in Appendix 2.111.

The scale of this model is large compared to the electron

Debye length, so the transport equation (III.1) for electron

number density may be replaced by an expression for charge

neutrality:

n -n +n
e -p 0

(111.6)
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We have assumed that the total flux tube current I remains

constant

I- eA (n V - n Ve )

(II1.7)

* which implies

Ve " e(n Vp -e

(111.8)

Using equations (111.2), (111.7) and (111.8) the electric

field E parallel to the field line is calculated.

s a22k raTell T 3ne
E - ;(n- v A- nev eA) - + - ,

(Tell - Tel) 2A nomeGM me &v, n v

F ner +
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III. SIMULATIONS AND RESULTS

In order to perform the field aligned current simulitions

we have to perform the current free polar wind simulation first

to be used as the initial steady state of the flux tube. These

results will be described briefly here.

II.3 Polar Wind Simulation (Zero Current)

The polar wind simulation was carried out for a current-

free case. The lower boundary is fixed at 800 km. The

simulation was carried up to an altitude of 10 RE on an unequally

spaced grid. The cell size is small at the lower end of the

field line in order to study the transport effects in the

presence of the large density gradients due to the small scale

height of oxygen and satisfy stability conditions. The tine step

selected satisfies the Courant condition. The flux tube plasma

consisting of the hydrogen ions, oxygen ions and the electrons

was initialized at a constant temperature of 2000OK. The initial

conditions used are those of Mitchell and Palmadesso [1983).

In the polar wind, the ambipolar electric field produces

the sharp increase in the hydrogen ion velocity at the lower end

of the flux tube. The hydrogen ions are further acce.erated
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upwards in the flux tube by mirror force and pressure gralients.

The oxygen ions are the dominant species up to an alti:ude of

around 3500 km. In the steady state the electrons ind the

hydrogen ions reach the same maximum velocity, as it i clear

from equation (111.8). This is shown in figure (III.l.b). The

total flux along the flux tube is conserved, i.e., nVA -

constant. Therefore, as the velocity and the area increase with

altitude the density should decrease. The hydrogen ion lensity

decreases as it flows through the diverging flux tube, s.iown in

figure (III.l.a). The electron density also decreases, due to

charge neutrality equation (III.6). Figures (III.L.a) -

(III.l.d) are from Mitchell and Palmadesso [1983).

• The hydrogen ion temperatures (shown in figure ItI.I.c)

exhibit three interesting characteristics:

(1) The temperatures increase with altitude at th3 lower

end of the tube.

(2) Adiabatic cooling - supersonic ion gas cools lown as

it expands in a diverging magnetic field.

(3) Temperature anisotropy.

The temperature increase is caused by Joule heating of the

hydrogen from collisions with the oxygen ions. This effect

becomes weaker with increasing altitude due to small scale height

of the oxygen. As a result, the hydrogen ion temp3rature

profiles show an increase in temperature before 'it echibits

adiabatic cooling. The temperature anisotropy develops around

K
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2500 km and is caused by the mirror effect where the

perpendicular energy is transferred to the parallel energy.

The electron temperature profiles (shown in figure

IZI.l.d) exhibit:

(1) Adiabatic cooling.

*(2) Temperature anisotropy.

However, the latter effect is more prominent in the hydrogen ion

temperature profiles. The electron thermal velocity is much

higher than the electron bulk flow velocity, hence thermal

conductivity is more effective at reducing flow related

temperature anisotropies and gradients for electrons.

It is also noted that when the drift velocity of the

hydrogen ions is equal to that of electrons the hydrogin ions

cool much more than the electrons. The hydrogen ion temperature

profiles maintain significant gradients at high altitules and

exhibit large temperature anisotropies at the upper end of the

flux tube.

111.4 Return Current Simulation

In this section we discuss our results of the field

aligned return current simulations and compare those with the

polar wind (zero current) case as described in Section I and with

K-11O
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the upward current case studied by Mitchell and Palmadesso

[1983).

Using the polar wind simulation as the initial steady

state of the flux tube, simulations were performed with return

22
currents with a minimum value of -1.0 uA/m2 and a peak valie of

- 2.0 #A/m2.

We will first discuss the case where a current of -1.0
A/m2
#A/u was applied. With the onset of the current the electron

velocity increases with altitude (figure 111.2). The electron

temperature profiles still exhibit adiabatic cooling and

temperature anisotropy, but since the electron velocity is much

* higher in this case as compared to the polar wind value,

the electrons cool much more rapidly with increasing altitude.

The electron temperature gradient decreases. Notice that here we

* have only considered cold electrons of ionospheric origin, like

Mitchell and Palmadesso (19831. The electron temperature

profiles are shown at time intervals of ten, thirty, fifty and

*• seventy minutes on figures (III.3.a), (III.3.b), (III.3.c) and

(III.3.d), where the response of the electron temperature

profiles with time are clearly observed. We compared our results

with the upward current case of Mitchell and Palmadesso [1983]

and notice that unlike the effects of return currents the

application of upward current reduces the electron velocity and

increases the total electron temperature. In the latter case the
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electrons are heated in the lower end of the flux tube and the

temperature gradient results in a large upward electron heat flow

and an electron thermal wave propagating up the field line.

The electric field maintains the same profile as before

but decreases in magnitude from the polar wind value, thereby

decreasing the hydrogen ion velocity. This is unlike the upward

current case of Mitchell and Palmadesso (1983], where the

ambipolar electric field increases by an order of magnitude

accelerating the hydrogen ions upwards. The decrease in H4

velocity causes a velocity ripple which in turn produces an H*

density enhancement and these propagate upwards through the flux

tube as the simulation was carried on at later times. Due to the

current conservation requirement, the electron velocity increases

at the density enhancement, and hence the upward propagating

velocity ripple is also noticed in the electrons. This effect is

clearly seen for times ten, thirty, fifty and seventy minutes

after the onset of the current as shown in figures (III.2.a),

(III.2.b), (III.2.c) and (III.2.d). After the velocity ripples

pass through the flux tube, the electron velocity settles down at

a lower value than before (but much higher than the polar wind

value) in order to maintain the current I constant. Also, the

velocity of the hydrogen ions decreases at the upper end of the

flux tube. As before the anisotropy of cooling is evident in the

hydrogen ions but the hydrogen parallel and perpendicular

temperatures increase as the H ion velocity decreases. The
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ripple in velocity produces a ripple in the temperature which,

like the velocity ripple, also flows up the flux tube with time.

The hydrogen ion temperature profiles are shown on figures

(III.4.a), (III.4.b), (III.4.c) and (III.4.d) at ten, thirty,

fifty and seventy minutes after the onset of the current.

Simulations were then performed with higher currents up to

* 2a peak current of -2.0 MA/m . The electron velocity increases

with the increase of current (shown in figure III.5.a), and the

electron temperature still exhibits adiabatic cooling and

temperature anisotropy (figure III.5.b). The ambipolar electric

4. field decreases, further decreasing the H+ velocity (figure
4.

III.5.a). Velocity ripples are observed as before and these

*• propagate through the flux tube as seen in later runs (that is,

ten, thirty, fifty and seventy minutes after the onset of this

current). To conserve the current flowing in the system, the

* electron velocity decreases (after the ripple flows out through

the tube) with the decrease in hydrogen ion velocity. However,

*: compared to the previous case, the electron velocity still

remains at a higher value, while the H+ ion velocity decreases.

VThe hydrogen ion temperature profile for this current is shown in

figure (Iii.5.c).

Kindel and Kennel (19711 examined several current driven

instabilities and showed that the electrostatic ion cyclotron

instability has the lowest threshold. Our simulations show that

'p.
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the electron drift velocity corresponding to a return current of

-1.0 /A/m 2 is already above the threshold for electrostatic ion

. cyclotron waves, because the ionospheric plasma is so cold. Much

higher currents are needed to excite instabilities in the case of

upward currents. This is an interesting and potentially

important result. This was previously suggested by Burke et al.

[1983]. The effects of anomalous resistivity and anisotropic ion

heating arising due to EIC instability and a more detailed

discussion of instability thresholds is contained in Chapter V.

- 111.5 DISCUSSIONS

We have used a dynamic numerical model to investigate the

plasma dynamics in the presence of large scale field aligned

return currents. We have also compared our results with those of

the current-free polar wind and upward current simulations. The

flux tube plasma has a rapid initial response to the onset of the

current. The electron velocity and temperature exhibit a rapid

response to a sudden change in conditions with a time constant of

about a few minutes. The electron velocity increases over its

polar wind value with the onset of current and the electron

temperatures cool rapidly with increasing altitude. The ions

a' respond on a much longer time scale. The H+ ion velocity

decreases from its polar wind value and temperature increases.
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In this chapter we have only considered cold electrons of

ionospheric origin. The electron drift velocity corresponding to

a return current of -1.0 #A/m2 exceeds the critical velocity for

exciting the EIC instability. This is an interesting and

potentially important result. The effects of the EIC instability

and anomalous resistivity arising due to the instability are

discussed in Chapter V. Similar studies of return currents using

the 16-moment system of transport equations and hot

magnetospheric electrons at the upper boundary will be discussed

in the next Chapter.

w
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CHAPTER IV

LARGE SCALE RETURN CURRENTS

ON AURORAL FIELD LINES

II. 16 MOMENT CALCULATIONS
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IV.1 INTRODUCTION

We are interested in the study of plasma transport on

auroral field lines including the effects of return currents as

*1 explained in chapter III. In chapter III, we have used our time-

dependent model based on the 13-moment system of transport

equations. In addition only cold electrons of ionospheric origin

* were considered.

In this chapter we have performed two types of

simulations. First, we have used the steady state model to

investigate the effects of return currents on auroral field line

equlibria. Then we have used the time dependent model to explore

the effects of sudden changes on plasma dynamics after the onset

of a current. The steady state model for this simulation has

been described in chaper I and Ganguli et al. (1985]. The time-

dependent model used is explained in chapter III. The electrons

are hot at the upper boundary and the transport equations used

are based on 16-moment approximations. The advantage of using

the 16-moment system of transport equations over the 13-moment is

explained in chapter I. The effects on electron temperatures due

to the hot upper boundary conditions and the cold outflow

conditions can be seen by comparing the polar wind electron

temperature profiles in Chapters I and III. We will also address

this issue in section IVA of this Chapter.
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IV.2 RETURN CURRENT SIMULATIONS

In this section we discuss the results of our field

aligned return current steady state simulations. Using the polar

wind solution as the initial steady state of the flux tube, a

series of solutions of the 16-moment equations were found with

return currents starting with a very small current of -0.1 #A/m2

The current was then increased by small increments and

simulations were carried on for a typical range of large scale

return currents. In each case the "initial guess" for the

profiles was taken to be the solution found for the previous

(lower current) case, and the equations were solved iteratively

until a new solution was found.

we will first discuss the case where a field aligned

return current of magnitude -0.1 #A/m2 was applied to the system.

With the application of current, the electron velocity increases

over its polar wind value (figure IV.1.a). The ambipolar

electric field decreases, decreasing the hydrogen ion velocity,

also shown in figure (IV.l.a). As the total hydrogen ion flux in

the flux tube is constrained to a fixed value, the decrease in

hydrogen ion velocity implies an increase in hydrogen ion

density. From the charge neutrality condition (equation 1.7) it

is clear that an increase in hydrogen ion density will increase

the elecron density also. The increasl in density due to onset

of current over its polar wind value is shown in figure (IV.5.a),

K°'2
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for all currents. The hydrogen ion temperature increases over

its polar wind value, with temperature parallel to the field line

* 2being higher than that perpendicular to the field line (shown in

figure (IV.l.b)). The hydrogen ion heat flows parallel and

0 perpendicular to the field line increase over their polar wind

*: values. The electron temperature decreases from its polar wind

" value but the direction of anisotropy remains the same, i.e., the

* temperature perpendicular to the field line is higher than that

parallel to the field line (shown in figure (IV.l.c)). The

collisions play an important role up to an altitude of 2500 km.

The magnitude of electron heat flows decrease from their polar

wind values. Since the current applied is very low the flow

characteristics of the electrons remain the same as in the polar

wind flow.

2The current was increased to -0.5 #A/ . The electron

velocity increases further, the electric field decreases, the H+

ion velocity decreases. The hydrogen ion temperature increases

and the electron temperature decreases further with altitude with

the increase in current. The hydrogen ion temperature variation

is produced mainly as an interaction between the convection

process and the adiabatic process. With the application of

current the contribution from the terms containing the hydrogen

ion heat flow anisotropy and the hydrogen ion temperature

* anisotropy increases. The hydrogen ion temperature gradient
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increases. The contribution from the terms containing the mirror

force effects increases and this increases the temperature

anisotropy of the hydrogen ions. The electron temperature

anisotropy decreases. Figures (IV.5) and (IV.6) show all the

variables for all the currents.

2
The next current was -.55 #A/m . The relative importance

of the terms and effects described above remain the same as

before and hence are not repeated here.

2

The current was increased to -.65 pA/m2 . The electron

velocity and density increase further with the increase of

V. current. The electron density gradient increases. The electron

temperature is produced as a balance between the thermal

convection and thermal conduction processes. The electron

temperatures parallel and perpendicular to the geomagnetic field

line, for this current are shown in figure (IV.2a). The

contribution from the convection terms are very important at the

lower end of the flux tube. It was found by Schunk and Watkins

11981] that the heat flow terms contribute strongly to the

temperature anisotropy. The electron temperature anisotropy

decreases and temperatures parallel and perpendicular to the

field line decrease froh the polar wind values. The magnitude of

electron heat flow decreases further in the parallel direction.

The electron parallel heat flow reverses the direction at the

lower end of the field line, which implies that the electrons
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require heat flow from the ionosphere at this altitude. The

magnitude of perpendicular heat flow decreases at the lower end

of the flux tube but increases at the upper end with the increase

of current. The electron temperature gradient decreases at the

lower end but increases at the upper end of the flux tube. The

collisions are important up to 2500 km. The hydrogen ion density

and density gradient increases. The H+ ion velocity decreases,

the temerature and temperature anisotropy increases.

We now consider a current of -1.0 #A/m2. The electron

temperature anisotropy is seen reversed at this current from

T1 > Ti to TII > T1 and is shown in figure (IV.2b). The actual

reversal of anisotropy takes place for a current of -.8 pA/mn2

*(this current is discussed in chapter V). The electron density

enhancement is shown in figure (IV.5.a). The high density flow

of the ionospheric electrons and sharp density and velocity

gradients at the bottom of the tube actually lowers the electron

temperatures before they start to ri-se again. The flow

characteristics are those of ionospheric flow at the lower end of

the flux tube, that is, the particles moving in the direction of

decreasing magnetic field decrease their velocity in the

perpendicular direction in order to preserve their adiabatic

invariant. To conserve energy, perpendicular energy is
transferred to parallel energy. The temperature parallel to the

field line is then higher than that perpendicular to the field

line. Comparing these results with those of Chapter III, it is

0
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observed that the application of return currents to upflowing

cold ionospheric electrons do not change their anisotropy. This

- flow is explained in figure (IV.3.a). The arrows in the figure

represent the direction of heat flows. Now, let us consider the

effects of a hot upper boundary for the electrons. In Chapter I

it has been shown that if the upper boundary of the electrons is

maintained at a higher temperature than the lower boundary, the

tendency of the hot downgoing electrons to conserve their

magnetic moment produces an anisotropy with T, > TI. This

, anisotropy is shown in figure (IV.3.b). The area on the left

side of the dotted line shows the part of the flux tube displayed

in all the figures while the area on the right side shows the

isotropic electron temperature boundary condition actually used

in the model. The collisions isotropize the electron

* temperatures at the lower end. The electron flow is subsonic

with cold electrons flowing out of the ionosphere and hot

electrons flowing down from the magnetosphere. The downward heat

flow or thermal conduction (h) tends to produce and anisotropy

with T1 > T,,, as shown in figure (IV.3.b). However, the thermal

convection (nkTV) tends to produce the anisotropy in the reverse

direction. In this case the downward conduction wins over the

upward convection effect. For the case of current -1.0 #A/m the

effects of thermal convection wins over the heat flow effects and

therefore we observe the anisotropy with TII > T1 .

--
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For higher currents, that is -1.5 and -2.0 pA/m 2 the

electron density and velocity are further increased. The

electron temperature anisotropy increases, with temperature

parallel to the field line higher than that perpendicular to the

field line. The electrons now show clearly ionospheric flow

characteristics. The hydrogen ion velocity decreases and

hydrogen temperature and temperature anisotropy increases.

* Figure (IV.4.a) shows species velocity for this current, (IV.4.b)

hydrogen ion temperature anisotropy and (IV.4.c) the electron

temperature anisotropy. By comparing figures (IV.l.a) and

(IV.4.a) the increase in species velocity difference with the

increase in current is clearly seen. Also (IV.l.b) and (IV.4.b)

show increase in hydrogen ion temperature anisotropy with

0 increase in current. Figures (IV.l.c) and (IV.4.c) show electron

temperature anisotropy reversal with increase of current.

OP The results of these simulations can be summarized by

observing figures (IV.5) and (IV.6). For all currents, figure
(IV.5.a) shows the electron density ratio (electron density for

any current / polar wind value), (IV.5.b) the hydrogen ion

velocities, (IV.5.c) electron velocities, (IV.6.a) H+  ion

parallel temperature, (IV.6.b) H+ ion perpendicular temperature,

(IV.6.c) electron parallel temperature, (IV.6.d) electron

perpendicular temperature and (IV.6.e) the potential drop along

the field line due to each of the currents (as calculated from

Ell) With the increase of current the following events occur
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- the electron density ratio (current / polar wind) increases

(figure IV.5.a)), the hydrogen ion velocity decreases (figure

IV.5.b) and the electron velocity increases (figure IV.5.c). The

increase in hydrogen ion parallel temperature is shown in figure

(IV.6.a); the perpendicular temperature does not change

appreciably (figure IV.6.b). The decrease in electron parallel

temperature is shown in figure (IV.6.c) and perpendicular

temperature in (IV.6.d). The potential drop along the field line

is calculated directly from the parallel electric field. Since

. is positive, the potential drop is negative and decreases in

magnitude with the increase of current.

Our simulations show that the electron drift velocity

corresponding to the current of -.65 pA/m2 is above the threshold

* of electrostatic ion cyclotron waves. Plots of the ratio of

drift velocity (defined as the relative drift between the

electrons and the ions) over critical velocity for excitation of

the instability are shown in chapter V. The EIC instability

heats the hydrogen ions and can transfer electron momentum to

ions, thereby producing anomalous resistivity. These effects

have been discussed in detail in chapter V.

We have also performed a similar series of studies of

return currents in our time dependent model (16-moment system of

transport equations used) to show how the flux tube plasma reacts

to sudden changes in conditions, as we apply currents to the
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steady state polar wind. The results of application of current

in steady state, i.e., the effects on the final equilibrium, have

already been discussed. The effects of time variation will now

be explained.

We start our simulation with a current of magnitude

-1.0 pA/m 2 applied to the initially steady state polar wind. The

*O electron velocity and temperature have rapid response to sudden

changes in conditions with a time constant of about a few

minutes. The sudden change in current produces a density

* enhancement which spreads and grows in time to form a new

equilibrium. Electron density variation is shown at 1 1/2

minutes (figure IV.7.a) after the onset of a current of -1.0

2* pA/m 2 . The density enhancement is seen in a narrow region at the

lower end of the flux tube where the ambipolar electric field is

strong. With the increase of time the density enhancement

spreads and increases in magnitude as shown at 12 1/2 minutes

(figure IV.7.b), 28 minutes (figure IV.7.c) and 4 hours (figure

IV.7.d) after the onset of the current. At the steady state the

electron density has increased with the application of current.

The electric field decreases with the application of current,

which decreases the hydrogen ion velocity. Figure (IV.8.a) shows

the decrease in hydrogen ion velocity with time from 4 1/2

minutes to 12.3 minutes after the onset of the current. The

decrease in H+ ion velocity causes a velocity ripple which in

turn causes the density ripple and these propagate upwards
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through the flux tube in time. The time constant for variation

.. of electron velocity is about a few minutes. The species

velocity profiles are shown in figures (IV.8.b) - (IV.8.d) for
-4

times 12 1/2 minutes, 28 minutes and 4 hours after the onset of

the current. The electron temperature anisotropy of the polar

wind (T1 > T,,) reverses (T,, > T1 ) after about 1 1/2 minutes after

the onset of the current. The time constant for variation of

electron temperature is approximately 1 1/2 minutes. The

electron temperature variation with time is shown for parallel

and perpendicular temperature separately from 1 1/2 minutes to

4 1/2 minutes in figures (IV.9.a) and (IV.9.b), 4 1/2 minutes to

12.3 minutes in figures (IV.9.c) and (IV.9.d). These figures

illustrate the decrease in electron temperature with time. The

final configuration after 4 hours is the same as in figure

(IV.3). The time changes of electron thermal energy flows

parallel and perpendicular to the field line are shown from 1 1/2

to 4 1/2 minutes in figures (IV.10.a) and (IV.10.b). Some

noticable change in the hydrogen ion parallel temperature profile

is seen only after 4 1/2 minutes (figure IV.ll.a). The H+ ion

temperature after 12 1/2 minutes is shown in Figure (IV.ll.b) and

after 4 hours in (IV.ll.c). The time changes of H+ ion thermal

energy flows parallel to the field line is shown from 4 1/2 to

12 1/2 minutes in figure (IV.12). Note that the H ion

perpendicular heat flow does not change much with time. The

behavior of the ion mass and energy transport in the

collisionless region determines the time scales on which the flux
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tube plasma reaches equlibrium.

22
The current was then increased to -1.5 #A/m . Since the

increment in current was only 0.5 A/m 2 relative to an already

existing steady state of -1.0 /A/m20 the changes in parameters

are not as dramatic as in the previous case. The electron

density ratio for this current over the polar wind value is shown

in figure (IV.13) after 4 hours and 6 minutes after the onset of

this current. Appreciable change in the H+ ion velocity is

noticed after 12 minutes. The electron temperature changes after

22 seconds with TII > T, shown in figure (IV.14). The variation

of H+ heat flows and temperatures were very slow with time. The

final steady state was reached in 4 hours 6 minutes. The

* electron velocity increases and the electrons cool down further.

Current of -2.0 uA.m 2 was then applied to steady state

solutions of -1.5 pA/m 2 . rhe electron velocity increases

further. The density ratio of this current over the polar wind

increases and a ripple is observed at 1 1/2 minutes, shown in

figure (IV.15.a). At 4 1/2 minutes the velocities and electron

temperatures show noticable change but H+ ion temperatures do not

change much. The density ratio is shown 12 minutes after the

onset of the current in figure (IV.15.b), after 30 minutes in

(IV.15.c) and after 3 hours 51 second in (IV.15.d). The velocity

profiles after 12 minutes are shown in figure (IV.16.a), electron
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temperatures in (IV.17.a), hydrogen ion temperatures in

(IV.18.a). The species velocity profiles at 3 hours 51 seconds

in a converged run is shown in figure (IV.16.b), electron

temperatures in (IV.17.b) and H+ ion temperatures in (IV.18.b).

IV.3 DISCUSSIONS

We have studied the effects of return currents on auroral

field line equilibria. It is seen that electron temperature

anisotropy reverses with the increase of return current. The

time-dependent calculations show that this reversal takes place

in the first few minutes after the onset of current. The time

constants for variation of electron temperature and velocity are

- only a few minutes while that for hydrogen ion temperature is

about half an hour. This reversal of anisotropy was not observed

in the similar calculations in Chapter III, where we have used

only cold electrons of ionospheric origin. These electrons with

anisotropy T1 > T1 , cool down further with the application of

return current.

The electron drift velocity corresponding to a current of
S-0.65 uA/m 2  is unstable to the electrostatic ion cyclotron

instability. Non-linear effects such as anisotropic ion heating
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and anomalous resistivity can arise due to this instability. The

effects of these anomalous transport processes on" the field line

equilibria will be discussed in chapter V.

C
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CHAPTER V

ANISOTROPIC ION HEATING AND ANOMALOUS RESISTIVITY

IN THE AURORAL RETURN CURRENT REGION

,
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V.1 INTRODUCTION

The field-aligned currents can give rise to various

instabilites. Electromagnetic waves, whose phase velocities tend

to be of the order of Alfven speed or larger, require very strong

currents. Electrostatic waves, whose phase velocities are

comparable with particle thermal speeds, only require relative

drifts of the order of particle thermal speeds in both high and

low density plasmas. Therefore, electrostatic waves are more

likely to be unstable in the ionosphere. Drumnmond and Rosenbluth

(1962] first showed that w hen the electron to ion temperature

ratio is near unity, oblique electrostatic waves near the ion

cyclotron frequency are unstable to smaller currents than is the

*parallel propagating ion acoustic wave. For the conditions

existing in the topside ionosphere Kindel and Kennel [1971]

compared the current-driven electrostatic ion acoustic (Fried and

Gould, 19611 and ion cyclotron instabilities [Drummond and

Rosenbluth, 19621 and concluded that for a wide range of

electron-to-ion temperature ratios, the electrostatic ion

V

cyclotron wave is unstable to smaller currents. Therefore,

re

before the conditions for ion acoustic instability are reached,

the ion cyclotron waves should already be unstable. The EIC

waves were shown to be unstable to cold electron fluxes of the

order of 109 - 10 10 el/cm 2/sec by Kindel and Kennel (1971]. This.

implies that the magnitude of the critical current for exciting

the KIC instability in the auroral ionosphere is 1.6 A/n.

However, our calculations show that the eIC instability is
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excited at a much lower current which is 0.65 #A/m2. The ions

cool down as they flow in a divergent flux tube and are heated as

a result of the onset of the instability. Kindel and Kennel

(19711 have considered fixed electron temperature and a fixed ion

temperature which is higher than our ion temperatures and did not

-consider the effects of the temperature anisotropy. The higher

ion temperature actually increases the threshold for the

instability by increasing the critical velocity and thus

" requiring higher currents, as we will discuss later in this

Chapter.

Kindel and Kennel (19711 calculated a critical drift

velocity for exciting electrostatic ion cyclotron waves in a

hydrogen plasma for arbitrary electron (Te) to ion temperature

(T ) ratio. Kai Fong Lee (1972) carried out similar calculations
p

for EIC waves but considered the effects of temperature

anisotropy. He found that the properties of the instability

depend on the ratio of parallel electron temperature to

perpendicular ion temperature (T01l/Tpl). This ratio can be

viewed as the product of the ratio of parallel electron to

parallel ion temperature (Tell/Tpi) and the ion temperature ratio

(T /T The critical drift velocity is approximately

inversely proportional and growth rate is approximately directly

proportional to this ratio, but as this temperature ratio

increases the dependence on (Te/T becomes less sensitive.
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In our model we have seen that drift velocity
,corresponding to a current of -0.65 UA/M 2  is unstable to

electrostatic ion cyclotron waves. Palmadesso et al. (1974]

showed that in the absence of plateau formation EIC instability

leads to rapid and substantial ion heating. The model assumed

the plateau formation was completely inhibited. The instability

is excited in the region where the drift velocity is initially

greater than the critical velocity. The electrostatic ion

cyclotron instability converts the kinetic energy of electron

current flow into turbulent fluctuation energy, most of which

*resides with the ions and ultimately appears as ion thermal

energy. The ion temperature and the critical drift (V cH) rise

rapidly until VcH is nearly equal to the drift velocity of

electrons at each altitude, whereupon the instability is almost

shut off i.e., the growth rate tends to zero. At this point the

turbulence and heating rate are sharply reduced and an

* equilibrium is established. The residual turbulence pumps heat

into the ions at just the rate at which thermal conductivity and

other processes can pump it out of the turbulent region. The EIC

to instability can still be excited provided the correspondingly

higher thresholds of the electron drift velocity are exceeded.

This calculation made use of idealized semi-empirical profiles of

4ionospheric parameters, and did not attempt to include plasma

transport effects in a self consistent way. Ionson et al. (1976]

performed a similar calculation of heating in which tney have

considered ion temperature anisotropy. Their results show that
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the ions are heated primarily perpendicular to the magnetic

field. Again, this study emphasized -the physics of the

instabilities and plasma transport process were not explicitly

modelled. Dakin et al. [1976] have investigated ion heating due

to electrostatic ion cyclotron turbulence in a Q-machine bariumI. plasma and arrived at the same conclusion, namely, the ions are

heated primarily in the direction perpendicular to the background

magnetic field.

-2 The EIC waves can transfer electron momentum to ions,
.q.

thereby giving rise to anomalous resistivity. Anomalous

-. resistivity allows for energy to be taken out of the ordered

particle motion such as drifts and put into fluctuating fields

and it allows the momentum to be exchanged between the species

[Liewer and Krall, 19731. Resistivity can be classical, where

coulomb collisions transfer electron momentum to ions. In a

unmagnetized collisionless plasma, interaction with ion waves

leads to transfer of electron momentum to ions. In a magnetized

"* collisionless plasma the electron first adiabatic invariant tends

to be conserved in low frequency, large (compared to electron

larmour radius) scale size ion wave structures. Continuous

transfer of electron momentum to ion waves is difficult. When

the electron motion is adiabatic, motion is essentially one-

dimensional. Parallel velocity space diffusion is required for

resistivity. But, strong diffusion rapidly destroys those

features of the distribution function which are required to
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produce it (positive slopes, multiple streams etc.). Therefore,

parallel diffusion in velocity space is invariably a transient

phenomenon. Anomalous resistivity produced in the conventional

way by the electrostatic ion cyclotron instability, ion acoustic

and Buneman instabilities is short lived for these reasons when

the electrons are adiabatic.

A new resistivity model based on nonlinear theory was

suggested by Palmadesso [1979]. Haber et al. (19781 and Rowland

et al. [1981 b] have demonstrated the new resistivity model

through their particle simulations. They have shown that under

the conditions prevailing in the aurora, the conservation of the

first adiabatic invariance is violated for electrons above a

certain threshold velocity by the action of a high frequency

electron instability which arises when electrons flow in the

presence of large amplitude ion waves. The existence of a

* threshold velocity implies a critical drift velocity, V which

must be exceeded before resistivity is significant. This causes

strong dc resistivity and generates electron distributions in

good agreement with observations. Large amplitude ion cyclotron

waves have been observed by S3-3 [Kintner et al., 19781. In the

presence of an electric field parallel to the ambient strong

magnetic field these large amplitude ion waves prevent the

acceleration of the bulk of the plasma electrons leading to the

formation of a runaway tail. The major portion of the electron

distribution function is trapped under these conditions. The
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electron distribution function is composed of a central part

carrying little or no current and a runaway tail due to untrapped

electrons which carry the current. This distribution is unstable

[Haber et al., 1978] and gives rise to the high frequency

instability ("anomalous Doppler resonance instability") mentioned

above. Rowland et al. [1981 a] have shown that by including the

quasineutrality effect, most of the electrons can be trapped for

Sn/n > 1/4 independent of the detailed shape or spacing of the

cavities of ion waves. The untrapped electron momentum is

transferred to the electron waves which in turn transfer their

momentum to trapped electrons and finally to the ions. The

distribution function obtained by Rowland et al. [1981 b] from

their simulation of these parameters was compared to that

measured by Kaufmann et al. (19781 and was found to be similar.

Rowland and Palmadesso (1983] have shown through a series of

"- > 2(1/2)-D particle simulations that the acceleration of runaways

is limited not only by an interaction via the anomalous Doppler

resonance with electron waves at wk - ecose, but also with the

low frequency ion waves. Both interactions act to pitch angle

scatter the high velocity electrons and lead to the appearance of

anomalous resistivity. Thus, large amplitude ion waves such as

the ion cyclotron waves observed on the auroral field lines act

to prevent the acceleration of the bulk of the electrons and to

limit the acceleration of the high velocity runaways.

Mitchell and Palmadesso (1984] have studied some effects

K
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of anomalous resistivity in the region of upward currents, usingI a 13 moment model. They have shown how 0+  ions can be

accelerated upwards along the auroral field lines due to

resistive momentum transfer, if the resistivity is produced as a

result of an H+ ion wave. In this case the H+ ions experience

a LPthe resistive electric field as well as an oppositely directed

41 resistive drag force associated with the ion wave, while the 0+
JI ions react only to the electric field. Ion heating associated

with the current driven EIC instability was not modelled in these

calculations. The effects of anomalous resistivity are expected

* to be different in the return current regions. The direction of

the resistive electric field is reversed in the return current

region, so this effect would tend to exert a downward force on

the ions. Also, ion heating due to ZIC instabilities is likely

to have a substantial effect on the generation of thermal

anisotropies, which in turn modify the stability properties of

the auroral plasma flow. As noted above, these processes have

not been previously studied in the context of the return current

regions.

We will add both SIC heating and anomalous resistivity to

our simulation. SIC waves will be excited for VD > VcH and these

waves will heat the ions transversely. Then for VD > VcR

(provided VcR > VcH) anomalous resistivity will be generated.

The thermal energy generated by the resistivity is primarily

* given to the electrons. The modifications to the transport
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equations in order to maintain momentum and energy conservation

with these processes included are discussed in Appendix (3.V).

We shall compare all our results with our previous runs of the

same currents to show the effects of electrostatic ion cyclotron

instability and anomalous resistivity in the auroral return

current region. The results will also be compared with

experimental observations.

V.2 THE MODEL

In order to simulate ion heating and resistivity it is

necessary to add an anomalous friction to this model. The

anomalous collision frequency for the EIC instability is assumed

to have a simple form

epH ".0op ne) ca VD >- VCH

* V D< V cVepH 0 0 H
Iv.

(V-1)
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where, VD is the relative drift velocity between the

electrons and the ions,

9gp is the hydrogen ion cyclotron frequency.

The numerical coefficient in the expression for VepH in this

Chapter is a free parameter which is chosen for numerical

stability and to express qualitatively the effects of the

anomalous collision processes.

The critical velocity for exciting the EIC instability is

given by (Lee, 1972]:

cH P (ln [2cr (/u*) . ()1
Vtherlip 4(#;) P

(V.2)

where,

(T/2 (!2)1/2
C" tTpl t%,J tme

C
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1 - G + (!2,,]
i T A.l Toi

G n r (Atp) + 1 lp

2 2 p

I~I.

rn jp ) - I zn 01 p

i in is the modified Bessel function of order n.

.. * is the value of pi which minimizes ( 1 + 4)/4, namely

-.4

T p s1, for this value of /jp ,(1 - G) - 0.258.

4.q

r (1) 0.21.
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The perpendicular ion heating rate due to the EIC instability is

given in terms of the effective collision frequency by

k kTO2Luv m~ Vd2
&t ep p

(v.3)

-,where, n 0m e V -p nm v..

- The anomalous collision frequency for the resistivity is given by

[Mitchell and Palmadess o, 19841

QepR p00 n~ e~ cR 2 VD VcR

ep v 0 VD <VcR

(V.4)
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The critical velocity for anomalous resistivity is assumed to

scale as indicated below (based on the work of Rowland et al.

1983):

."cR - Vther,

(V.5)

where, w is the plasma frequency

, is the electron cyclotron frequency

Vtherlle is the electron thermal velocity

L .p..

eB

The flux is conserved and therefore B is calculated from the

total area A of the flux tube, such that AB - constant.

The electron heating rate due to anomalous resistivity is also

expressed in terms of an effective collision frequency given in

equation (V.4).

VIP
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(V.6)

V.3 SIMULATIONS WITH ION HEATING AND RESISTIVITY

In this section we carry on simulations to study the

effects of the ion heating and anomalous resistivity on our

previously studied cases of currents discussed in Chapter IV. We

have also varied the co-efficients of the anomalous collision

*frequencies (equations V.1 and V.4) to study their effects on the

ion and electron heating rates. In all the figures the changes

of the variables due to the EIC instability and the anomalous

resitivity are shown in comparison with their previous values

with current only. We shall use the expression 'current only'

frequently in this chapter. By 'current only' we mean the

0 plasma flow with effects due to currents and where effects of the

EIC instability and the resistivity were not included in the

model. The solid lines in the figures represent the variable for

such current only cases and the dashed lines represent the

effects of the changes due to the ion heating and the anomalous

resistivity on the variable.
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4,:

The ratios of relative drift velocity between the

electrons and the ions and the critical velocities for exciting

the EIC instability are calculated for all the currents and are

shown in figure (V.l.a). The theoretical calculations of K. F.

Lee (1972] show that the critical velocity for exciting the EIC

instability decreases as the ratio of perpendicular ion

temperature to parallel electron temperature. (TpL/Tell) decreases.

Our calculations show that with increase in altitude the relative

drift velocity increases. Also, the H+  ion thermal velocity

decreases (except where the H+  ion parallel temperature

increases) and the ratio of Tpi/Tell decreases with altitude,

thereby decreasing the critical velocity for the the EIC

instability (equation V.2). If the electron temperature is held

constant, the critical drift would increase with the increase in

ion temperature until V almost equals VD, whereby the
cH D

instability is almost shut off. This case was discussed by

Palmadesso et al. (1974]. They have also shown that by

increasing the electron temperature (which remained constant

throughout the entire length in their calculations) the critical

ion temperature can be increased. It is interesting to note that

by increasing the electron temperature or the anomalous collision

frequency the critical velocity for exciting the EIC instability

can be modified and the range of the EIC instability can be

extended.

The ratios of VD/VcR for all the currents are shown in

4.
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figure (V.l.b). The critical velocity for the resistivity

decreases with altitude. with increase in altitude, the electron

thermal velocity increases, plasma frequency decreases with

Vdecreasing density and the electron cyclotron frequency decreases

faster than the plasma frequency with decreasing magnetic field,

thereby decreasing the critical velocity for the resistivity as

shown in equation (V.4).

2For a current of -0.65 pA/m the electrostatic ion

cyclotron instability turns on at an altitude of 1.16 Re, where

the relative drift velocity exceeds the critical drift necessary

to excite the EIC instability given in equation (V.2). The

instability heats the hydrogen ions transversely, as shown in

figure (V.2.c). The H ion heating rate shown in figure (V.9.a)

is seen to be relatively constant after an altitude of 3 Re. The

increase in H ion temperature due to the heating tends to

increase the hydrogen ion scale height. The ambipolar electric

field, which is inversely related to the scale height of the H+

* ions, decreases as a result of this increase in scale height,

'4 compared to the previous runs with current only. The decrease in

ambipolar electric field decreases the hydrogen ion velocity at

the lower end of the tube (figure V.2.b). The H+ ion density

increases for flux conservation. This increases the electron

density to maintain charge neutrality. The ratio of the electron

density with this instability relative to the current only case

is shown in figure (V.2.a). The total current I remains
K1
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4constant, which reduces the electron velocity as is evident from

equation (1.9) and shown in figure (V.2.b). The electron

2 temperatures decrease at this altitude. The hydrogen ion

parallel temperature increases compared to the case of current

only where the H velocity decreases. The H+ ion parallel and

perpendicular heat flows are shown in figure (V.2.e).

The anomalous resistivity turns on at an altitude of 4.4

Re, where the relative drift velocity exceeds the critical drift

velocity to excite anomalous resistivity given in equation (V.5).

The electrons are heated rapidly because of the resistivity both

in the parallel and perpendicular directions. The electron

..-. temperature profiles are shown in the figure (V.2.d). The

resistivity adds heat isotropically and is strongest at the upper

end of the tube. Transport effects on the downward flowing heat

then make TI > TII, as explained in Chapter IV. The electric

field is due to the ambipolar field, EA, and the resistive

electric field ER (IR drop). The ion heating tends to decrease

the ambipolar electric field EA = - A / AL by increasing the

scale height AL, but the increase in electron temperature tends

-- to increase the ambipolar field by increasing the ambipolar

potential AA' The ambipolar and resistive electric fields act

N in opposite directions and therefore compete. At high altitudes

the electric field is mainly resistive. The effects of electron

thermal energy flow at low altitudes due to electron heating at

high altitudes tends to increase the ambipolar electric field at
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low altitudes by increasing 4A but the ion heating effect

dominates and the field decreases at low altitude as a result.

V However, the increase in the ion scale height 4L and electron

. temperauture Te means that the ambipolar field becomes stronger

at high altitudes. At higher altitudes, the ambipolar electric

field and the mirror forces tend to accelerate the H+ ions,

whereas the resistive electric field tends to decelerate the

ions. The resistive electric field is balanced by the anomalous

friction terms and as a result the H+ ion velocities increase

over their previous values with current only. The hydrogen ion

parallel temperature decreases corresponding to this increase in

the H+ ion velocity. The electron velocity also increases to

, maintain the total current constant.

The collision frequency defined in equation (V.l) is now

reduced by half and the above calculations were repeated. It has

been shown that the decrease in this frequency decreases the

heating rate in the perpendicular ion temperature and the

parallel and perpendicular electron temperatures as expected.

The final effects and the relative importance of the terms remain

4the same. Higher electron temperature at the upper end of the

field line would allow for higher heat flows in the flux tube.

4The density ratio between the two frequency runs is shown in
figure (V.3.a), species velocity profiles are shown in figure

(V.3.b), the hydrogen ion temperature parallel and perpendicular

to the field line compared to previous runs with higher frequency
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are shown in figure (V.3.c), similar plots of the H+ ion heat

flows in (V.3.e), the electron temperatures in figure (V.3.d)

and the electron heat flows in (V.3.f). Dashed lines are not

used in the figures since the curves are very close to each

other. For the above reasons we would carry on our next set of

calculations with this collision frequency.

The current is now increased to -0.8 #A/m2 . The

remarkable result seen with this current is that the electron

/ otemperature anisotropy changes at the lower end of the flux tube,
A i.e., from Te± > Tei to Tei > Te. The change in the anisotropy

has been explained in Chapter IV and is shown in figure (V.4).

With the increase of current the EIC instability and the

*resistivity turn on at lower altitude than the previous case.

The EIC instability and the perpendicular ion heating turn on at

0.98 Re. The ion transverse heating rate is higher than that

compared to the lower current case. This is due to the increase

in drift velocity (occurs in the expression for the heating rate,

given in equation (V.3)) with the increase in current. The

resistivity is turned on at 3.5 Re. The strong transverse

heating is observed as before. The temperature anisotropy

observed is not very high since the temperature at the upper end

is held constant at 60000K and the lower end at 10000K. The

-effects described for current -0.65 pA/M and the relative

importance of the terms remain the same.
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2The current is now increased to -0.9 uA/m. The EICS
instability turns on at .85 Re and the anomalous resistivity at 3

Re. The effects explained above enhance in magnitude due to the

increase in current. The heating rates with currents and

altitude are shown in figures (V.10) and (V.9). The electron

temperatures are shown in figure (V.5).

The EIC instability turns on at .8 Re for a current of

-1.0 pA/m2. The sharp increase in H+  ion perpendicular

temperature is shown in figure (V.6.a). The resistivity turns on

at 2.6 Re. The electron temperature anisotropy for current only

case was Tell > Te±. With the onset of resistivity strong

transverse electron heating is seen, which reverses the direction

4of anisotropy. This is shown in figure (V.6.b).

2The next current studied was -1.1 #A/m. The effects

observed are similar to -1.0 #A/m2 with enhanced magnitude and

therefore, will not be repeated,

2
The current was then increased to -1.5 #A/m2 . The

multiplication factor of the anomalous collision frequency is

changed to 0.001 in order to avoid difficulties in obtaining

converged solutions. The EIC instability turns on at .4 Re and

the anomalous resistivity at 1.6 Re. The electron density ratio

for this case is shown in figure (V.7.a) and tht velocity

profiles are shown in figure (V.7.b). The H ion perpendicular

K
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temperature (figure V.7.c) has now increased to 6100*K at the

upper boundary. The H+ ion heat flows are shown in figure

(V.7.e). At the lower boundary the hydrogen ion perpendicular

heat flows from the ionosphere to the magnetosphere and then

encounters a heat source around 4 Re, due to the anomalous

heating effects. The heat flow has a positive divergence around

4 Re and a negative divergence located around 1.5 Re

corresponding to the minimum of the H ion perpendicular

temperature curve. Perpendicular ion thermal energy is generated

by the EIC instability at high altitudes and conducted downwards

and upwards. The downflowing heat is absorbed by cold low

altitude ions and convected (nkTV) upwards with the flow. The

increase in the perpendicular thermal energy tends to convert

this energy to parallel thermal energy and this process tends to

increase the H+  ion parallel temperature. However, the

convective flow velocity increases over the current only case and

this tends to decrease the parallel temperature. The latter

process dominates and the S+ ion parallel temperature decreases

at higher altitudes. The electron temperature profiles are shown

in figure (V.7.d). The electron temperature anisotropy shows

T > TII. The reasons for the anisotropy reversal are explained

in Chapter IV. The electron heat flows are shown in figure

(V.7.f). The introduction of effective anomalous collisions tend

to decrease the electron heat flows. The anomalous collision

frequency is then increased to 0.002 and, as expected, the H+ ion

perpendicular temperature and the electron temperatures increase
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further.

The ratio of the drift velocity over H+ ion and electron

thermal velocities are shown in figures (V.8.a) and (V.8.b).

With the increase in current, the relative drift velocity

increases and the EIC instability and the hydrogen ion transverse

heating turn on at lower altitudes (figure V.l.a and V.9.a).

* Also, the H+ ion perpendicular temperature increases with current

at all altitudes. The density increases at the lower end of the

flux tube but the density ratio for all EIC cases to the

4 corresponding current only cases remained almost the same. The

anomalous resistivity turned on at lower altitudes with increase

in current (figure V.l.b). According to our preimposed

conditions the resistivity turns on only after the EIC

instability turns on. The electron transverse and longitudinal

heating rates increase with currents and are shown in figures

(V.9.b) and (V.9.c). Three kinds of electron temperature

profiles were observed for current only cases :

(1) For lower currents up to -0.65 #A/m2 and TeI > TelIl the

resistivity heated the electrons but did not change the direction

of anisotropy.
2

(2) For currents up to -0.9 uA/m , where the anisotropy reversed

direction at the middle of the flux tube, the heating caused the

reversal at lower altitudes.

2(3) For currents of -1.0 #A/m and above where Tel1 > Tel, the

resistivity changed the direction of anisotropy.
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The heating rates for all the currents were then plotted forEdifferent altitudes, from 3 Re to 7 Re. The H+ ion heating rates
were observed to reach saturation after a certain altitude for

each current, shown in figure (V.9.a). Figure (V.10.a) shows

that the heating rates do not change much with altitude except to

a small degree for higher currents. The electron perpendicular

and parallel heating rates increase with altitude and figures

(V.10.b) and (V.10.c) exhibit heating rate for different

altitudes. The potential drop along the tube for all currents is

plotted in figure (V.1l.a) and that for a current of -1.5 #A/m2

is plotted in figure (V.1l.b). With the increase in current and

altitude, the contribution of resistive terms to the electric

field increases. The electric field is mainly ambipolar at lower

altitudes and resistive at higher altitudes. The electric field

changes sign due to this change and this changes the- sign of the

- - potential drop along the field line.

If the potential drop along the field line is calculated
for a specific current, then from Ohm's law we can calculate the

resistivity of the tube. Based cn such calculation, a plot of

resistance versus current is presented in figure (V.1.2). The

resistance changes approximately linearly with current. The

negative sign in resistance is due to the change in sign of the

potential drop, which changes from negative to positive. The

negative resistance at the lower currents is due to thermo-

electric effects associated with ambipolar electric field. The

anomalos resistance is positive and increases with the current.
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V.4 DISCUSSIONS

We have investigated the effects of the EIC instability

and anomalous resistivity in the auroral return current region.

*6 The hydrogen ions are heated transversely due to the EIC waves

and the anomalous resistivity heats the electrons. It is

interesting to note that by increasing the electron temperature

or the anomalous collision frequency the critical velocity for

exciting the EIC instability can be modified and the range of the

EIC instability can be extended. Our calculations show that the

*' critical current for exciting the EIC instability in the auroral

Ionosphere is lower than that calculated by Kindel and Kennel

[1971]. It should be noted that the heating and resistivity

discussed here may be quite large in the real situation but they

are restricted to smaller values in this simulation by the need

to maintain numerical stability and stay within the limits of

approximations implicit in the fluid equations.

Burch et al. (1983] concluded that the cold ionospheric

electrons which carry the downward region-1 Birkeland currents on

the morning side are accelerated upwards by potential drops of a

few tens of ev at altitudes above 1 Re. Measurements were made

by the High Altitude Plasma Instrument (HAPI) on DE-1 satellite.

The observations were made primarily near the equatorward edge of

the morningside polar cusp and sporadically throughout the cusp

region. Upward electron beams of ehergies from 20 eV to 200 eV

0
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are observed. The resistive electric field is in the right

direction to accelerate the electrons upwards. As noted earlier

the strength of the anomalous resistivity used in the model is

limited by numerical stability considerations but the actual

values may be larger. The resistive electric field is balanced

by anomalous friction for most electrons but a few may run away

and be accelerated by the field. This may explain the

observations of Burch et al.
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CONCLUSIONS

AND DIRECTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK

Multimoment time dependent and steady state multifluid

plasma simulations have been performed to study the dynamics of

the auroral field line plasma in the presence of large scale

field-aligned return currents. The theoretical formulations are

based on the 13- and 16-moment systems of transport equations.

First, in Chapter I, the plasma transport in the high

latitude topside ionosphere has been studied in the absence of

any field-aligned currents. The electron gas is collision

dominated below 2500 km. Above this altitude electron

temperature anisotropy develops with T1  > TI. The hydrogen ion

-- temperature shows reverse anisotropy, i.e., T,, > Ti . The H+ ion

temperature also exhibits adiabatic cooling as the supersonic ion

gas expands in a diverging magnetic field. Our results are in

good agreement with previous theoretical studies of polar wind

and recent experimental observations. These are the first

successful solutions to the 16-moment system of transport

equations for the polar wind.

In Chapter II, the previous observations of the FAC system

in the earth's magnetosphere have been reviewed.
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The field-aligned return current simulations have been

performed in three stages. The time dependent simulations of

Chapter III show that application of a return current to the cold

ionospheric upflowing electrons (with cold upper boundary) does

not change the electron temperature anisotropy. In Chapter IV, a

hot upper boundary has been used for the electrons. The results

indicate that the application of return currents to steady state

plasma (with a hot electron upper boundary and downward heat

flow) reverses the electron temperature anisotropy. In addition,

the electron temperature decreases and the electron velocity

increases after the application of current. The H+  ion

temperature increases and the H+  ion velocity decreases. The

time dependent simulations show the effects of changes in plasma
dynamics due to a sudden application of current. The electron

velocity and temperature have a rapid response to a sudden change

in conditions with a time constant of about a few minutes. The

H+ ion temperature changes on a much longer time scale. Also,

the behavior of the ion transport in the collisionless region
..

determines the time scales on which the flux tube plasma reaches

equilibrium.

Our simulations show that the electron drift velocity

corresponding to a current of -0.65 wA/m is above the threshold

for electrostatic ion cyclotron (EIC) waves. This limit is lower

than that calculated by Kindel and Kennel [19711, since we have

considered temperature anisotropy and have calculated the ion and
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electron temperatures in a self consistent way. Kindel and

Kennel (19711 have used fixed ion.and electron temperatures.

In Chapter V, we have studied the transport effects which

occur when the EIC instability heats the hydrogen ions in the

perpendicular direction. The heating rate is controlled by the

anomalous collision frequency. The EIC instability can transfer

electron momentum to the ions, thereby giving rise to anomalous

resistivity. The electrons are heated due to resistivity. The

downward electron heat flow or thermal conduction competes with

the upward convection effects to determine the direction of the

electron temperature anisotropy. When the resistivity is strong

the heating effects dominate. The increase in the electron

temperature caused by anomalous resistivity decreases the

critical velocity for exciting the EIC instability and this

modifies the way the EIC instability heats the ions. The

amplitude of the EIC waves depend on the ion and electron

temperatures. From the above calculations we can estimate the

electric field associated with the EIC waves.

The potential drop along the field line has been

calculated for all currents and from Ohm's law (V - IR) the

resistivity of the flux tube was calculated. The resistivity is

C' negative for lower currents due to thermo-electric effects

associated with the ambipolar electric field and positive for

higher currents due to anomalous resistance which is positive and
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increases with current. This relationship between field aligned

resistivity and field aligned current may be useful in future

studies of the transverse distribution of return currents

associated with a narrow or discrete region of upward currents.

This may lead to an explanation for the observations of Burke et

al. (19831 i.e., the transverse spread of the return currents.

These calculations provide interesting insights into the

effects of anomalous transport processes in the auroral return

current region. However, the heating rates were resticted to

lower values due to the numeric stability conditions imposed by

the steady state process. In the future, we plan to study higher

currents and higher heating rates. Whether higher currents will

increase the VcH so that the marginal stability condition

VcH ' VD will arise is not predictable from this study.

Results show that 16-moment model yields reasonable

results which can be understood in physical terms, and this

provides some confidence that such models may be useful in the

future for large scale magnetospheric modelling.

.
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APPENDIX 1.I

The collision terms used in Chapter I for the 16-moment

system of transport equations are shown here. As explained in

Chapter I these are Burger's (1979] collision terms for the case

of Coulomb collisions with corrections for finite species

velocity differences. The subscripts b and a represents the

* species, in this case either the electrons or H+ or 0+.

'nb
.9. - -o0

6t V ba (Va - Vb) (1 + ba)
P • a

b- bTb mba 6 4ma

6t (m b+a TkT a-12 + m-] kTb

a b a Ta1  L mbj

+ T + 4ma kTb + [2kT + (4 +6 ma) kTb]b
a Mb a b

-K (..3)

w
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k ST b ba 3kT 3kT m (va  2

6b Lt (mb + ma) - b a Va b)

a

ST b
ba)] 6t

"h b

St " b

-
1 1 ..5 )

SShb

ahb
St - Vb

'::.-,(1 . I1.6 )

Each sum includes all charged particles species in the

simulation. The velocity - corrected Coulomb collision frequency

V ba is given by

n n(32nI)1/2 e2 ea (mb + m lnA exp(-x2a)

b m

b 'a ba
~(1..7)
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iriA is the Coulomb logarithm and

Tb ~T + 2T

2 2kT b 2kT a
ba

x 2 v b- v a)2

2 a -
Xba Ya

2 x2 +4 x4 + 8 6

ba ba T Xba M T ba
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APPENDIX 2.111

The collision terms used in Chapter III for the 13-moment

system of transport equations are shown here. As explained in

Chapter III these are Burger's [1979] collision terms for the

case of Coulomb collisions with corrections for finite species

velocity differences. The subscripts b and a represent the

species, in this case either the electrons or H + or 0+.

(2.111.1)

IU- (m + Vm TV a Vbb1

(2.111.3)
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k T b m Vb 3bv 3kT +- (Vv ) 2
6t (m b + aa) a- b a a b

a

X (1 + a)S -

(2.111.4)

fhblu_ ha a hb
Sbmb'ba [27 a (3 8 13 a b6t1a mU a aT b -b ma

+ 3 ma

+ ' m a  kTb (vb - va) (1 + ba)

(2.111.5)

Each sum includes all charged particles species in the

simulation. The velocity - corrected Coulomb collision frequency

V ba is given by

n (322)1/2 e2 02 (m + m nA exp(-x2 )
ab 5a b1 a ln

dobai 2 33~ Ma %ba

(2.K12.6)
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InA is the Coulomb logarithm and.

Tb "  1 1 Tb

(2.111.7)

2 2kTb 2kT a
%a - + -

(2.111.8)

X2 (Vb - va)ba 2
%ba

(2.111.9)

2 X2 4 x4 8 X
ba Xb IT b+a I ba

(2.111.10)
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APPENDIX 3.V

The collision terms used in Chapter V for the 16-moment

system of transport equations are shown here. These are similar

to those expressed in Appendix 1.1 and therefore we have shown

only the effects of anomalous transport phenomena denoted by A.

The subscripts b and a represent the species, in this case either

the electrons or H+ .

8nb -o

St A

(3.V.1)

8Vb .. * *
SbaH (Va Vb ) E V (V V6t A a a

(3.V.2)
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Critical Frequency:

VbaH 0.01 2a b J

VD > VcH

(3.V.3)

vb R " 0.01 2 ( J - 2

V D > VCR

with VCR > VcH

(3.V.4)

VD - Vb Va

k !L' 'b -v* V2

6t l A k baR D

(3.V.5)

K2
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For electrons

(3.V.6)

For Hydrogen ions

B- 0
(3.v.7)

ST Tbl b 2 b  2
kc T- -ik baH v D R1F vb..VD

(3.V.8)

For electrons

Hi - 0
(3.V.9)

R1 - 2/3

40
For hydrogen ions

Hi - 1
S(3.V.10)
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ABSTRACT

Satellite observations have shown highly localized parallel dc electric

fields in the aurora embedded in regions of strong electrostatic ion cyclotron

turbulence. These dc fields were identified as double layers. We present a

series of computer simulations showing that the 1GW turbulence will cause the

formation of such localized dc fields.
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INTRODUCION

Temerin et al. (1982) have presented satellite data showing the presence

of very localized parallel d.c. electric fields in the aurora. These

structures were observed simulataneously with large amplitude electrostatic

ion cyclotron waves. Temerin et al. identified these structures as double

layers. We will present computer simulations showing that simply the presence

of ion cyclotron waves will lead to the appearance of such localized d.c.

fields when a parallel potential is applied to a plasma.

A model of anomalous resistivity based upon strong turbulence concepts

has been developed to explain the local acceleration of electrons in the

aurora [Rowland, et al. (1981a); Rowland, et al. (1981b); Rowland and

Palmadesso (1983)]. Several of the predictions of this model have been

experimentally confirmed in the laboratory [Lang and Bohmer (1983)]. High

time resolution data from AE-D of accelerated auroral electrons also has been

shown to be in good agreement with this model [Lin and Rowland (1985).

In the aurora, electrostatic ion cyclotron waves have been repeatedly

observed in the acceleration regions. The waves are large enough that a

significant fraction of the electrons can be trapped. When trapping occurs

the current can not be carried by the thermal electrons but by a small

population of high energy electrons. The trapping also allows the plasma to

2support parallel dc electric fields to accelerate these electrons. The

purpose of this paper is to study in detail how these fields are distributedC

in the plasma in the presence of ICW turbulence. in an earlier paper we

pointed out that the electric field is not uniformly distributed in space

[Rowland and Palmadesso (1983)]. Because of the trapping of the bulk of the

electrons between the ion cavities, the applied electric field is shielded

L-5
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from these regions and the applied potential drop only occurs across the

cavities. Therefore the field is not uniform in space. This is of course

exactly opposite from the spatially uniform fields predicted by weak

turbulence theory.

SIMUIATIONS

A series of simulations were performed using a one dimensional Vlasov

code. For all the simulations the plasma was initialized as a spatially

uniform plasma with a Maxwellian velocity distribution. Between t = 0.0 and

150 w e, the ion density wave is brought up from 0.0 to its maximum value. At

t - 200 we, the external field is turned on. In all the simulations there is

a transitory period of 50 to 100 we while the plasma redistributes itself in

response to the applied field. The field data shown in this paper follows

this stage. The field data is time averaged over 25 we. The simulation is

512 Debye lengths long and is periodic.

The ion turbulence was modelled with modes 2, 4 and 6 with relative

amplitudes 0.625, 0.25, and 0.125. This corresponds to a situation where the

waves have strong harmonic structure. This is particularly relevent for ion

cyclotron waves since the harmonics can appear either due to the linear growth

of the current driven instability [Drummond and Rosenbluth (1962)] or simply

the non-linear behavior of these waves when they reach large amplitudes

[Temerin et al. (1979)]. The ion cyclotron waves in the aurora are observed

to have such strong harmonic components [Kintner et al. (1978)]. For this

spectrum of ion waves, the distance between the ion density minimums are

determined by the first harmonic, mode two. The higher order modes determine

how localized the structure is. Figure 1 shows the total electric field

before (dashed line) and after (solid line) the external is applied. The
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external potential drop is 1.63 Te. Before the external field is turned on

one can see the asymetric electric field associated with the potential barrier

of the ion cavity. When the external field is turned on it is localized in

this region and acts to bias the local electric field. One first sees a

region with a reduced positive electric field followed by a region of larger

magnitude negative field. Figure 2 shows the total electric field for the

same simulation as Fig. I except the external field is now three times

larger. The basic shape of the electric field is the same but because the

external potential drop is now slightly larger than the internal potential the

positive electric field at the left of the potential is greatly reduced.

DISCUSSION

The specific purpose of this work is to better understand the microscopic

plasma physics that can lead to the acceleration of electrons in the aurora.9
The electric field profiles shown on Figs. I and 2 should be compared to the

observations of parallel electric fields in the aurora by Temerin et al.

(1982). The basic shape of the observed fields is in excellent agreement with

those seen in the simulations. This is especially obvious in the detailed

data shown in their Fig. 2. One sees a region of small positive electric

field followed by a similar sized region with larger magnitude negative

electric field. These parallel field structures were observed embedded in a

region of strong ion cyclotron waves as can be seen on their Fig.l. Current

driven ion cyclotron waves will grow at a large angle to the magnetic field so0

that the ratio of perpendicular to parallel wavelength will be in the range of

10 or 8 to one. From their data one sees that this is the typical ratio

between the ICW observed in the perpendicular electric field data and the

separation between the localized parallel electric fields.
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Spikey electric field structures of the type observed on auroral field

lines have often been characterized as "multiple weak ion acoustic double

layers". However, the current dirven electrostatic ion cyclotron instability

is well known to have a lower excitation threshold than the ion acoustic

instability (Kindel and Kennel, 19711, and the nonlinear evolution of the mode

in the presence of field aligned currents and potential drops distorts the

electron distribution function (Rowland et al., 19811 in such a way that

subsequent growth of ion acoustic waves is likely to be inhibited. The

nonlinear processes described here provide an alternative explanation of the

spikey electric field structures which, in our view, is worthy of further

consideration.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1 The low frequency electric field observed with the ion

turbulence modeled with modes 2, 4 and 6 with relative

amplitudes 0.625, 0.25 and 0.125. The solid (dotted) line shows

the field with (without) an applied negative d.c. field. Even

though applied uniformly, the electric field appears as

localized spikey fields.

Figure 2 The same simulation as in Figure 1 except the applied field is

three times longer.
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ABSTRACT

We derive a stability criteria for the large-scale structuring of

.-"nospner~c ias.a o due t- the E x B gradient dtrift instati'l.ty. For

the ewu:i.r:Jn we :ons. er a cylindrical 2D waterbag cloud aligned along a

.nlform magnet'S: field that is polarized by a uniform neutral wind. We

ter.or. a aan~, alysis that allows three dimens.ona perturbato

, -n- .::s oer totn .oa and g'otal mo :es Fe n na

,.r. -.e -_el 'm er k exceezs a t.resolz val.e, expor.entia ;

gr'w~ng cooal e-genmodes form whioh are localized on tne "bacKside" of

ithe . Ths in contrast to the kz = 3 limit in whicn there are nc

exponentlal sof.'tions. As k is increased further, the unstable modes

localIze at a ffnite angle away from the backside;- at a point where the
diama.- etio propagation velocity (Vd) balances the convective flow velocity

.f the baokgrount plasma around the cloud 'V We find that the ~E x

gradient drift instailnty is stable when Vd > Vb so that the cloud is

S_:nter s'szept:le to large-scale structuring. We apply these results t-.

i:ncspner4. bar.:.m :-ouds and estimate that they wil :ease structurlng

when Z < (cT/eB)(M 2)/2V n where L is the transverse size of the cloud,
- Te Ti is the total temperature, M - nc/nb, and n0 is the cloud ensity,

nb is the background density, and Vn is the neutral wind velocity. For

midlatitude barium releases at - 180 km we estimate L - 160 - 480 m which

*, is consistent with observations.
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: -" I. INTRODUCTi-ON

The evo.ution of artificial plasma clouds (e.g., barium) in the

- .. -~sz-e -ues t: be f .-terest t space plasma physicists

after mnre tna- t.-o decades of researh. The plasma dynamics associated

.t: r-"cspner.: c'i*.ds are of interest s nce they provide a diagnost.c of

'.e a~rt.en: :csnr environment, ar-c also crov.ide experimental data f:r

----- . . . . .erest is e
4.

-. ;- -':e:d-f nsta:iXil Climcn, .- ; Ha, .3

wn. --. s e';evC t: cause the gross s rctu rg of plasma clouds, i e. ,

' '
*------'-... . striations 'h;nson and Wcr-man, i97C' -hs -nsta .I. t s

is:: :e'-eve: to be respons:- e for, at times, the structuring of the

ambient, nigh -atit'de F region ionosphere (Keskinen and Ossakow, 1983)

The E 3 gradient drift instabi tv s an interchange mode and is dr:ven

' a neutra winc or dc electric field in an inhomogeneous, weakly

r-- 5.Zs~na plasma. A substantial anount cf th.eoretial and compuiatconaa

r.

e:aoran nas :een :arried oit to ,inierstand the z 3 gradlen ri t

* .staci y and s relevance to oncspheri: structire ¥/olk and Haerende.,

';?erns et a-., 1973; ZaousKy et al., '973; Shiau and Simon, 19'2;

PerKins and Doles, '975; Scannapieco et al., '976; Chaturvedi and Ossakow,

'979; KesKinen et al., 1980; McDonald et al., 1980, 1981; Huba et al.,

1983; Sperling, 1983, 1984; Overman et al., 1983; Sperling and Glassman,

1985; Sperling et al., 1984; Drake et al., 1985).

C The bulk of theoretical analyses to date have been based on the local

S"approximation in slab geometry. The local approximation is appropriate for

unstable modes which have wavelengths much shorter than the scale length of

to the density gradient associated with the cloud boundary (i.e., kL >> 1

where K is the wavenumber and L is the density gradient scale length) (Huba

4.
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et al. 1953, Huba and Zalesak, 1983). However, the observed gross

structjring of plasma clouds seems to suggest that the dominant modes have

s,7 -e local approximation may not :e vaY31. The slat or one-

,.r-. =enslonal = r~n,'x) models of plasma clouds do not include a numter of

inportant pnvs4za I effects which appear in more realistic twc- imenslona

... The p::3-r.ztion .f large plasma clouds in 2D greatly -educes the

-fu - e clu: an tne am.zent netra ... e

• -ee:e.. -g ;.' = z gra C t dft I. n stacI ' verma. a I

Zales-< ant H':a, 178-. -Furthermore, convection and/or propaga.cn cf tne

e-t.u -ta:r ns f'Tm -.e instable backside to the stable fronts'de 3: t-e

- oJ: may .nflience the overall stability of 2D models.

The most detailed linear stability analysis of 2D plasma clouds in the

org wavelength regimc has been based on the waterbag model 'Overman et

7a-., . -he p,.rpose of this paper is to extend the analysis of Overman

et a'. 1983 y :ncljding parallel dynamics, i.e., density ano_ pct-ent 1

fla:-,s al3ng -he ar.bIent magnetic field. Recently It has tee.. sn.=.

tna -e :ara--i. effects can strongly influence the linear sta:i/:v of

.3nospherc .: _asma clouds by stabilizing the short wavelength modes

'Sperling, 1983; Sperling et al., 1984; Sperling and Glassman, 1985; Drake

et a!., 1985). However, these investigations have been based on a ID cloud

model and the need to consider a 2D cloud model is apparent. Thus, in this

paper we study the influence of parallel dynamics on the stability of 2D

ionospheric plasma clouds. In particular, as in Overman et al. (1983) we

consider a simple equilibrium consisting of a 2D cylindrical waterbag, but

in contrast to them we consider three dimensional perturbations. We find

that the finite parallel dynamics can dramatically alter the E x B gradient

drift instaoility. UnliKe the limit kz - 0, exponentially growing poloidal

M- 6
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eigeimodes can exist when k, * 0. As kz s increased above a threshold

value, the unstatle moces localize at a finite angle away from the

at a .nt w.e.e t..e d amanet:: propaggt iz. ic ty ,

balances the convect.,e f':w veic:ty of tne taCKground plas"a ar:und the

- cloud vve f.n that t-e E - B gradient drift 4nstat 1ity is staie

when V, > V_ sc tnat t.e 4ud is no "onwer suscept.te t3 are-scae

',

es-=a-e " " easea srct " Tnen ,(Te '<. "" n

L is the transverse size of the cloud, 7 = .. 7 is tS totai

tem:eratu're, M = .,'n, ano no is tne Joud density, ib, is the:ac<groun:

density, anC 'J is tne neutral "ind velocity. :'or m d aitwe tar'!D

releases at - i30 km we estimate L -16C - 480 m which Is consistent with

observations.

The organzat:n of the paper is as follows. ". the next section we

Present the assion*:tns and general equations ised in the an ;s s. in

Section " we i en -.ne lispers.on equat:or. ant :n Se=i~n > we :resent

analytizal and numerical results. :n Section V -we invest-gao- tne

possibility of exponentially growing poioidal eigenmodes. Finally, n

Section VI we summarize our findings and discuss the application of our

U theory to the evolution of ionospheric barium clouds.

C
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II. GENERAL EQUATIONS AND EQUILIBRIUM

The general three dimensional equations for a warm plasma cloud in a

_-u- .form maw-et-: rId B - e and a an. f t-m tacKgrount neutra:

w:n. V = V e see F-g. ' are given by (Drake et a: . 9 )

-,'X Z n "

3n 3 3:-e- '9z re 9:'

-z 7- n X - -'n~

ee

- -. * r.7 -" - x J . r -:= ). = ^,
.1 .l ± - j r 3z er :z ne 3Z" -

.'~ere se th :a. e:, 'e = .i e. ; =

.* /a. _~ &./eE is tse .eer.dicular ion d~ff.sion coefficient, '.eis h

electron-ion collision frequehcy and Q and v are the cyclotron and
3 an

neitra: co-.sioan frequenc es of the species a. Equation : ) :s the

ele:trr, cor usty equation anr. (2) arses from :h.arge neutra.i4y

C We have considered the electrostati: 'imt, have taken and

7 e s a I- uIy . r, .ave assumed , . << I so -hat Ha>

terms can oe is:ar-e, anrd nave neglected tne ion paral-el diffusion

,D and perpendiuiar electron diffusion D . We therefore assume that

/at >> D. 2 /az,2  D V2.
iz  £e £

It is convenient to change variables by defining an auxiliary potential

T
,-~.- - + In(n). (3)

e
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Equations (1) and (2) then become

- - x z-7n , T , .

t B 3z ene z ne Z

ii. n 7n in (3 T,3n
7 n 7 i V .1n

rB_ T -n 3z en '3z ne ;ze

. ~wnere "e i"

S= e -~= a s.-nP-e e;: j. Ir :n : ons s g f t ii. gyl~~ a atra

-f -adi.s r, and density ric in a unform background nb:

n. no = nH(re - ri - nb

where H is the Heaviside function. The solution of the equilibrilum

4 e:;ati:ns for this conf:guration is well known. The drag between the C7out

anc neutral wind Polarizes the cloud. The resulting potential , .s given

- V n M rsine r < r

B r 2

- Vn M
2  sin6 r > r

4Wn W-2 r c

4. where M = nc/n b .  Note that the quantity M defined here differs somewhat

C from earlier definitions where M b nb The potential causes the

cloud to drift with a uniform velocity

v -vM

-C n M-+ x (7)

V.
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The linear stability analysis which follows is most easily carried out

in the frame of reference of the moving cloud. In this frame the

pztentil t i3 given by
U- .

~~co O__c=,
B r2

V (r - -S) sine. r > r

- S -.. ....... N- AN3 :- PR SIC ON EQUATION

We investigate the stability of this equilibrium "y :onsi1ering small

pertarbat.[ns n,r,,z,t' and *r,e,z,t) around n. and t,. Sinc 'ne

equiiDrim is independent of z, we can expand the perturtations n Pane

- waves in the z direction ,n, * - exp ik z) without 7oss of generality. :n

the perpendicular plane such a simple expansion is not generally poss-::e

since the ei ri depends on both r and 9. Equati"ons <and e-.

the linearizet equations, n K

c atin +c- -V,3 ins o c parc a y e o r n r c a

R2in .o • .Vo i  n- (V -V n z i-Zk 0.
Qi n c a i n f oy en e  e n c

'9gb)

iEquations (9) are solved separately in the region r > re. and r < re , and

the solutions are then matched using boundary conditions which are obtained

'"from the equations for r-- r .  In the limit kz = 0, this procedure is

straightforward since n 0 and V2  0 for r a re . In the case k a 0

the equations for n and In the region r - rc are much more complicated so

U,, further simplifications must be made. We limit the calculation to

M-10
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pertirtations for which 3/DO >> 1. In this li-MIt the 8 dependence

of n and 9 can be represented by the eikonal i, n - exp[iS(9)] where

VS - 1kg,8) e *0.

in tn.s limlt the perturbations are strongly localized a-o;nd the boindary

an- ezay ex,:cntnt_.a..j away P-Z-fl tn.s tz~nr r...s

r -e~t = exp i3Se9;'excD K r - - expZvt

whe-e k + rc >> I ana and - refer to the region > r, and r < rc,

respectively. The specific range of parameters for whicn the form

*f t g-ven in 'I'; is valia w.ll be presented -ate-. Sim.Iar expression-

= n be written for n (r, 9, t). Finally, we have assumed n and 9grow

exp"nentialli in time w.th a growtn rate T 

= - . ... tne

present, f must be consilere: a local growtv rate Y'3,. Eventually, we

w investigate under what circumstances exponentially growing normal

modes off the cloud can exist.

With the form of (and n) given in (1), (9a) and (9b) reduce to

algebraic expressions for krt in the regions r o re,

-2 
2 - z * 2M V siner+ e Y a M+2 n

- 2 v (ik cose - k r(,M) sine]1 - 0 (12a)
M+2 n 9 e r

ok 2  V.
2 2 z 2 ik cos k sine]} - 0 (12b)r- 9 Y- - - n o

-Ii
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k2 D M- V sine, (12c)
z M2 n

Y 'V.2

e , >> ', and D - TIm v is tne parallel electron 4iffas on
e : e s i e e

.ef. e. h ' we lhave .ssUted f:) s . .p.' y that arid D are

f " te wea< :e. , > * i.FiaUy, fro:m a;,,e en

The mat-ching conditions for n $, and K at r c - can .e der:ved

frw m ;. The .ac:a. B convection of the cloud causes the density n to

ne sln-ga- at tne c-oud boundary (tnlrl term in the cont-nuity eatL"

i onven.ent therefore to separate out the si.g'ular tehavior -f s7

..
2.. -5 " * r - -

n. , -tnH(r-r nHr -- r- exp iS'i),expYt>.

The potential # -emains finite at the boundary so (9a) can be written as

[Y + k D + Ic/B) 1k 0OeN * (c/B) 1k8 nc  = 0 (15)

for r - r,. Equation (15) now contains no singularities at r - re
However, the radial electric field O is discontinuous across r - r since

Oc

it is zero for r < r. and finite for r > re . This discontinuity must be

NI- 12
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balanced by a corresponding jump in the potential * at the boundary. Thus,

from ',S; and (15). we find

'p

..n als: be e-ivet f-o t.e requireeent that the tangent:al

*i Ap:e-:< A. The r.t'uity e at~ then uces t

Y N * c/B.:<, < = 3. -7

04 :

7he matcning condition for k. can be derived by integrating .9b) acros3

the boundary,

B 2V
- C r- c %1+ 73~-- f ~ eN : M

- ^ IQ'
z e

Equations (13) and (16)-(18) can then be combined into a single relation

between k and k

-J

2V
k " + 2 cos + k 0 CT
r+ r-- cs* i = 0. (19)

Equations (12) and (19) constitute a local dispersion equation for the

E B instability with k z 0 based on a 2D waterbag equilibrium.

(,

M- 13
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IV. EVALUATION OF THE LOCAL DISPERSION EQUATION

'We first evaluate the local growth rate v'8) by solving the dispersion

e>.a'.-r. .-~ i " l anZ . We zons.-e- tw- >r .ts: * ne csi plasma

• 0 an. .he warm p-asma limit (T * 0).

A. >: Plasma 7.init: 7 0

--..... .e .l. 'asma :imit ::95 simplifies to

+ n
3-v'

*f 4 "'.4Y( 1 -- - 4k -S 20 a

'."Y 2ii( V n sin6/(M+2) '20b ,V4.

,--."

Y :20c

Z'-:" C. Equations .,2a' and -2t for k. _ rema .. incnange!.

tne 1_:. -)f small KV (12a) and '12b) yield

k k (21 a)

and the growth rate Y can then be calculated from (20),

'- MT0(cose- i sin8) (21b)

2M n
Y 0 r (21 c)0 (M+2)2 rc

M-14
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where m - k r c is the poloidal mode number. The growth rate peaks at 6 * 3

(the backside of the plasma cloud) and is linearly proportional to m. The

rowth -ate :r. IS" s :sns'ster t with previous rgoro.s an neu:stl

vesgatons of the stabil2'y of circular waterbag models of plasma

clouds (3verman et a, 1983; Zalesak and Huba, 1984). For 9 3, the

second te-m or th.e right side of (21b) causes the mode to propagate at a

...... . .. . .._-y . This .ro~r results as ts e . - utsie 2f t.r

* :._ct -- ror~:-~uns e ..r2ular boundary an" :arrles tne oetrbation.

The Point = : :crresponds to a stagnation point of the flow so tnere is

f-=te there. Final , ftom '2'a' tne assumption that t.e

4; modes are strongly localized around the cloud boundary requires m >, 1.

To obtain aralyt' expressions for t.e growth rate of modes wit

Kz ,, we consider only the case e - 0 which corresponds to the most

;nstate mode. Zater we will present numerioal solutions of :he more

general dispersi-n relation in which this restriction is relaxet. F-r 9 =

, we nave K K=r- K and = Y - Y and the lispers.-:n equat_=ns are

given ty,

Yk2 r r22a)

k 2r2  m 2 + 42(1 - + M Y vi (22b)
r c M Y a

with the solution

r r 2 2 ~ 4 M + ) 2  v 2  v-mOH22+ 2_4(M2 OIn/2 +ix 2 M+2 ilnj(.2 + 2)-l
, 22 2M 9

, 2(23a)

M-i5
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where

1/2

As < s increasel from zero, over the Interval A < m the growth. rate is

-za .iy g.ven 4y :tS K, = 0 ht. For

. te growth rate Jecreases wltn Kz as

Sm 2Y ~0

Over ths range k.=a 1/2 k >> k9 so that kz causes the mode to become

mcre localized near the cloud boundary. For

4S

12
4-. 2.z ___2 2

"M-2) i.
ii

the mode 1s stable. Note that (25) implies that the lowest order poloidal
'modes are stabiid first as kz is increased.

To confirm the analytic results for T - 0 and to generalize the

results for 8 * 0, we present Fig. 2 which is obtained by solving (12) and

(19) numerically. It is easy to show that in the cold plasma limit the

mode number m enters the dispersion relation only through the functions

Ym and A/m. Thus, In Fig. 2 we plot (a) the growth rate Y /mYO vs A/m
r 0

and (b) the real frequency m 0 vs. A/m for v /9 - 0.025, M - 2,

and D l 0 (i.e., T - 0), and several values of 8: (A) 8 - 00,

(B) e - 22.50, (-) 4 - L5O, (D) 8 - 67.50, and (E) 8 = 900.

M -16
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We note the following from Fig. 2. First, the growth rate ,fr is a

maximum when k - 0, and decreases as 8 increases. For e - 900 there is no

rwt. :r te other nand, the real f-equen:y , increases :n magnitude as

a finction of 8 for 0 0, i.e., <z . 3. These points are consistent with

Second, for all values of 8, Y, lecreases as increases which is

:onsistent witn '2b', while w remains roughly constant. Finally, the

.-.::e:-eLe ; e-y .. o.agating fDr slf e arge ', -.e., ' C

.".s-e va-..e of k tenoted b the arrow in F-g. 2a .:rresp nz .tt e

stabilzat.on point predicted by (25) ',Am - 40) whicn is in excellent

agreement wth tne numer,a results '/m = UO.A4. We a-so note that tne

statilization point is independent of e.

9. Warm Plasma Limit: T * 0

We only analytically investigate modes at 6 0 0. Equations (12) and

:I', reduce to

M2
K r 'Y  - i K D :n ie -

in

k2r2 m2 + 42ylY_ (26b)

r c

00 where kr_ = kr, Y. Y- = Y + k2D and we have neglected the terms

proportional to vin /Q in (26b) for kr .  This approximation is justified

for sufficiently large T (to be proven later).

For kz * 0, the finite temperature corrections drop out of (26) and

the growth rate reduces to Y - mY0 as in the cold plasma limit. As k

increases, the second term on the right side of (26a) becomes comparable to

the driving term Y when 2D - Y V /Q << 'Y At this point k 2D can
0z e 0 In 0' z

IN- 17



still be neglected compared with Y - ' 0 in the definition of Y_. Thus, the

eigenvalue Y is given by

2, 2 12 27a)

where

42.

M cT 27c'
"+ 2 eB 2

C

Thus, k- Iecreases the growth rate As in the T - 0 limit and causes the

mode t: propagate at a finite frequency which increases with kz .

-hen K > > .0 ' the modes to lowest order simply propagate at

z le J'n

.!.e frequency given .n '7a). To calculate the growth rate in this

K - -an .:.: ":nger : e negie-ted compared with f in -Y In '.26b) ie

22

assume k- so Y S nat
z le

'kD,. -2 k2 D

2 2 1/2 _ ze
-r c (m2 2 1/2 2Y

and from (26a)• d.

m 2 ,m2 A2 1
0 0 myO m 2)1/2 -z e (2+ A2) (28a)

The E zB gradient drift instability is stable for

2 2
2 m *A/2 2

k2D >2/2 m Y (28b)Se-. z +e 2 1/2 0

NI-18
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Note that this Inequality again Implies that the lowest poloidal mode

numbe-s are stat.'ze fi.rst. The assumpti.r. that 'Y )7 K2 . t
z le

tne stabt:. v point for

.he-ev = - 3 the sount velocity an! p 5 v.. /. s tr.e

;n.-. armor raciis. Alsn, the neglect of the terms proportor.na to i'n.I

3-"Z a-d ' n.-ar toe stabi'ity point are valit in tnis same

* Thus, w-en 20) :s satisfied, finite temperature effects statilize

toe B nstab lity, and the stability point is given in (28b',. e

oppos te "IMit

(< (V /V ) V . 2
S"n s :n it

tne coAi plasma effects stabilize the mode and the stability point is g ven

n2

To verify our analytic results for T * 0, and to extend these results

to 8 a 0, we present numerical solutions to the complete dispersion equa-

tion [(12) and (19)]. In Fig. 3 we plot (a) the growth rate Y vs. 4,and
r

(b) the real frequency w r vs. A for the parameters vio1  0.025, M -

2, m.D /r 2Y0 - 5.0 x 10 , and several values of 8: (A) 8 0, (B) 8 -
le c

* 22.50, (C) 8 - 45*, (D) 8 - 67.50, and (E) 8 - 900. Note that in the warm

* plasma limit the mode number m enters the dispersion relati n as Y/m, A/m

and D so that Fig. 3 is not valid for all m.

NI-19
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',n Fig. 3 we note several similarties to Fig. 2. The growth rate

I.

d. decreases as a or kz increases and the mode is stable (Y < 0) for suffi-

.rte '_. On the other hand, for 7 a 3 'r D - 0 tr.e mote
le

-,ta._.zes at a 3uc. sma'er value of kz (other parameters being eqa' and

t'.e stab;" ty point :s sensitive to 8. The arrow denotes the value of A for

for margznra s*a3:l4ty 'Y z 0) based on (28b) for 8 = 00. This value (./m

* - .. verf g: agreemnent *iltr the nm.;eri::a -es.,t A

-t zs ir i ' natIng to cailzulate the tamp rate f tr.e

,:r.sta c itv In the imit of very large Kz  There are two mo.jes of the

st t .... .ir 'St damps at the ion diffusion rate,

2Y - Ik  D (30a)

where

k=-Ik
r j. M+2

and 0 = *cT/eB"v /9 is the Ion diffusion coefficient based on the total
in I

temperature T - Te + Ti. The second damps at the electron parallel

diffusion rate

I."

4.--?
V k 2  D .(31)

z le

M-20
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V. SOLUTION OF THE POLOIDAL EIGENVALUE EQUATION

In Section II we derived a local dispersion equation [(12) and (19)]

Sh:n was 'ved to obta3rn tne growth rate '(9) in Section IV. 7nis !'Ca

growth rate is peakei on the backside of the cloud (8 - 0). Since the

equilibriu depe;nds on the angle 9, the poloidal mode number m is not a good

qant.m number. In general, the equilibrium will : ouple the various

c .:es an : nter sc:me circimstances these motes may couple f=7

V- x: ..... a ' y gr:w ng eigenmode. We now : nves:1gate n -er na:

con-ditions the gradient dIrift instability forms an eigenmode as it grows on
.,

4the l-ndr.:al watertag.

b.o Such eigenmodes can exist if solutions i(e) can be constructed which

are iocalized around some angle 8 To obtain these solutions we take the

growth rate in (12) and (19) to be independent of a so that the dispers-on

* eqation yields K 1(,Y). We then make the identification

k9 - -i r 3/9,e to obtain a differential equation for i().

n.t.e 2 .2 ai 2 r < , ('2) yields k Ko and tne lcal

lip- dispersion equation in (19) becomes

'Y 0,/ae - iY exp(ie)# - w 0 - 0. (32)
#00

Since this equation is first order in a/38, there are no bounded solutions

so that there are no exponentially growing global elgenmodes when kz is

small. This result is consistent with previous calculations In the limit

"v - 0 where It was shown that the energy always cascades to lower poloidal

mode numbers (Overman et al., 1983). The local growth rate [see (21)] is

the approximate rate of Increase of the amplitude of a broad spectrum of

modes centered around k

M- 21
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We now consider the case where A >> I while kz Is sufficient.y small

so that the terms proportional to vin/a I in (12a) and (12b) can be

neglecte:. 'e also ass.me tnat Y >> k2 D Witn these constraints -2a
z le

and ('2t' slmpliry to

k. a 1 /2k z

a. 9 yields the equation

e2
Y 'Ose t -Sinai~ 0 + yA

We simplify this equation by defining a new dependent variable

4P t expt-f(a)]-.-

5', -.-

-.:in , f; sine /2Y3 cose and find that

a 2;/38 + V(8); - 0 (3,a,

where the potential V(O) is given by

V(6) {(I- case A 0 sin
1 O ioe-5 -2i r 1ln

2 + Y A aine (34b)-/' "k -- 2 [0 0 2 8l8} o

M- 2 2
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We first consider the limit T 0 and expand V(e) around 8 - 0.

1.' 0

The bound state solitions f:r this potential have eigenva>ues

Y = -Y ' 36

where n is a nonnegative Integer. The mode is localized on the bacKside of-1'
the c-o. and nas an angular width le - « 1 which de-reases w"th

increasing K, 'see Fig. 4a). Thus, the expansion of V around 8 = 0 is valid

for A >> 1. Our earlier assumption that the mode is localized near re is

also valid since krrc - A >> 1. Note also that higher order modes n, which

* have more structure in the poloidal direction, have larger growth rates.

This result is consistent with local theory where Y increases with the

poloidal mode number m.

An important point to emphasize is that although the solution with n =

0 has a angular width Ae << 1, it is nevertheless the lowest order mode

which can exist when X >> 1. In other words, there is no mode

with a/8e - 1.

The potential V in (34) is modified by finite thermal effects when

0 0
"A. Comparing the magnitude of the various terms in (34), we find

that the term proportional to (4Y2) 1 is of order A >> I larger than the

remaining terms unless the terms within the bracket cancel. We therefore

look for a mode localized around the angle 00 defined by

sine0 - w0/Y0 A. (37)

M-23
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Near 80 the potential assumes the form

•V(9,) - cose0 2 -e 038

,.

Tl'e iounde sciations nave elgenvalues

2
4 '0 '/2 C39;

= Y 0 (-" Y1>A 2

0

.e.e n is agair4 a nonnegative integer. When w0 << Y t0 he growth reduces

to the previous zero temperature result in (36). As w 0 increases the growth

rate decreases until the mode becomes stable at w- Y- or
0

1 12 k cT 2

z eB M4+2 n

N.

-ne reduction of the growth rate in (39) is a consequence of tne

:ocaiization of the mode at an angle e0 * 0. The growth rate in (39) can be

rewritten as

V - Y0 (n+1) 00 60

At the marginal stability point, e0 - w/2, i.e., the mode localizes in a

region where there is no driving force. Above the threshold in (410) there

are no bounded solutions to (34) since 00 moves into the complex plane. The

physics behind the localization of the mode can be readily understood and is

.N presented in the next section.

M- 24
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VI. SUMMARY AND ZONCLUSION

We have Invest:gated the Influence of finite parallel wavelength on the

ta:tv o a ...- aL plasma cloud, ve f rst derived a dispersion

-elation for tV.e :0Ca growth rate Y(e) of the E x B gradient drift

instati.ity, where i is tne poloidal angleB = 0 on the "backside" of the

c c;d as slcw. g. '. For suiffciently large values of the parallel

-._ *7' gca .. t... rate .s negative for 3il va' es -:f: . tne

the staDility :riterion is given in (25) while in the warm plasma limit "the

inequality in ' 4) is reversed!, the stability condition is given in

"28bt. In both cases the lowest poloidal mode numbers are stabilized at the

smal "est values :f . n 41 we have defined the sound velocity as vs &nd

tne effective 'armor radils . . v .s

6We have also investigated under what conditions exponentially growing

poloidal eigenmodes can exist. In the limit

A 12 - ak 2r2 << 1, (42)zc

with a - ae /V eVin, there are no exponentially growing solutions. In this

limit the energy cascades to lower poloidal mode numbers as the instability

grows as found by Overman et al. (1983). When A2 > 1, the gradient drift

instability grows exponentially in time and the lowest order eigenmode

becomes localized on the "backside" of the plasma cloud with a width

8 - -12 << 1. Thus, the cascade of energy to lower mode numbers no longer

M-25
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taKes place when k is sufficiently large. The structure of the mode for

this case is illustrated in Fig. 4a. This figure is drawn in the rest frame

.f the cr-%;Iar o -he ne-tral -iit is moving from the left to rignt

w:th, a unform velocity 2Vn/CM+2) while the background plasma flows to the

left with a velocity Vb. The dashed " ihe ill-strates the amp'.tude of the

!.west order mode. Higher order modes witn one or more nodes as a
-S"

.44n tIn 9 a-so ex:st. -.e-e _s no mode with e -

At still larger val-es :f kz the 4nstable mode becomes localized at a

finite angle 30 given by

sin - - VdlV b  (43)

where

i~
V, M c- 1/2

is the effective diamagnetic velocity and

V' 2M V

b M+2 n

with M - nc/nb. For a waterbag distribution the density scale length which

usually appears in definition of the diamagnetic drift velocity is replaced

by the radial scale length of the mode, which in the limit I >> 1 is

a' - k . For Vd > Vb or

1/ l2z cT 2
M< 1/ k -T > 2 V (44)

z eB M-2 n

NI - 26
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* the mode is completely stable. The physical mechanism which causes the

localization at a0 as well as the stabilization Is illustrated in Fig. 4b.

In trne '.C3-' 1isperslcn relation the diamagnet:= effects cause the mode to

propagate in the poloidal direction with a phase velocity,

v = .,' -M 2).

*~O The velocity of tne background plasma just outsile the cloud (in tne

reference frame of the cloud) is given by

V = Vb sine e.

The convection of the background plasma past the cloud causes the mode to

14 propagate with a phase velocity,

v = V sine/(M+2,
p b

These two velocities balance to produce a nonpropagating mode at the
.

angle e0 defined by (43). The dashed line in Fig. 4b illustrates the

localization of the mode in this case. When the diamagnetic velocity

everywhere exceeds the flow of the background plasma around the cloud the

gradient drift instability is convectively stabilized. Convective

amplification of perturbations in this finite kz limit are also not

important. Unlike the limit where kz - 0, the rate of propagation of the

mode from the unstable backside of the cloud to the stable frontside exceeds

the rate of growth of the mode.

M-27
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Finally, we apply the results of our poloidal eigenfunctlon analysis to

the structuring of barium clouds and discuss their application to the so-

ale "striation freez'ng" phenomenon (Z:nson and Meltz, 1?72'. Eas ':311..

it has been observed that barium clouds released in the ionosphere structure

because of the E - Bgradient drift instability and develop field-az:gne:

striat:ons. The first generation of striations can also uniergc firther

. _ at times, an,: breaK '.p into even smaller striations I.e.,

sma'er .4n size transverse to B0 ). This process, known as bifurcation,

appears to continue until a minimum transverse scale size is reached Kwhich

we refer to as tne "freezing scale length"). For bariuim clouds released at

altitudes - 130 Km the freezing scale length is roughly 400 m 'Prettie,

985). A numbe Df studies have been carried out which address this problem

iFrancis and Perkins, T975; McDonald et al., 1981; Zalesak et al., 1984;

DraKe et al., 1985; Sperling and Glassman, 1985). Rathner than describe the

l etaJ.ed processes proposed in these papers, it is sufficient to note that

there 4s no generally accepted model of striation freezing at this time;

each model has its merits and shortcomings. Although the theory presented

in this paper does not explicitly predict a "freezing scale length", we can

make an estimate of this size based on (44) and a simple physical

S.. argument. The free parameter in (1441) is kz; all other parameters are

determined by ionospheric conditions. Thus, we need to make a reasonable

estimate of kz .  We do this by noting that transverse perturbations can map

parallel to the magnetic field. The relationship between parallel and

a perpendicular scale lengths is approximately given by
t /2 1/2[

L - (a Ia 2 L . 1 L where L and a refer to the scale size and

conductivity, respectively (Farley, 1959; Goldman et al., 1976). Assuming

that kz - (a'L ) we find that (44) can be written as

N1- 28
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4 L < M*2 cT 1 (45)" i 2 eB T *5
n

Thus, ( 45 s.ggests that barium cloud striations with transverse dimensions

smaller than L would be stable to further structuring by the E x B grad-

rent if: i.-s"_::>.ty. For typical barium z.oud ionospheric parameters a,

*"3 ., i e., - - . eV,- .5 3, V, -50 m/sec, and M -

*' we find that - '60-453 m which is consistent with observations. Cf

course this -esult is predicated on the assumption that kz - (a1/2L)-I

wh.cn, altnough p-ausible, is somewhat ad hoc. In order to remove this

assumption it is necessary to consider the finite length of a barium cloud

which introduces a physical parameter which will remove the arbitrariness
.

associated with k_. We are presently developing such a model.
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APPENDIX: Jump Condition for 4

n tnis ap;ern:ix we show that the continuity of the tangential 71

across the boundary of the plasma cloud also yields (16). The unl't

v'ectoZr en the otward normal of the surface of the cloud boundary, is given

7n n0  - L VN(ezt).n 1n, = - e r 9n (8 z t

11 •( n0 +" c

The two componer.ts of the tangential electric field are given by

E£ e x e n Vt A2
1"" z n

E 2 eS x e • Vn .

oinearizing E. we find

• z 0cOeE1 .e z x e r  e z x N • O 0 /n oC

- ik* + ikN Iocn c. (A4)

The continuity of E across the boundary therefore requires

m1 NO0/n. "-, (A5)Occ

which is equivalent to (16). The requirement that E 2 be continuous across

the boundary yields the same condition.
,p
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

- -y~indrical geometry and plasma configuration used :n t.le analys.s.
1/2

*.. F. 2 Plot of Y/m 0 vs. A/m where - kz r c . The parameters used are

V /Q. = 0.025, M - 2, D - 0 (i.e., T - 0), and several values

.f e: ',A) 8 - 0 , (B) 6 - 22.50, (C' e = 45 , 'D a) - 67-50, a,
£' ' 9 = C. The arrow denotes the value of g:ven by (25a' fr

?C* t' by.

marginal stability. (a) Plot of the growth rate Y_/mYo vs. A/M.

'b, Plot of the real frequency wr/mY 0 vs. I/m.

g. Plot of 'Y/mY0 vs. A/M. The parameters are the same as in Fig. 2

except we assume T a 0 and take mD /r 2 O 5.0 x 10- 4. (a) Plot
le cO0

of the growth rate Y r/mY vs. A/M. (b) Plot of the real

frequency w r /mYO0 vs. A/M.

, Schematic of the plasma cloud, flow field, and position of a

growing eigenfunction: (a) T 0 3; (b) T 0 0. See text for a

detailed description.
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ABSTRACT

The spectral characteristics of turbulence associated with the two-

dimensional magnetized Rayleigh-Taylor instability in the presence of a

:ackground neutral gas are studied. Particular attention is paid tD

comparing the electrostatic potential spectra obtained in the ion-neutral

collsion-dominated case with the spectra from the ion inertia-dominated

2ase. The time-averaged one-dimensional spectra along kx and ky for the

colisional case are found to be Px 3 7 ± 0.3 and Py 6 0.3

respectively, where x is the direction of the density gradient and

gravity. Correspondingly, the spectra for the inertial case are given by

-33 O .2 and.8 ±0.2
x3 2 and P. a ky 38Thus, the potential spectrum in the

collisional case shows a marked anisotropy in contrast to that of the

inertial case which is isotropic and exhibits Kolmogorov scaling. The

anisotropy in the collisional case is attributed to the frictional nature

v of the turbulence and the suppression of inertial overshoots. Application

of these results to ionospheric turbulence is discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

T t is well known that ionospheric turbulence can arise from

i terc ange irstaD iit'es [Ossakow, '979; Fejer and Kelley, !980]. The

Raleigh-Taylor instability is believed to cause the intense nighttime

, euatorial F region turbulence known as equatorial spread F [Ossakow, 1981;

Kelley a.7d McClure, 19811 while the E x B gradient drift instability has
:1

:een invoKed -.2 expia'n .igh-latitude ionospheric irregularities Keskinen

and Cssakow, 1983], the rapid structuring of barium clouds [Linson and

Workman, 1970-, and turbulence in equatorial electrojet [Ossakow, 1979].

.n-ese instaoilities are similar in character in that they occur in inhomo-

geneous plasmas and act to interchange high and low plasma density

regions. However, they have different driving mechanisms: the Rayleigh-

Taylor instability is driven by the gravitational force, while the E x B

gradient drift instability is driven by an ambient electric field or a

neu;tral wind. A considerable amount of research has been devoted to the

3- ;t* zf tnese instabilities and their application to ionospheric

* turbulence. An understanding of saturation amplitudes and power spectral

N :haracteristics is essential in brder to make comparisons with ionospheric

observations.

Interchange instabilities, as they are applied to the ionosphere, can

be divided into two categories: collisional and inertial. In the

collisional limit the ion-neutral collision frequency is dominant and

,. > > w, where . is the ion-neutral collision frequency and w is the

in in

- wave frequency; i. the inertial limit, w >> v in and neutral collisions may

be neglected. In the ionosphere, the transition from the collisional limit

* to the inertial limit typically occurs in the altitude regime - 500 km

EHuba et al., 1985; Kintner and Seyler, 1985]. This altitude may be

N-S



somewhat higher for long wavelength modes (A > 1 km) if field-aligned

integrated quantities are considered [Farley, 1960; Zalesak et al., 1980;

Anderson and Iendiilo, 1983; Labelie , 1985]. The bulk of the research, _)n

on ear interchange instabilities in the ionosphere (both theory an:

simulation) has been restricted to the collisional domain, although it has

"ecently been shown [Mitchell et al., 1985] that inertial effects are

iz::rtant for interchange instabilities in the high latitude ionoschere.

in this paper we investigate the nonlinear evolution of interchange

i.nstabilities in the collisional and inertial limits. In particular, for a

V.

:nodel system described below, we compare the spectral characteristics of

collisional turbulence with that of inertial turbulence. We find that the

time-averaged one-dimensional potential spectra along k× and ky for the

collisional case are given by Px -37 0.3 andy6 ± 0.3,

respectively, where x is the direction of the density gradient and

gravity. Correspondingly, the spectra for the inertial case are given by
-3.3 ± '.2 -3.8 t 0.2

-x X kx a y . Thus, the potential spectr;r In ne

collisional case shows a marked anisotropy in contrast to that of the

inertial case which is isotropic and exhibits Kolmogorov scaling. From a

physical standpoint, one might expect a fundamental difference bEtween the

two limits. This is because in the collisional limit (V. >> w), inertial

effects, namely, acceleration of the fluid or ram pressure forces, are

completely overwhelmed by the ion-neutral friction. That is to say, fluid

elements instantaneously move at "terminal velocity" where the

gravitational driving force is balancied by the fri'tion. In this strongly

collisional limit, as heavy fluid falls, it tends to stretch into finger-

like structures with steepening at the leading edge but negligible inertial

overshoot. A more structured flow is therefore expected with reducel

N-6
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tendency to isotropize as opposed to the inertial limit (Vin << w) where

*D falling fluid elements overshoot, develop swirls, and mix disparate

wavelengths. This difference in behavior between the two limits has been

observed in numerical simulations of the E x Bgradient drift instability

:Mitchell et al., 1985].

The organization of the paper is as follows. In the next section we

disouss in some detail the specific model used in our study. In Section

ili we develop the nonlinear equations. In Section IV we present the

results of the numerical solution of the nonlinear equations and examine

the power spectral indices for both the collisional and inertial limits.

* We summarize our findings in Section V.

TI. THE MODEL

The development of a self-consistent and comprehensive theory which

describes the spectral characteristics of interchange mode turbulence

applied to the ionosphere is, to a large extent, faced with computational

difficulties. This is best illustrated by a brief description of the

pnysical system under investigation.

In Fig. 1 we present the plasma configuration and geometry used in the

analysis. The ambient magnetic field is in the z-direction (B - B e J the

gravitational acceleration is in the -x-direction [ - g e X), and the

density is inhomogeneous in the x-direction (n - nO(x) and n- I3n/ax > 0).

For this situation the plasma is unstable to the Rayleigh-Taylor instabil-

ity since g • Vn0 < 0. For example, in the inertial (i.e., collisionless)

limit, the growth rate of the instability is approximately given by

N-7
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(g/L n)12 - k2 D, k L >> 1
n y yn

ky g) 1/ 2 , kyLn << 1
hen = o1 n/ax-o is the scale length of the density gradient, ki

wher L an /a, yis

the wavenumber in the y direction, and D is the diffusion coefficient. For

nodes kyLn >> 1, the extent of the mode in the x direction is small

compared to Ln; hence, these modes primarily cause small scale turbulence

within the density gradient layer. On the other hand, for modes k yLn <<

the x-extent is of order or larger than Ln; these modes correspond to gross

perturbations of the entire density layer. Note that the growth rate is

largest for the k L, >> I modes suggesting that small scale turbulence and

associated mixing is rapid while the long scale undulations are slower.

As the instability evolves into the nonlinear regime two points should

be noted. First, on a fast time scale, a very broad spectrum of waves can

be generated in K space: the shortest wavelength unstable mode, kcr, is

determined largely by the amount of diffusion, D, (see Section III), which

can be small, thus making kcrLn >> 1. In the ionosphere, interchange

turbulence may extend from 10's of m to 10's of km. Second, on a slower

time scale, the density gradient scale length itself becomes a complicated

function of space and time [i.e., Ln = Ln(x,y,t)]. In order to accurately

model this process, a fully two-dimensional fluid simulation with resolu-

tion in both the x and y directions spanning up to 3 orders of magnitude

would be required. At present, such a simulation is prohibitive; less

ambitious, but practical, approaches have been taken.

In general, two types of simulations have been performed to understand

the nonlinear evolution of interchange instabilities. One type models the

macroscopic evolution of the density layer (length scales such that

0.1 < kLn ( 10) and are performed in x-y configuration space. Excellent

N-8
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examples of this type of simulation are studies of equatorial spread F

[Zalesak et al., 1980], barium cloud evolution [Zalesak et al., 19841, and

the high latitude E x B instability [Mitchell et al., 1985]. The other

type of simulation has focussed on the small-scale turbulence, i.e., length

scales such that kLn >> 1. The purpose of the latter studies is to obtain

an understanding of the cascade of wave energy from large to small

wavelengths in two dimensions, and to calculate the spectral

characteristics of this turbulence. Examples of this type of simulation

applied to ionospheric turbulence are Rognlien and WeinstocK (1972) and

Keskinen et al. (1980).

In the present work, we examine interchange turbulence from the latter

vantage point. To be precise, we study the steady state turbulence that

develops in a model system which is set up as follows: a magnetized plasma

is confined between two horizontal conducting boundaries with plasma

density maintained higher at the upper boundary compared to the bottom;

gravity points downward. Such a system rapidly develops Rayleigh-Taylor

turbulence and a saturated level is reached from the competition between

the tendency of the convection to flatten the density gradient between the

plates and the tendency of the diffusion to restore the density ramp. This

model system, akin to the classic Rayleigh-Benard system, allows us to make

a consistent comparison between the collisional and inertial limits.

The model system is clearly not a complete representation of the

ionosphere; its chief advantages are that it is a well-posed problem and

that it admits steady state solutions (see Rognlien and Weinstock (1974)

who used a similar approach). As argued above, however, the short

wavelength (kyL n  1) turbulence of an ionospheric density layer may be

expected to equilibrate on time scales faster than the time scale for long-

N-9
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wavelength layer perturbations. In this sense, the conducting boundary

assumption is equivalent to freezing the long-wavelength layer

perturl'tions on the short time scale considered and is therefore not as

restrictive as appears at first glance. A study of turbulence in our model

can thus be expected to yield suggestive information for the short

wavelength spectral characteristics of ionospheric turbulence. In any

case, our present study allows an unambiguous comparison of spectral

characteristics of collisional and inertial turbulence.

It should be noted that our choice of the conducting boundary model is

motivated largely by the fact that it constitutes a well-posed problem that

can be investigated using pseudospectral methods. A more attractive choice

to study small scale turbulence would, at first sight, be periodic boundary

conditions in x with an imposed ambient density gradient. For the

Rayleigh-Taylor instability, however, this choice results in a time-

asymptotic state that corresponds to completely vertical flows, periodic in

y, continuing to increase exponentially in magnitude. This reflects the

fact that an infinite amount of energy can be tapped from the ambient

density gradient if the system is of infinite extent vertically. In a real

system, however, periodic vertical flows would have to close at some

height, presumably because of density thinning. It is in keeping with this

physical fact that we formulate our problem to have an effectively finite

vertical extent. Thus, we expect convection cells whose maximum extent in

the vertical direction is no more than Ln. While the imposition of fixed

densities at the top and bottom boundaries may not be completely realistic

for ionospheric applications, It does allow a quasilinear flattening of the

density gradient in the central regions; such a flattening is not possible

witn periodic boundary conditions in x.

N-1O



III. BASIC EQUATIONS

For the system described in Section II, the Rayleigh-Taylor flute

instability is expected to be the fastest growing instability. Assuming

that the system is infinitely long in the z-direction, the ensuing

convection will be completely electrostatic and two-dimensional in the

plane transverse to B(i.e., k k ; k yey where k is the wavenumber of

the perturbation,. We assume a background neutral density to exist

with V. the ion-neutral collision frequency, and note that the electron

neutral collision frequency may be neglected since in the F-region

ven / e << V in /a (Q2 is the cyclotron frequency of the species a; we

assume vin << ai). As long as kpi << 1, where pi is the mean ion Larmor

radius and k is a typical wavenumber, finite Larmor radius effects may be

ignored, while if kXD << 1, AD being the Debye length, quasi-neutrality may

be assumed. We assume isothermal electrons and cold ions for simplicity.

The equations used in the analysis are continuity, momentum transfer,

and charge conservation:

an ~ V •,*n =0o (1)
at (nV 0

T
0 V B) e Vn (v v.) (2)m - -e - m n ei -e-e e

dVi
+~ 1. V

m E I - le i -e )  'inyi + (

V * J - V [n(yV - --ji1 0 (4)

where the various symbols have their usual meaning.

N-II
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We perturb (1)-(4) about an equilibrium and let n n. + n, E

- V-, and V .V + V To lowest order in vn/Q the equilibrium drifts

eare given by Ve0 -cT e/eB)(i n n/3x) I e (the electron diagmagnetic

drift) and Vi0 g/Q. e (the ion gravitational drift). We solve (2) and

(3) for V and V which are given by
xe -i

e B z

i -d/dt+vi

/ x e C _n/-i Bz B 0.

where d/dt = V/at + V. " V and we have assumed 9i > >  Vat, V n >> V io "

Substituting these values into (1) and (4) to arrive at the coupled set of

equations for n and 0 [Huba et al, 19853:

Vn0  D 2
7 x e V2n cv x e • Vn (5)

at n 0 0B z n0 n Bn0

and

x e •V( + e x VJ V + V )v2 - 0 (6)
n 0 i

2where De = VeiPe is the electron diffusion coefficient. It may be seen

that (5) and (6) are mathematically the same as the Rayleigh-Benard

equations [Eqs. (17) and (18) of Lorenz (1963)] provided the

substitution vin * VV2 is made in (6).

N-12
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We normalize the equations in the following manner: x = x/L, V = LV,

t = Y t, n - (L/Ln)n, 0 - c/(L BY ), v - v. / D = D/(L Y ), andg ginng g

2Y = g/L . in this case, the normalized system of equations is given by
g nn

an .. .. .. . a _

+ e x •* Vn - DV n a (7)
t ay

, a 2^. an
x + e x •) 7 V)

at ay

Hereafter the carets will be suppressed.

The two nonlinearities in (7) and (8) are the E x B drift nonlinearity

* Vn term in (7)] and the polarization drift nonlinearity [v .* V2

term in (8)] where v a e x V . In the collisional case, v >> 1 and (8)
z

may be approximated as vV 2 an/ay. This corresponds to flows where the

driving gravitational forces are instantaneously balanced by friction. In

the opposite limit, the gravitational forces are unbalanced and accelerate

the flui .

The linear dispersion equation of the system is obtained by

linearizing '7) and (8) and assuming perturbed quantities vary as sin(kxx)

exp (ik y + Yt), where k and k are the positive integers. The dispersion
yx y

equation is given by

(Y + v)(Y + k2 D) - (k/k 2), (9)

where k k * k . The boundary between linearly stable and unstablex y

regions of k space is given by k2DV . (k /k)2 . A sketch of this boundary

is given in Fig. 2a. The maximum growth rate is obtained for kx = I. In

Fig. 2b we give a sketch of Y vs. ky for fixed kx (kx = 1, v = 1, and D =

N-13
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0.1). In general, Y is negative for k y < k, rises to k - km at which

point the growth rate is maximum, and then falls off becoming negative for

_*y 2 .  (The other root for Y in (9) is damped for all k Y.) If we let kx

and v be of order unity and assume D << I, then k, and k2 are given

2 4 2 -1 2
by K k vD and k2 . (vD) For the collisional limit (v >> 1), k2

. /,/DL while for the inertial limit (v << 1), k2  k /,/D. Note that for
X m x

very smaJl D, as is the case for the ionosphere, km >> 1. Thus the maximum

growth rate is obtained for kx = 1 and ky - km >> 1. The maximum growth

rate Y is approximately v or unity for the col lisional or inertial

limits, respectively. Also, since we require k2 > kI we find that

vjD < 1 for k - 1.
x

The coupled equations for 0 and n in (7) and (8) are solved using a

pseudospectral method code developed by Fyfe et al. (1977), based on the

work of Orszag (197'). The dependent variables * and n are Fourier-

decomposed as follows:

E(x,t) - £ *(k,t) exp (ik • x) (lOa)
k

n(x,t) - E n(k,t) exp (ik • x), (lOb)
k

where k k e + kyey, and k and k are integers. The nonlinear terms are
x xx y y x y

computed by fast Fourier transforming Vo and Vn from k space to x space,

calculating the nonlinear terms in x space, and then fast Fourier trans-

A. forming the results back to k space. The equations are then stepped

forward in time in k space and the cycle is repeated. Because of the

imposition of conducting boundaries at x-O and x-n, we demand that vX  0

N-14
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at these boundaries. This results in the conditions on *(k) and n(k)

given by (kx, k y) - - - k y) and n(kx, ky) - -n*(kx, - k y).

The numerical results presented in this paper are nominally computed

on a 32 x 32 mesh. However, to prevent aliasing of the wave energy during

4the fast Fourier transformation, it is necessary to zero all modes

with ik1 > 32/3. The linear growth rates of modes obtained from the code

were checked with the rates obtained from the solution of (9) and excellent

agreement was obtained. The nonlinear couplings of the present code have

been tested previously [Drake et al, 1984].

IV. SPECTRAL CHARACTERISTICS

In all cases, the system of modes was initialized with small, randomly

distributed amplitudes. Two stages were clearly discernible in the time

evolution of the system: (I ) the linear stage where the k spectrum grew

from random noise peaking at small kx and large ky as predicted from the

linear dispersion equation, and (2) the nonlinear stage, where the system

reached a turbulent state with the total energy in all the modes, on

average, a constant.

The spectrum in the linear stage of the instability is shown in Fig. 3

which is a plot of l0kI as a function of kx  and ky. For this

case, v - 1 and D - 8.0 x 10 - 3. The spectrum peaks at high k as may be

y

expected from the linear dispersion relation. The maximum amplitude also

occurs at kx  1 1 and the value of lpki at the peak is consistent with

linear theory.

.4,

,.
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In Fig. 4, we plot the total energy in all the modes (E) as a function

of time. The energy is defined as

-5 1 2 2.

N("1

2 k

k -

A co 1 onal case, - 4.0 and D = 2.0 x 3 is shown in Fig. 4a; an

>-.ertia :ase, v = 0.1 and D = 8.0 x '0 - , is shown in Fig. 4b. The energy

increases from its initial level and asymptotically attains an average

saturated level. The collisional case saturates at a value Eco I - 1.9 x

4.'. 13 -
3 while the inertial case at a value E ~ 3.1 (here the subscripts

..o" and in" denote collisional and inertial, respectively). A

discussion of the large difference between these two values is presented in

*: Appendix A.

After the total energy saturates, the detailed distribution of energy

" space can still be dynamic as energy is exchanged tetween different

modes in k space as a function of time. The general characteristics of the

spectra, however, remain unchanged: most of the energy resides in the long

wavelengths and a power law type of falloff to the short wavelengths is

found. To examine average features of the spectrum, the spectra were time-

averaged after saturation was achieved. The time-averaged spectra are

shown in Figs. 5a and 5b. In Fig. 5a the 10,1 spectrum is shown for a

collisional run: 10,1 vs. kx, ky is plotted for v - 4.0, D = 2.0 x 10- 3 ,

and the time averaging was done over approximately 100 linear growth times

in the nonlinear regime. Note that the spectrum is quite smooth: the

fluctuating peaks have been smoothed out by the time averaging. Most

prominent in the collisional spectrum is the anisotropic distribution of

N- 16
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energy for the short wavelengths with relatively little energy in the

region around k = 0. This feature is in marked contrast to

tne corresponding spectrum for the inertial case shown in Fig. 5t.

,The parameters for Fig. 5b were v = 0.1, D = 8.0 x 102, with averaging

, done for approximately 30 linear growth times after saturation. Figure 5W

4 shows that the inertial spectrum is very nearly isotropic in k space.

Slmi'ar results nave also been obtained using a 64 x 64 grid.

The corresponding averaged k spectra for the density are shown in

Figs. 6a and 6b. Here, in~1 vs. kx, ky is plotted. While an anisotropy is

evident in Fig. 6a, in both cases the most prominent feature of the spectra

is the power in the k = 0 modes. This is a reflection of the fact that

while on average the turbulence tends to flatten the background (ky = 0)

density profile, the fact that we hold the density fixed at x = 0 and x

= 7, results in sharp structures near the boundaries leading to large power

in the n( x 9 ky = 0) modes.

The physi-al reasons for the dissimilarity between the collisional and

inertial spectra can be understood quite simply. In the inertial case, it

is easy to imagine that a vertically elongated fluid element falling under

the influence of gravity could transfer its energy to a horizontally

elongated fluid element when it "hits" the bottom boundary. That is to say

the vertical flow is diverted horizontally by the bottom plate and the

latter expansion, unimpeded by friction (since v << 1), overshoots and

creates a fluid element which is equally elongated horizontally. This is

not the case in the collisional limit (v >> 1). In the collisional case,

.the overshoot just described is practically eliminated as the friction from

the neutrals slows down the v y flow almost immediately. Thus, while the

N- 17
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vertical flows are finger-like since the growth rate peaks for large ky

they do not drive horizontal finger-like flows. We illustrate this

argument by plotting in Fig. 7 snapshots of the flow streamlines in the two

cases. Figure 7a is the collisional case, Fig. 7b the inertial. Both

figures were obtained from runs evolved with initial random noise; in

addition, the figures are to scale with respect to each other. The finger-

like character in the collisional limit is clearly evident. It is fairly

clear that these flow characteristics should be basic to interchange

turbulence in general and not peculiar to out, model system. In fact, the
4.

same characteristics were observed in the simulations of Mitchell et al.

(1985); the latter are 2-D configuration space simulations and allow

breakup of the initial density layer.

The foregoing arguments can be further substantiated by examining the

Fourier component of (8) appropriate for a mode with finite kx but small

k Y. Consider such a mode with kx - k of order unity. In that case, (8)

. may be rewritten schematically as

yO 2'.. + V) - k n + (v VV2*)O, (12)

where the subscript 0 denotes the Fourier component for which k * 0. It
y

is then clear that unless the v • Vv nonlinearity plays a role, the power

in 0 approaches zero as ky * 0 regardless of collisionality. [We are

assuming that no does not diverge as ky + 0. A divergence is unlikely; at

most, no  could be isotropic due to the v • Vn nonlinearity in (7).]

Consider now the v • V v term: the maximum contribution from this term is

of order i2 where Ikl is taken to be of order unity and * is a typical

amplitude in the main part of the spectrum. In the inertial limit, v <<

N-18
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a/3t - I and I - (see See. IV). Thus, from (12), we have *0/* - 1 as

ky * 0 which implies that isotropization is possible. In the collisional

1/2
limit, however, a/at << v and * - (D/v) (See. IV). Thus the maximum

-1 1/2relative value of # as k .0 is given by *0/* - v (D/v) < .0 -1 /

The v * Vv nonlinearity is therefore negligible and, at best, 00 will

increase as ky if n is isotropic.

The time-averaged electrostatic potential power spectra shown in Fig.

5 were analyzed further to display the two-dimensional band-averaged

spectrum, and the one-dimensional spectra along kx and k The results are

shown in Fig. 8 (collisional case) and Fig. 9 (inertial case). Figures 8a

and 9a show the band-averaged power spectra P(k2 ) plotted versus k2; the

quantity P(k2 ) is defined as

P(k 2 ) " Nk' Z 1 (13a)

2

where the summation, for a given k2 , is over all wave vectors g such that
Vf 2 k2

2 k 2 and Nk is the total number of modes in the band considered. The

2
omnidirectional power spectrum can then be defined by 2wkP(k ). Figures 8b

and 9b are the power spectra Px plotted versus k2  while Figs. 80 and 9c,

correspondingly, are plots of Py versus k2 . Here, P. and Py are defined by
y

Px(kx) - Z Ik ,  (13a)

C - k -

y
;=11

Py(ky) - 1E 1 2o (13b)

y y -i4,;

fa N-19
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where Z indicates a sum over all ky for a given kx; likewise for E
k y kx

The approximate spectral indices, obtained by a least squares fit, are also

given in Figs. 8 and 9.

From Fig. 8 (collisional case), and in particular Figs. 8b and 8c, the

anisotropy is clearly evidenced by the difference in the slopes of Px and

Py. We find that P. c k- 3 "7 1 0.3 while P c k -4.6 ± 0.3. In contrast,

the corresponding spectra for the inertial case shown in Fig. 9 show a high

degree of isotropy [see Figs. 9b and 9c]. Furthermore, the spectral index

for the band averaged power (Fig. 9ai is -4.4 + 0.Swhich is consistent with

the Kolmogorov law: the usual two-dimensional Kolmogorov index, stated

for k lk1 vs. k, is expected to be -8/3 [see, for example, Kulsrud and

Sudan, 1982]. Thus I*k1 2 would scale as k-14/3 - k 4 -66 which is within

the error bars of our measured spectral index. The Kolmogorov power law

may be deduced if one assumes that convective mixing due to

the v • Vv forces is dominant and dissipation is negligible; this is

approximately the situation in the inertial limit. We also note that an

isotropic power spectrum with P(k 2 ) k-4 "66 would result in a one-

dimensional power spectrum Px " Py c k-3.66" Our measured slopes for Px

and Py (Figs. 9b and 9c: -3.8 + 0.2) are therefore, within numerical error,

consistent with isotropy and the band-averaged spectrum in Fig. 9a.

Results similar to Figs. 8 and 9 were also obtained using a 64 x 64 system.

If (7) and (8) are Fourier analyzed according to (10) but only three

coupled field variables are retained, the resulting equations [Huba et al.,

4. 1985] are Just the well-known Lorenz [1963] equations that were originally

applied to the Rayleigh-Benard instability. The three modes in question

are, for example, the (kx - 1, ky - 1) mode for * and the (1,1) and (2, 0)

modes for n. The Lorenz equations have been intensively studied because

N-20
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they exhibit chaotic behavior [Lorenz, 1963; Ott, 1981). In an earlier

study [Huba et al., 1985], the possible role of chaotic behavior for

ionospheric interchange instability dynamics were discussed. Since the

present paper represents a many mode extension of this study, we discuss in

Appendix B the role of chaotic dynamics in light of the present work.

V. SUMMARY

We have investigated the spectral characteristics of plasma turbulence

arising from the two-dimensional, magnetized Rayleigh-Taylor instability in

the presence of a background neutral gas. By investigating a model system

akin to the classic Rayleigh-Benard system, we have shown that a primary

difference between collision-dominated and inertial spectra of the

electrostatic potential is a marked anisotropy in the former case (Fig.

o
5a). The one-dimensional power spectra for the collisional case are given

by Px ( kx3 7 ± 0.3 and Py c ky4 6 ± 0 The inertial spectrum, by

contrast, is isotropic and obeys the Kolmogorov law (Figs. 5b and 9a). The

two-dimensional band averaged spectrum is found to be P a k- 4 ." 0.5 which

is consistent with the Kolmogorov scaling of P a k-4.6 7 . The one-

dimensional spectra are given by Px c ky3 .8 ± 0.2 and Py a ky3 8 ± 0.2

The anisotropy is a reflection of the fact that the turbulent convection in

the collision-dominated case represents flow with friction so dominant that

fluid elements move at "terminal velocity" and negligible inertial

overshoot. Since the linear growth rate peaks for short horizontal scales

(Fig. 2a), the strong friction flow is finger-like (Fig. 7a) with more

elongated structures vertically rather than horizontally. This corresponds

to comparatively reduced power for the ky - 0 modes.

N-21.,...
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Although the present simulation is highly idealized in the sense that

long wavelength perturbations of the entire density layer are not allowed,

it is nevertheless evident that the basic characteristics of flow, finger-

like on the one hand and isotropic on the other, should be a fairly general

feature of ionospheric turbulence: anisotropic potential power spectra may

be expected at low altitudes (i.e., less than 500 km). A similar statement

can also be made for E x B drift turbulence as the governing equations for

this instability are mathematically identical to the Rayleigh-Taylor

equations [Huba et al., 1985]. In fact, fully 2-D simulations, allowing

density layer modifications [Mitchell et al., 1985), show strong

indications that collisionality governs the level of isotropy of spectra.

Application of these results to measurements of ionospheric turbulence

are difficult for several reasons. First, as noted above, our model is

somewhat ideal. Second, very little data relating to the spectra of

electric field fluctuations in the ionosphere have been reported. And

third, the data that has been published are single, one-dimensional

spectra. In order to ascertain whether the spectrum is isotropic or

anisotropic, it is clear that at least two, one-dimensional spectra should

be obtained: orthogonal to one another, and orthogonal to the magnetic

field. Nevertheless, it is instructive to point out the data published

thus far on ionospheric electric field fluctuations and how it compares4.

with our results.

Cerisier et al. [1985] have recently measured electric field

fluctuation spectra at 592 km in the high-latitude topside F region

ionosphere. Their measured spectrum of iEl 2 a , or 1 2 k

is in close agreement with the one-dimensional Kolmogorov scaling obtained

in the inertial regime (Figs. 9b and 9c), but is also consistent with the

N-22
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results in the collisional regime (Fig. 8b). They hypothesize that

* the E x B gradient drift instability is responsible which is an interchange

instability very similar to the Rayleigh-Taylor instability (Huba et al.,

1985).

* Kelley et al. [19823 observed one-dimensional electric field

fluctuation power spectra at 502 km, in the vertical direction, during

equatorial spread-F to be a power law k- 3 in the scale size regime of a few

* hundred meters to a few tens of meters. This gives a one-dimensional

potential power spectrum of approximately k -5 in the vertical direction.

Recently, LaBelle et al. [1986] have discussed the spectra of electric

*Q field irregularities at 450 km in equatorial spread-F observed in the

CONDOR campaign. They showed that the one-dimensional power spectrum of

electric field fluctuations in the vertical direction can be represented by

* a power law k-2 .5 for scale sizes between approximately 1 km and a few tens

of meters, which gives a one-dimensional potential power spectrum of

k-45. These results are more consistent with the collisional regime (Fig.

8 8c) than the inertial regime (Fig. 9c). It must be noted, however, as

Labelle et al. [1986] discuss, that at wavelengths of order 100 m, a knee

in the spectrum is observed suggestive of new physical mechanisms at

shorter wavelengths (Labelle et al. [1986] suggest drift waves). More to

the point, the data from both Kelley et al. [1986] and Labelle et al.

[1986] at wavelengths longer than 100 m, above the knee, are not as finely

resolved as the short wavelength data. Thus, the comparison cannot be said

to be conclusive.

It is difficult to reach any definitive conclusions concerning

collision-dominated vs. inertia dominated turbulence based upon a single

one-dimensional power spectra. Simultaneous measurements of one-

V N-23
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dimensional power spectra in two directions (transverse to one another and

transverse to the magnetic field) are needed to establish whether or not

the turbulence is anisotropic (i.e., collisional) or isotropic (i.e.,

inertial). It is recommended that experimentalists obtain electric field

fluctuation data of this type at both low and high ionospheric altitudes to

*. determine if an altitude dependent anisotropy exists in the turbulence.
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APPENDIX A

In Figs. 4a and 4b, we show plots of the total normalized kinetic

energy for each of the collisional and ion inertial cases, respectively.

The kinetic energy density is normalized to the quantity mg(dno/dx)L2 ,

* i.e., proportional to the gravitational free energy of the system. In the

collisional case, Fig. 4a, the normalized saturated energy is E a 1.1 x

10 while, for the inertial case (Fig. 4b), the energy is E a 1.5 x 101.

-23
Note that for the collisional case, v - 4.0 and D = 2.0 x 10 - 3  while for

the inertial case v - .1 and D = 8.0 x 10-2. We observ; that the turbulent

energy in the collisional case is approximately three orders of magnitude

- smaller than the turbulent energy of the inertial case, and therefore

almost quiescent by comparison.
4.

*A relatively simple scaling argument that explains the observed

difference in saturated energy levels can be deduced from a simple three

I wave model [Huba et al., 1985]. Noting from Figs. 5a and 5b that the

maximum energy resides in the kx = 1, ky = 1 mode, we consider the

following forms for the perturbed potential and density: * - sin x

s4 sin y and n - nI 1  sin x cos y + n2 , 0 sin 2x. Here x and y represent the x

and y spatial coordinates normalized to L, and only the coefficients

4I ,I- n 1.' and n2, 0 are assumed to be time dependent. Substituting # and

n into (7) and (8) we obtain the following set of coupled ordinary

C differential equations:

V# + 1 n (114a)1,1 + 2 1,1

n 1 1  -2Dn 1 1 
+  1,1 + 1, 1 n2 , 0  (14b)
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S 2,0 1'I2 = - 'D2,0 -~ 2*11n1, (114e)

where the dot over a variable indicates a time derivative. An estimate of

saturation levels can now be obtained by examining the "fixed state"

amplitudes of * and n which are found by setting d/dt = 0 in (14). We find

0 - 4D(1/4vD - 1)1/2 (15a)

11

n = 8vD(1/4vD - 1)1/2 (15b)

-1 0 4vD- 1 (15c)
2,0

where the superscript 0 indicates the "fixed state" value. For our

0 1/2
numerical calculations, vD << 1 so that 0 2(D/v) . Since the energy

of the system is given by E k1 22 we find that E a D/v. Thus, we expect

that the ratio of the saturated energy levels shown in Fig. 4 Is given by

Ein Din Vcol

in in(16). Eco Dcol vin

where the subscripts "in" and "col" denote inertial and collisional,

respectively. Using the appropriate values of v and D we find from (16)

that E /E 1.6 x 10 3 ; this is consistent with the numerical value ofin col

% 1.4 x 103 .  In addition, the value of Ein based on alone is Ein - 3.1

which is within a factor of 3 of the many mode value in Fig. 5b (i.e.,

E 10). The value of Ecol based on is Ecol - 1.9 x 10- 3 which is

1. within a factor of 5 of the many mode value (i.e., E = 0.01).
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'I Although the simple three wave model explains the large difference in

* energy levels between the collisional and inertial cases, two comments must

* be made regarding the limits of applicability of the model. First, as is

well known, the fixed states given by (15) do not necessarily correspond to

,q equilibrium states of the system because for certain ranges of v and D they

become unstable. Thus, for purposes of obtaining a scaling for 0 with v

and D, we would only expect the fixed state scaling to hold provided v and

* D are not too far from the stability boundary. For the two cases

considered, v and D were such that the fixed states are stable. Second,

we would not expect the three wave scaling to hold for values of D

f and v for which >> 1, (e.g., v * 0). This is because (14) does not

include any effects of the v • Vv nonlinearity; for the three modes

considered v • Vv = 0. In contrast, the effects of the v • Vn nonlinearity

* are modeled by the nonlinear terms in (14b) and (14c). Clearly when v << 1

and v - V >> a/st, or, in normalized units, when >> I, the v • Vv non-

linearity must be considered in the sense that higher order modes should be

- allowed in (14). In that case, for v << 1, the maximum level of is

expected to be given by v V - /at or *1 1 -1. This corresponds to a

maximum kinetic energy of the order of the gravitational free energy of the

Isystem. For the cases considered by us, $0 is at most of order unity and

thus a scaling estimate based on the three wave model is not inconsistent.

.
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4%. APPENDIX B

We discuss here the relation between our present many mode study of

* Rayleigh-Taylor turbulence and Lorenz's (1963) three-mode study. We will

* be concerned mainly with the implications of these two studies to

ionospheric turbulence.

To review Lorenz's results, we consider for simplicity the case D << 1

which is valid for the ionosphere. We also assume v to be of order unity;

in the ionosphere the transition altitude going from large v below to

small v above is roughly 500 km. Lorenz's results for D << I and v of

order unity may be stated as follows: for all v > 1, the 3 mode equations

always asymptote to one of two fixed states (3/at = 0) in phase space.

The fixed states correspond physically to the (1, 1) convective cell

* turning either in the clockwise or the counterclockwise direction. On the

other hand, for v < 1, no fixed states are obtained; rather, the phase

space trajectory revolves about either one or the other of the foregoing

* fixed points with seemingly random transitions from one to the other.

Hence the designation "chaotic". The physical correspondence of this

behavior is that the convective cell makes many turns in one of either the

clockwise or the counterclockwise directions (with periodic modulations in

turnover rate) but, in random fashion, may switch the direction of rotation

as time evolves.

'C The Lorenz results are of interest to ionospheric studies for they

suggest a possible dissimilarity in the behavior of convection patterns

above and below 500 km [Huba et al., 1985]. If taken at face value, the

*l results imply that, on average, steady convection would be expected below

4. 500 km and chaotic patterns above this altitude. It is clear however, that

N-29
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the three mode results would have to be augmented with a many mode study

before conclusions can be drawn; in the ionosphere, since D << 1, a wide

band of k vectors is linearly unstable as can be deduced form Fig. 2. To

. place the three mode results in context with the many mode study, we

investigated the following issues:

(a) In the limit v >> 1, for which fixed states are predicted from

the three-wave Lorenz model, are fixed states possible if many

modes are allowed? Clearly for D << 1, this is not so as

evidenced by the results shown in Figs. 4a and 5a. A parameter

sweep of D showed that a many mode fixed state (3/3t = 0 for all

modes) was possible only if D was large enough so that only a few

modes (two to four) were unstable linearly [cf. Fig. 2 with D

approaching unity]. In Fig. 10a, we show such a completely time

independent nonlinearly saturated InkI spectrum (as evidenced in

the E vs. t plot in Fig. lOb) for v - 3.16 and D = 3.16 x I0 - 2.N"

The linear growth rate for these parameters becomes negative for

ky > 3. In view of the drastic truncation used to arrive at the

Lorenz equations, our result is not surprising. Clearly,

however, the case D of order a few percent is not applicable to

the ionosphere.

(b) The question posed in (a) may be overly restrictive in the sense

that the condition /at - 0 for all modes to define "fixed state"

is stringent. To come up with a more practical definition of

"fixed state", we defined "chaotic convection" to be any motion

that consisted in the (1, 1) convective cell undergoing seemingly

random changes in the direction of turnover. Since the (1, 1)

N3
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cell typically appears to possess most of the energy (see Figs.

- 5), a change in direction of this mode would constitute a change

in direction of the average convective flow. With this broadened

definition, a preliminary search for chaotic convection was made

* for several values of v << 1 (in which regime the Lorenz

equations would predict chaos). In apparent paradox, for the

several v values tested, no changes in direction were observed

* over considerably long time scales (several diffusion times).

The convective cell on average keeps turning in the same

direction. This result is consistent with the extensive study

made by Curry et al. (1985) which found that the level of "chaos"

diminishes with increasing number of modes in two dimensions. A

possible explanation for the unidirectional vorticity of the

" large scale is that the smaller scale cells generate sufficient

turbulent diffusion to give rise to an effective diffusion

coefficient which is of order unity.

* • In view of (a) and (b), it would seem that the Lorenz physics, insofar

as 'he behavior of large convective cells is concerned, is not directly

applicable to the ionosphere in the two dimensional approximation. The

most salient features to emerge from our many mode study seem to be the

difference between the collisional and inertial spectra, the anisotropy in

the former, and the isotropy and the Kolmogorov nature of the latter.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1 Geometry and plasma configuration.

Fig. 2 Linear stability regime of the Rayleigh-Taylor instability.

* (a) The region of instability in k space; modes are linearly

unstable inside the bounded curves. (b) The linear growth rate

for fixed kx plotted as a function of k Analytical expressions

* for the cutoffs, k, and k2 , and the wavenumber for maximum

* growth, km, are given in the text.

Fig. 3 A snapshot of the two-dimensional spectrum of 1# in the linear

* stage of the instability showing maximum growth at ky large and

kx of order unity. The parameters are v -l and D - 8.0 x 10-3.

Fig. 4 Time histories of the total flow kinetic energy shown for (a) the

* collisional case (v = 4 and D - 2.0 x I0-3), and (b) the inertial

case (v - 0.1 and D = 8.0 x 10-2)

Fig. 5 Two-dimensional time averaged spectra of I€k1, plotted on a log

* scale, shown for (a) the collisional case (v - 4 and D = 2.0 x

10-3), and (b) the inertial case (v - 0.1 and D = 8.0 x 10-2).

Note the anisotropy in the former case. The maximum value

• of 1 kl in case (a) is 1.6 x I0-2 , and in case (b) is 1.2.

Fig. 6 Two-dimensional time-averaged spectra of in~l, on log scale,

shown for (a) the collisional case (v - 4 and D - 2.0 x 10-3),

C and (b) the inertial case (v - 0.1 and D - 8.0 x 1o-2). The

large amount of power in k . 0 modes reflects the fact that the
y

original density ramp has undergone significant quasilinear

flattening.
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Fig. 7 A snapshot of the flow streamlines at saturation for (a) the

collisional case (v - 4 and D - 2.0 x 10-3), and (b) the Inertial

case (v - 0.1 and D = 8.0 x 10-2). The plots are on the same

scale. Note the elongated nature of the cells in (a), reflected

in the anisotropic spectrum of Fig. 4.

Fig. 8 Time averaged power spectra at saturation for the collisional

case (v = 4 and D = 2.0 x 10-3). We note that (a) is the band

averaged spectrum while (b) and (c) are line averaged in ky and

kx, respectively. The anisotropy is evident in the difference

between (b) and (C).

Fig. 9 Time averaged power spectra at saturation for the inertial

case (v = 0.1 and D - 8.0 x 10-2). Cases (a), (b), and (c) are

as in Fig. 7. Note the isotropy of the spectrum evident from (b)

and (c). The power spectral indices obtained from these plots

are consistent with the Kolmogorov scaling.

Fig. 10 A case of a nonlinear fixed state with 32 x 32 modes (v - 3.16

and D - 3.16 x 10-2). The two-dimensional power spectrum

of in, 1 is shown in (a) and the total energy versus time is given

In (b). Note that the energy is in complete steady state.
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EARLY TIME COUPLING STUDIES USING A 1D HYBRID CODE

. INTRODUCTION

The understanding of atmospheric effects generated by a HANE is of

vital importance to DNA. It is well known that HANE's cause severe

disturbances in the atmosphere and ionosphere which impact C3T systems. In

particular, long lasting, large scale ionization irregularities degrade

radar and communications signals. To develop predictive capability for

l such H*INE effects, DNA sponsored a major research effort at NRL leading to

theoretical and computational models of HANE. Significant progress was

made in this area during the past decade leading to the development of

sophisticated multifluid codes which incorporate in a self consistent

manner anomalous transport due to instabilities. Recent advances in both

plasma theory and numerical techniques allow us today to produce

substantially more refined and accurate models of the early time HANE

phenomenology. These advances indicate the need for a better incorporation

(of kinetic effects due to strong deviations of the particle distributions

from Maxwellian. The new codes allow us to compute the laminar and

turbulent dynamic ion response over long time and space scales and for a

mixture of ionized species. In this way laminar, electrostatic, Larmor and

turbulent coupling processes can be followed dynamically and their relative

strength and dynamic interplay can be assessed. This paper is the first to

describe this series of investigations, focuses on a particular process,

early time debris-air coupling, and stresses quantitative understanding of

the underlying physics.

Early time coupling had been a controversial subject in the DNA RANE

community in the 1970's. Two "opposing" views were maintained: NRL, LASL

and ARA advocated short-range coupling associated with plasma turbulence,
L while MRC argued for "Larmor coupling" associated with the ion qyration in

% t e ambient magnetic field. To a certain extent, the issue was not whether

or not these coupling mechanisms worked, but which mechanism was

dominant. The turbulent coupling process developed at NRL was studied by

incorporating theoretical estimates of anomalous transport coefficients in

a ID multi-fluid code. Although this procedure yielded results consistent

Manuscript approved February 14, 1985.
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with AE data and orovided strong supoort for turbulent coupling, it was

not a self-consistent technique. Moreover, it was not capable of handling

kinetic effects such as caused by reflected ions; such reflected ions are

known to occur in high Mach number shocks. The present study, using a ID

hybrid code, overcomes these deficiencies. Namely, it allows instabilities

to be excited which affect the plasma evolution in a self-consistent

manrer, i.e., no model anomalous transport coefficients are used, and

reflected ions are permitted. Furthermore, the iD hybrid code inherently

includes "Larmor coupling" so that a direct comparison of the relevant

importance and interplay of the coupling mechanisms can be made.

The organization of the paper is as follows. In the next section we

present an overview of the basic physical processes occurring as debris

streams through the air. In Section III we present results of two

simulations which demonstrate the various aspects of coupling. Finally, in

the last section we summarize our results and discuss their implications to

.ANr- phenomenol,,;y.

11. OVERVIEW OF PHYSICAL PROCESSES

The evolution of the debris-air plasma is characterized by three

temporal stages: (1) magnetic field compression; (2) piston formation; and

(3) shock formation and evolution. The bulk of this paper describes in

'S detail piston dynamics; for completeness we briefly discuss the other two

stages.

$.4- In the initial stage, the debris streams outward from the burst point

and picks up air electrons which merge with the debris electrons to form a

single electron distribution. The compression of the air electrons leads

" to a compression of the magnetic field since the air electrons are "tied"

to the field lines due to the low value of resistivity. This is the first

stage of the debris-air interaction and has been well-documented

theoretically (Longmire, 1963; Sloan, 1970; Lampe and Hernandez, 1972),

.inericaily (Clark et al., 1974), and experimentally (Ripin et al., 1984).

The next stage involves the dynamics of piston formation and will be

discussed in detail in the following section. Briefly, this stage is

dominated by the interaction of the two ion streams, i.e., the debris ions

and the air ions. It is this phase where various coupling mechanisms

0-10" S..-i
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become apparent. The debris ions slow down, while the air ions are picked

up; there is momentum exchange between the ion species. There is also a

conversion-of the directed kinetic energy of the debris to thermal energy

of both ions and electrons, i.e., heating and acceleration occurs. And

final.Ly, an electrostatic potential forms at the leading edge of the

*o magnetic field compression which causes some debris ions to be accelerated

ahead of the magnetic piston and some air ions to be reflected. This final

point, although well-known, can be very important to the formation of

debris patches in the conjugate regions since it results in very high

velocity ions.

* Lastly, the final stage involves the formation of a shock wave which

"runs" ahead of the piston. We do not describe this phase in detail in

this paper, but do show that a minimum time is required for high Mach

number shock formation. This minimum time is basically the time needed for

the shock to "run" ahead of the accelerated debris or reflected air ions.

III. SIMULATIONS AND RESULTS

Prior to discussing the details of the simulations, we present a

o U simple model equation that elucidates the various coupling mechanisms to be

studied. Moreover, it highlights the distinction between previous models

(e.g., KLYSMA) and the present work. We consider the following momentum

* equation in the x direction for an air ion (i.e., radial direction

perpendicular to the ambient magnetic field B - Be z).

dV eE
ax. x + a V v*(V (1)

dt m a a ay a d)a

where the subscript a refers to air, 2 = Z eB/m c, v* is an anomalous ion-
a a a

ion collision frequency, V - Vde is the streaming debris velocity, e is

the charge, m is the mass, and Z is the charge state. The first term on

the RHS of (1) arises from a laminar electric field usually associated with

the Leading edge of the magnetic compression. It acts to accelerate debris

ions and to reflect air ions. The second term in (1) is the magnetic force

which is associated with Larmor coupling. The final term in (1)

corresponds to turbulent "pick up" of the air and arises because of plasma

instabilities. For plasma turbulence such that v* > Si it is clear that

turbulent coupling can dominate over Larmor coupling.

0-11
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Notice that the force P aV ay associated with Larmor coupling is

proportional to the value of Vay which, before any form of coupling occurs,

is Vax Vay - 0. Therefore the laminar force eE x/ma and the turbulent

force v*jVax - VdI - v*Vd will dominate initially even for v* << Qa (i.e.,

as icng as v* > P~a(Vay/Vd)). The time evolution of Vay will be given by

JV dV eE eVdB
- - = -_ M na1 d  (2)

dt Ma m c ad

in deriving eq. (1a) we assumed an infinitely conducting (n * 0), low 2

(2 << 1) situation so that Ey M VdB/c. From eqs. (1) and (2 ) it is

obvious that the time scale for significant Larmor coupling is P t > 1,a

i.e., the value of Vay should approach Vd. At earlier times the laminar

and turbulent forces will dominate. The turbulent forces will also

dominate even at t >> aI as long v* > na jVax - VdI/Vd. Another important

point follows from (1) and (2) if we neglect the laminar and turbulent

forces. If L is the size of magnetic field compression then as long as Vax

K Vd the maximum value of Vay will be Vay m Lal. As mentioned previously.yad

the Larmor momentum coupling force in the x direction becomes significant

if Vay a L. Therefore for effective Larmor coupling L > Vd/na . Namely,

an extremely broad magnetic field profile will be required. We will

further comment on this point later on.

In previous work, theoretical estimates of v* were incorporated in a

multi-fluid code (KLYSMA) which solved momentum equations similar to (1)

and (2) (Clark et al., 1974). However, the turbulent interaction involves

ions interacting with fluctuating electric fields, i.e., v* - v*(6E). The

present simulations incorporate such effects self-consistently. The air

momentum equation solved, analogous to (1), is

k-dV
do ax - e (E + E ) + P V (3)

dt m x x a av[.%- a

-rhere 6- is self consistently generated because of plasma instabilities

"(.3X., ion-ion streaming instability (Papadopoulos et al., 1971) and is

allowed to act directly on the ion motion, rather than through a model

equation such as (1). Given this background, we now present the simulation

results.

0-12
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The simulations were performed using a one dimensional auasi-neutral

hybrid code (Chodura, 1975: Winske and Leroy, 1984) whose description is

given in Appendix 1. The code incorporates ion kinetic effects by

following the trajectories of "superparticles", numerically representing

many actual ions, in 3 dimensions in velocity space and one dimension in

configuration space. The electrons are approximated as a massless fluid

described by momentum and energy transport equations; the electron pressure

is assumed to be isotropic. These equations, with Maxwell's equations, are

solved on a one dimensional spatial grid using moments calculated from the

ion distributions. Anomalous resistivity, resulting in magnetic field

* diffusion and electron ohmic heating, is included as a parameter in the

equations with a value consistent with that expected from current driven

cross-field instabilities.

The boundary conditions in the code correspond to the conditions we

expect at early times. A dense ion beam is injected continuously into the

simulation box which is initially filled with a tenuous stationary

plasma. In our present results both ion populations are H+, but other ion

species can be easily considered and will be presented elsewhere. We set

up a finite width magnetic field compression within the leading edge of the

ion beam. This represents the field compression expected from the cross-

field beam motion which, because of Einite resistivity, will diffuse into

the beam. The width of the compression has been varied to study various

physical phenomena. The magnetic field is held fixed at the edges of the

simulation box.

'4e present below the results of two simulations selected to illustrate

the underlying physical coupling processes. The initial state is typical

of the piston formation stage. It is shown in Fig. la, for the case of MA

- Vd/Va - 4, where VA is defined on the basis of the ambient (i.e.,

upstream) parameters. A magnetic pulse consistent with B/n - constant is

introduced at the left hand boundary. In this paper we do not study the

formation of the pulse but assume its nature in accordance with previous

work mentioned in Section II, and its width L to illustrate the important

physics. In the figures the velocity is in terms of the upstream value of

V and of time in terms of the upstream value of P 1 ." The units of length*A aare in ter-s of the ion cyclotron value computed for air with velocity Vd

0-13
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-% but with the v.a'ue of the downstream (i.e., compressed) magnetic field.

This :epresentation has been selected for clarity of the underlying

physics. We consider (1) a "broad" LB 2Ri (Ri in upstream values) pulse

with M4 A ' and na/na = 16 and (2) a "narrow" LB pulse with MA = 8

and 'n ,na - 64. Here Vd, nd are the debris velocity and density, na the

air density and VA is defined on the basis of the upstream conditions.

A. Broad Pulse (LB 2rLi)

This simulation is initialized with a magnetic pulse width L3 - 2rL1

Vd"VA - 4 and nd/na - 16. We show a series of results for this run in Fig.

1. Figure I displays four important quantities versus distance. The

bottom curve represents the magnetic field magnitude, the middle curve (ora.

"dots") represent particle velocities of the debris and air ions (the

debris ions have Vd ~ 4VA while the air ions have Vd - 0), and the top

curve represents the electric field in the x direction. Figure la is at t

- 0.0C9 where P is based on the upstream value of B. Note the broad

pulse in B with sharp gradients at the leading and trailing edges.

Associated with these gradients are strong laminar electric fields at these

edges as shown in the top portion of Fig. la. These fields strongly affect

the ions. Note in the middle panel that some debris ions are being

accelerated ahead of the B pulse, and air ions are being picked up in a

reflection process.

Figure lb depicts the system at t - 0.0386 and several interesting

features are developing. First, the B field pulse has broadened

S.. considerably. The leading edge of the pulse has been "dragged" out to

x - 4 rLi, and the gradients are not as sharp. Second, the laminar electric

field has fallen in intensity and is accompanied by a considerable amount
of turbulence in the region 0 < r/rLi 2.4 caused by of the ion-ion

streaming. This turbulence causes some momentum exchange between debris

and air ions, and thermalization of the particles in this region. Finally,

als at this time, a fraction of debris ions have been accelerated to a

velocitv greater than twice the initial velocity.

Figure ic shows the system at t - 0.0874 i " The magnetic pulse

continues to broaden and now extends to x - 6rLi. A laminar electric field

still exists at x 3.6 rLi. However, the turbulence in the region 0 <

0-14
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x! rtj 3.6 has subsided since the relative velocity between debris and air

ions is small. The ion motion in this region is dominated by the magnetic

field and, in effect, is where "Larmor coupling" is taking place. Perhaps

the most interesting region is 3.6 < x/rLi < 6.0. It is clear that debris

acceleration and air reflection are continuing. Furthermore, turbulence is

developing at the debris-air interface (x - 4.0 rLi).

* Finally, Fig. Id shows the system at t - 0.1542 Q_ . The magnetic
i

pulse is quite broad now, extending out to x - 8.0 rLi. Very intense

electrostatic turbulence is occurring at the debris-air mix in the region

4.2 < x/rLi < 8.2 which is producing coupling between the ion species and

thermalizing the particles. Debris particles have been accelerated up to

V - 3Vd. In the region 2.0 < x/rLi K 4.0 the air ions have a velocity

V - 5.0 VA while the debris ions have a velocity V - 3.0 VA. In this

region the momentum coupling is through the magnetic field (Larmor

coupling) and the debris and air ions perform gyrations about the magnetic

field. Very little turbulence is evident in the electric field, confirming

the fact that v* < Qa"

'hus, in this simulation it is found that three important processes

are affecting coupling, energization, and thermalization: (1) laminar

electric fields; (2) turbulent electric fields; and (3) magnetic field

pick-up. The laminar fields are most prominent early in the run (Fig. la)

and cause debris acceleration and air reflection. This is crucial to early

time HANE processes since debris ions can be accelerated up to - 3 times

their initial expansion velocity, and air ions are "picked-up". Turbulent

electric fields cause coupling and thermalization of the ion species. In

this run they are most effective at the debris-air interface, and ahead of

the interface (Figs. Ic and id). Finally, "Larmor coupling" is observed

within a section of the broad magnetic pulse in Figs. lc and Id, i.e., the

debris and air ions have rotated about the B field so that the air ions

have a larger x velocity than that of the debris (Vax > Vdx). This process

supplements any incomplete part of the turbulent coupling and operates on a

long time scale.
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This o si ulseci LB =6 The reut ar shw t i. .This simulation is initialized with a magnetic pulse width LB = 0.1
m I rT adV! A - ndd/na - 64. The results are shown in Fig. 2. In

Fig. 2a we show the plasma system at t - 0.0206 . Already by this time

a substantial number of air ions are being reflected from the laminar

electric field at x - 1.5 rLi. Furthermore, debris ions have been

accelerated up to V - 2.5 Vd and extend out to x - 4 rLi. In this region

there is a considerable amount of electrostatic turbulence as seen in the

electric field plot. Figure 2b is at t - 0.0411 S1. The magnitude of the

turbulence electric fields have increased from the previous time shown and

are quite intense at the debris-air interface (x - 3.0 rLi). The air ions

are being "picked up" because of their turbulence and thermalized. The

magnetic field has been dragged out to x - 7.0 rLi by accelerated debris

ions. Finally, Figs. 2c and 2d .show the ions and fields at t

0.0617 n?. and t - 0.0771 l respectively. The general features are

similar to t - 0.0411 (Fig. 2b). There are intense turbulent fields at the

debris-air interface which transfer momentum from the debris to air ions,

and also thermalize the particles. Debris ions extend out to x > 10.0 rLi

by t - 0.0617 , as well as the B field and low level turbulence. In

this run there is no indication of Larmor coupling. One interesting

feature seen in Fig. 2d is the "structuring" of the magnetic pulse. In

particular, there is a sharp gradient that has developed at x 4.8 rLi

which produces a laminar electric field. This field acts to energize air

ions to such that V - 1.8 Vd at x - 5.0 rLi.

IV. DISCUSSION

We have presented the results of simulations of very early time

processes (i.e., t < -1 ) using a ID hybrid code. The purpose of this work

" has been to elucidate important physical phenomena rather than to perform

an actual early time simulation of a HANE. The focus of this study has

'een nrimarilv on coupling mechanisms; an area that has been somewhat

controversial within the DNA community. We have found that there is no

"single" coupling mechanism but that several mechanisms can be effective at

various times throughout the debris expansion phase. In the first

simulation, initialized with a "broad" magnetic pulse, the initial coupling
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occurs through laminar electric field at the leading edge of the pulse.

* Subsequent to this, turbulent coupling occurs at the initial debris-air

interface while Larmor coupling occurs within the main body of the magnetic

pulse. In the second simulation, initialized with a "narrow" magnetic

pulse, the only coupling observed was because of the electric field

(laminar and turbulent).

WO A very important result of this study is the generation of very

energetic debris ions. This is caused by the laminar electric field at the

leading edge of the magnetic pulse. A fraction of the debris ions can be

accelerated up to roughly three times the initial debris expansion velocity

• (i.e., VM - 3Vd). It is well-known that the initial formation of ion

debris patches occurs on a time scale faster than that calculated from the

initial expansion velocity. Thus, the accelerated debris ions observed in

the simulations is consistent with HANE observations.

'Finally, this study dramatically highlights the importance of kinetic

phenomena for the understanding of early time processes. Kinetic effec~s

such as plasma turbulence, reflected and accelerated ions, and

thermalization of the ions are not fluid processes, and cannot be recovered
40

using only MHD codes. Detailed studies are necessary using codes such as

the one described in this paper to properly understand the dynamics of

early time .ANE expansions.
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APPENDIX

HYBRID CODE DESCRIPTION

We describe here the numerical details of the hybrid code used in this

paper. This description is taken from Winske and Leroy (1983) with minor

changes necessary due to the HANE application. Some of the techniques

(e.g., particle-in-cell method) are standard and well known, while others

(e.g., solution of the field equations) have been applied primarily to

fusion-related problems and hence are generally not familiar to the space

science community. The discussion is divided into five parts: (A) an

overall description of the simulation methods, (B) treatment of the ions,

(C) solutions of the field and electron fluid equations, (D) refinements to

the basic model, and (E) discussion of the initial and boundary

conditions. The methods pertaining to the first four parts are rather

general and could thus be applied to any problem where a 'hybrid' (kinetic

ion, fluid electron) description is appropriate. Specific adaptation of

the method to the HANE study enters primarily through the last topic, the

initial and boundary conditions.

A. Overall Description

The simulation method is particle-in-cell (Morse, 1970) with the

electrons treated as a fluid (i.e., cell) quantity rather than as discrete

particles. The assumption of a massless, charge neutral electron fluid

% thus eliminates the restriction of time and spatial lengths to he inverse

electron plasma frequency and electron Debye length, usually associated

-. with full particle codes. The hybrid models discussed here were originally

developed for and extensively applied to dynamical studies of high density

pinch experiments by Chodura (1975), Sgro and Nielson (1976) and Hamasaki

et al. (1977). These models apply strictly to the case of only one spatial

dimension; extension to two dimensions is possible, although nontrivial, as

4 discussed later. Even with only one spatial dimension (which is along the

x-axis and thus implies a/3y - I/Sz - 0), all three velocity, magnetic
field and electric field components are included. The simulation region

has length L, divided into N cells, each of length Ax - L/N. There is an

additional ('ghost') cell at each end of the system, which helps in keeping

track of the particles entering and exiting the system and in setting up

0-26
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the boundary conditions. The cell quantities (i.e., fields, electron fluid

properties, ion velocity moments) are specified at the cell centers.

* Because the restriction to electron spatial and temporal scales has been

eliminated, much larger time steps can be used. Typically, the time

step (At) is limited by the condition that ion gyromotion is well defined

and the cell size is constrained by the condition that the fastest ions do

not traverse one cell in one time step. The cell size and system length

are also chosen to resolve length scales of interest to the problem.

B. Dynamics

* The ion component is modeled by a discrete set of particles. The ion

distribution is advanced in time by stepping forward each particle in time

* under the influence of the local, self-consistent Lorentz force. The

motion of the ions in a four-dimensional phase space (vx, Vy, Vz, x) is

solved by the particle-in-cell technique, using a second-order-accurate but

non-reversible scheme (Nielson and Lewis, 1976). The equations for the ion

advance (with superscripts denoting the time level) are:

".-O -1/2 0
v -1/v + (h/2) E

- B
1/2 -1/2 ro 0 ~ ~v - + he + ge + P)

- - - c

x 1  .X 0 + At v/2 (Al)

where h At e/mi f - g- , g- h/2 ) B'), e is the

charge and mi is the mass of the ions. The electric (E and magnetic

I' 0
fields r) are evaluated at the particle position x • P is a mean friction

force, P -en * J, exerted by the electrons as a macroscopic force

- onlv, J is the current and D represents a ohenomenological anomalous

* resistivity which gives rise to Ohmic heating, as will be explained

C later. After all of the ions have been advanced, the ion density Ai) is
-iodated, bv averaging over the positions of all the particles in each

cell. The ion mean velocities (V) are also needed at time level 1. The

velocities are pushed ahead one half time step,

1/2 1 1

V v1/2 + %h/2 E 1 + + P (A2)
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using the fields at the new particle positions x in order to accumulate

the velocity moments Vi.

The assumption of charge neutrality then implies

n e =n = n, (A3)

and the continuity equation gives

(n + n. M - J en (V - V (A4)
at e ' ax ax ix eX1

or
LI

'-"v -v (A5)
" ex Vix"

Thus, the electron density and one component of the electron fluid velocity

are determined.

C. Field-Fluid Equations

With the assumption of zero electron mass the electron momentum

equation reduces to

dV. V x B+'-.' n m -- =0 - -en£+ e ) Pe- n P (A6)
, e e dt e P- + • x Pe e~

where Pe is the scalar pressure and V is the velocity of the electron

fluid. The transverse (y and z) components of (A6) can be written as Ohm's

law

V xB
E + (W)7

In general, the magnetic field is inclined at some angle with respect to

. the x axis: B - IBI (b, bV, bz ) with b
2 + b2 + b - 1, and if a r0X Z " X y z •

represents the conductivity parallel (perpendicular) to the magnetic field,

%t he conductivity tensor is (Krall and Trivelpiece, 1973):
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a av a

* aa a
az ax a3

where

a, a, )b a b

a, M + ra - a )b b

a a3  = a1 I (a I - aLbzbz

ax = (an al)b yb

a y (a, a.bxbz

ar z (a, a.Lbxb

The transverse fields- can be expressed in terms of the vector

potentials in the usual manner rB x A;E -(ic(pI):

3A
By axz

1 (A9

yc at

1aA

z c at

and 7 3 0 implies

B -constant. (MlO)
x

(The last field component, Ext is derived from the x-component of (A6) as

* will be shown later.)
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Neglecting the displacement current, Ampere's law can be expressed

a_ A - 4 j
ax2  c y

a-A
-4  . (All)

ax
2

Substituting in Ohm's law (A7) and the definitions of the field

, components, Eq. (11) becomes a coupled system of equations:

a2A aA aA aA aA
, f r. z - z z

a2 1 at 'at 'ax , x-

a 2A aA aA aA aA
fx2Z = 2 . z ax (A12)ax 2  '- , t X , T

In order to solve this system a fully implicit, space centered

difference scheme is used (Richtmyer and Morton, 1967). If we let ua n A
n .y

at the jth cell position and n-th time level (and w I A in the same way),

the left hand side -of (A12) is differenced as follows:

a2 n+ + n+l 2 un+l-(2u-uy ___ J+l J-1 j(A13)

ax 2  2

while on the right hand side

r,•n+ n
aA u -u

at At

and (A14)

"- u n+1 n+l

v  u -uj-1

ax 2 Ax

.4hen this is substituted into (A12), the resulting system of equations can

be written symbolicallv as

' Aj • + + B.* X•1 + C * = D. (A15)

where
w --
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n+l

X. (Al 6)X-j n+l(A6

and A., B., and C. are 2x2 matrices that depend only on components of 7 and

V (evaluated at cell j at time level n) and constants, while D also
n n

-i: depends on uj, w1 . Thus, all the coefficients .A, B, Q and D are explicitly

known. Note that there are N cells in the computation mesh j-1, 2, ... N

with ghost cells (J-0 and j-N+l) at each end.

* The set of equations (A15) is easily solved. Assuming a solution of

* the form

.j - j * Xj+l + Fj 0, 1, ... N (A17)

* and substituting it into (AlS), it then follows that
io

r. + C -E 1 (A18)--J -j [ j i-l- ID -J -

. 3ecause all the A Bj, C and D. are known, if E0 and E0 are known (from

- boundary conditions, as explained later), (A18) can be solved in ascending

order to obtainE F1; E, F ... , E F Then if X can be
Ol -1 2' Z2' ;n'-KT -n+l

40 determined (again from boundary conditions), (A17) can be solved in
descending order to obtain X ,U.

Once the components of the vector potential are known, the new values

Irv of the electric and magnetic field follow from (A9) and the components of

the current from (All), again using the differencing in (A13) and (A14).

The transverse components of V are then easily found from the current and

the ion velocity moments:

L

V = V - J /en j v or z. (A19)
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The last electron fluid quantity to be calculated is the temperature.

The electron energy equation can be written as

-2 9 a -3 a v e x Q
~xn T n TV W+nT e Q. (A20)

e e x e eex' e e x

The source term Q includes resistive heating (nJ2 ) and loss mechanisms,

such as thermal conduction or radiation, depending on the application.

Letting

iiPe = n e Te' (A21)

(20) can be rewritten in the form (with y - 5/3)

cV x
Vex - e T + (y-I)Q (A22)

The differencing for ape/at and aV ex/x is identical to (A14): for

stability reasons "donor cell" differencing is used for the convective term

(Richtmyer and Morton, 1967):

ap ~~n pn+1 - n+12~'".'', n nl n V > 0
, V =exJ ej ej-2. exj

V e - (A23)
.ex 9x Ax x n+1 n+l < 0ej+1 - Pexj

Again, a tridiagonal system is obtained,

AjXj I + B Xj + C -X Di, (A24)

except that now all quantities are simple scalars. As before, an a-sumed

solution of the form
a,
I-

X -EjX + + Fj (A25)

.,,

.leads to

E. - [B + CIEJ_1  A1
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F. = C E - C F i - I  (A26)
J Jj i-1. j jii

Appropriate boundary conditions lead to a determination of E0, F0 (and then

to all Ej, Fi in ascending order, using (A26)) and XN I (and thus to all Xj

in descending order through (A25)). Since ne(- nI) is known, Te is then

obtained from (A21). An alternative to (A22) which is sometimes useful

(Sgro, 1978) is to write the energy equation (A20) in terms of the

entropy rS - fn(pen>17 instead of the pressure.

Finally, the x component of the electron momentum equation (A6) can be

z solved for Ex:

E _ -(v x B) - e (A27)
x c-e -X ne ax

This electric field is needed to maintain charge neutrality.

The computation loop through one time step can thus be summarized as

follows:

1. Advance the ions one time step and then calculate the ion velocity

moments (ni , ne, Vix Vex, Viy, Viz).

2. Compute the plasma conductivity a, according to some prescription.

(The resistivity D is al),

3. Solve the coupled equations for Ay. Az ; we can then easily

* calculate Ey, Ez, By, Bz (Bx = constant). From the currents

(Ampere's law) and the ion moments calculate the other two

electron velocity components, Vey and Vez.

4. The electron temperature is obtained next from the solution of the

differenced energy equation.

5. Ex  is then calculated from the x-component of the electron

* lmomentum equation.

6. Thus, all field and electron fluid components are known and we are

( c. ready to move the ions again.

E .
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D. Refinements

The simulation scheme described thus far is rather general, the only

assumptions being quasineutrality, zero electron mass and one spatial

dimension. All of these conditions can be replaced by more appropriate

ones, as the physical situation dictates. For example, for the study of

low frequency ion waves an adiabatic electron model is more appropriate;

such a model has been successfully used by Okuda et al. (1978). In some

situations phenomena in the lower hybrid frequency range are of interest.

In this case electron inertia effects are non-negligible; they have been

included in the one-dimensional model of Liewer (A1976) and the two-

dimensional model of Hewett and Nielson (A1978). Two-dimensional

simulation models with me = 0 have been successfully employed by Byers et

al. (1978), Hewett (1980) and Harned (1982).

The H1ANE simulations described in this paper take the conductivity to

be constant. A further level of sophistication is to include anomalous

processes due to the microphysics, which is occurring on time and distance

scales snorter than those resolved in the hybrid model, by means of more

complicated transport coefficients. This is done by expressing the

conductivity (or resistivity) as a sum of two terms, one representing

classical (Spitzer) effects and the other due to anomalous effects arising

from microinstabilities due to cross-field currents. Two types of

anomalous transport coefficients have been used successfully to model the

behavior of laboratory plasmas: one type uses a semi-empirical expression

(Chodura, 1975; Sgro and Nielson, 1976), the other is based on a

quasilinear analysis of known instabilities (Davidson and Krall, 1977).

The transport processes can be further refined to include electron thermal

conductivity (Sgro, 1980) and anomalous ion heating (Hamasaki et al.,

1977). Multispecies ions can also be included in a straightforward manner

(Sgro, 1980; Sgro and Winske, 1981).
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L. Initial and Boundary Conditions

In order to simulate the piston formation stage of the HANE problem,

appropriate initial and boundary conditions have been implemented in the

hybrid code. We assume initially that. a dense cool debris plasma flows

* across the magnetic field into a tenuous stationary air plasma. In this

paper, we assume the debris and air to consist of the same ion species.

This assumption is not necessary and we are presently investigating the

*[ effects of different debris composition. We assume further that there is a

- magnetic compression of finite width imbedded in the leading edge of the

debris stream, formed as a result of the preceding magnetic compression

9 stage of the coupling is simply maintained at the right boundary. Ions of

alt species are effectively absorbed at the boundaries. The final boundary

condition is on the magnetic field which is held constant at the ambient

(air) value at both boundaries. The magnetic compression is taken to be

provortional to the electron compression. The width of the magnetic

, compression is an input parameter in the code. Thus initially in the

simulation space we establish a debris ion stream extending a finite

*\ distance from the left boundary into the uniformly distributed air ions. A

step function compression in the magnetic field, narrower than the debris

stream, is initialized at the leading edge of the debris. The magnetic
field is initially uniform on both sides of the compression. During the

* simulation runs, debris ions are continuously injected from the left

boundary. This is accomplished by re-initializing the debris ion

*" distribution in the left ghost cell each time step.

-E

-S
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.5. ABSTRACT

* :servations of trie solar wind-barilm interacticn asscate: t the

AMPTE artificial comet release of Dec. 27, '984 are presentel. Ease: :n

these ocservations we argue that the solar wind couples momentum an:

4P energy) to tne barium ions through both laminar and turbulent processes.

The laminar forces acting on the particles are the laminar electric an,,

magnetic fields; the turbulent forces are associated with the intense

electrostatic wave activity. This wave activity is shown to be ca1sed zy a

cross-field solar wind proton-barium ion streaming instability. The

observed wave frequencies and saturated amplitudes are consistent with our

theoretical analysis.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The in situ measurements of the plasma parameters from the AMPTE

(Active Magnetospheric Particle Tracer Explorers) artificial comet releases

(Valenzuela et a!., 1986; Haerendel et al., 1986) in the sola- wint provide

us ,iith a ur.-;ue set Of data to test the available theories on the sub;ect

of coillson-ess zol.pling of magnetized plasma strea-ns rze- nigh Macn

Gp:ort. .. e slnce it is t-,e contorK.:sg factor trhar :ete-'". tne -. cmet9
coupling process occurring in thie interaction of the solar wind with the

cometary plasma generated by t.he ionization of the neutral coma. .The

overall comet structure, the applicability of MHD or kinetic models, t.eV
presence or absence of a cometary shock and the type of the resulting

ionopause (Mendis and Houpis, 1982; Ip and Axford, 1982; Fedder et al.,

386; Sagdeev et al., 1986) depends critically on the ave-part4cee

processes producing t-e momentum coupling, the tnermalization, ant t.e

-sotro;izatirn in tne interaction. :t is t'-e p.rpose of tne :rese-t n.:e

* to comcare the AAPTE in situ ooservations of the plasma :araieters an wave

signacures (3urnett et al., !985; Haerentel et a:., w 4 with n he
44.

theoretical concepts currently applied to the high Mach number interaction

problem. in the next section we present a brief description of tre

experiment as well as the relevart data. Section 1II reviews the

theoretical models for coupling. Section IV compares the AMPTE data with

L the observations.

4P-5
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II. OBSERVATIONAL RESULTS

Durin~g the artificial comet experiment on Dec 27, 19814 two canisters

of bari-im were released from the IRM (Ion Release Module) spacecraft. The

leease .a! on tne morning side of the earth at 3 geometric radial distance

of rougny '" eart. radii. .he canisters were exploded simultaneously at a

:stance - 7, from the s:acecraft at 1232 UT. The explosion produced an

e.- zr. zation 7::e' T.e interaction of tne solar w'_,

. which was flowing at - 550 km/sec, with the ionized barium cloud was

recordet ty the !RM instr,:ments inside the cloud and the magnetic cavity

that was created. The UKS spacecraft, located - 170 km away, was outside

tne magnetic cavity and measured magnetic disturbances and particle fluxes

*-.-"generated ty the interaction. A schematic of the spacecraft positions and

tre nagrer-: fied structure is shown in Fig. 1.

"e present a set of plasma and field measurements which hlgnlignt tne

":;-a-" .rnter-azt i-  of tne solar wino an. the tarim=. Cloud in Figs. -

n F.g. I we snow measurements of the electron density from 15 eV to 30 eV

-z 'Fig. Ia -, tne flow velocity of the solar wind protons measured in the

range 2, eV to -0 KeV in GSE coordinates LVpx (Fig. 2b) and Vpz (Fig. 2e),

and tne magnituce of the Interplanetary magnetic field 73 (Fig. 2d)

riaeren-e. et al.. 1986). We note that the magnetic field is in the y-

direction and that the electron density does not include the cold electrons

associated witn the barium Ions. The diamagnetic cavity generated by the

'ariim .ors is clearly seen -uring ".te time UT 12:32:o2 and UT 12:33:15.

:..Figure 3 shows the low frequency electric field measurements as a function

of time and frequency (Ournett et al., 1985), the magnitude of the magnetic

field, and the barlum ion density. Figure 4 displays the electric field

P-6
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spectrum upstream of the Ion cloud at the time of maximum Intensity (UT

12:34:27) (Gurnett et al., 1985). The electrostatic waves reached ampli-

tudes in excess of 140 mV/m. Since the electron density in Fig. 2 does not

include the cold elctrons, for times prior to 12:34:30 UT we will use the

n.,ner :e-_sity from Fig. 3, which is based upon wave emissions at tne

;1as-a frequency. For the time period 12:34:30 UT - 12:35:30 2'7 the values

-. * Z_ .- - . :e.S.t'es are t . - . -.

f "zr tmes a:er t-han '2:35:30 '- we use the data presented in F.:g. 2.

On tne basis of these measurements the following picture describing

tne spatial evolution of the coupling between the solar wind protons and

the bariim coupling emerges. For times later than UT 12:36:20 the solar

wind parameters correspond to the ambient conditions (ne a 2 cm
-3, Vpx

550 km/sec, Te * 2 x 105 OK and B - 10 Y). The interaction between the

solar wind protons and the barium cloud starts at the point marked 1, which

corres:ons to 7 12:36:20, as seen from the initiation of the slowing down

- tne S11ar ;n: %Fig. . During the tinme :erlod UT i.:. -

S"2:35:25 tne initial slowing down rate is relatively weaK and is accom-

;n-.., by moderate wave activity (Fig. 3), densiy and magnetic field

compression (7ig. 2ad). There is no plasma flow in the z-direction 'Fig.

2c . This time coincides with the time that the UK spacecraft records

fl.uxes of hot electrons (> 100 eV). A much stronger slowing down rate is

observed between UT 12:35:25 and UT 12:34:15, accompanied by strong

electrostatic wave activity near the local proton lower hybrid frequency.* c-3,
For 3 a 30 - 90Y, np 2 - 10 cm , and ne 2 - 120 cm 3 we note that the

proton lower hybrid frequency is fHp 10 - 30 Hz. The magnetic field,

density, and the temperature continue to increase, while the value of Vpz

remains relatively unchanged. This continues until UT 12:34:15 which is

P-7
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marked as 3. At this point the magnetic field has a value B - 85 Y, the

solar wind stream has slowed down to V a 270 km/sec, corresponding to 0.4

keV flow energy, while a broad Ion distribution Is observed with an equiva-

lent temper3ture of 4 x 106 0K (i.e., 0.4 KeV). Notice that at this point

the solar wind has lost more than 80% of Its flow energy and its thermal

spread is comparatle to its flow speed. This corresponds to the peak of

, e - : -e aciv::y 'see ?Ti. 2 The s" :o- ofs w i n t e

solar .... contir'es until UT 12:33:2C. The magnetic fiel exceeds 12:

Y and approaches its maximum value of 145 Y. Finally, at UT 12:33:15 we

note the beginning of the diamagnetic cavity, the suppression of the wave

activity, and the appearance of sunward flowing 0.5 KeV ions. A summary of

the key parameters observed during the above times is given in Table I.

We note that there is a marked difference in the nature of the slowing

down of the solar wirnd between the time periods UT 12:36:20 - UT 12:35:27

and UT 12:35:27 - UT 12:34:17. In the former case we point out that the

-" - .re:e. c electrostatic wave actlvity is intense andj that :here is

little cnange in the z-component of the solar wind velocity. In the latter

time :eritd, tte electrostatic noise has weakened considerably and there is

a substantial Increase in V pz These issues will be discussed in more

detail in Section 17.

.4.8
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-. III. COLLISIONLESS MOMENTUM SOUPLING: THEORETICAL CONCEPTS

Prior to discussing the Interpretation of the above data with respect

to the physics of momentum coupling, we present a brief review of the

various coupling processes. We consider the following momentum equation In

t he x :rection for a solar wind proton (i.e., radial direction

perpen.icular to the ambient magnetic field B = 3 e ).

=. --

where the subscript p refers to solar wind protons, Q , eB/mp c, v* is an

- anomalous ion-ion collision frequency, V - V e is the streaming barium

velocity, e is the charge, and m is the mass. The first term or the RHS of

(1') arises from a laminar electric field usually associated with the

leading elge of the magnetic.com:ression; it acts to accelerate barium ions

an4 to reflect solar wind protons. The second term is the magnetic force

Z associatet .. . .ar-.:or 7o..:' . The final term corresponds to

-urlulent "pick ip" of the sola- in and arises "because of plasma

instabillties. For plasma turbulence such that v* > . it is clear that

turbulent coupling can dominate over Larmor coupling. Also, notice that

the force .pVpz associated with ;,armor coupling is proportional to the

value of Vpz and will be very weak as long as V - 0. The time evolution

of Vpz is given by

dV eE eV S
.P E.._±. __..L. a ' (2)

dt mp mpC p px

* In deriving (2) we assume Ez - V pxB/c is the motional electric field of the

solar wind.

" P-9
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The subject of the appropriate value of v* and the dominant

instability that drives it has been extensively studied. We refer the

Interested reader to Lampe et al. (1975) and summarize only the key

conclislons. The counterstreamn.g tetweer. the tarlJf Ions and solar wnd

protons generates a local velocity distribution function such as shown in

1-g. 5. Figure 5 :s drawn for corven:.ence in the solar wind reference

_;n:s y .... ze: -ar .um t-e electrns .ave a te e:e

veoc.: • V - V e x Pitn rezpec: to te so-ar win: protons gZven : 'e

Vprnb/ne) where nb is the density of the barium and re

The dispersion equation for this situation is given by (Papadopoulos

et al., 1971)

2 2
w kV cos W

D(w, k) b _ PX ) -P-2v2 Z-( "'
k2 2 kv b k.22 kvb p P

2 2
e - -

. l ., I Be = .. '

2 . 112 'Is

Were w .4T / 2 is the plasma frequency and v.= (T /mJ
3 3' 1 1 13

the thermal speed of species a (e: electron, b: barium; p: proton), k -

K xex + Kze e - tan 'kz/kx , Vp - Vpx e, e - eB/mec is the electron

cyclotron frequency, 8e - 8wne T e/B2 and Z'(;) - 2(1 + ; Z(;)) with Z the

plasma dispersion function. In writing (3) we have assumed k - B - 0

(i.e., - 0) so that we are only considering flute modes, and have

assumed that the ions are unmagnetized (valid for w > 0p2b and kpp,b >> 1

where op, b is the near ion Larmor radius of the protons and barium ions,

respectively) and the electrons are magnetized. We comment that retaining

a finite k can generate the modified two stream instability via Ve
y e

P-IA0



(McBride et al., 1972). However, this instability produces little momentum

coupling between the counterstreamIng ions; it primarily heats electrons

and generates electron tails parallel to B.

We can simplify (3) by assuming cold ions, i.e., vb << w/k - V x cos a

and vP << W/k. In this limit ZC) - /; - 1/2; arc :3) can te written

as

2 2

w k.V p 2  2 k 22

where the proton lower hybrid frequency is

-2 2 2,-1
HP p e ep

n M"* nb m
b4'0 p m b

~and

, 2 2
,W 2 W e W e

e + e /Q e ej

Notice that as long as nb/n p < m b/Mp - 128 then a < 1 and the small term in

tne dispersion relation is due to barium ions. This implies that

when nb/n p < 128 the excited waves will be proton, rather than barium,

lower hybrid waves.

For a < 1 and wk << c2k2 , the most unstable waves have the following

approximate frequency and wavenumber

P-ill P-l
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Wr a Hp (6a)

f 0.69 a (6b)

k cos e p/V (6c)

De st: aI I I- ze:e:-ase of ele:troagne . c effects -a;azopou.'s et a:

1971; Lampe et al., 1975). The criterion for instability is given by

1/3)3/2( l )/2 cos

Ci Vpxwe

For the parameters of interest, we note that a << I and Be << 1 and (7) can

be rewritten as

cos <

. px p

where VAp = B/wr.n m )I/2 Is the local ALfver. velocity associatet wltn the• pp

protons. Notice that the angle 90 separates the angular region of instable

modes from stable modes in the plane perpendicular to the magnetic rield

(Fig. 6). For values of the RHS of (8) which are comparable to or larger

than unity, the entire k-space plane is unstable, and as shown in Lampe et

al. '1975), complete ion-ion momentum coupling accompanies the interaction.

The instability weakens substantially when the stable region around V-p

increases (i.e., 80 increases) leaving only weak off angle modes unstable.

P-12
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To better illustrate the linear properties of the counterstreamlng

Ion-ion instability, we present numerical solutior.ns of (3) for parameters

relevant to the AMPTE release of Dec. 27, 1984. In Figs. 7 and 8 we take

129, v /V . 0.3, v /V = 0.01, and 3 0 0.0. The most
p px bPx e

s~gn~f.4cart varlacions are for n./n- and V p/V so we present results for

a range :f. vaXjes for these ;arameters. An 7igs. 7 and 8 we plot Y./W vs

,K,. "x-.. ....

; .. -2--

Sx , an .~ -2 ,respect4velv). In Fig. 7 we cons=.ier

while in Fig. 8 we consider 8 - 600. Here YM is the maximum growth rate as

a function of k. We have not plotted wr or k but note that (6a) and (6c)

* are in reasonable agreement with the numerical values. In Fig. 7 we note

the following. First, in the limit VAp/Vpx >> 1, the growth rate

asymptotes to its maximum value which is approximately given by (6b) [e.g.,

for n/.p . 0.5 "1 - 3.9 x 10-31 we obtain Y IH= 0.108]. Also, in this

limit -,e note nat tr.e maximum growth rate increases as .binp increses.
Seco-, a- V AI ;x,'w decreases tne growth rate decreases; for sufficiently

- smal" val es cf Ap;px the modes are stabilIzed because of electromagnetic

effects. However, note that the critical value of VAp/VPx which stabilizes

tne modes decreases with decreasing nb/np (e.g., for V Ap/Vpx = 2 the mode

' is staole for nb/np = 10.0 but unstable for nb/np . 0.5). This is consis-

tent wth (8) which, for e - 0, can be written as VAp/Vpx > ( - nb/np

We also note that the critical value of VAp/Vpx predicted by (8) is

somewhiat greater tnan is found from Fig. 7. That is, for nb/np . 0.5, 2.0,

5., and 10.0, (5' predicts Y - 0 for V Ap/Vpx a 1.5, 3.0, 6.0, and 11.0,

respectively; however, Fig. 7 shows that Y - 0.01 wHP (a 0) for VAp/Vpx =

40 1.2, 2.0, 3.6, and 5.5. The reason for this Is that (8) is based upon the

f' P-13
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assumption of coll protons (w >> kv ) but for the parameters used in Fig. 7
P

V (i.e., vp/V - 0.3) this assumption breaks down as VAp/Vpx decreases and

thermal effects allow the modes to grow in the stable "cold" plasma regime.

9 we :-'at 'YV/W.. vs. VAp/Vpx for the same parameters as !n

-.g. 7 but we 9o's:.er = 600. The basic features of Fig. 8 are the same

as 7-g. 7. Hoever, tio points are worth mentionr.ng. First, anc most

.... -" of Ap'V;x /"at - " to

moces = C. . fa::, for all values of nb/np consiJerei,

strong growth (i.e., I > 0.01 , Hp exists for VAp/V > 2, and in the case

of ./rp - 3.5 exits for V p/Vpx > 0.5. Again, this behavior is

consistent with (8). Second, we note that for the same values of nb/np,

. the maximum growth rates are smaller for a - 600 than 8 -00. This appears

to be inconsistent with (6b) which indicates the maximum growth rate does

not -e;en. .ion angle. The reason for the discrepancy is the effect of

termal ;rcto.s .i:h have a sl.ailizlng influerce because of ion Landau

.:- . w-ally e note :-at -e have chosen 9 - 600 because noni.'near

st;ies .nave :emcnstrated that if the angular region of unstable waves
initia::y satisfied the condition cos 9 < cos 9 0.5 (i.e., 600)

then the entire x-plane subsequently becomes unstable resulting in complete

momentum coupling between the ion streams. If cos 8 > 0.5 then the

situation, although mildly unstable, is quickly stabilized by finite

temperature effects with little momentum coupling.

P-14
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IV. COMPARISON BETWEEN THEORY AND OBSERVATIONS

We now proceed to analyze the observations with the theoretical models

described in Section III. Our approach Is to examine in detail the key

times marked as 1-4 in Figs. 2 and 3. Table 1 gives the values of the

important plasma parameters. We note that all of the data are not wel

Kncer. an- we have male estimates of some values. Also, in comparing the

- .w 4--- for in:e:: e :ere4. :n ezer e:

S;arneters, one does not expect to find "grossly" instatle conditions since

the turbulence observed is generally in the nonlinear regime (i.e., near

marginal stability).

The slowing down of the solar wind begins at the point marked 1 in

Figs. 2 and .3. From Table 1 we see that nb/n p - 0.2 and VAp/Up U 0.4; from

Fig. 8 note that these conditions are marginally stable for the ion-ion

irStanTlity. Therefore the beginning of the interaction is consistent with

the minimmm condition for a momentum coupling cross field, counterstreaming

pr:ton-oarium instatillty. The theoretic3aly expectet electrostatic waves

* :over the range tetween f Hp 10 Hz and fce 560 Hz, with most of the

energy confined in the 15-40 Hz region. At the time marked 2 "J7 12:35:19)

the magnetic field compression starts and there is an attendant increase in

Ap /V Thus. this leads to conditions more favorable to instability and

we expect the entire k-plane to become unstable leading to strong momentum

coupling. Figure 2 and 3 seem to confirm this. The range of the unstable

waves corresponds to 22 Hz - 1.6 kHz with the most of the energy in the 22

- 60 Hz region. Notice that between times marked 1 - 3, the value of Vpz

Is relatively unchanged and remains close to zero, while Vpx is reduced

sharply. The Ion-ion driven interaction seems to terminate at the time

P-15



marked 3 (UT 12:34:27). At this time the solar wind speed is Vpx i  250

km/sec; the protons have lost more than 805 of their Initial energy. We

comment that the proton temperature is of the order 5 x 106 OK so that the

proton therma. speed is v- - 20C KM/sec and tne wave modes are subsequently

suppressed because of proton Landau danping. This is consistent with the

-ave measurements shown in 7ig. 4. Following the time marked 3 (UT

* ., -. -- x-...... ... .. .
;X to:c-~

aInos: zero. However, the Zta are IndicatIve of a different

interaction. The slowing down is characterized by very weak electrostatic

activity and most important, by an increase in the value of V which.- pz

reaches 250 km/sec when Vpx approaches zero. This is the type of

* interaction expected from Larmor coupling described by (1) and (2)

for v* < . It is basically a gyration of the protors about the magnetic

field whcn i2 ..e up in the front of the barium cloud. This stage is

followed ty enty into the diamagnetic cavity. We can associate trhe

-:served znar: flx of K keV ;ro:¢r.s ;it- the thermal expansion of tne

protons when V_ became small.

lThe detailec soectrum presented in Fig. 4 allows a further comparison

.ith theoretical concepts. As noted before, the instability saturates by

trapping. For tne proton-barium situation and with a << I the phase

velocity Vph o. the unstable waves lies near the barium flow velocity (see

Fig. 6). In the solar wind reference frame we note that (Lampe et al.,

*1975)

Vph Vpx 1 -2-4/3 a1/3) (12)

" P-16
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Waves growing with this phase velocty wlll trap protons when their

potential is of the order of

eo - mpV 2 M V2  (13a)
2-h 2 P p x

and bari.4-i wnern

" 1 Th/ "

By comparing (13a) and (13b) we find that as long as

p b

i the condi:ion for proton trapping (1 3a) will be reached first and will

saturate tne Irstatility. Sice in our case (14) is satisfied, we expect
-- at tre irnstazKitywU'" sat.rate ty trapping the protons. This is

s:eilar to the saturatio; of the 3:.neman instability stuiCed by :av4dson e".

a. ( -1 'O which saturates by trapping electrons rather than protons,

despite the fact that Vph is near the proton beam. The amplitude of the

electric field required to trap the protons is

M V

p PX (15)4 e Np"

For the parameters given in Table I i.e., V - 250 - 400 Km/sec and

Hp " 107 - 145 sec 1 ) we find that (15) predicts E - 67 - 145 mV/m.

W urnett et al. (1985) report values of E - 140 mV/m while noting that the

" 10 Hz channel was saturated. Thus, these field values are consistent with

P-17
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the saturation by trapping. Note that the peak spectral density In Fig. 5

is < 20 Hz which is consistent with theoretical values. The value of v'

can be estimated on the basis of the wave spectral energy densilty S(W) in

the lower hytrid reglorn, as given ;n Fig a. It .;! approx'.a:ei; iven v

(PapadopoIos, 1977)

'.e "--

-12
.zx pn" p px

-100 km/sec)2 s a W HP)
=100 V )22

px 0 V/m2Hz

where D is the diffusion coefficient in velocity space. For the measured
*.'. values at 12:34:27 and S(w u give. by Fig. 4 we find v* 12 - 20 so

(.- W Hpgie

tnat v* >> ;,p, b"

4' .J:M ARY AND CNC-.*,SONS

We nave presented observations of the solar wind-baril' inmera:::to.

-ssociated with tne AMPTE artificial comet rel.ease of Dec. 27, '9S-. 5aZed

-" on these observations we have argued that the solar wind couples Momentim

,and energy) to the barium ions through botn laminar and turbulent

processes -see (11)]. The laminar forces acting on the particles are tne

laminar electric and magnetic fields; the turbulent forces are assoclated

ditn the Intense electrostatic wave activity. This wave activity has been

- stown to be caused by a cross-field proton-barium Ion streaming

instability. The observed wave frequencies and saturated amplitudes are

consistent with our theoretical analysis.

".J
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The following picture emerges. After the barium Is released from the

canisters, it expands outward and is photolonized. The expanding barium

cloud forms a compressed density and magnetic field region on the sunward

side of the expansion. As the solar wind protons stream into thiS region

they first interact with the barium ions to generate relatively weak off-

angle electrostatic .urtulence. This occurs wr.en n,/,- < an:

* en~e a.. .pe t.,:e sr "a- w~n -------

* Darii ios, an: tne protons slow down {see in Fig. 1 tetweer marKs -an

2). As the protons move deeper into barium ion shells they encounter the

compressed magnetic field region (which increases the local proton

Alfven speed) and a more derse barium ion region (which increases nb/np).

These two factors allow stronger wave growth to occur; this corresponds to

the intense wave activity observed between the times marked 2 and 3 on Fig.

* 3. This turbulence causes the solar wind protons to slow down even more,

and also produces proton and barium ion heating. Finally, ".e protons

,indergo a ..ra:4on about the compressed magnetic fie1 w,cn s -
by a 4ecrease in V and an increase in *pz. We expect a similar type of

interaction to occur in the solar wind-comet interaction. This topic is

currently under study and will be reported elsewhere.

There are two more points that we would like to address. First, is

the electron heating and electron acceleration. The observed electron

heating seems consistent with adiabatic heating. However, in addition to

the local heating, the UK spacecraft observed electron fluxes with energy

larger than 100 eV, i.e., the period between our marks 1-3. This is the

period during which the lower hybrid instability was operating. For the

flute mode (k y 0 ) instability discussed above, the electrons are

adiabatic. However, field aligned suprathermal electron tails can be

P-19
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produced by the non-flute modes (k , 0), corresponding to the electron-ion

modes mentioned in Section III. These modes have frequencies typically 5-6

f; and saturate at a lower level. The details of this interaction will be

.iszusse elsewhere. :t is s.;ffcient here to note that the existence of

wave frequencies in tne 220 Hz to 1 .Hz range is consistent with the model

an .win the electron fl>xes observed by the UK spacecraft. Second,

- :.e s.=r -. n -r -:.::isn res.:ts i.n :o:e:e n-oen:-

"u;"ng, tne tarium nas not been picke,4. up by the solar wind during the 3-

4 min of the measurements. This is due to the large barium mass and

density which would require times of the order of 8-10 min to be picked

up. This should be contrasted with the lithium releases for which pick up

occured at much shorter times.

5,
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TABLE I

"x p "e "p nBa Hp VAp
K-,. ='. ' / c) <Y) "c - 3 )  'e - 3 )  (em - 3 )  (h ) ( l ec

12:36:20 -550 0 20 6' 5 1' 12 195

12:35:15 -400 0 50 20* 10" 10* 23 345*

12:3:4:27 -250 - 50 85 110 10' 100 17 586*

_2:.3:5 - 75 -25. 130 .10 10" 3000 5 896*

*Estimate
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

F:g. 1) Schematic of the spacecraft positions and magnetic field

stricture for the Dec. 2', 198 AMPTE release.

. 2 Partle and f oed ia:a Cfrom Haeren el et al., 1986,.

3 ,Ztr . .sen .?" ... . ,.. Solar ...... rz --: . ve . -.
-

(Km/sec) 4r. the x-airection (G3E coordinates). (c) Solar -,in

proton velocity (km/sec) in the y-directio (GSE coordinates).

(d) Magnetic field (nT).

Fig. 3) Particle, field, and electric field wave data (from Gurnett et

- al., 1985). The barium ion density is based upon emissions at

the plasma frequency. Note the Intense, low frequency (f - 30

; Hz - KHz) el ectrostat.c waves during between the times marked

2 and3.

Fig. ,) Electri: field spectral dens:y as a finction of frequency for

times UT 12:34:27 and UT 12:33:16 (from Gurnett et al., 1985).

Note that the most intense waves for UT 12:3,:27 Cmarked 3 on

Figs. 2 and 3) are low frequency (i.e., f - 30 Hz).

Fig. 5) Local velocity distributions of the solar wind protons, barium

Ions, and electrons in the solar wind frame of reference.

P-24
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Fig. 6) Schematic of un.-table waves driven by the magnetized Ion-ion

instability in the kx - k. plane. The relative drift between

ions Is in the x-directlon.

Fig. 7) Plot of y , vs Vi /V f r 6 = 3 a . . -. 5, 2.0, 5.0,

"" 0 "ere Y 4S !e -ax!-:.r.. grow'. rate w!-~n res-ec to t.ne
.n.. .... we. r-e ' Zo -_ e

Fig. 8) Plot of YM/WHp vs. VAp/VpX for 8 - 600 and nb/np . 0.5, 2.0,

5.0, 10.0. Note that for these parameters (9 = 600), the modes

are excited for lower values of VAp/Vpx than in the previous

case (a = 0*), consistent with (8).

b.1
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Projections of Plasma Cloud Structures and Their Spectra

40 NORMAN J. ZADUSKY

Fluid Sciences, Inc., Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

ELLIS HYMAN

Science 4pplications, Inc., McLean, Virginia

MARGARET MULBRANDON

Geophysical and Plasma Dynamics Branch, Plasma Physics Division. Naval Research Laboratory
Washington. D. C.

We have established a relationship between the asymptotic (k - 30 spectral index of idealized opti-
cally thin localized radiating sources, Pox. tL and their scans, f For piecewise-constant (pc) clouds, if the
envelope of the one-dimensional asymptotic spectrum of the power of n is proportional to k- 2, then the
asymptotic spectrum of the scan depends upon the character of the contour at point X0 - (xo, Yo) where
it is tangent at an extremal ray. If the contour at (xo) behaves like y - yo - -Ax - x )' then the asymp-
totic spectral envelope of the power spectral density (PSD) of the scan varies as k-  ". For a convex
curve with finite curvature at x0, we have T = 1/2 and obtain the well-known result, k-3.In addition, if
the radiating density varies spatially in a cloud flank with a power law ji, then the asymptotic spectral
envelope of the scan's PSD varies as k- " '". Thus by examining projections of radiating clouds, one
cannot distinguish between local gradients of density and the local shape of the boundary curve of the
cloud. We also apply the result to the interpretation of optical scans from two PLACES events. These
show the onset of steepening and striations. However, the accurately resolved wave number range is
insufficient for determining the spectrum associated with the nonlinear dynamics of striation evolution.

1. INTRODUCTION an idealized (piecewise-constant (pc)) cloud, n(x). and its pro-

Observation of unstable and turbulent geophysical fluid dy- jection functions, f(x). These are intensity scans through a

namical processes is often indirect and made from remote "slice" of the cloud. For simplicity, the cloud is taken to be

sensors. Many processes are observed optically from several sufficiently remote that parallax effects are negligible. That is,
all rays emitted by the cloud are perpendicular to the projec-vantage points, and the spatial radiance distribution is record- tion plane. We will show that essential properties off (x) are

"ed photographically or electronically. From successive frames, to ln.W ilso htesnilpoete ffx r
el related to a combination of two effects: the curvature of the

one hopes to deduce the location and morphology of evolving cloud's boundary curve at points where projection rays arehierarchies of structures. Unfortunately, a detailed reconstruc- tangent to the boundary curve and the density gradient at

_V tion is impossible because of the lack of prcise control of the these points. In section 3 we relate PSDs of clouds to the
processes that govern the radiation, the paucity of recording PSDs of their projection functions. In section 4 we analyze
locations, and the lack of detailed in situ (rocket-borne) diag- measured scans from two PLACES experiments in light of the
nostics. That is, compared with the progress in laboratory aesued ansetio pree riensin ho
tomography, our problem is highly underdetermined [Shepp
and Kruskal, 1978; Deans. 1983]. 2. PROJECTIONS OF THREE-DIMENSIONAL CLOUDS

A long-range goal of the present investigation is to con-
struct simple models of radiating ionospheric plasma clouds 2.1. Introduction
that are useful to communication and tracking systems en-
gineers. We are interested in the intercloud distances, scale Ionospheric plasma cloud densities may be approximated

_,' sizes, gradients and asymmetries with respect to the earth's by the separable function
magnetic field, and ambient winds and the evolution of these
structural features. We will distill the bits of information avail- Pix', t) - njx', y', t)g,(z', t) II)

able from field experiments and large-scale nonlinear dynam- where:' is along the earth's magnetic field. Thus n, exhibits a
"" ical computer simulations into cogent models. Conventionally, steep -backside" and g,, may be approximated by

one discretizes field data and uses the computed power spec- exp - [(z' - :0)/] I, where 12 - to' + (vt) approximates a diffu-
tral densities (PSD) to compare with realistic turbulent or sive spreading along :' with diffusivity v and zo(t) decreases in
wave-steepening numerical simulations. However, PSDs and time as the cloud settles from its high-altitude release point.
their spectral exponents are subject to errors because of the There is evidence that the symmetry in :' - :o may be broken
inadequacy of resolution and dynamical range in experimental in time, that is. the higher-altitude regions may be more dif-
and numerical simulation data. Some considerations of the fuse [Lebeda et al., 1984]. However, to illustrate the nature of
latter were given in the first report of this series [Mulbrandon projections and the essential issues involved in computing
et al., 1984] and are applied here. PSDs we suppress the time variable and consider an idealized

In section 2 we discuss the relation between radiation from cloud with piecewise-constant density in a bounded domain D.

namely,
Copyright 1986 by the American Geophysical Union. n-Fo xeD

Paper number 5A8635. (2)
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'I./

EXTREMALC t I ,y )-o ;: V/bR Y

/ ( xl
i X)

ffix)l ix.v -- - - f/x)

Fig. 2. Two projections of a realistic two-finger cloud showing the
effects of tangency points Orectangles and triangles) where K - 0.

PERPENDICULARINERNICSE rON Generally, for non-pc clouds fAx. y) will not be constant and

PLANE will depend on the orientation angle of the viewer with respect
F PIl to the magnetic field and ambient wind. Scans resulting from

Fig I. Schematic of a remote radiating cloud. Pox', t). and the pro- such clouds are discussed in section 2.3.
jection function, f(x), through a slice of the cloud. Consider f(x) near x - xo, where a projection ray is tangent

on the left to C(x, y) - 0 (e.g.. point a in Figure 1). Thus for
x > xo we represent the curve locally for y > Yo by

Note that a realistic smooth cloud may be approximated by
.- "-" several nested pc clouds, depending upon the accuracy re- x - Xo - S (4a)

quired. Y - Yo - Ys (4b)

2.2. pc Clouds and Scans where s--(0 +). That is. the right side of (4a) and (4b) may be
Figure I shows a pc cloud, n(x'. t), the curve C(x, y) - 0 considered the leading terms in a series in s, which represents

"which is the intersection of domain D and P(xh, the perpen- an arbitrary curve. Thus the x derivative
dicular intersection plane), and the projection plane on which
the radiance image is recorded. The sketch to the right of the dy m v. _ -. = ',- 5
plane is an intensity plot. flx. associated with a "slice," the dx - dx/ds x,
line a-b on the projection plane. For an optically thin cloud, is singular, constant, or zero as s -0 if r < 1.0. r 1.0. or
f(x) is obtained by integrating the intersection intensity, f,4x, r > LO, respectively. Similarly, the curvature
yL. along the y direction (perpendicular to the projection

" plane). The limits of integration y.(x) and y-(x) are the inter- My.x, - xy, r, r - l)s1- "6)KU = s_,- ,] r <t (6)
sections of a line perpendicular to the projection plane with (x,I + y. 2 )3 2  

- + -$ 
2J3

the curve Clx. y) -0. That is, is singular, constant or zero as s-- 0 if r > 1,2. r = 1/2, or

, r < 1/2. respectively. Table I summarizes some cases in the
( - dyfx. y) - Fo(y.(x) - y(x)) n Fo)4x) (3) vicinity of x - x. The next to last column refers to illustra-

- tions given in Figure 2. The last column gives the asymptotic

TABLE I. Various Curves (Equation 141) Near an Extremal Ray and the Asymptotic Behavior of the
Envelope of the PSD of a Scan for Piecewise-Constant Regions

Asymptotic
Local Behavior of

PSD Envelope
r Functional Form y,)x0 } kXso) Figure 2 for pc Regions

2.0 y-.vo - _Ax- '), 0 X (not shown) k-6
4,3 y - Yo - t A- mo), 0 X cusp k-,"

(not shown
10 y - Y. - ±1x - vo) i X corner k-4

(not shown)
2 3 -Y - ±v Zx - vo" X J (not shown) k - 1° '3
1 2 y - Yo = :t;x - ), X -2,yl circles k

-

1 3" Y-Vo - X,- '' 0 mangles k-II

1 4 Vo- ,- , X- ,)' 0 rectangles k-31
L < I i, Y- -Ax -toe I 0 InOt shown) k-'

All cases are for x > %oexcept - I 3 which applies for - < < x

Q-4
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TANGENT one of many possible choices for a compact cloud (one which
vanishes outside the boundary), we believe the essential behav-

NORMAL ior of the asymptotic PSD is unchanged.
4A (Xbl The scan intensity is obtained from (3) or*k (xb. Y)

(X. y) f- 2 ftx. y) dy =2 f fx. )is Ly± ds (13)

where A = x - x0 > 0 and we have replaced the integration

Xo X over y by an equivalent one over the contour parameter s.
Thus if we replace (xb, Yb) by (xo + s, -is') and differentiate with

* respect to s, keeping x fixed, we obtain

(dyids) - 7Ts- + (7r)- -_A(I - r)s - + (2. - rs- (14)

LEFT CLOUD If we substitute (t 1) and (14) into (13), it becomesEXTREMITY t o

f= 2xo-FmF 0 yT(Al ') ( - i)U[t + (-'-)- 2 - i'- ']"Z

1 . {W€-t I+ (T)-ZA'[T-( - O),-' + (2 - rliP -1]} di (15)
DIRECTION OF SCAN+(y)Af(1-ti+(2 S'd ()OFSCANwhere i - s/A. Thus if one expands all terms in a power series

Fig. 3. Sketch and parameters illustrating the intersection density,
f,, for a cloud with a polynomial density variation in a small layer and integrates, the leading term is
near its extremity. (Note that x, = x. + s and y, = ys'.) f - 2xo - Fo(r0A " + O(A" ) 116)

behavior of the PSD for pc densities (i.e., m 0, as discussed in where we have assumed that 0 < r < '. Note the term
section 3.2) O(AO * ') follows from the second term within the brace of(G5).

For example, the elliptical limacon Thus to leading order, the exponent increases from t to
(p + r) if a pc cloud is replaced by one whose intersection

(x, y) - (1 - p cos 8)a cos 9. 0 sin 0) (7) intensity, f, has a pth degree polynomial flank. Note this indi-

has a curvature cates that by examining a single projection, one cannot dis-
tinguish between local gradients of density and the local shape

K - 20(l + 2M2 - 3,u cos O)/D 3 '2  (8) of the boundary curve of the cloud.

where
3. RELATIONS BETWEEN POWER SPECTRAL DENSITIESD - z2 (sin 0 -/u sin 26)2 + 0'(cos 0 - cos 20)2 (9) OF P CLOUDS AND THEIR PROJECTIONS

From (8) one obtains K - 0 at 0- 0 if u - 1/2 and 3.1. Clouds
-(2)- - x) + .'(10) We define the direct and inverse Fourier transforms of an

- 2 ,.r-dimensional cloud as

which corresponds to the r = 1/4 entry in Table I. fi(k) a A(kt , k2 , k,,) = ntx)e- dx 117)

2.3. Finite-Gradient Clouds R'

We now consider more realistic n(x) with finite gradients
near the edge of the boundary of the domain. HencefAx, y) is Mx) - x, x, , x.) = (2n)-' P iIk)ek dk (18)
no longer constant within the contour of intersection C(x, y f,)
and we have two competing space scales at the tangency k R'
points, namely, the local radius of curvature and the local
gradient scale, I -fl/IVfl,. where fi., symbolizes m integrations that cover the entire

To elucidate this competition, we perform a local analysis domain and dx a dx, dxl ... dx. and dk a dk, dk2 ... dk..
for a structure with a polynomial flank of degree p in the The last can be written as dk - k'- dk do,, where k = Ikl
vicinity of its extremal point. Thus in this boundary layer and do, is the surface measure such that fr,.,, da. =

(with Yo - 0) 2m"n f(m/2). The functions n and fi satisfy Parseval's formula

f, - x 0 "[(x - x) 2 + (yb - y))']"Fo (11) f

As previously. (x, yb) - (xo + s. s') are on the boundary and ETO Iil dk - (Q)" Ix)1 2 dx (19)

x0 is a left cloud extremity. For a given (x. y) within the cloud, where '11' is the PSD. The variation of 1ill with k as k - x is
(x,, y,) or s is chosen such that a normal to the boundary called the asymptotic spectral function.
passe through (x, y) or, as indicated in Figure 3, Gelfand et al. [1966] show that if the boundary CD of a pc

1 cloud of density F0 is a convex surface (i.e.. at each point on
A, - Y -(y)" ts' (12) OD the product of the principal radii of curvature is not equal
x" - x to 0) and if CD is centrally symmetric about the origin (e.g.,

like an ellipsoid), then the asymptotic spectrum is
which follows because the normal to the boundary curve has a Ak - 2F 0(2)" 1

'
2  p Il

slope -(-T) 's - '. This representation provides a boundary
layer in which there is a power law variation. Although this is cos [kd - J(m + I)n]{ 1 O1k' 1)} (20)

Q-)
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Y k/k =
1  f(x) = (x - x0 )(xI - x)t 'h(x)

where h(x) is analytic and >0 in xo < x < xi, and r and r, are

>0. The asymptotic spectrum will depend on which exponent

,4 A Xis most singular, that is, smaller. For simplicity, we consider
X tone such point and examine the Fourier transform

As f1k) = J e-'x'Mhx) dx - k- 4 1 1) e ' hl ,k d (24)

8 D where kx - .. If one applies the method of stationary phase

a(Oler, 1974] for k >> 1, we can show that the integral is 0(l)

and, thus, the asymptotic spectral index of the envelope of is
Fig. 4. Parameters used to define the asymptotic spectrum of a -(r + 1), and of Ifi1 is -2(r '+ 1). (The method of stationary

convex centrally symmetnc piecewise-constant two-dimensional phase is discussed in section 11 of Olver C1974], and theorems
cloud. for finite-range Fourier transforms are given in section 13. The

Riemann-Lebesgue lemma, discussed in section 4.2. plays an

where k = IkI, 2d is the "diameter" of D perpendicular to the important role in obtaining these asymptotic results.)
direction k/k Iwhich is associated with the index m) and P,, 0, For example, the symmetric trapezoid of base 2a, upper

p,, are the principal radii of curvature at points A and horizontal 2b, and altitude I (or area - b + a) has the asymp-

A' on eD, namely, the extremal points. Figure 4 illustrates totic envelope spectrum If, I - [4/(b - a)] 2k' or p - 4 and

these quantities for an ellipse (m = 2) where k/k - e,, and the r = 1. Furthermore, the figure with rounded edges

curvatures K = Ilp, at A and A' are the same, since the ellipse f(x) - I lxI < a
is centrally symmetric. The two-dimensional PSD obtained f(x) - [I - (jxf - a)1/AZ], a < IM : b (25)
from (20) is

E~) I~X2- iroZpk-co'kd 3r f+0( X) -0 IxI >b
2 E(k)ltkz=,glrFo2pik-cos2[kd- ]{1 + (k-J) where A-(b-a r> -1. has an envelope function with

p - 2(t + I). as discussed by Muibrandon et al. (1984]. For
(21) the elliptical arc. r - I/2, p - 3 which is intermediate between

We define the one-dimensional PSD as 2 and 4, the values for the top hat and the trapezoid, respec-
tively. For - I < r < 0,f(x) is singular at x - b and 0 < p < 2

E.(k- d (22 t (that is, shallower than a top hat). For 0< r < I.1(x) is singu-as - -1i (2 lar at x - b. and for r a l,f(x) is continuous and vanishes at

and thus Er - 'I dk EJk). From (22) with (20) the domi- x = b. From these results, we see the known result for piece-

nant term in E,(k) is wise polynomials and powers of piecewise polynomials the
asymptotic spectral index is determined by the nature of the

EA() 2- I2,113.12) -. I, /r2 .k 2PIP2 a-1) singularities of f/xwhere these piecewise polynomials in-
2l/ J tersect. For example, if the first derivative has a singular slope

cos 2 [kd - k(m + l)x] + ". (23) somewhere, then

That is, the asymptotic dependence of the envelope of the 2 < < 4
one-dimensional PSD of an m-dimensional pc cloud with if ef/ex does not have a singular slope but elf ex' does have a

convex boundaries is proportional to k - 2 and the quantity in singularity, then

brackets is (4x)z or (4O)3 for m - 2 or 3, respectively. The 4 < p < 6
amplitude of the asymptotic spectrum is inversely proportion- etc.
al to the product of the curvatures (l/p,) at the extremal We conclude with the results: For clouds contained in a
points. finite domain and having an intersection intensity with a poly-

""I,, nomial flank of degree jA (see equation I I), the magnitude of
3.2. Projections and Scans the asymptotic spectral index of the envelope of i]il (the PSD

in realistic nonlinear dynamical prceses; the PSD of the Of the projection function fx) is

scan, Ifil . may often be represented by a power law function p=20 +r +Jul
k-P in the region k, - < k < k1, where p, is called the spectral
index in region j. (This excludes the dissipative range where For pc densities (M - 0) the asymptotic spectral behavior is

some exponential variation with k usually occurs.) These rep- given in the last column of Table I. Note the well-known

resentations are often obtained by least squares fitting pro- result: a k - dependence occurs when the curvature at the
cedures which suppress oscillatory effects. For example, the extremal ray is finite It - 1 2). Furthermore, the asymptotic
envelope of maxima of piecewise polynomials can be fitted by spectral index varies continuously from slightly greater than 2

If' k -P when length scales are sufficiently "separated," as it - e) to indefinitely large values depending upon the nature
discussed by Mulbrandon et al. [1984]. of the cusp. Note. a linear flank on a convex curve gives an

In section 2 we have shown that in a small region near the asymptotic PSD z k-
tangent ray leg.. the origin x = x0J. we can represent the pro-
jection function as f(x) a (x - x,)'. The simplest projection 4. APPLICATION OF RESULTS

function for a pc convex cloud whose extremal rays lie be- We apply the results of the present and previous [Mulbran-

tween x0 and x, can be represented by don et al., 1984] papers to data from the recent "PLACES"

Q-6
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LOWEST present heuristic arguments bo show that the PSD results for
- ________________these events (release altitude - 185 km) are valid for the

lowest one quarter of the total available modes. Thus the
interesting data are in the transitional k region and therefore
difficult to interpret, as discussed below. Furthermore, the
spectra given do not yield any information about the asymp-1

k I Itotic spectral index. Such exponents arise in a Rufenach fit to
- a nonlinear dynamical process, namely,

a PSDX K) [1 + (K LO)']-

LOWEST

2.0

IiS

0.5

0 2 46 S 1012z14 16 1.6 I

1l.0 .4

*0.8 B

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _0.6

IE1- 0.2

It-17I 0.0 _____________________

IE-IS 0 S 10 IS Zt Z5 30
It-S OstanCe m

IEIl-N

I 0-il

IE(44 IE 1-16 _________________

-'- IE-17

.01 '1 1 10 IE-I18I

I E i
CFig 1  Event IRIS PSD contains 100 modes. (Simions 91 ail.. 1994,

* angular regponts in which scans are made lb) Fitted radiance profiles JE1-22
with upper and lower standard deviation corresponding to the lowest LE-21
vAanning rectangle Small-scale oscillations in arrowed circle indicateIE2

striations iThese are resolved with about to points per period.) lc) 62
PSD ol'inforsaion in figure 5b after using a Kaiser-Bessel window. J
high-altitude barium cloud releases. Simons t al. (1984] pre- It

optical emission data for events GAIL and IRIS. It represents Fig. 6 Event GAIL. PSD contains 2100 modes (Simons et al.,
the state of technology in the early 1980s and will provide 1984. Figures 50 and 51] Caption for Figures 6a. 6b. and 6c is the
guidance for future studies and recommendations. We will -ame AS in Figure 5
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0

30.0 631.0 ?i0.0 A0 mie.0 40 Gio.0 is;% 0 moco

Tih AFTER EVENT (S)

Fig 7. Evolution of spectral power sums for event GAIL from site D-3 [Simons et al, 1984. Figure 112]. Circles. total
power (dc to noisel. Triangles, 0.055 < K < 0.17 km- . Plus signs. 0.17 < K < 0.55 km" 1 . Crosses, 0.55 < K < 1.7 km".
Diamonds, 1.7 < K < 5.5 km- 1.

where (KLD)>> 1. In this section. K - radians/kilometer - radiance profile with upper and lower standard deviations
(length)- I (i.e., not the conventional 2n/(length)) and Lo is the (three curvesL 21 scans were made in each rectangular region
outer scale length. and averaged. Each profile was then digitized with 250-500

Optical emission data for events GAIL and IRIS are given points (125-250 modes) depending on the resolution of the
in several forms: non-field-aligned photographs of optical small-scale oscillations which are attributed to striations. ISee
emission; smoothed optical radiance contours (e.g., Figures 5a the balloon in Figure 5c.) Usually 7 to 10 points per oscil-
and 6a). several scans of the contours in a direction transverse lation were considered reasonable. Also. the scan data were
to the local magnetic field (e.g., Figures 5b and 6b); and a PSD "windowed," or made periodic, by multiplying the original

of a "windowed" scan (e.g., Figures 5c and 6c). In addition, the data by a prescribed function (a Katser-Bessel windowl. This

spectral data are summarized by presenting evolutions of avoids discontinuities ahd large contributions to the high-

spectral power sums as shown in Figure 7 for event GAIL wave-number spectrum at the expense of introducing a fre-

(Simons et al.. 1984, Figure 112]. The figure caption describes quency domain "smoothing" by convolution [Harris. 1978).
the bands of K in which the power is summed. However, this plays a negligible role in the transitional K

Details of the data reduction process have been, given by region because the half-power width of the window is 0.02, km
Libeda [1983] and were amplified by L. Testerman (EG&G. and the filter power function falls off ,:-eply (to 10' at
personal communication. 1984). For example, the smoothed 0.1 km). Because of film grain noise and other reasons, the

- radiance contours were obtained from a 256 x 256 digitiza- authors generally recommend rejecting data for K > 1 7.km.
tion of a selected portion of a 35-mm frame. To obtain a fitted which corresponds to inc' -g 1,/4 of the available modes

POWER SPECTRUM0.0 -

V-4
-1.0

- 2.0

us -40 • ..

I -"-2

-J, . .•-*.
-70 . . .

-80 " ".

-5.0I 10 100 ' . V

-10.0 -" "
8.8 0n 0U 0 0M

Fig. 8. Plot of logl0 I/il versus logio v (v is mode number from I to 2048) for a trapezoid of unit area. a - 224. and
h, - 240. The lower scale of the abscissa is defined so that the first null occurs at 1, the second at 1 2. the third at 1 3. etc.

* The number at the ongin is Lhe ratio of the mesh size to the mean size of the figure 48.8 - 2049/232). Straight lines wit'
slopes of - 2 and -4 have been drawn through the relevant second maxima.
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TABLE 2. Parameters Associated With Spectral Data From Events IRIS and GAIL [Simoiis et al.,
1984]

Lowest First Second Highest
Figure Figure Mode. Null, Null. Mode, Estimated
(This [Simons km" km -' km km -' H Highest Spectral

Event Paper) et al.. 1984] L 1 2 H 4 Lowest Index

IRIS 5c 66 0.066 0.48 1.0 6.6 1.65 100 .
GAIL 6c 51 0.038 0.12 0.46 7.6 1.9 200 2.5

41 HIH' 4 in Table 2). Table 2 presents pertinent information ob- trapezoid with an upper parallel side 2a - 14.5 km and a base
tained from the PSD figures of Simons et aL [19841. composed of a right segment b, - 8.45 km and a left segment

Before we discuss the information it. !he PSD, we comment b2 = 9.45 km. The lack of symmetry causes an interference of
on the morphology of the scans. In Figures 5b and 6b we see a the nulls and they are not as clean as in the discussion of
localized region of high radiance with steep flanks, usually of Figure 5b. However, it is reasonable to approximate the
different slope. The steepest gradient is an indication of the unsymmetric trapezoid with a symmetric one with 2b = 17.9
steepest gradient within a striation. Three curves are present, a kin. Then K11 I 0.123i'km and K,, = 1.18ikm. a good sepa-

mean of the averages of the 21 scans and a (± 1) standard ration of scales. Thus between 0.123 km and 1.18 km the

deviation. The curves show high-frequency irregular oscil- spectral index is changing from 2 to 4. For K > 1.2/km a

lations whigh are attributed to striations. In addition, Figure comment similar to that given in the above paragraph applies.

6b shows a set of clumps or irregular peaks of intensity. The A global gestalt is obtained by examining the evolution of

'"period" in Figures 5b and 6b is about 0.4 km or K _ 2.5 spectral power sums as shown in Figure 7 for GAIL [Simons
km - , which is beyond the region H/4 where the data are et al.. 1984, Figure 112]. The highest curve is the total power

considered of good quality, and the lowest curve the power in the region 1.7 < K < 5.5

An approximation consistent with at least the first null of km-'. The latter is too noisy and is omitted. The interesting

the data is obtained by fitting a symmetrical trapezoid to these nonlinear effects are the initial rise of curves (+ - + - +)

scans. We use this only for its convenience and because we (0.17 <K <0.55 km-1) and (x - x - x) (0.55 <K < 1.7
have studied the inverse problem of determining spectral indi- km- 1) and the subsequent decrease. The decreases around

ces of numerical data obtained from such figures. For exam- t - 700 s are difficult to interpret and could possibly result

pie, the symmetric trapezoid with altitude A. upper and lower from bifurcations or splittings, a process which would be

parallel sides 2a and 2b, respectively, has a PSD manifest as a growth of some higher-wave-number band that
is not resolved by the present data. These two K regions are in

I11 - [A(b + a~sin z. sin z_)/(z.z_)] the transitional region of the trapezoid, and therefore the pre-

where cise meaning of the variations is difficult to interpret.
z, =As discussed by Mulbrandon et al. [1984), to make a good

= irK(b ± a) estimate of the asymptotic spectral index from a scan with no

Thus if the scales are well separated, (b + a)/(b - a) >> 1, noise, one needs at least: 256 modes for a scan function with

* then we have a K -  envelope for Ki I 2/(b + a) < K < two k space regions and 10,000 modes for a scan function with

K21 I2/Ib - a) and a K- envelope for K > K2 1. Figure 8 three well-separated k space regions.

shows IfI2 for a - 224, b - 240, A - I which has well- Thus we conclude the data presented by Simons et al.

separated scales. Note that if the scales are not well separated, [1984] do not allow one to deduce the spectral index of sIn-

or ations. There exists a need for better instruments to obtain
data on the growth, evolution, and decay of striations. Also. it

I < (b 4. a)/(b - a) < 5 is obvious that a single unqualified spectral index can be mis-

0' then the transitional region (b + a)-' < 2K < (b - a)" may leading.

be complicated, but the index of the envelope changes from 2 5. CONCLUSIONS

to 4. If the flanks were not linear but were replaced by the In this report we have considered the relationship between a

functions in (25), then the appropriate spectral envelope index radiating cloud and the power spectral density of a scan of its

would go to 2(t + I) instead of 4. photographic image. To allow us to focus on the uncertainties

The first two nulls in Figure 5c are consistent with fitting associated with geometrical aspects, we have assumed ideal-
the scan in Figure 5b with a symmetrical trapezoid whose ized conditions, namely, otpically thin clouds, no parallax ef-

upper and lower parallel sides are 2a - 1.8 km and 2b - 6.2 fects. and no distortion due to camera, lenses, and film grain.
km. The first null of the discrete Fourier transform, Kit - We have considered clouds with pc and power law radiating
2,lb + a) - 0.5km is associated with the first transition. The intensities. We have not attempted to correlate this radiant

first null of the second transition is at K,, - 2/(b - a) - intensity with the ion density.
1.1 km and is consistent with the second null in Figure 5c. For pc clouds, where the one-dimensional asymptotic spec-
Hence we conclude that the scales are not well separated. The trum of the power is proportional to k 2, we have shown that
only information available concerning the asymptotic spec- the asymptotic spectrum of the scan depends upon the

trum lies in the range K > 1.5,km. This region represents a character of the contour at the point where it is tangent to the
composite of effects resulting from the K -' trapezoidal spec- extremal ray. If the contour at (xo. yo) beahves like .v - Yo "
trum. the small-scale structures on the trapezoid (their widths 3Ix - xo)'. then the asymptotic spectral envelope of the PSD
and separations), film grain noise, and aliasing. One cannot of the scan varies as k- " '". In addition, if the radiating
see the spectral index of individual striations. intensity in a cloud flank varies with a power law A, then the

Event GAIL had steeper gradients as shown in Figure 6b. asymptotic spectral envelope of the scan's PSD varies as

* One could approximate this scan function by an unsymmetric k" 2" i...

Q-9
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A STRIATION MODEL AND SPECTRAL CHARACTERISTICS

OF OPTICAL-IR EMISSION FROM HANE

I. INTRODUCTION

This is the third in a series of papers which use a

deterministic approach to estimate spatial spectral indices

of optical data from sensors which view structured plasma

clouds in the high altitude disturbed atmosphere. In the

first paper(l) we considered idealized functions of one

variable which could represent scans. We established the

relationship between continuity properties of these

Oprofiles or 4scanw functions, or their derivatives, and the

spectral index of their Fourier transforms. We provided

numerical examples using simple symmetric geometric figures

to illustrate the errors that arise in estimating spectral

indices. We estimated the minimum number of modes required

to provide a specified accuracy in the asymptotic spectral

index. For example to recover the -4 index of the power

spectral density of a trapezoid (a profile with three

possible space regions) requires about 10,000 modes.

In a second paper( 2 ) we related the asymptotic spectral

0index of a radiating cloud to that of a scan of the cloud.
0

The theory is applicable to convex piecewise constant clouds

Manuscript approved March 5, 1985.
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and to more realistic clouds which have polynomial flanks.

We used the results of these papers to analyze optical scans

from the PLACES experiment. We found that the data has

4 insufficient resolution to determine an asymptotic spectral

index associated with nonlinear dynamical (steepening)

processes.

In this paper we describe an asymmetrical 6-parameter

analytical model suggested by recent computer simulations to

represent an isolated late-time high altitude striation from

a high altitude nuclear event (HANE). Our early spectral

studies(3 ) made direct use of numerical simulation results

of barium releases(4 ). However, the inadequate resolution

of sharp gradients and the uncertainties concerning the

small-scale physical processes led us to develop an

analytical model. The model is easy to use in a sensitivity

study and is consistent with available HANE and barium cloud

data.

In Section 2 we describe a striation model and in
Section 3 we introduce scans. In Section 4 we discuss its

spectral properties as we vary parameters of the model and

as we change the direction of observation. In Section 5 we

examine Checkmate optical data and analyze it in terms of

our analytical model. In Section 6 we summarize the results

of this paper.

R-1
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2. A STRIATION NDC

The growth of striations in the late-time high altitude

ionosphere is believed to be mediated by a gradient drift

instability. When there is relative motion between a plasma

and the background gas in a direction perpendicular to the

earth's magnetic field, a steepening of plasma density

occurs on the backside of the cloud (that is, the side

opposite the direction in which the cloud is moving). In

the plane perpendicular to the magnetic field, the cloud

becomes elongated in the direction along the relative

velocity vectors and narrows somewhat in the transverse

direction (see Figure 1). The instability induces the

formation of striations at the backside which can lead to

one or more bifurcations of the cloud.

Recent theoretical and numerical investigations of

Zalesak, et al,( 5 ),( 6 ) at NRL employ a new diffusivity

model. They show that high conductivity clouds form a long

lasting compact core even while the edges diffuse rapidly

and, thus, bifurcations are suppressed and the result is a

stable 'frozen' striation over extended times. In addition,

new features are observed including a more extended diffuseV
frontside (tadpole tail) and a more rounded steep backside

than with previous diffusivity models.

R
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We cannot be certain that the striations that form in

the nuclear environment will have the above characteristic

shape. The simulations performed for the barium case are a

result of the specific ionospheric parameters in that

situation. In the nuclear case cloud conductivity is

typically much higher, for example. Also, the ratio of

plasma to neutral density could be much different. Until

simulations with parameters more relevant to specific

nuclear events are performed the validity of the model we

are proposing will be open to question. Nevertheless, we

K: believe it is instructive to study the properties of a non-

axisymmetric striation to identify the observational

consequences.

We have constructed a simple 6 parameter analytical

,: model which incorporates these essential new properties.

Figure 2 illustrates the model in a plane perpendicular to

the magnetic field. Although our model is two dimensional,

one could easily introduce a gradual Gaussian dependence

along the magnetic field with a scale length large compared

*,. to dimensions in the plane.( 3 ) Transverse to the field the

equation representing the model is

F(r,G) - FMAX (1. - exp(-A)); r ' Rl()

FM, exp[-A[. r-Rl(e) 2-exp(-A)J; Rl(G)LrzR2(G)

= 0.0 r • R2 (8) (1)
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where

RL9 )- Bi Ci ~BicoG+Cisi] 7

Ri(e) - ppipCi/cp2 cos2e+p2csin2e% V z e (a 3f
,.

where 9 is measured from the backside direction and i - 1 or

2. Here R1 (9) bounds the constant density core and R2 (8)

bounds the cloud. These boundaries are each parameterized

40 by three constants: PBi and pFi are semiaxes of the

ellipses in the backside and fronts ide directions,
tS

respectively, and pCi are the common semiaxes at 8 - v w/2.

Where the two ellipses meet, their slopes, are identical.

. Between R1(8) and R2(9) the density falls off radially with

a Gaussian dependence which is a function of angle and

vanishes at R2 (e). Note the slope of F is discontinuous at
-p
'-., R2 (9).

.

In the discussions below and in Section 3 we have

chosen the following values to define the striation: tail

length PF2 - 5.0 km, transverse core radius PCl - 0.5 km,

longitudinal core radii PBl - 0.6 km and PF1 - 0.3km. The

edge sides PB2-PBl and PC2-PC1 are varied for the different

cases discussed. The parameter A was set equal to 3.

The spectral properties we will discuss are weakly

dependent on the specific functional form chosen but are

sensitive to the non-axisymmetric properties. The

.
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particular functional form for the striation model given by

Equation (1) has no fundamental significance.

We use it because with as few as 6 parameters it correctly

reproduces the known properties of striations established in

current simulation studies.

3. SCANS

Suppose we imagine a detector sufficiently distant from

the striation that the rays emitted from the cloud can be

assumed to be parallel. We will assume that the radiation

is optically thin so that we just add the contributions of

the emission from all points in the striation along a line

perpendicular to the scan. We can scan across the striation

from a variety of observational locations. If we define the

observation angle as the angle the detector makes, with the

long axis of the striation, then a scan in the direction

from the backside edge through the tail is 00 (Figure 2).

To perform numerically a scan on the model striation

and obtain the profile from a given observational direction

a rectangular 256 x 256 grid is imposed. In Figure 2,

imagine a grid coordinate system parallel and perpendicular

to the long axis of the striation. For example, to do a 00

scan, the vertical spacing will be much smaller than the

horizontal spacing so as to just enclose the striation, with

. little grid spacing outside. To do a 450 scan the striation

is rotated (not the grid) so that interpolation to the grid

R-14
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points is never necessary. To obtain a maximum resolution

and assure that the grid just encloses the striation, only

' the grid spacings are changed as we change scan angle. We

then simply sum grid values along an observational direction

for each perpendicular grid point.

A scan at 00 results in a symmetric radiance profile,

Figure 3, in which we have assumed that the radiative

emission from each point of the striation is proportional to

the electron density at that point. The units for the

ordinate are arbitrary. The abscissa is in km. The ellipse

parameters for this profile were chosen so that back and

side Gaussian edges are 0.1 km.

* If we scan from a location transverse, 900, (see Figure

2) the resulting radiance profile, given in Figure 4, is

highly skewed with the steep region corresponding to the

steep gradients at the backside edge. The other side of

this profile has a very gradual falloff due to the long

diffuse tail. Note, that Figure 4 has a different abscissa

scale than in Figure 3. In general, we wish to investigate

the spectral properties of this model as a function of

viewing angle, as we vary the size of the edges. This will

be described in the following section.
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4. SPECTRAL PROPERT I ES

As we have shown in reference 1, the spectral

properties of the profile of an optical scan (for example,

the spectral index of the asymptotic envelope) are

influenced by the nature of the discontinuities in the

profile function or its derivatives. The scale size of any

characteristic segment of the profile is manifest in a

corresponding region of the power spectral density (PSD) in

an inverse sense, ... large sizes affect low mode numbers

and small sizes affect high mode number regions of the PSD.

Within each scale-sLee regime the most severe dis-

continuities lead to the slowest falloff with mode number

and, hence, dominate the PSD if they represent a source

strength comparable to other portions of the profile. rn

the following paragraphs we present typical PSD's obtained

from our model showing the effect of angle variation with

thin edges and with thicker edges and we show the

differences obtained when the emission is proportional to

the square of the electron density.

4.1 Thin Edne Results

Figure 5 is a log-log plot of the PSD for scans of the

model of Figure 2 at 00 (unconnected dots) and at 900 (solid

line), in which we have taken the back and side edges to be

0.05 kan. We have drawn in k- 3 and k - 4 lines to facilitate

i-I 0l



analysis. The ordinate is normalized so that the area under

the curve is unity. There are two scales on the abscissa.

The lower scale is the wavelength (2w/k) in km, where k -

.v/L, v is the mode number, and the region ranges from -L to

L. (As stated previously, the scan consists of 256 non-zero

4values, and these are on a grid of 4096 points.) The upper

scale gives the mode number, v, which ranges from 1 to 2048.

The mode number in this figure is appropriate only for the

00 case which is for a scan over 1 km (whereas the 900 view

consists of a scan over -6 km, and they both have the same

number of grid points). Note, also the well defined maxima

and minima in the 00 PSD, characteristic of a symmetric

- profile such as Figure 3 and absent in the 900 case.

The 904 PSD has a spectral index - -3. To understand

this consider the profile of Figure 4. On a scale size 1

km the profile consists of two segments: first, the profile
e

of the constant density, elliptically bounded core region

and second, the profile of the tail region. The

contribution of the first segment to the PSD falls off like

- 3, where k is proportional to the mode number,(l) and that

of the second segment has a Gaussian falloff (the PSD of a

Gaussian is a Gaussian). Since the radiative emission from

the tail is comparable to that from the core region and the

power in this region falls off much faster with k, the

spectral character will be dominated by that of the core
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region and there will be a k- 3 falloff in the PSD. If we

consider scale sizes 0.1 km we need to focus on the profile

of the backside edge, which is Gaussian. Since this is the

"" only profile segment on this scale size or smaller, the PSD

will change from a k - to a Gaussian falloff at sufficiently

large mode number. Because of insufficient resolution, the

900 curve never exhibits the anticipated large-k Gaussian

falloff.

'V' For the 00 scan there appears to be an intermediate

region with a k- 3 envelope that matches the 900 PSD. This

is a reflection of the constant density, elliptically

bounded core region, as in the 900 profile. At higher k,

corresponding to scale sizes t 0.1 km, the PSD is determined

by the steep flank edges of the striation. Mere we have

sufficient resolution to see the Gaussian falloff at these k

values.

Note the profile of Figure 3 can be approximately fit

alternatively with a single semicircle of radius 0.5 km or a

trapezoid of parallel sides 0.2 and 1.06 km, respectively.

The former gives a k- 3 PSD in agreement with Figure 5

whereas the latter, in which the scales are not

well-separated, gives a k- 4 PSD. However, the latter gives

nulls at 0.62 km, 0.43 km,0.315 kin, etc. in agreement with

Figure 3 whereas the nulls of the former are not in good
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agreement with Figure 3. Furthermore, the PSD obtained from

the trapezoidal fit to Figure 3 is a very good fit to the

model PSD up to the third minimum. This shows the

difficulty of assessing a PSD from qualitative

considerations.

4

4.2 Thicker Edge Results

The example we have just used has one simplifying

property, that we chose an edge size small compared to the

core region. This provided a good separation of scales

between the Gaussian edge region and the core region. Let

us consider another example in which now the backside edge

is 0.1 km and the flanks are 0.3 km. This is a realistic

case, since simulations show that flanks have thicker edges

than backs ides.

*

To have a well-defined falloff before the Gaussian edge

intrudes, the effective width of the profile must be

substantially larger than the edge size. Now, if we scan

from 00 the profile size is '- 1. ka and the Gaussian edge is

0.3 km which provides insufficient range in k space. Thus,

we would expect the Gaussian falloff to intrude well into

even the low modes of the spectrum and that there will not

be any clearly defined k- 4 or k - 3 region. On the other

hand, at 90o the effective profile size is % I km which
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compares with an edge size of 0.1 km so that there is a

reasonable separation of scales. We expect a well-defined

k- 3 region.

Figure 6 shows the PSD of this model, observed from an

angle of 100. The line drawn in is k- 3 and clearly shows

there is no k- 3 (nor is there a k-4 ) region. Figure 7 shows

the PSD as viewed from an angle of 800. Again, the k- 3 line

is drawn in and shows a good fit down to -0.2 km, where the

Gaussian falloff begins to dominate. In TABLE I we show the

apparentu spectral index for this model as a function of

angle. (The apparent index was obtained by a least squares

fit to the data for angles b 40* from the first maximum to

the wavelength of Gaussian onset (last column). At smaller

angles this breaks down and the index is estimated.) At

angles less than -400 there is no k 3 region at all.

4.3 Emission Proportional to the Square of the Electron

Dens ity

Consider, now, a striation with Gaussian edges of 0.1

km. We want to compare the profile for this striation

at 00 with a striation of the same size and shape but in

which the radiative emission is proportional to the square

of the electron density (N2 ) rather than proportional to the

electron density (N) itself. This is what will be observed

if the striations consist of a recombining plasma rather
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than debris ions being excited by solar uv or earthshine ir.

Figure 8 shows the 'squared' profile which can be compared

* with the 'unsquared' one, Figure 3. What we see is a

considerably more peaked profile, more triangular in shape,

and, therefore, even more likely to exhibit a spectrum with

4i a substantial k- 4 region.

Figures 9 and 10 are the spectra for N and N2 profiles

* respectively. Both have an overall k- 4 falloff. In the N2

-case the Gaussian falloff is not manifest at as low k-

values as in the N case. This follows because the Gaussian

* 'width' in the squared case has been reduced by vT and,

therefore, constitutes a smaller perturbation on the rest of

the profile.

.1

.
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TABIZ 1

ANGULAR VARIATION IN CLOUD MICEL

(ZDG VARYING BZNED 0.1 and 0.3 I[)

Spectral Index Wavelength of

Angle From Least Squares Fit Gaussian Onset

00 -6.

100 -6.

, 20"0 4.3 -

30" 3.6 -

400 3.5 0.45 kmn

500 3.4 0.35 kom

600 3.5 0.31 an

706 3.3 0.26 ]an

o80 3.2 0.26 Jan

900 3.2 0.23 an

..
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S. CONPARI SON WITH CHECIMATE DATA

b,*

The Checkmate burst occurred at a high altitude south

of Johnston Island (JI). The debris rose and became aligned

with the earth's magnetic field and striations were

observed. Figure 11 shows the approximate geometrical set

up. The plane of the figure is along a north-south

geomagnetic longitude determined by the vector from JI to

the burst point and the camera axis. Photographs were taken

by Chesnut looking north at - 300 sec and at other times.

At 300 sec the camera elevation angle was such that the

center of the photograph was approximately perpendicular to

4- the magnetic field. The component of the ion-neutral

relative velocity perpendicular to the field is, thus,

*aligned with the camera axis and our observation corresponds

to a zero angle view (as defined in Figure 2). However,

the photograph in Figure 12( 7 ) has an angular extent ,, 300,

and thus striations are observed at various angles. The

striations at the extremities may be more than 150 off axis

if one accounts for debris motion out of the plane.

In the photograph of Figure 12 we see striations

clumped into two major groups associated with our view

through the arms of the Checkmate "horseshoe"- Figure 13 is

the PSD, obtained by Chesnut from scan 2 in Figure 12,

-
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and plotted on a semi-log scale. The PSD has been smoothed

by performing an average for each data point of the 31

adjacent data points. Chesnut has shown that if one assumes

striations with axial symmetry, e.g. lucite rods or Gaussian

rods, it is necessa.'y to assume a range of sizes to

adequately fit the data. In the case of Gaussians, for

example, it was necessary to include striation sizes ranging

from -2 km down to -0.29 km to fit the data. We will show

that by using a nonaxially symmetric model of a striation

with parameter ratios suggested by numerical simulations it

* is possible to fit the data well without resorting to a size

d istr ibut ion.

First, we need to establish the shape parameters of our

model striation from Checkmate data. We assume that the

single striation discussed by Chesnut(7 ) is obtained from

one of our striations observed at 100 with an aspect ratio

(PP2/PCl) - 10. The mean width of 1.4 km given by Chesnut

leads us to choose PF2 - 7 km, PCl - 0.7 kn, PBl - 0.7 kn,

.4.F1 - 0.42 kn, and edge sizes - 0.1 km. (Edge sizes, in

fact, influence higher k values than the Checkmate data can

resolve and, thus, are unimportant.)

Next we place 100 of these identical striations at

random in two groups associated with the horseshoe. The

range covered is 150 km to match roughly the linear extent

R- 24
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in the photographic scan. The groups have a mean separation

of' 80 km and the left and right groups have half widths of

* 15 km and 30 km respectively. The random selection is from

a normal distribution. To simulate the diverse view angles

in the photograph, we rotate striations in various regions

* along the scan. The resulting profile is shown in Figure

14. Note in obtaining a scan, the minimum transverse

dimension of a striation has been sampled by at least 35

points.

To simulate the PSD obtained by Chesnut, Figure 13, we

average 8 nearest-neighbor k-space data points of the square

of the transform. (This corresonds closely to Chesnut's k

space averaging.) The PSD obtained from this is plotted in

Figure 15. We have plotted the Chesnut data of Figure 13 on

this plot for comparison and indicated the film grain noise

level and the fit region on the plot. The region at smaller

k than the fit region represents the low level unstructured

background which we have not modeled. The exact position of

peaks in the Chesnut data is related to the exact placement

of striations which we did not attempt to match.

It is clear that in the very limited fit region there

I is a good match between our model striation PSD and the

s data. Of course, this shows only that if the data has
S, insufficient spectral range there are at least two distinct

R-25
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models that can fit it equally well. There are likely to be

other combinations of striation parameters that could give

equally good fits. In Figure 16 we plot the PSD of Figure

15 on a more standard log-log scale. We plot the k-4 line

and indicate the fit region on this plot.

The essential conclusions are: (1) if we accept the

-. results of recent computer simulations and infer from them

the approximate shape and dimensions of high-altitude

striations we can, at least, match the PSD's obtained from

the measured Checkmnate data. (2) The region of k-space

accessible with the Checkmate data is too small to

definitively establish what is the correct model.

-R-26
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6. SUUKARY

There is good reason to believe that substantial
regions of the ionosphere following HANE events will be

characterized by a highly structured plasma and that the

* structuring will persist for hours. Since defense detectors

typically operate in the ir and are sensitive to the nature

.* of the structuring it is important to be able to predict the

spatial characteristics of ir emissions. In this paper we

have presented a simple analytical model which embodies

present knowledge of late-time high altitude striations,

based on theory and the simulations being performed at NRL.

Those properties still uncertain have been parameterized.

Using this model we are able to predict the PSD

characteristics that result from striations as a function of

shape parameters, edge sizes, and the angle of observation.

These results are preliminary. First, there is still

imperfect knowledge of some aspects of the phys ics

incorporated in the simulations. Second, simulations to

date have been more appropriate to the barium release

scenario and need to be repeated for parameters more

relevant to the HANE case. Finally, HANE data in the ir is

. essentially non-existent and available visible data

(photographic) has insufficient range to distinguish among

• alternative models.

"
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"
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We are able to show that available Checkmate data can

be fit as well by our nonaxisynmuetric striation model,

without incorporating a distribution of striation sizes, as

it has been by an axially symmetric model with a range of

striation sizes. Although the data has insufficient range

to distinguish between these models, there is every reason

to believe that striations are not axially symmetric and to

expect PSD's to be affected substantially by the relative

location of detector and striations. We believe it is

important that further simulations be performed, more

directly relevant to specific HANE events, to determine with

greater confidence the essential properties of ionospheric

plasma striations. As more sensitive and higher resolution

detectors are developed it will become possible and

necessary to distinguish among alternative striation models.

We thank J. Fedder of NRL and W. Chesnut of SRI for many helpful

discussions. This work was supported by the Defense Nuclear Agency.
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Figure 4 -Profile obtained from 900 scan of Figure 2. Same
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* is in arbitrary units.
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LOW FREQUENCY INSTABILITIES DRIVEN BY AN ION
TEMPERATURE ANISOTROPY

I. INTRODUCTION

It is well known that ANE's can have deleterious effects on C3:

systems (fir example, by disrupting satellite communications and radar

systems) and it is therefore important to the Defense Nuclear Agency to*

understand the atmospheric effects of HANE's. The primary cause of these

negative effects is the production of long-lasting, large-scale, ionization

irregularities in the ionosphere. In order to undestand the cause and

evolution of these irregularities, the Naval Research Laboratory has

developed and is continuing to develop detailed theoretical and

computational models of HANE's. Of recent interest to DNA is a thorough

re-examination of early time phenomena (t < 1 sec) which are primarily

associated the deposition of weapon energy in the atmosphere. Aside from

radiation processes, the conversion of the kinetic energy of the debris

into thermal energy of both the debris and air ions, and its ultimate

deposition in the conjugate patches, is of particular importance. The

* important issues involved are debris-air coupling length and time scales,

and thermalization processes. Underlying these issues are a host of

complicated plasma physics processes. The ensuing turbulence which- results

from plasma instabilities can act as a means to thermalize the various ion

species and to pitch angle scatter ions.-1

To date, the most intense effort to understand the role of plasma

instabilities in early time HANE evolution has been directed at debris-air

coupling. In this regard, NRL performed a series of investigations in the

70's to determine the anomalous transport properties of instabilities which

could occur at the debris-air interface (Lampe et al., 1975). The effects

of these instabilities on the evolution of the coupling shell were

determined by incorporating the appropriate anomalous transport

Manuscript approved February 5, 1985.
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Coefficients in a multi-fluid code (Clark, private communication).

Vi Subsequently, further advances have been made in this area through the use

of a one dimensional hybrid code. This code treats the electrons as a

fluid but the ions as particles. This permits the instabilities, and their

effects on the plasma, to be studied self-consistently (Goodrich et al.,

1984). It has also been recently suggested that microturhulence could

impact the evolution of structure causing instabilities (Huba, 1984).

Thus, the point to be made is that plasma turbulence can have a significant

impact on the early time evolution of a HANE.

The aforementioned studies of plasma instabilities have dealt with

high frequency turbulence, i.e., w >> where w is the wave frequency and

-i M eB/m c is the ion cyclotron frequency. These instabilities impact

very early time processes such as debris-air coupling and plasma

thermalization. However, there are many low frequency instabilities (i.e.,

W, < 01) that can be excited which may be important to early time HANE

evolution. Specifically, the electromagnetic ion cyclotron instability

-( - Si) has the capability of pitch angle scattering energetic ions

(Davidson and Ogden, 1975). Debris and air ions are energized

predominantly in a direction perpendicular to the ambient magnetic

field B. Electromagnetic ion cyclotron waves, if excited, can then

"transform" this perpendicular energy to parallel energy. This allows

energetic ions to stream down the field lines into the upper atmosphere to

deposit their energy; an important consideration in HANE events such as

Starfish. Recent ID Particle simulations have observed this effect

(Ambrosiano and Brecht, 1984). Aside from the electromagnetic ion

N cyclotron instability, other low frequency hydromagnetic instabilities may

be excited which can be important. For example, the mirror or firehose

S-10
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instabilities (Hasegawa, 1971) generate electromagnetic turbuience which

can propagate away -:on the couoiing shell into the magnetosphere. These

;a,:es are canabLe o- :i.ch angle scattering ambient radiation be.t -rotonr

C *Z an -1a -edstrrbuuion of high enerz-i 3ro'ons t*-=

amane asohere (Kiadis et a-., 1970). This issue is ger-mane to sateliie

survivability since it is believed that Starfish caused the enhancement of

. high energy proton fluxes at low L shells (Filz, 1967) which affected the

operation of several satellites.

One mechanism to generate the instabilities described above is an

anisotropic ion distribution. Specifically, a bi-4axwellian type

distribution such that TLi * T where Tli and T are the perpendicular

and parallel ion temperatures, respectively. The purpose of this report is

to investigate in detail the linear stability properties of low frequency

waves (W < ni)which are driven unstable by ion anisotropies. Specific

application to ANE events will also be discussed.

The organization of the paper is as follows. In the next section we

I present the basic assumptions of the analysis and derive a general

dispersion equation* which describes low frequency modes (w < nQJ. In

Section III we present both analytical and numerical results. Finally, in

Section IV we summarize our results and apply them to RANE's.

11. DERIVATION OF DISPERSION EQUATION

4 • 'We assume a spatially homogeneous plasma with an ion temperature

anisotropy (T --T I  that is immersed in a uniform static magnetic field

B B 0z. The perturbed electric field is taken to be E(x, t) - Z exp

[i(k - x - wt)] where k - kIx + kRz without any loss of generality because

of the symmetry of the unperturhed system. The perpendicular wavelngth of

S-1l



the perturbation is assumed to be much larger than the electron Larmor

radius P (kiP << 1) but can be comparable to the ion Larmor radius

i Lkpi  1 i. The frequency, as well as the growth rate, of the

oerturbation is taken to be of order of the ion cyclotron frequency

( < . For simplicity, we assume that the equilibrium ion distribution

is described by a bi-Maxwellian distribution function

2 2

F v mi 1/2 M i ~ mivl m iv~ R
F.1v2, v j . ( 1)/

2ir exp - 2T 2T ,)

where mi is the mass of the ion species. The electron distribution

function is assumed to be isotropic since collisions, as well as high

frequency instabilities driven by any electron anisotropy, tend to remove

, ~-the velocity-space anisotropy in the electron distribution on a very short

time scale (i.e., t << ) see Appendix].

Linearizing the Vlasov equation and using Maxwell's equation, a set of

homogeneous equations M • E - 0 describing the propagation of electro-

magnetic disturbances at an arbitrary angle with respect to the magnetic

field can be obtained (Krall and Trivelpiece, 1973), where

k2,. c -c2k 2w

M- + Z (2)
W 2 ai,e a n

and

e.;

0.< > 2w fdv qr2v d'! )

V-.. nIJ --"nP= a n Av J An,kP A x + ivJ y + V J3
n k n i inn IJnBn
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x - iQn k x - ivJ n y + v Jn z

kv 3f k v f'

n 2 -av 9v a I I

J - J (k v /nl) is the Bessel function of order n, J'(x) dJ /dx, and

n n an n

n L e QB0/Mc is the cyclotron frequency of species a (e: electrons and

i: ions).

After performing the velocity space integration for both species and

* taking the appropriate small gyroradius limit for electrons, we obtain the

dispersion equation

* det [M] - 0. (3)

The components of M are

22 2 2 2
k2,c w n rnGH 1~..L..+I 2 (Ge+ + i

xx "1 - - 22 + UGe e + Ge_-- 2 x nww 1 1 w n

2 2

Me (G i + i I rnr* G
xy Th 2w 2 -_1 w 2n n n

"2 2 2
k k cnr

M M I +__ _ _ ( _ + - p I n
xz zx 2 2i2 e el e _ 1 i  kI n - n

22 2 2(4

,2 (G + Ge P Z,,." -, + 2w2 e1 _1 + w 2- hi,.

2  k2
-- My Mz i- I_. i H + i - rIHyz zy w k e 0 i k n n n
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k2c- 2W 2W 2 k 2 w-nfl r
M+= = ~ -PC z Pe ~ H

zz 22P e0  T- 2 w x n
W k IV e 0 n k In

where

* ' 2w-nP w-nn 0w-n k 2v 2

e n 1 IneZ(k e );H e z( e); 2 I 1

ei e l e + Z keL

en  k v k i

T -nT -n w-n Tli v,.

( - -" 1i[+.)1 - -
Rn T Inv (k I v -T1i v 2

,Ni- - ii NvNi -Ni i i

Ve is the electron thermal velocity, v1i and v 1  are the ion perpendicular

and parallel thermal velocity, respectively, Z( ) is the plasma dispersion

-A..

function, rn = e-I n(x), In(x) is the modified Bessel function of order n,

and r, - dr/dx.

III. ANALYSIS OF DISPERSION EQUATION

A. Electromagnetic Ion Cyclotron Instability

We first consider the excitation of ion cyclotron waves with w -Q i

For the case of parallel propagation (k1 M 0), the linear dispersion

relation can be greatly simplified to give

2w 2  2w
"edet [ -D D_ pe H + 2 HO0) , (5)

k Iv e 0 k Iv

where

22 2 2
D+k2c W W

I --I +P G+1 +"e

4. 2 2 +1 2 e;1'
- w - 14
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Davidson and Ogden (1975) have shown that the transverse electromagnetic

portion of (5) exhibits a strong instability in the presence of an ion

temperature anisotropy such that T i > T * This instability has a

characteristic frequency at maximum growth rate of wr < i and

Y - (6 1i/2 )/2"1 where = 8wn iTi/B2, and the corresponding wavelength

is such that k C/pi> 1. The electrostatic branch of the dispersion

relation can be shown to be rigorously stable by the Nyquist technique.

The assumption that ki 
= 0 corresponds to an "infinite" wavelength in

the direction orthogonal to the ambient magnetic B For application to

HALNE's this assumption is violated because the coupling shell has finite

dimensions perpendicular to B0 Thus, it is necessary to investigate the

linear stability properties of ion cyclotron waves for oblique propagation

using (3) and (4) if we are to apply this instability to HANE's. Since, in

general, (3) and (4) are not amenable to analytical results we solve them

numerically for a variety of parameters.

In Fig. I we show the growth rate y/ni vs. parallel wavenumber ck/w

for e - 00, 200, 400, 600, and 800 where 9 - tan-' (kIk). The other

parameters used are wpi/f i - 400, mi/me = 1836, Tii/T1i W 20, ali = 1.0,

and Te/Tii = 0.1. There are two major effects of oblique propagation on

the excitation of electromagnetic cyclotron waves. First, the growth rate

of the instability decreases as the waves become more oblique, i.e., as 8

increases. However, even for e as large as - 500 the growth rate is only

reduced by a factor of two. Thus, the waves have substantial growth rates

for a wide range of angles and are not confined to nearly parallel

propagation. Second, in general, as 8 increases the bandwidth of unstable

modes in k1 space decreases. The small k cutoff remains roughly constant

(ckI/pi ~ 0.5) for 00 < 8 < 800, but the large k1 cutoff is reduced by

S- 15L i-1+1',... +'. . .- ''- 'm. + + + ..--/.s...*.i.%



more than a factor of two. We note that the shape of the 0 - 600 growth

rate is different from the others; namely, there is not a sharp falloff for

modes with k > k im where k lm corresponds to the k for maximum growth.

There is almost a "plateau" in the growth rate in this region. This

parameter regime corresponds to the Harris instability (Soper and Harris,

1965; Gary et al., 1976). The Harris instability only occurs for obliquely

propagating waves and, in general, has a maximum growth rate less than the

parallel propagating electromagnetic ion cyclotron instability (Gary et

al., 1976).

In Fig. 2 we plot ym/ni and ck m/w vs. 8 where y denotes thei EmPi m

maximum growth rate as a function of parallel wavenumber and klm is the

corresponding wavenumber at maximum growth. The other parameters used are

the same as in Fig. I. These curves emphasize the major points indicated

by Fig. 1: (1) maximum growth occurs for 8 - 00 (or k- 0, purely

- -parallel propagating waves); (2) there is substantial wave growth for most

angles of propagation; and (3) the wavelength of the fastest growing mode

increases as the angle of propagation becomes more oblique (i.e., closer to

perpendicular propagation).

B. MHD Instabilities

We now investigate low-frequency MHD instabilities i.e., i << ni .

However, prior to presenting detailed numerical results, we first make

several simplifying assumtions so that analytical results can be given. We

assume that ne' ,i > > w, kIve, kIvi without any special ordering

for w/k v and w/k v1. Making use of the approximation Z(E) - 1 -
2 e

1/2E , for E >> I the following limiting matrix elements can be derived:
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CCGG

2 ,2 2

':2. 2 2I 2

k' n 2w

"z'v "':k 2 2 2 0

whr n2 p B2 ndrvn (6) e

S klk s 2 ge t I in
xz " zx 2 -T cl - Ifg - .

k2c2  2 2

e~ zz 1X as e 0  asv+

where i t - rV re o - 8Tled B . In deriving (6) we

have omitted terms which are smaller by order e.fl and w/fie . In addition,

W ii M, have taken the small ion Ladper radius en e(ki~i« ij. For

e dispri we can also neglect the in o ownas well asform

22 2 1

2 2 22 2 2 2 2 2

, - since wpi/ait , kic /12 k~c2/ 2 1w . We now show how the well known

mirror and firehose instabilities are recovered when subsidiary orderings
are made.

• v Writing Nz - iMzy to make explicit the i dependence, we can express

the dispersion relation (6) in the following compact orM:

2~~r 3- 11 D)2 3

D M +-Z (7)-- 1

,zz M,. XX yy

* where c2 k" 1k./ and n = c k/a. Further sim plification is possible

i ), Dx M +. 2 n. n: ~with the introduction of a --1 - (Sl- 1

~~D -"M _
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2 -

D - 2+ (8)
zz Dxx e mi yy

1. Mirror Instability

First, let us consider the familiar mirror instability. This corre-

sponds to the limit kv Hi, k Ve >> W. In this limit Dzz becomes very

large, hence EI(EZ) - 0 which is equivalent to "frozen-in condition" in

ideal MD treatment. Using small argument expansion for Z(Ce) and Z(i ,

we find

2 TIi

2
a)i k _i(zy D ax k I T 1i9C

aM 2 +n n pi 2 2lQ (9b)

w2

D - 1 + + (9c)xx n 2

2w 2  2w 2

zz 22 k 2 2

Approximating D 2 /k 2 + T /T ). k e  2 22 and

zz ekI e De pe/e

D *x w 2 2xx pi/ni, the dispersion relation (8) reduces to

2 2 k /k 2 )(1 - T L/T ji)2T kip I S
I + e--i-= + - -e , (10)

T 2 2 2 kZ kZ T
i W I Ii

k2--- - a ;"-22- a k2 2 + 8 li (1kv A  k VA k kI
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where 2 2 a2 2 2 22 2 2
- sei (v/)m/), VA /i e /A e

and 8 -2V 22 /V 8T /B2 . For T T T , 2 P2 , we find
2 21A A e s i

k s << 1, consistent with our long wavelength ordering. The smallness of
9 

ks-- immediately yields, for frequencies significantly different from

*/a k lVA* the following approximate dispersion relation

2 2 2
T 2 k k T 8 T k2+ e _ { W -a 2  22 S
(1+.){-1~a 4- + 89 11 1 (1 2
Tii k2kk k T Ii Tli k

*VA

The stability condition is given by

8 (< - T li
)2

2 a [- 2( 8)k21 + vA + - Ti e T I k 2 > 0

2(1 + (12)
T (12)

For k2/k 2 << 2/8V the stability condition becomes

rT 2)- 2 TilTTe [Tli +IT i III-
1 + li(1 - T 1 /Ti) + 2Ti(T11i+ T>) 0. (13)

It is easy to see that instability can only occur when Tli is sufficiently

larger than Ti. The stability condition (13) is the same as that of the

C MHD mirror mode (Hasegawa, 1971) Note that mirror instability only takes

place when both kI and kI are sufficiently nonzero, i.e., for oblique

propagation.

2. Firehose Instability

In the limit k lve >> >> k v i, H 1 + iVwe/k ve, and H022

k I V li/W We arrive at the following approximate expressions for MyZ'

Mzz, and Myy:



M = (14a)
zy (11 k

*i

k 2
!- n2 + De _ _i

_ zz - I 2 (t4b)

My = x n! (l + . .14c)

- where we have made use of the identity Go  H0 - 1 to approximate Gn by -i.

2 2 2 2 2 2
Xxx ' -Dxx n I + W/i /0 Wpi/P i and -zz DZZ - an I
From (14b), Dz I + k 2 - 2 2 = (kD /k 2 - .2/w 2 ), where

W - kWp/ke k cs is the ion sound frequency. The dispersion reIatin
s I pi De s

(8) reduces to

2 2 2 22
W " k lp 9 k /k

2 2 2 2
W W 2 2 k

k 2--2 k 22 2 ki 2,k V A k k kA

0 A A

Here again, the smallness of k allows us to droo the first :erm on the

right hand side of (15) provided that 2  a k2V21 >> k 22w The
NA 1 9

resulting dispersion relation becomes

2 2 k2  k2

S a- - Q + ) 2 (16)
2 2 22 2 1J 2
W k VA k k

"a..

Equation (16) closely resembles the equation derived by Basu and Copli

(1982) with one significant difference: their ecuation is derived under

the assumption of large electron anisotropv and cold ions, whereas ours

assumes isotropic electrons but retains temperature anisotropy for ions.

Therefore the slow magnetosonic wave and the so-called "field-swelling"

S-20
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* mode which are unstable under conditions discussed in their paper, are no

longer so in our isotropic electron limit. In fact it is easy to see that

(16) admits real f" roots (i.e., they are either purely growing or oure

oscillatory), and the sole condition for instabilitv is

K k2rc2 + a V 2 + k2 2r + F + S /2 < 0, (17)
i i

* which can only be satisfied for sufficiently negative values of a, or

8 - li > 2. (18)

The instability condition (18) is the same as that of "firehose"

instability even though the usual "frozen-in" condition is not imposed, as

noted by Basu and Coppi (1982), and the polarization is different from that

of the usual firehose mode. A more detailed discussion of this point is

given in the Appendix.

To recover the "firehose" instability, we note that (10) can be

rewritten in the following form

2 2 2
- a)D(w k) a k E , (9

where D(w, k) = 0 gives (11), the "mirror" mode dispersion equation.

Equation (37) can be considered to be the linear mode-coupling equation

between the mirror-type modes and the "firehose" mode

a 2V2  2 (P i - 1 V (20)

2 1 = a 2A - A

4;
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through the small coupling coefficient E. The preceding results derived

for mirror instabilities correspond to weak coupling approximation of (10)

by treating D(w, k) to be of the order of E. If we assume instead

that w- - " k-V - 0(r), then we arrive at the "firehose" disnersijn

relation (19). It is trivial to see that the firehose stabilitv condition

is i - i > 2. In fact the stability condition remains unchanged as we

change the ordering of w, k v, and k 1v . Even with the inclusion of the

electron temoerature anisotropy, the stability condition merely changes

to B - B1 > 2. It therefore seems that the "firehose" mode is a very

robust MHD mode which is insensitive to the kinetic effects associated with

the parallel motion of electrons and ions. The firehose instability should

not be a major concern for HANE since it required T > T1 which is not

satisfied under ideal HANE conditions, at least in the coupling region

during early time.

IV. DISCUSSION

'e have oresented a detailed linear analysis of low frequency (w < P

instabilities driven by an ion temperature anisotropy (T * T i). In

particular we have studied the electromagnetic ion cyclotron instability,

the mIrror Inst a'11,tv, and tho firehose instabitity. These instabilities

require a 1z I  -4 i.", 'i.e., P > 1) which is typical of an early time

HAME nLasma. 'v' -.. :rra~wetc ton cyclotron and mirror instabilities

also rerrilr - T , , the ftrehose instabilitv requires T > Tii.

'.In zenra, " - ..... ir timn co'moing shell to have T > T so

'''. that the f~ -  
st ~t~ht ,tv If not bvijoslv relevant to HANE situations

" but has been includ i { ir the sake ,f completeness. !We have also included

an Appendix which descrihes the inf Luence of an electron temperature

S ~- 22
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anisotropy on the iHD instability and is an extension (and correction) of

the work of Basu and Coppi (1982). Again, this is included for

completeness. 'e now discuss the application of this research to HANE

phenomena.

An important reason for this study was to investigate the stability

properties of the electromaqnetic ion cyclotron instability in order to

determine whether or not it would be unstable in the HANE coupling shell.

The significance of these unstable waves is that they pitch angle scatter

ions, and therefore allow perpendicular energy to be transformed to

parallel energy which is germane to debris patch formation. Most earlier

studies focussed on parallel propagating modes which have "infinite"

transverse wavelengths. However, the coupling shell has finite dimensions

transverse to B and one needs to consider oblique propagating modes for

application to HANEs. The results of our analysis show that the

electromagnetic ion cyclotron frequency has significant growth for a broad

range of angles relative to B. Although maximum growth occurs for 9 = 0

0 (i.e., k i . 0), waves have relatively strong growth up to 9 800. This

corresponds to transverse wavenumbers in the range 0 < k I 5 k since

kn W pi/c (see Fig. 1) we can rewrite this inequality as 0 < k

5w pi/c. Transforming to wavelength space we find that X - C/pi and

X, I c/5w pi For HANE events such as Starfish and Checkmate, we note that

the coupling shell width L is substantially larger than c/w at times t -

pi

few Q i which implies L >> X1 1 Xit Thus, electromagnetic ion cyclotron

waves will easily "fit" into the coupling shell, so that they can play a

significant role in pitch angle scattering ions.

tTn this regard, another important issue is time scale. The

instabilities considered in this report require magnetizei ions: thus, in

.7-) .7



applying these results to HANEs a minimum time scale r S1 is required

before the instabilities can be excited. However, one expects an

instability to e fold several times before the fluctuating fields reach a

sufficiently large amplitude to affect the particles. Thus, the time scale

on which ion cyclotron waves become important is t 5 15 Q Note

that the ion cyclotron frequency is based on the value of the compressed

magnetic field in the coupling shell. Since this value can be as much as

an order of magnitude (or larger) than the ambient field, this time scale

can be relatively fast. For example, assuming mi - 28, B0 - 5G, and Z - 1

we find that 0.6 msec so that T ~ 9 msec. Thus, in modeling the

effects of electromagnetic ion cyclotron turbulence on debris and air ions

(namely, pitch angle scattering) a minimum time scale is required which

should be implemented in early time codes which model debris patch

formation. We roughly estimate this time scale to be T M- 15Q i  although

it is parameter dependent and specific burst conditions need to be

considered to accurately determine Tm* We also add that pitch angle; -" m

scattering is not the only mechanism which can convert perpendicular ion

energy to parallel ion energy. The inverse mirror force associated with

the compressed magnetic shell can also cause this energy conversion. The

time scale with this process is shorter than pitch angle scattering since

it is not associated with wave turbulence.

The waves discussed in this paper can have other important

implications for HANE disturbances. First, these waves can also pitch

angle scatter high energy ambient radiation belt protons (E > I MeV). This

can cause these high energy radiation belt particles to become trapped at

lower L shells where defense and communication satellites reside. Enhanced

fluences can then damage or incapacitate these satellites. In fact, this

SS.-
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is believed to have occurred following Starfish (Filz, 1967). And second,

these waves (i.e., electromagnetic ion cyclotron) have a significant

component of SE, since they propagate obliquely, i.e., k1 > k 1. These

waves can be resonance with cold magnetospheric electrons which can be

heated to 10-50 eV. This can lead to enhanced particle precipitation

(Cornwall and Vesecky, 1984).
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Fig. 1. Plot of Y/PI versus ck /Wpi for 0 ° 20, 40, 60, and 800

where 8 - tan -' (k /k,). The other parameters used are wpi/pi M

400, m/m i - 1836, T I/T - 20, v 1.0, and T e/T - 0.1.

,V Note that although the growth rate is a maximum for 0 00, It

still has an appreciable value for oblique propagation.
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Fig. 2. Plot of y M 11 and ck hm/ i versus 8 where ymdenotes the maximum

growth rate as a function of parallel wavenuzuber and k IMis the

corresponding wavenumber. The other parameters are the same as

in Fig. 1.
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APPENDIX

To recover the results of Rasu and Covpi (1982), we need to include

the electron temperature anisotropy. This can he most simply done by

changing Hen to

e T e ne Te w-n e w-ne

liek + re + e Z(k eyl (Al)

and using Gen = w(w - nn e en - 1) for G en. In addition, the Myy

element of (4) should be modified as follows

2 2 2 2
2 Wp) 2k v W k I"'-" M =I-n 2 +... " + + G + ton TV E - ..2 H (A2)

' 2 .'2 e e " ki x n
e

In the low frequency long wavelength limit, the matrix elements become

2
S + n a +- (A3a)D xx Mxx I 2

w i

in---~--i -H 0 )I - (A3b)
Myy = Dxx an nI - 8(G)0 aIeeo

2

"Z -- H- - 2) (A3c)

Iv le I Ii
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0

where'= I - ( 81- 8i)/2, -i Sle + r i Si - 0 e + Bt, and xy -yx

0 as before. Focusing our attention again to the limit k v >> W >>
we

k.1 W, we find

T.

e jr + r/--) wA4
He0  Ta kIvRe

I e
e

Hence

- 2 k T
-y wl kITR (A5)

zy 21 k+ TTle

- n I le - le - T Re

2w 2  2

Dzz 2 2 2 ()
k Iv lie

Redefining w. kv Re(me/mi)1/2 k Cso to be the parallel ion sound

frequency, (8) can be simplified to

2 22 (k2 /k2 )(T )/Tkip IV l + le I lTe/ ne

1-W2 2 2 22 2 T K.

- .2 - I  le  I

klV 2- v 2 2 C -"- [1 + BiI  Hie TI-e  1"1 2

A IVA

(A8)

where 81 = (2cs /V )(Te/Te)
' and 2 22 Q

whr lJe 31 2c le R l o
2 2

Due to the smallness 'of k ips i , (A8) can be simplified by ignoring

2 22

the k term, which results in the following coupled-mode equation
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2k2 k2
W2 2 2 T k 2 q k 2
r 2 aeq 1 ie(A (3 e) (A9)

2- 2 2- 2e k k k e
VA

Eauation (A9) corrects the algebraic error made in Rasu and Copoi (1982),

as well as extending their result to include ion temperature anisotropv.

The instability criterion in this case is

22 - 2 2 2 Tiii
k(c 2 + ivV) k + + s)I < 0. (AO)

2 2

For k l/k << 2/8, one of the mode becomes unstable if
IiI

T__le
T 8 le > 2(1 + 8). (All)

4e.

The unstable mode is superficially similar to the wellknown MHD "mirror"

instability, but since, as noted by Rasu and Coppi (1982), "frozen-in

condition" is not imposed, it is not identical to the mirror mode. The

other mode is always stable, the reason that Rasu and Coppi were able to

obtain instability can be traced to the algebraic error they made.

In the other limit, kIv i, kIvle >> w, we find

2 T T

! zy a I le Ii

M D.-2 -- F-T T T
.yy W D i I T 1) - 8iT (Al2b)

2 2
.'. 22 22D zz - I + 2 e2 + i2 2 (Al2c)

kIv le kIv 1i
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The "firehose" branch in this case still remains the same, but the coupled-

mode equation becomes
@k

2k 8
S -- 2kn T _i T -e ) k2, I lle k 2)le - T 11)2

-l 2
2I- Tn4  T k Ile ) Tl Ti

k2VA l k 1 .2 Ileek T2 e  T+TI

(A13)

Notice that the parallel ion-sound branch is gone because kIv 1 >> w, which

means that both electrons and ions respond adiabatically to parallel

electric field. The stability condition is given by

2 2 + Tx rl-- Tl_e +

T Te
2 ~r -e( 1'k + k v 2  > -. IiA14)e

- A1  2~~~I - le) L 2 lTlT

2(I +

For k2A 2 << 2/011, the instabilit condition is the same as thato

mirror instability (casegawa, 1971). Note that "frozen-in" condition is

satisfied when kIvoi, kIv1 e >> w since the perturbed parallel electric

field is completely shielded out by the parallel electron and ion adiabatic

response.

.1
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An

ABSTRACT

A linear model of the steady response of a stratified

fluid to isolated heat sources on a sphere is developed.

The model is used to examine the response to diabatic

heating associated with summer monsoon precipitation in

India and to low-level diabatic heating along the northeast

coast of Africa. In a laterally unbounded, spherical domain

the summer monsoon heat source forces a cross-equatorial

meridional cell that is about half as strong as the main

response feature, which is a cell oriented zonally and

situated on the west side of the source. The imposition of

a meridional wall concentrates the cross-equatorial flow in

the meridional cell into a western boundary current. For

representative s umme r monsoon heating the northward

transport in this simple East African Jet is comparable to

what is observed. The cross-equatorial flow pattern forced

by low-level diabatic heating along the African coast

Lconsists of a western boundary current near the equator that
turns into a geostrophically balanced sea breeze in low

latitudes away from the equator. The northward mass flux in

this locally forced jet is about an order or magnitude

smaller than that which is forced by the summer monsoon heat

IN source.
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1 1. Introduction

The cross-equatorial flow in the East African Jet (EAJ)

is commonly viewed as a response to forcing by latent heat

release in the Indian monsoon. Much has been learned about

the structure and dynamics of the EAJ through the use of

barotropic models (Anderson, 1976; Krishnamurti, et al.,

1976; Hart, 1977; Bannon, 1979 a,b; Bannon, 1982). Such

models have not been used to look at the EAJ and the Indian

monsoon as a single dynamical system for the reason that

* Q they treat the response to forcing in which both the source

and sink for the flow are prescribed. In the dynamical

system of EAJ and Indian monsoon together, the sink for the

low level flow is upward motion balancing latent heating.

It is meaningful to prescribe this heating as a forcing

function. The location and distribution of the source for

low-level flow, on the other hand, is part of the response

and cannot be prescribed. A further limitation on the use

of barotropic models is that they cannot be used to assess

the affect of local differential heating in East Africa as a

source of cross-equatorial mass transport in the EAJ.

In this study, we formulate a simple model of the EAJ

and Indian monsoon as a single system of motion responding

to an isolated prescribed heat source in a stratified fluid

on a sphere. The model is linear, it employs linear

damping, and it is steady-state. It differs from other

simple models of steady, monsoon-type response to tropical

T-5
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heating (Webster, 1972; Gill, 1980) in that we sum over many

vertical modes in order to calculate, rather than prescribe,

the vertical structure of the monsoon response and the flow

that constitutes the model EAJ. We also employ a variable

I: horizontal grid point spacing to achieve necessary

resolution of features having small horizontal scale.

We use the model to address a specific question that

arises from the following considerations. It is possible

that the EAJ is a direct response to Indian monsoon heating,

by which we mean that the return flow in the upper

troposphere across the equator and into a broad entrance

region of the EAJ is accomplished primarily by a thermally

direct overturning. There is no clear evidence for this in

the upper flow pattern of Northern Hemisphere summer.

Outflow from the Indian monsoon is the dominant

climatological feature in the observed divergent component

of the wind (cf, e.g., Krishnamurti, 1985), but the pattern

is so broad in longitudinal scale as to suggest that the

upper-level, cross-equatorial mass flux compensating the EAJ

is accomplished through some global scale dynamics that

involves Lhe entire quasistationary wave pattern. The

question arising is this: is there present, in the response

to a rainfall rate representative of monsoon climatology, a

meridional overturning whose mass flux is comparable to what

has been observed in the EAJ? In this study we calculate

the meridional overturning response using the steady, linear

T-6



model. The response is calculated first in the global

domain and then in a restricted domain having a western wall

that constrains cross-equatorial flow to take place in a

western boundary current.

A further objective of the study is to employ the same

model to assess the degree to which the EAJ is influenced by

a sea-breeze type forcing arising from the existence of a

mixed layer over northeast Africa that is several degrees

warmer than the air mass of f the coast. We treat this

mesoscale forcing as a prescribed low-level heating confined

to a strip between the western wall and a coastline situated

to the east of it.

2. Model Description

The primitive equations on a sphere are linearized

about a basic state of no motion in an isothermal atmosphere

without topography. We are interested in the response to

two different prescribed heat sources: one representing

latent heat release in the summer monsoon and the other

representing low-level sensible heating along the coastal

strip of northeast Africa. Damping is in the form of

Rayleigh friction (coefficient aR) and Newtonian cooling

(coefficient aT) with damping times (a-1 ) of 5 days each.

141i The linearized equations are formulated using log pressure

T-7



for the vertical coordinate and the sine of the latitude for

the latitudinal coordinate. The steady state equations are

a u - 2n"yv = - 1 a. (1)

a v + 2nyu = - a (2)

1 8- + lay + ez/H (e-z/Hw) 0 (3)
*a(I-y 2 T-aW Z

aT a + N 2w = R- --  (4)
tB P

where the log pressure vertical coordinate z = - H log

(P/Pr) and R is the scale height, given by H = RTr/g. Here

'9 Pr = 1000 mb and Tr = 3000K are the reference surface

pressure and temperature, respectively, providing a scale

height of H = 8.8 km. The latitudinal coordinate is y = sin

e, where e is the latitude, X is the longitude in radians,

u and v are the perturbation horizontal velocity components

multiplied by cos e, w is the perturbation vertical motion

with respect to the log pressure coordinate arid 0 is the

geopotential perturbation. The basic state stratification

is isothermal, with N2 = 1.11 x 10- 4 s-2 .

A rigid lid is placed at the upper boundary of the

model at a height of D = 22.5 km unless otherwise stated.

The rigid lid allows the solution variables and the forcing

*T-8
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*to be expanded in a set of vertical modes, following Geisler

and Stevens (1982). Then for each vertical mode a forced

horizontal structure equation of the form of the shallow

0 water equations, with different equivalent depths for each

vertical mode, can be solved.

Prior to separating the vertical dependence of the

* variables, we introduce the variables U, V, 0 such that

(u,v,O) = (U,V,0) eZ/2H (5)

and eliminate w between (3), and (4) to obtain

aU - 2nyv = -1 ao 61 (6)

aV + 2f yU = - (1-y2) 8(a Ty(7)

a a2 1 au + av

N I 4a(1-y
2

ifC _ RA(A,y) F(z) (8)

C N 2H 2

p
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Here we have introduced the vertical forcing function F(z)

given by

V -1

F(z) = exp (-z/2H) B(z) - H d (9)

where the heating function Q has been assumed to be of the

form Q(X, y, z) = A(X,y) B(z). The homogeneous form of

equations (6), (7) and (8) are separable, and the forcing

function F and solution variables U, V and 0 can be expanded

onto the set of vertical modes Gn(z) which satisfy the

homogeneous vertical structure equation

d 2  + N Gn(Z) =0 (10)

4gh n

with the boundary conditions

i.1

d. + 1 G(z) =0 at z =O,D (11)
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" The boundary conditions (11) express the condition that the

geometric vertical velocity and the heating are zero at the

surface z = 0 and at the rigid lid z = D in (4).

"* We then write

N
a.

(U,V,0,F) = E (u n , v n , On ,f n) G n(z) (12)
*/ n=O

where the amplitudes un, vn , On are functions of X and y,

• and the fn are constants. Substituting (12) into (6), (7),

(8) the equations reduce to the shallow water equations in

the variable X and y with differing equivalent depths hn for

each vertical mode:

• aun - 2nyv ao n (13)nn a ax

vn + 2nyu (1-y2) aonn n= a 7 (14)

a 1 au n + n

a(1-y ) ax a ay

R fnA(k,y)
~(15)

. C N 2H 2

"CNH p
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where the amplitude fn of the projection of the forcing

function F on the nth mode is given by

f 0D F(z) Gn(Z) dz

f G(z)dz(16)

The vertical modes consist of one external mode n = o and

N-i internal modes. The external mode is given by

G 0 (z) = exp (- z/2H) (17)

.

while the internal modes (n 0 0) are given by

G (Z) = sin -- an (18)

with the phase Gn = tan - 1 (2nvH/D). The equivalent depth ho

in the case of the external mode is infinite, while for the

internal modes the equivalent depth is given by

T-12



h_ N2 H2  1 12 n-1n  g + J (19)

0
With a depth D = 22.5 km, the first four internal modes have

equivalent depths of 498 m, 140 m, 63 m and 36 m,

respectively.

The shallow water equations (13), (14) and (15) are

solved numerically by finite difference techniques. The

solution technique depends on the domain used for each

experiment. In the first experiment, in which the monsoon

heat source is placed in a global domain without topography,

the variables are further Fourier decomposed in longitude.

Twenty zonal wavenumbers are used in the Fourier series for

each of the variables. The shallow water equations are then

only functions of the sine of latitude y. In latitude 20

grid points are used from pole to pole, with a grid

separation of Ay = 0.1. The variables are staggered such

that velocity components are defined at the grid points and

the heating coefficient and geopotential are defined at the

half grid points. The boundary conditions are un = vn = 0.

The resulting difference equations with the boundary

conditions form a linear system of equations (for each zonal

wavenumber and vertical mode) which are solved by matrix

decomposition.

T
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In the second and third experiments, a regional domain

7 is used with rigid boundaries. The longitudinal domain is

110. In order to resolve the flow along the western

boundary and cover the large area required for the monsoon

forcing, a stretched grid is used in longitude. The

stretching is defined by a coordinate transformation,

L sinh Ofx()= (20)

sinh 6

where 6 = 3.0, L = 1100 is the domain width, X is the

longitude in degrees and I is a uniform grid of 42 points

separated by a distance of &j = 1/42. This stretching

provides a grid separation in longitude of 0.50 (_ 50 km) at

the western edge of the domain and 100 at the eastern edge.

In the -y space, the solution variables are staggered in an

Arakawa C grid. At the rigid boundaries, the boundary

1conditions are given by zero normal velocity and a free-slip

*.. condition. Choice of the C grid makes the specification of

these boundary conditions easy, with un = 0 at the western

and eastern boundaries and vn = 0 at the southern and

northern boundaries. The resulting block matrix system is

solved using the technique described by Lindzen and Kuo

(1969).

T-14
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3. Description of Heat Sources

a. Summer Monsoon Latent Heating

* •The time-averaged latent heating due to the convection

over India during the summer monsoon is represented by an

idealized heating function which is centered at a latitude

* of 240N. The heating function is

Qc (X,y,p) = Bc (p) exp [- [-X, ]2] exp

cr c

I y-yo )21 (21)
i:, Yw

where Xo is the longitude at the center of the heat source,

Xw = 20" is the halfwidth in longitude, Yo = 0.4 (about

246N) is the latitude of the center of the heat source and

yw = 0.2 (about 120) is the halfwidth in latitude. The

vertical dependence Bc(p), taken from Stevens et al. (1977),

is given by

C.
-,

¢'." [(P-Pt)(P-Pa)(P-Pb)
B c(P) Qco (p -Pt)(pm-Pa)(pm-Pb) Pt4 P  & Pb (22)

1 o, otherwise
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Here Pt = 140 mb is cloud top, Pb = 908 mb is cloud base,

and the parameter Pa = 932 mb is chosen so that the heating

is a maximum of Qco = 6GC day -' at Pm = 400 mb. The maximum

heating rate of 60 C day-' provides an integrated latent

heating which corresponds to a rainfall rate of 1 cm day -'.

'S This vertical heating profile is illustrated in Figure 1.

b. Low Level Sensible Heating Along the East African

Coastline

The diurnal-average boundary layer heating over the

coastal region of Somalia and Saudi Arabia is represented by

an idealized heat source centered at a latitude of 120 N (y

= 0.2). The heat source has a Gaussian dependence in

latitude with different halfwidths north and south of the

center of the heating. In longitude the heating profile is

a tanh function having a relatively constant value over a

coastal strip and a sharp decrease to zero at a meridian of

' 4.50 longitude, which is the position of an idealized

north-south coastline. The vertical dependence is

represented by another tanh function. The total heating

function is then given by

2Y-. 2,;?B B(z) k- o  exp - Y-Yo(Xyz) = T [tanh [[_nJJ

(23)
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Here ko = 4.50 longitude (about 500 km east of the longitude

where a western boundary wall will be situated) defines the

position of the idealized north-south coastline, Xw = 0.450

(about 50 km) is the halfwidth of the tanh function and Yo =

0.2 (1.5 0 N) is the latitude of the center of the heat

source. Also, Yn = 0.2 (1.5 °) is the halfwidth of the

Gaussian north of the heating center and ys = 0.1 (5.70) is

the halfwidth to the south of the heating center. The

vertical dependence Bs(z) of the heating is

4- (zo[ -oll
B(z) 1-- [ -tanh 1 w.l I(z) (24)

where zo  3 km is the center of the tanh function, zw  1

km is the halfwidth, Qso = 2°C day-' is the maximum heating

rate, and I(z) is the Heaviside unit step function defined

by

w.

I(z) = 1, z 0 (25)
- 0, z =0

The unit step function ensures that the heating is zero at

the surface, as required for use of the homogeneous boundary

condition (11) in defining the vertical modes.

T-17
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The vertical distribution of this sensible heat source

is illustrated in Figure 2. The figure shows that the

heating rate in the lowest kilometer is a relatively

constant 2°C day -' and that most of the heating is confined

below 4 km elevation. The maximum heating rate of 20C day-'

is chosen so that the total integrated heating rate is

equivalent to a surface sensible heat flux of 70 watts m- 2 .

Such values have been observed at the surface over Saudi

Arabia in the heat low during the summer months (Ackerman

and Cox, 1982). The observations of the thermodynamics of

the heat low reported by Blake et al. (1983) show that the

boundary layer is convectively mixed from the surface to

about 2 km. The potential temperature is observed to be

constant from the surface to 650 mb (about 4 km), indicating

dry convective mixing to this level.

The contribution of the sensible heat source given by

(23) and (24) to the forcing function defined by (9) is

F (z) = I(z)F (z) -H L(z) 6(z) exp(-z/2H) (26)
s L

Here the vertical dependence Bs(z) of the heating in (24)

has been written as

* * Bs(z) = L(z)I(z) (27)

T- 18



* where FL(Z) is given by

FL(z) = exp(- z/2H) I L - H dL (28)L 3dL

and O(z) is the Dirac Delta function. The contribution to

each coefficient fn defined by (16) by the sensible heat

forcing function Fs can then be written as the sum of two

parts

. fn = In + On (29)

where On is given by

- H L(o)Gn (0)* on = n(30)

SJG 2 (z) dz?f n

40 Evaluating (30) for the internal modes, as given by (18), we

have

& n - D i + 1 (31)

T-19
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while for the external mode (n = 0), defined by (17), we

have

0 - (1 - exp(-D/H)]- 1  (32)

To.
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* 4. Results

a. Experiment 1: Isolated Monsoon Forcing Without

Topography

P The global-domain response to the monsoon heat source

described in Section 3 is calculated for the heat source

centered at 23.60N (y = 0.4) and at an arbitrary longitude

* of 1800. Figure 3 shows a horizontal section at a height of

1.5 km, where the low level response is of maximum

intensity. The contours show the geopotential height

perturbation, and the arrows indicate the speed and

direction of the wind. The figure shows a low situated

north-west of the heating center, which is indicated by the

letter Q, with the largest winds of some 11 m s- 1 lying

about 100 south of the low center. A high of almost

identical structure (not shown here) is located in the upper

* troposphere. Similar solutions have been found by others

(e.g., Webster, 1972; Gill, 1980) for the linearized

response to localized heat sources situated off the equator.

* The east-west asymmetry of the response is explained by the

preferred excitation of longitudinally asymmetric Rossby

modes. Gill (1980) has shown that the southerly flow in the

region of the heating is consistent with a linear vorticity

V- balance in which negative advection of planetary vorticity

balances the positive vorticity tendency generated by

convergence.

T- 21
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The field of vertical motion at a height of 7.5 km,

* which is close to the level of maximum heating (at 400 mb),

is shown in Figure 4. Upward vertical motion with a maximum

intensity of 1.4 cm s- 1 is seen to be coincident with the

region of the heating, consistent with adiabatic cooling

balancing the heating. Some of the compensating subsidence

is concentrated west of the surface low center. A broader

region of weaker subsidence occurs in the Southern

Hemisphere. The longitudinal structure of this meridional

overturning is illustrated in Figure 5, which shows an

equatorial cross-section of meridional wind. A letter Q

marks the altitude and longitude of the maximum heating,

which is situated at 23.60N.

We consider now the question of the relative strength

of zonal versus meridional overturning. Figure 6 shows the

mass flux streamfunction in the zonal plane integrated from

the equator to the north pole. The stronger of the two

zonal cells is situated to the west of the heating center.

In Figure 7, we show the mass flux streamfunction in the

meridional plane integrated around the globe. The

meridional overturning south of the heat source has about

half the intensity of the zonal overturning west of the heat

source. The figure shows that 22.5 x 1012 g s- 1 cross the

zonal plane at y = 0.2 (latitude 120N). It also shows that

about 2/3 of this mass flux, or some 18 x 1012 g s-1,

crosses the equator from the southern hemisphere.
-.
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* The mass fluxes in these cells are summarized in the

schematic shown in Figure 8. Here the low level fluxes are
=.

those integrated from the surface to a height z = 6 km. The

global domain is divided into four regions by vertical

planes at the equator and at the respective longitudes of

maximum eastward and westward mass fluxes. The letters L

and Q indicate the locations of the low center and the

center of the heating, respectively. Labelled arrows

indicate the magnitude and direction of the mass flux across

each regional boundary. The compensating total vertical

mass fluxes for each region are also shown. The maximum

zonal mass flux (46.8 x 1012 g s- 1) crossing the meridional

plane at the longitude of the low center is subdivided into

two parts and indicated by the two dashed arrows. Most of

the mass flux crossing the equator (13.1 x 1012 g s-1 ) is in

*the region west of the low center.

b. Experiment 2: Isolated Monsoon ForcinR with Western

Boundary Wall

In the second experiment, a meridional wall is placed

470 west of the monsoon heat source of experiment 1. The

domain of the model is reduced to 1100 of longitude, and

another vertical wall is placed at the eastern boundary.

The eastern boundary is far enough from the heat source that

*m it has no significant effect on the solution in the interior

and along the western boundary wall. A stretched grid of 42
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grid points in the longitudinal domain provides a grid

resolution of 0.450 (about 50 km) at the western edge and

about 100 of longitude at the eastern edge of the domain.

As in the first experiment, the 20 grid points used in

latitude are separated by a grid distance of Ay = 0.1 (about

6" in the tropics), and 16 vertical modes are used to

represent the forcing.

The response in the interior of the domain is similar

to that found previously (experiment 1) in the absence of

the western boundary wall, except that the maximum intensity

¢-.. of the low level circulation now occurs at the surface

(rather than at 1.5 km) in a boundary layer flow along the

western wall. In Figure 9, we show the geopotential

- pertubation and the wind field response at the surface in a

domain that extends 750 out from near the western boundary.

As in the first experiment, a low is situated north-west of

the heating center (indicated by the letter Q) and a low

level westerly wind maximum of 10 m s-1 is found south of

the low center. The response of the trades in the interior

of the domain south of the equator is somewhat stronger in

the present experiment, with maximum velocities of 2 m s- 1

(compared to 1 m s- 1 without the wall).

Along the western boundary there is low-level flow

concentrated into boundary jets: a northerly jet at the

latitude of the low and a southerly jet crossing the

equator. These jets separate from the western boundary at

T-24
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* around 14°N (y = 0.25) and merge to give a broad westerly

jet flowing into the region of the heat source. The abrupt

separation of these jets is also a feature of barotropic

4* models of the East African Jet (Anderson, 1976; Bannon,

1982). The observed jet exhibits a more gradual turning

away from the topographic barrier of the East African

*highlands (see, e.g., Findlater, 1977).

The southerly jet is illustrated in more detail in

Figure 10. The maximum speed is at the equator. Figure 11

*i shows a vertical cross-section through the jet at the

equator. It can be seen that the vertical structure of this

western boundary response consists of a counter jet aloft

* that has the same horizontal scale as the low-level jet.

The velocity is seen to decrease in an exponential fashion

away from the boundary, as expected for a linear damping,

western boundary layer. In fact, for such damping, the

e-folding width of the jet is given by a/0, where a is the

coefficient of Rayleigh friction and 8 is the latitudinal

derivative of the Coriolis parameter (see, e.g., Stommel,

1948). For a damping time (a- ') of 5 days this gives a

width of 102 km, in agreement with the model result shown in

cFigure 11.

As previously done for the experiment in the global

domain, the mass flux streamfunction was computed and

integrated over various sections of the regional domain.

The zonal-plane mass flux streamfunction integrated from the
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equator to the pole (not shown) has the same structure as

that shown in Figure 6 for the global-domain, distinguished

from it only by close packing of streamfunction contours

along the western boundary. The overturning in the

meridional plane is stronger in this experiment by some 50

percent, with an intensity of some 32 x 1012 g s- .i

Figure 12 summarizes, in the format of Figure 8, the

mass fluxes in this experiment. In the region west of the

low center, the mass flux crossing the equator is further

partioned by a broken line into a part occurring within 50

of the boundary and a remainder. The figure shows that the

mass flux crossing the equator within 270 of the boundary is

some 22 x 1012 g s- . A weak cross-equatorial flow in the

interior contributes only a further 2.5 x 1012 g s-1 to the

total mass flux crossing the equator. Of the subsiding mass

flux balancing the upward transport in the region of the

heating, the largest amount. now occurs in the Southern

Hemisphere. The effect of the western boundary wall has

thus been to increase the subsidence in the Southern

Hemisphere and hence the meridional overturning at the

expense of the zonal overturning.

-I2
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c. Experiment 3: Sensible Heating Adjacent to Western

BoundarY Wall

In this experiment the localized sensible heat source

0 described in Section 3 is placed north of the equator

adjacent to the western boundary wall. It is centered at a

latitude of 11.50 N (y = 0.2). This heat source, with a

* maximum heating rate of 20C day-' near the surface,

represents an idealized differential sensible heating

contrast across a meridional coastline situated about 500 km

from the western boundary. To adequately resolve this

sensible heat source, the latitudinal and vertical

resolution is increased in this experiment. To achieve the

increased vertical resolution, the model lid is lowered to

11.25 km and the number of vertical modes used is increased

to 46, giving a vertical wavelength of 500 meters for the

* highest mode. A latitudinal grid separation of Ay = 0.05

(about 30 in the tropics) is used over a reduced latitudinal

domain extending from a southern wall at 17.50 S (y = -0.3)

to a northern wall at 44.40 N (y = 0.7). The boundary

condition is one of no flow across these boundaries.

The horizontal distribution of this sensible heating is

illustrated in Figure 13. The maximum heating rate of 20 C

day- ' occurs at a latitude of 11.50 N, close to the latitude

of the maximum temperature gradient observed during the

summer months across the coastline of Somalia (Newell et

al., 1974). The heating is maximum at the western boundary
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and relatively constant in longitude from the western

boundary to near the coastline, where it decreases rapidly

in magnitude following a tanh function (see Equation (23)).

In the vertical, the heating is essentially confined to the

lowest 4 km of the atmosphere, as was shown in Figure 2.

Figure 14 shows the surface horizontal wind field that

occurs in response to the sensible heating. There is a low

adjacent to the western boundary centered at a latitude of

160N (y = 0.275) indicated in the figure by the letter L.

This position is close to that of the Saudi Arabian heat low

(van de Boogaard, 1977). The latitude of the maximum

heating of 20 C day -' is also indicated by the letter Q in

the figure. An easterly flow of about 4 m s-1 along the

equator merges into a southerly jet flowing northward across

the equator. This low level jet separates from the western

boundary around 90 N (y = 0.15) to then flow northward along

the coastline. The maximum velocity of about 40 m s- 1 in

the jet at the surface occurs just to the north of the

equator at 3°N (y = 0.05). Along the coastline, the surface

V. flow in the low level jet forced by this sensible heat

source reaches a secondary peak of 15 m s- 1 southeast of the

low center around 140 N (y = 0.25). Upward vertical motion

(not shown) balances the heating, with rising motion

reaching a maximum of 0.5 cm s- in the region of maximum

heating. Weaker subsidence occurs in a broad band along the
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* equator in the region of the low level easterly flow shown

in Figure 1.4.

In Figure 15a, we show a 7onal cross-sertion at the

* equator of this low-level jet and its upper-level counter

jet. Figure 15b is a corresponding cross-section at

latitude 11.56N (y = 0.2), the latitude of maximum heating.

* In these figures, the position of the coastline is indicated

by the letter C. At the equator, the low level jet is along

the western boundary and has a maximum southerly velocity of

28 m s-1 at the surface. At latitude 11.56N, the low level

jet is centered on the coastline, with the jet reaching a

maximum velocity of 15 m s-1 at the surface. At all

* latitudes, the low level jet is confined below 1.5 km in

elevation, inside the layer where the heating has a

relatively constant magnitude of 20C day-' (see Figure 2).

* Above the low level jet, the counter-jet of similar

strufcture is an order of magnitude weaker in intensity, but

has greater vertical extent. In Figures 16 a and b we show

cross-sections of the zonal flow at the equator and latitude

11.50N. As in the previous figures, the position of the

coastline is indicated by the letter C. The zonal flow at

both latitudes is an order of magnitude less that the

meridional flow. At the equator, low level easterlies

reaching 4 m s-1 are seen centered at the coastline with

*weaker, but deeper, westerlies situated above. At the

latitude of maximum heating (Figure 16b), weak low level

b
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easterlies lie offshore and do not penetrate across the

coastline. Stronger low level westerlies are found inland

with a maximum of 1.5 m s J at the surface. The confluence

of the westerly and easterly low level flow feed the upward

vertical motion balancing the heating.

'. As in the other experiments, the circulation here can

be described by overturnings in the meridional plane and in

the zonal plane. The meridional overturning is confined to

a narrow region along the western boundary. Due to the

shallow nature of the circulation, the mass flux that

crosses the equator in the low level jet forced by our

sensible heat source is small, only some 1.8 x 1012 g 5
- 1.

This is an order.of magnitude less than that in the jet

forced by the monsoon heat source.

To test the sensitivity of our response to the depth of

the heating, several runs were made using the same magnitude

for the heat source Qso, but varying the parameter zo in

. (24) over a range from I to 5 km. The horizontal pattern

and the amplitude of the maximum wind speed were not too

sensitive to such changes in the depth of the heating, but

the zero wind level changed in such a way that the counter

jet was centered at the height zo in all cases.

In a further experiment, the orientation of the

coastline was also changed to one more closely matching that

of the Somalia and East African coasts. In this case, the

heating was assumed to have the same latitudinal and
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vertical variation as described above. In longitude,

however, the heating was constant from the western boundary

out to a coastline inclined from southwest to northeast at

4 an angle of 35.50 to the western boundary. The response was

similar to that found above for the meridional coastline,

though more intense. The maximum velocity occurring in the

0 low level jet was about 60 m s- 1 just north of the equator

along the western boundary, and the secondary maximum of

12.5 m s- 1 occurred at the coastline at latitude 14.50N.
"%

The circulation we have just described above is more

complicated than a usual sea breeze circulation. In order

to contrast the two, a supplementary experiment was carried

out in which the Coriolis parameter 2ny in the model was

replaced by its value at latitude 11.50 N (y = 0.2). The

response was then found for the same heating distribution

* that was shown in Figures 2 and 13. The response at the

latitude of maximum heating is illustrated in Figures 17 a

and b, which show cross-sections of the meridional and zonal

wind. In Figure 17a, the meridional wind shows a low level

southerly jet with a maximum velocity of 16 m s- 1 centered

over the coastline (which is indicated by the letter C in

the figure). The northward mass flux here is exactly

balanced by the mass flux in the counter flow aloft. These

jets are of similar magnitude and position to those shown in

Figure 15b, where the Coriolis parameter varies with

latitude, but in that experiment this sea breeze jet pair
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blended with the pair of jets associated with the western

boundary wall. The associated zonal wind pattern (Figure

15a) is considerably more complicated than the simple

on-shore component of the sea-breeze circulation shown in

Figure 17b.
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5. Summary and Conclusions

Here we have presented the results of three experiments

using a steady, linear model of the response of a stratified

fluid on a sphere to an isolated heat source. Forcing in

the first experiment was by means of a heat source having a

spatial distribution and amplitude representative of

condensational heating in the summer monsoon. The second

experiment differed from the first in having a rigid wall

* imposed along a meridian west of the heat source. In the

third experiment, the monsoon heating was replaced by a

source intended to represent low-level heating over a

meridional strip of land situated between the meridional

wall and an ocean which exchanges no heat with the

atmosphere.

' The main feature of the response in the first

experiment was a zonal overturning on the west side of the

heat source. Of comparable significance was a meridional

overturning extending southward from the heat source into

the Southern Hemisphere. The mass flux in this cell was

about half that in the zonal cell. For a heating amplitude

scaled to a 1 cm day-i maximum precipitation rate in the

summer monsoon, the cross-equatorial mass flux in the

meridional cell was 18 x 1 0 12 g S-i. With the addition of

the wall along a meridian west of the heat source

(experiment two), the cross-equatorial mass flux was
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concentrated into a western boundary current and was

increased by a small amount to 22 x 1012 g S-1.

A cross-equatorial jet also characterized the response

in experiment three, where the only forcing was low-level

differential heating across a meridional coastline situated

east of the wall. This jet was a western boundary current

at the equator, but migrated away from the wall to become a

geostrophically balanced sea breeze at higher tropical

latitudes. For low-level heating of 20C day- I mixed through

the lowest 2.5 kin, the maximum windspeed in this jet near

the equator was very nearly equal to that in the jet forced

by monsoon heating alone (experiment two). Because of the

small vertical scale of the low-level heating jet, it

carried a cross-equatorial mass flux of only 1.8 x 101.2 g

1s. This is an order of magnitude smaller than the mass

flux carried by the monsoon heating jet.

From an analysis of observational data Findlater (1969)

deduced a figure of 89 x 1012 g S- I for the northward flux

of mass across the equator between longitudes 350E and 750E

during the month of July. The model flux of 22 x 1012 g s- I

is a factor of four smaller than this figure. This is

reduced to a factor of two if we adopt the still-reasonable

amplitude of 2 cm day -' precipitation rate in the summer

monsoon. Adopting this forcing amplitude and noting that

the model dissipation (damping time of 5 days) is quite

large, we conclude that there is less than a factor of two
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* discrepancy between observed and model cross-equatorial mass

flux. Such agreement in this crude model study supports the

hypothesis that a thermally direct meridional overturning is

t a sufficient mechanism for providing the mass flux carried

across the equator by the EAJ.

A firmer conclusion coming from this model study is

* that the additional cross-equatorial mass forced by

low-level differential heating across the east coast of

Africa is small. The resulting jet was of very small

vertical scale, with a zero wind level well within the

heated layer. The maximum wind speed in this jet was,

however, comparable to that in the monsoon-heating jet.

This suggests that flow in the lowest few hundred meters of

the EAJ can be strongly influenced by a flow driven by

low-level differential heating.

L
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1. The vertical distribution of the monsoon latent

heating in °C day -'.

Fig. 2. The vertical distribution of the low-level

sensible heating in °C day- .

Fig. 3. The contours of geopotential (in units of 105 cm2

S - 2) and the wind field at z = 1.5 km. Contours

every 25 x 10s cm2 S- 2 . The maximum wind vector

of 11 m s-1 is indicated, and the smallest vector

plotted is 1 m s- 1. The center of the heat

source is indicated by the letter Q. Along the

latitude axis the tick marks show the grid

points.

Fig. 4. The contours of vertical velocity in cm s-1 at z

= 7.5 km. Contours every 0.2 cm s- 1. Q

indicates the heating center as in Fig. 3.

Fig. 5. A cross-section of the meridional wind (in m s-1)

along the equator. ConLours every 0.1 m s- L.

The tick marks are placed every 90 in longitude

and every 1.5 km in z. Q indicates the height

and longitude of maximum heating.

Fig. 6. Contours of the zonal mass flux (in units of 1012

g s-1) integrated from the equator to the north

pole. Contours every 5 x 1012 g s-1 . Q
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* indicates the height and longitude of maximum

heating as in Fig. 5.

Fig. 7. Contours of the meridional mass flux integrated

* around the globe (in units of 1012 g s-1 ).

Contours ever 2.5 x 1012 g s- 1. Latitudinal grid

points are indicated.

* Fig. 8. A schematic of the low level mass flux balances

in several boxes bounded by the equator,

longitudes 1620, 2250 and 3600 and the north and

* south pole. The boxes are bounded above at z = 6

km. The large arrows indicate the mass fluxes

(in units of 1012 g s- L ) crossing a particular

* boundary. The quantities inside each box

represent the mass flux leaving the box at z = 6

km.

* Fig. 9. The contours of geopotential (in units of 105 cm2

s- 2) and the wind field at z = 0 km in the

limited longitudinal domain. Contours every 20 x

J0 S cm2 s- 2 .  The magnitude of the wind vectors

is indicated by the labelled arrow (of 15 m s-1).

The grid points are indicated by the inner tick

marks. The longitude is measured in degrees from

the rigid western boundary at 00. Lower tick

marks are placed every 50 of longitude. Q

49 indicates the center of the heating.
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Fig. 10. The horizontal wind field in the western boundary

4? region and the equator at z = 0 km. The

magnitude of the wind vectors is indicated by the

labelled arrow (of 40 m s-1). The rigid western

boundary is at longitude 0.

- Fig. 11. A cross-section of the meridional wind (in m s-1 )

along the equator in the western boundary region.

Contour intervals are 5 m s-1 The longitude is

measured in degrees from the western boundary.

Fig. 12. A schematic of the low-level mass flux balances

in several boxes bounded by the equator,

longitude 270 and 760 and the domain boundaries.

Thc boxes are bounded above at z = 6 km. The

large arrows indicate the mass fluxes (in units

of 1012 g s-1) crossing a particular boundary.

The quantities inside each box represent the mass

flux leaving the box at z = 6 km.

Fig. 13. The horizontal distribution of the maximum

low-level sensible heating (in °C day-') just

,' 4 above the surface. The inner tick marks show the

grid points while the lower tick marks in the

longitude scale are shown every 10 longitude
.. .measured from the rigid western boundary.

Fig. 14. The wind field at z = 0 km. The magnitude of the

wind vectors is indicated by the labelled arrow.
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* Fig. 15a. Cross-section of the meridional wind (in m s-1 )

in the western boundary region at the equator.

Contours start every 2 m s-1 , becoming every 4 m

s-1 . The upper tick marks on the longitude scale

show the grid points while the lower tick marks

are placed at every degree of longitude. The

letter C shows the position of the coastline.

Fig. 15b. As in (a) except at a latitude of 11.5*N (y =

0.2) and contours every 2 m s- 1.

Fig. 16a. As in Fig. 15a but for the zonal wind at the

equator and contours every 0.5 m s- .

Fig. 16b. As in Fig. 15b except for the zonal wind at a

latitude at 11.5 ON and contours every 0.25 m

S-1.

Fig. 17a. Cross-section of the meridional wind (in m s-1 )

* in the western boundary region at a latitude of

11.56N (y = 0.2) in the case of a constant

Coriolis parameter (given by the Coriolis

CPparameter at 11.50N). Contours every 2 m s-1 .

The scales are as in Fig. 15a.

Fig. 17b. As in (a) except for the zonal wind and contours

every 0.25 m s- .
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